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The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) was set up unde r
a Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960 . which provides that the OECD shall
promote policies designed :

to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a
rising standard of living in Member countries, while maintaining financia l
stability, and thus to contribute to the development of the world economy :

to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well as non-member
countries in the process of economic development;

to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminato-
ry basis in accordance with international obligations .

The Members of OECD are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France .
the Federal Republic of Germany, Greece. Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan . Luxembourg. the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain . Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the
United Kingdom and the United States.

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 20th April 1972, replacing
OECD's European Nuclear Energy Agency (ENEA) on the adhesion of Japan as a ful l
Member.

NEA now groups all the European Member countries of OECD and Australia . Canada . Japa n
and the United States. The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the wor k
of the Agency .

The objectives of NEA remain substantially those of ENEA. namely the orderly developmen t
of the uses of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. This is achieved by :

assessing the future role of nuclear energy as a contributor to economic prog-
ress, and encouraging co-operation between governments towards its optimu m
development;

encouraging harmonization of governments' regulatory policies and practices i n
the nuclear field, with particular reference to health and safety, radioactive wast e
management and nuclear third party liability and insurance ;

forecasts of uranium resources, production and demand ;

operation of common services and encouragement of co-operation in the field o f
nuclear energy information;

sponsorship of research and development undertakings jointly organised an d
operated by OECD countries.

In these tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic Energ y
Agency, with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, as well as with othe r
international organisations in the nuclear field.
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The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an internationa l
committee made up of scientists and engineers who have responsibilities for nuclear safet y
research and nuclear licensing . The committee was set up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinat e
the Nuclear Energy Agency's work in nuclear safety matters. replacing the former Committee
on Reactor Safety Technology (CREST) with its more limited scope .

The Committee's purpose is to foster international co-operation in nuclear safety amongst th e
OECD Member countries . This is done in a number of ways . Full use is made of th e
traditional methods of co-operation, such as information exchanges, establishment of workin g
groups, and countries, for example by enriching the data base available to national regulator y
authorities and to the scientific community at large . Other questions may be taken up by th e
Committee itself with the aim of achieving an international consensus wherever possible . The
traditional approach to co-operations is increasingly being reinforced by the creation of co -
operative known as the international standard problem exercise, for testing the performance
of computer codes, test methods, etc . used in safety assessments. These exercises are now
being conducted in most sectors of the nuclear safety programme .

The greater part of the CSM co-operative programme is concerned with safety technology fo r
water reactors . The principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor .
reactor system response during abnormal transients, various aspects of primary circuit
integrity, the phenomenology of radioactive releases in reactor accidents, and risk assessment .
The Committee also studies the safety of the fuel cycle, conducts periodic surveys of reactor
safety research programmes and operates an international mechanism for exchanging report s
on power plant incidents.

The Committee has set up a Sub-Committee on Licensing which examines a variety o f
nuclear regulatory problems, provides a forum for the free discussion of licensing questions
and reviews the regulatory impact of the conclusions reached by CSN L

A "restricted" OECD document should not be communicated except for official purposes . Th e
Secretariat and Member governments of the OECD are requested to take the necessary actio n
to ensure the security of these documents .

The opinions expressed and arguments employed in this document are the responsibility o f
the authors and do not necessarily represent those of the OECD .

Requests for additional copies of this report should be addressed to :

Nuclear Safety Division
OECD Nuclear Energy Agency
38 boulevard Suchet
F-75016 Paris.
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FOREWORD
On behalf of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, it is my pleasure to welcome all o f
you to this Fourth CSNI Specialist Meeting on Transient Two-Phase Flow organize d

in collaboration with the Safety Research Department of the CEA/IPSN .
The previous Two-Phase Flow Meeting was held in 1981 in Pasadena, USA. During
the ten years since that meeting we have seen a transition from a period dominated b y

the development of advanced thermal hydraulic computer codes supported by extensiv e
experimental research towards a period of code application with diverging opinion s

about appropriate research strategies . At this stage it appeared very useful to gather

together the best thermal hydraulic specialists to discuss the current situation an d
investigate whether a consensus could be reached on how future activities should b e
planned making best use of the relevant research of the past twenty years and th e

corresponding large investment of resources . Consequently, a new Transient Two-
Phase Flow Meeting was proposed by the Principal Working Group No . 2 on Coolant
System Behaviour and endorsed by the Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations

(OEM) .
In order to be able to focus better on the most important issues and draw useful
conclusions it was decided to invite all the papers to be presented, increase preplannin g

and reserve ample time for discussion. While this turned out to cause additional dif-
ficulties and work prior to the meeting, we hope that the outcome will justify these extra

efforts .
I would like to emphasize that the CSNI Specialist Meetings in general should be less
formal and more practical than most other meetings and conferences . Therefore, please

take advantage of this opportunity for exchange of information, experience and views .
In particular, I encourage discussion on the role of thermal hydraulic research today

and in the future, and on what concrete actions should be undertaken now . This will

also be the main item for the Final Discussion at the end of the Meeting, which, I hope,

all of you will be able to participate in.

Finally, I would like to thank the CEA/IPSN/DRS very much for organizing thi s

Specialist Meeting. Special thanks are due to Dr . REOCREUX, the Chairman, and t o

Mrs RUBINSTEIN and Mrs. ZEYEN, the practical organizers, who all worked hard

to have everything ready for you today . I would also like to thank the members of the

Programme Committee and the Session Chairmen for their invaluable contributions .

I look forward to a fruitful meeting . H. HOLMSTROM
OECD NEA Secretariat
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INTRODUCTION

The 4th Specialists' Meeting on Transient Two Phase Flow was held in Aix-en-Provence
on April 6th-8th, 1992, orgamzed by the Safety Research Department of the French Nuclea r
Safety and Protection Institute at the request of the OECD Committee for the Safety of
Nuclear Installations. After Toronto in 1976, Paris in 1978 and Pasadena in 1981, th e
Aix-en-Provence meeting was in keeping with the course of studies initiated bbyy the
Thermalhydraulic Systems Behavior Task Group of the Principal Working Group 1''2 for
discussing the achievements and defining the needs of safety research in acciden t
thermalhydraulic s.

60 Specialists from 14 Countries (Belgg~i'um, Canada, Finland, France, Germany, Italy,
Japan, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, the USA, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland ,
Taiwan) attended the meeting, representing a large spectrum of experts from Nationa l
Safety Authorities, Research Laboratories, Universities, Vendors and Utilities .

These specialists had to review the 15-year research period which had elapsed since th e
last meetings. This period had been characterized by the issuance of the large
thermalhydraulic computer codes for LWR accidents, the performance of several hundred s
of separate effect tests for the development and the qualification of the physical models,
the carrying-out of the large experimental programmes on system loops (up to scale 1) fo r
verifying the computer codes.

Although this research was mainly characterized by remarkable success, limitations still
exist. In a safety approach, there need to be well identified and handled, and the specialist s
were asked to exchange their views in order to determine which solutions they expecte d
to be affordable in the future .

Safety applications have already started which use these latest research achievements .
They raise specific problems such as the use of validation matrices, the evaluation o f
uncertainties, the identification and the control of unavoidable users' effects . The
specialists were required to exchange their experience of applications and to define ho w
to improve them in the future .

Finally, one cannot consider the future without a careful review of the new and importan t
problems raised by the safety issues of existing plants in Eastern Countries, as well as th e
new concepts of future plants and the increasing requirements for more detailed
evaluations of severe accidents . These prospective areas were on the programme of th e
specialists in order that they define future needs and that they determine the researc h
needed to satisfy them .

The papers upon which this Specialist meeting was based, all invited, together with the
exchanges of views and experiences which took place, undoubtedly succeeded in reaching
the planned objectives . The present proceedings are the indication of how well this wa s
accomplished .

At this stage, I would like to particularly thank Mrs Marie Claire Rubinstein and Mr s
Evelyne Zeyen who took charge of all organizational matters with such efficiency that th e
meeting was held in the best working conditions. I would also like to thank the Programme
Committee Members who defined the detailed content of the meeting, the Session
Chairmen who led the discussions, and the OECD/CSNI Secretariat without whose hel p
the meeting would not have taken place .

M. REOCREUX
General Meeting Chairman
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SESSION 1

SUMMAR Y

G. Yadigaroglu, J .C. Micaelli

Session I covered outstanding issues in two-phase flow modelling . Three main categories
of concerns were identified :

- modelling of the physical phenomena ,
- instrumentation ,
- numerical methods.

Success in all three areas would be required to close the outstanding issues .

MODELLING

Four specific areas were chosen to illustrate the present needs for modelling in two phas e
flow: instabilities in BWRs, the multiphase flow aspects of fuel coolant interactions ,
reflooding and condensation phenomena .

The paper on BWR stability problems showed how the coupling of thermohydrauli c
instabilities with complex neutronic feedbacks via the density reactivity coefficien t
produces instabilities in BWRs . Various instability modes have been observed ; these, are
often coupled . The challenging analytical and code-related issues raised for an efficien t
treatment of these problems were identified and further research requirements were
discussed . Better stability criteria than the decay ratio which has been used in the past ma y
be available.

The paper on fuel coolant interactions (FCI) considered three areas of importance: fuel
melt quenching in water pools, addition of coolant to degraded cores, and FCI energetics .
These areas are being actively investigated but the difficulties associated with the
experimental measurements clearly set limits on the detailed modelling . Due to these
limitations the results of this research cannot yet be integrated into severe accident analysi s
codes .

The paper on reflooding attempted to draw consensus on the best way of modellin g
reflooding situations . Current reflood modelling capability is reasonable, can be mad e
sufficiently conservative for safety assessments, but is not really outstanding . Indeed,
fundamental understanding of the detailed two-phase flow and heat transfer mechanism s
and their implementation in codes have not progressed much for several years .

New challenges presented by additional accident scenarios now under consideration an d
the analysis of novel and Eastern reactor types makes the lack of full description of certai n
aspects of the reflooding problem more apparent . The challenge should be met by buildin g
models of the physical processes into the codes at the most fundamental practical level .
Thus the potential of the BE codes to extrapolate into predictions of new situations coul d
be best utilized .

Very important and useful information gathered from the coordinated internationa l
programme of large-scale system reflooding tests is now available and the codes shoul d
also be able to account properly for the observed multidimensionnal effects .
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Condensation plays an important role in LOCA analysis, in particular during ECC injection
and refill . Indeed it sets the initial conditions for reflooding of the core and affects th e
oscillations during reflooding . Violent condensation occurring at high mass transfer rates
(e .g . during ECC injection) is not properly modelled since it would have required detailed
consideration of liquid plugs, turbulent diffusion mechanisms etc . Such fine detail is no t
yet available in the codes .
At lower injection flow rates, modelling condensation as a local effect is possible .
Nevertheless difficulties appear due to lack of data on different geometries and scales .
Furthermore the effect of noncondensibles is not well quantified .

INSTRUMENTATION
The presentation on two-phase flow instrumentation has shown that accurate and usefu l
measurements of macroscopic behaviour can be performed . Such measurements are
possible when the physical scale of the phenomena is not too small . Redundant
instrumentation can be installed and the signals are analysed using a data reductio n
algorithm. Extensive in situ calibration of such instruments is still required .
Good progress in two-phase instrumentation was made in the last 10-15 years, partly drive n
by oil industry needs . There are further development needs for very low flow rates, hig h
void fractions, on-line gas mixture composition and water phase additives . Miniaturization
of video equipment opens new avenues for visual observations .
On the other hand, there has not been much progress in the measurement of microscopi c
interfacial parameters . The potential of modern measurement techniques may not hav e
yet been fully applied in this area.

CODES AND NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

It was generally agreed that the Best Estimate (BE) two-fluid codes constitut e
indispensable tools for safety analysis . The current codes must still be used by skille d
analysts however, in order to produce reliable results .
There has been remarkable convergence in the development of numerical techniques for
the current generation of two-fluid BE codes (RELAPS, TRAC, CATHARE an d
ATHLET) . It is therefore not surprising that still existent deficiencies and limitations ar e
common to all these codes . Some of the limitations are inherent to the techniques used
and cannot be overcome . These codes may therefore have to be supplemented by mor e
specialized codes addressing specific issues (e .g . turbulent mixing problems) .
One limitation appears when the physical processes have long relaxation times (example s
are stratification, bubble coalescence, etc . . .) .Currently the closure relationships uséd i n
the codes for modelling all situations are algebraic . Proper treatment of the cases
mentioned may require inclusion of additional derivatives or/and integral terms in th e
closure equations .

Present 3-D codes were written to describe global multi-dimensionnal phenomena at th e
macroscopic level . Thus small-scale 3-D effects (such as the detailed consideration o f
droplets in dispersed flows or the effects of flow singularities and turbulent mixing) canno t
be considered .

Most of the remaining code deficiencies are related to the prediction of local phenomena
characterized by steep parameter gradients (void fraction in mixture levels, pressure i n
critical flows, temperature in quench fronts and in condensation areas) . Treatment of suc h
local discontinuities presenting very steep gradients are not properly addressed by an y
available code . This limitation has been known for a long time but no real progress has
been made. Alternative, quite different methods may be required in such cases .
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Partial improvement is expected by finer nodalization, but this is not a universal remed y
due to limitations in computing time, numerical stability etc . The large numerical diffusion
introduced by the numerical schemes presently used is mainly responsible for thes e
problems . In order to resolve them, it was suggested to look beyond current practice into
the potentially powerful techniques that have been developed recently for high Mac h
number gas dynamics known as "high resolution" methods . Such methods consider the
characteristics of signal propagation within the framework of a fully conservative schem e
and provide the capability to track discontinuities .

Considering our extensive current experimental data base and knowledge of numerica l
modelling techniques, combined with the new generation of high speed, massively paralle l
computers, the present generation of "best-estimate" computer codes no longer provides

the II= estimates that can be made. A new generation of basic experiments, combined
with the development of an advanced code containing non-diffusive numerics an d
additional dispersed liquid and vapour field equations, may be appropriate . The complexity
of this task should not be underestimated . Careful planning, based on current knowledge
of the development of complex systems, is necessary . Well-structured programming wil l
be required along with automatic code generation . Given the high cost and long-term
commitment required for such a task however, a clear need for such an undertaking shoul d
be demonstrated. Whether our current codes meet anticipated needs or could meet them
with minor modifications, must first be determined .
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COUPLED THERMOHYDRAULI•C-NEUTRONIC INSTABILITIE S
IN BOILING WATER NUCLEAR REACTORS :
A REVIEW OF THE STATE OF THE ART

José March-Leub a
Oak Ridge National Laboratory*

P .O .Box 2008, Oak Ridge, TN 37832-6010, USA

José H. Rey
Consejo de Seguridad Nuclear

Justo Dorado 11, E-28040 Madrid, Espan a

ABSTRACT

This paper provides a review of the current state of the art on the topic of
coupled neutronic-thermohydraulic instabilities in boiling water nuclear reactor s
(BWRs) . The topic of BWR instabilities is of great current relevance since i t
affects the operation of a large number of commercial nuclear reactors . The
recent trends towards introduction of high efficiency fuels that permit reacto r
operation at higher power densities with increased void reactivity feedback an d
decreased response times, has resulted in a decrease of the stability margin i n
the low-flow, high-power region of the operating map . This trend has resulte d
in a number of "unexpected" instability events . For instance, United State s
plants have experienced two instability events recently, one of them resulted i n
an automatic reactor scram ; in Spain, two BWR plants have experienced unstable
limit cycle oscillations that required operator action to suppress . Similar
events have been experienced in other European countries . In recent years, BWR
instabilities has been one of the more exciting topics of work in the area o f
transient thermohydraulics . As a result, significant advances in understandin g
the physics behind these events have occurred, and a "new and improved" state o f
the art has emerged recently .

INTRODUCTION

Only a few years ago, the topic of instabilities in boiling water reactors (BWRS )
was only of interest to a few thermal hydraulic scientist that just happened t o
work in the area; however, recent events in which reactors underwent self
sustained oscillations that caused an unexpected scram have revived the interes t
in this topic . Two events have contributed mostly to this renewed interest : the
first of these events occurred in 1984 at the Caorso plant l , and it was the firs t
widely reported case in which a reactor oscillated in the out-of-phase mode ,
where half the core radially increases power while the other half decreases, s o
that the average power remains essentially constant, but the local power may
undergo severe oscillations ; indeed, the TVO-I plant 2 had already oscillated in
this mode in 1978, but the results were not widely known outside Sweden, so tha t
most of the "credit" for out-of-phase oscillations is given to Caorso . The

* Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc ., for the U . S . Department
of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC05-840821400
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second event that contributed to the-renewed interest was the LaSalle event, '
that occurred in March 1988, and resulted in an unexpected reactor scram; other
european plants had events that resulted in unexpected scrams before LaSalle, bu t
since LaSalle is located in the United States (US), the US Nuclear Regulator y
Commission (NRC) took notice and started a long term program with the BWR Owner' s
Group (BWROG) to solve the stability problem4 . Partly because of the NRC
leadership in the nuclear industry, and partly because of the events that ha d
happened in Europe over the years, interest on this topic has grown significantl y
in the past few years . For instance, in a recent international workshop on BWR
stability held in Long Island (US), there were more than 100 participants, mos t
of which presented papers related to their efforts in the area ; the proceeding s
from that workshop are probably the best current reference that one can have i n
this topic .

As stated before, there have been about a couple of dozen of instability event s
in commercial BWRs; fortunately most of them have occurred during special
stability tests, but approximately 25% of them have occurred during regular
operation. It is hard to count the number of instability events because, in mos t
cases, is only reported as an unusual event to the corresponding regulatory
agency and the event does not get much publicity . For example, it is hard to
find an open literature reference to even the most well known event, the one a t
LaSalle. Nevertheless, references 1 through 25 describe some of the stability
events and tests that have been performed during the years . All the known tests
and events have occurred in the United Stated and Europe ; there has been a
significant analysis effort devoted to this subject in Japa n26-31 and Taiwan32 but
until present, no instability events have occurred in Asian reactors . A
significant effort has been devoted in the US to understand the basic behavior
of BWRs under unstable conditions33"39 , specially the behavior of subcritical
modes that lead to out-of-phase oscillations 35-3 8

This paper presents a tutorial on the physical mechanisms that lead t o
instabilities in BWRs, with special emphasis on the differences between the
expected oscillation modes . A review of the computer codes used by industry is
presented, along with and application to the Cofrentes 25 instability event .

OBSERVED INSTABILITY MODES IN BWRS

It is generally recognized that BWRs are susceptible to three types o f
instabilities :

(1) Control system instability . These are due to out-of-tune controllers .
This is a malfunction of the reactor hardware and is easily corrected b y
adjusting the controller gains .

(2) Channel thermohvdraulic instability . A heated channel in a two-phase-flow
regime can oscillate on its own, without the need of neutronic feedback ,
if the local axial pressure drops become out-of-phase with the inlet flo w
perturbations due to the density-wave effect .

(3) Coupled neutronic-thermohvdraulic instability . This type of instabilit y
is also called reactivity instability because it involves the effect on
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the neutronics of a density• wave through the reactivity effect of th e
voids .

The difference between the channel (type 2) and reactivity (type 3) instabilitie s
is that in the second one there is a power feedback in addition to the flow
feedback. Thus, in general, channel instabilities are not likely in BWRs becaus e
reactivity instabilities dominate the reactor response due to their additiona l
neutronic feedback .

The type of instability most relevant for safe BWR operation is the reactivity
instability . Control system instabilities are easily corrected once detected by
adjusting the controller gains, and channel instabilities should only of concer n
under very special situations, such as partial blockage of a single channel . Two
types of reactivity instabilities have been observed in commercial BWRs :

(1) Core-wide reactivity instabilities . In this type of instability, the
whole core behaves as one, and the oscillations are in-phase across th e
core .

(2) Out-of-phase reactivity instabilities . In this type of instability, hal f
of core, radially, behaves out of phase from the other half . That is ,
when the power rises on one half of the core, it is reduced on the other
one by approximately the same amount, so that the average power remain s
essentially constant .

PHYSICAL MECHANISMS LEADING TO INSTABILITIES IN BWRS

This section describes the physical mechanisms that lead to the observe d
instabilities in BWRs . Analyses and operating experience has shown that the mos t
probable instabilities in commercial BWRs are either the channel flow instabilit y
or the coupled neutronic.-thermohydraulic instability . Both of these types of
instability have their roots in the density wave mechanism, which adds a
significant delay to both the flow and density reactivity feedback paths . Thus ,
this section describes first the density wave mechanism, which governs the inle t
flow feedback, and later the neutronic feedback which determines the power level .

The Density Wave : Flow Oscillations

The basic mechanism causing flow instabilities in BWRs is the so-called density
wave, whose effect on pressure drop is illustrated in Fig . 1. The coolant in
commercial BWRs flows in the upward direction through the core and it is guided
by bundle boxes that surround a matrix of fuel pins . Thus, variations in density
in the bottom part of the channel travel upwards with the flow . For instance ,
if the inlet flow is decreased while keeping the channel power constant, ther e
is an increase in the number of voids in the channel that will travel upwards a s
a packet forming a propagating density wave . This packet of voids produces a
change in the local pressure drop at each axial location, which is delaye d
axially by the density wave propagation time (i .e., the effective time for th e
voids to move upwards through the core) . In two-phase flow regimes, the loca l
pressure drop is very sensitive to the local void fraction, and it is very larg e
at the outlet of the channel where the void fraction is greatest ; thus, a
significant part of the pressure drop is delayed with respect to the original
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\	 J

Inle t

Outlet

Total Channel Pressure Drop

Density Wave Time Delay

inlet Flow

TIM E

Fig . 1 . Illustration of the local pressure drop delay introduced by the densit y
wave mechanism

perturbation .

If the inlet flow is perturbed sinusoidally as illustrated in Fig . 1, the local
pressure drops are also sinusoidal (within the linear range), but they ar e
delayed with respect to the perturbation . The total pressure drop across the
channel is the sum of a series of delayed sinusoids (the local pressure drop )

and, thus, has also a sinusoidal form that is delayed with respect to the flo w
perturbation . If the channel outlet pressure drop (the one that is more delayed )

is larger than the inlet pressure drop, then the total pressure drop may be
delayed 1800 with respect to the inlet flow and, thus, have the opposite sign .

This is the case in Fig . 1, where an increase in inlet flow results in a decreas e
of channel pressure drop . One might think that this channel behaves as if it ha d
a "negative" effective friction coefficient at this particular frequency ; thu s

the channel flow is unstable and any inlet flow perturbation feeds on itsel f
(positive feedback)and oscillations grow at that unstable frequency . The

critical point at which the channel flow instability starts is when the outle t
(i.e ., delayed) local pressure drop equals the pressure drop at the inlet at a
particular frequency . In this case, we have a channel with an effective zer o
friction at that frequency so that any perturbation sustains itself .

The relative flow stability of a channel will depend on the amount of inlet flo w
feedback that is a function of the channel boundary conditions. There can be

three main types of boundary conditions : (1) constant pressure drop, (2 )

variable pressure drop, and (3)constant inlet flow .
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A constant pressure drop boundary condition may be achieved in a test stand b y
having a large bypass flow in parallel with the test channel . In a BWR, if a
single channel were to become unstable, the boundary condition would be forced
by the remaining 799 bundles and it would remain essentially constant across th e
unstable channel . This type of boundary condition is the most unstable of the
three, because it results in the largest amount of inlet flow feedback
oscillations required to maintain the constant pressure drop .

A variable pressure drop boundary condition results when the channel inlet flow
is determined by the recirculation loop and pump dynamics . In this case, the
channel pressure drop at a particular flow and time must match the pressure dro p
across the recirculation loop plus the pressure gain at the pump for th e
particular loop flow at every time . For this pressure balance, dynamic terms ,
such as inertia, have to be taken into account in the channel as well as in th e
circulation loop . Since the pressure drop across the channel is allowed to
oscillate according to the recirculation loop dynamics, the inlet flow feedback
is not as strong in this case as in the constant pressure drop boundary
condition .

A constant inlet flow boundary condition can be achieved in a test stand b y
having a constant displacement pump feed the channel a constant inlet flo w
regardless of pressure . This is the most stable boundary condition. Indeed ,
since the flow is constant, it can not oscillate so that the channel is alway s
stable. This condition cannot be achieved in commercial BWRs .

The physical processes that cause flow oscillations are hard to visualize, bu t
they are slightly easier for the case of the constant pressure drop boundar y
condition : Lets assume an unstable channel that, as described before, has a n
effective negative friction coefficient at a frequency . Lets further assume tha t
the pressure drop across this channel is maintained constant by, for instance ,

NEUTRONICS

Reactivit y

4
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FUE L

	!Direct Heat

Doppler
Fuel Temp .
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lt

Outlet

	

w

Pressure
	 RECIRCULATION LOOP
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Fig . 2 .

	

Block diagram of the feedback paths for the couple d

neutronics-thermohydraulics instability type
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maintaining a large flow through a
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bypass region in parallel with the

	

o
channel . Then, if a perturbation
occurs that increases the inlet
flow, the negative effective
friction coefficient would tend t o
decrease the pressure drop . To
compensate and keep the pressure
drop

	

constant,

	

the

	

channel
increases the inlet flow even
further, which causes a runaway

	

-70
instability. What complicates the
fact is that the effective friction
coefficient is only negative at a
particular frequency; thus, the

	

-,s
flow increase is not an average
flow increase, but a flow increase
at the frequency . In other words ,
the instability results in an

z0
oscillation of frequency with a
runaway, exponentially growing
amplitude . Nonlinearities in the Fig . 3 .

	

Typical

Neutronic Feedback during Oscillation s

In the previous section, we have described the density wave in relation to flo w
instabilities . For those instabilities, only flow is involved and the powe r
generation term in the fuel is assumed constant . In BWRs, the power generation

is directly related to the neutron flux,which is a function of the reactivity
feedback and, therefore, depends strongly on the core average void fraction .
Thus, when a void fraction oscillation is established in a BWR, the powe r

oscillates according to the neutronic feedback . This effect can be understood
from Fig . 2, which shows a block diagram of the dynamics in a BWR .

The neutronic feedback path is somehow different from the inlet flow feedbac k
path . The neutronic feedback involves : (1) the neutron dynamics, which determine
the power generated in the fuel, (2) the fuel dynamics, which define the hea t
flux from fuel to coolant, (3) the channel thermal hydraulics, which characteriz e
the void fraction response to changes in heat flux and that include the inle t
flow feedback via the recirculation loop, and (4) the reactivity feedbac k
dynamics that relate the void fraction distribution to a reactivity value tha t

affects the neutron dynamics . This feedback paths are illustrated graphicall y
in Fig . 2 . One important difference between the neutronic feedback and the flo w
feedback paths is due to the fuel transfer function . Before the power generated

by the neutronics can feed back through the moderator density, it has to chang e
the fuel temperature to alter the heat flux from fuel to coolant . The fuel i n
commercial BWRs responds relatively slow with a time constant between 6 and 1 0
seconds . This results in a single pole break frequency of the order of 0 .03 Hz .
Since the unstable oscillations occur approximately one decade above this brea k
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frequency (i .e ., at approximately 0 . 3
to 0 .5 Hz), the fuel adds almost 90°
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Furthermore, the gain of the fuel
transfer function is rolling down a

t approximately one decade per decade
for frequencies between 0.1 and 1 Hz .
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This effect can be seen in Fig. 3 ,
which shows a typical power-to-heat-
flux transfer function calculated by
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the LAPUR code. Thus, the fuel has
sone destabilizing effect because of

	

^
♦ ts phase delay, but it also has a
significant stabilizing effect due to
.ts inherent filtering of the
oscillation amplitude at frequencie s
nigher that 0 .1 Hz . Changes in fuel

	

-so

	

, n
time constant affect the reactor
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stability in two ways, but experience
has shown that the gain effect i s
dominant over the phase effect . Thus, Fig' 4 . Typical transfer function from

decreasing the time response of the fuel surface heat flux to densit y

fuel (i .e ., smaller diameter fuels, or reactivity coefficient in normalize d

increased pellet-clad gap conductance) unit s

has a destabilizing effect in general .

The void reactivity feedback is computed as a spatial averaging of the voi d
distribution in the core weighted the local void reactivity coefficients and th e
local neutron flux and adjoint . In mathematical terms, the reactivity feedback ,
Ap, due to a void perturbation, da, can be written as shown in Eq . (1 )

Ap ( t )

	

f f «"(z, z) «(r, z) (d) (z, z) Du (z, z, t) dz
1
dz

	

(1 )

where e and 44' are the normalized neutron flux and its adjoint, respectively, and
dp/da is the local density reactivity coefficient .

The averaging described by Eq . (1) results in a phase delay of slightly over 90 °
and a large filtering effect (i .e., gain reduction) for frequencies higher tha n
the inverse of the density wave time constant . Figure 4 illustrates this effec t
in the LAPUR-calculated transfer function from fuel surface heat flux to density
reactivity feedback . The units in this figure are normalized to the DC (i .e . ,
zero frequency) value because only the shape of the transfer function is relevant
to this general discussion . The absolute gain value of this transfer functio n
will depend on the particular characteristics of the reactor being modelled; for
instance, the gain is directly proportional to the density reactivity
coefficient . As it can be observed in Fig. 4, the filtering effect on the
channel gain is very significant at high frequencies, and it results in a fast
rolloff that, for all practical purposes, eliminates all frequencies higher than
the fundamental oscillation frequency from the feedback path . This is the reason
why it has been observed in time domain codes that the reactivity feedback is

essentially sinusoidal even under large limit cycle conditions when the neutron
flux has a significant amount of higher harmonic contamination . The filtering
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effect observed above is due to the spatial averaging introduced by Eq (1 )
combined with the density wave mechanism . For example, if the reactor power
(and, consequently, the fuel heat flux) is oscillated at a high frequency, ther e
will be an associated density wave formed by the void perturbations that wil l
travel upwards through the channel . If the oscillation frequency is higher tha n
the density-wave characteristic time delay, the wave front will not have time t o
leave the top of the channel before the next wave front is created . In this
manner, when the average void fraction is calculated using Eq . (1), the positiv e
and negative parts of the wave cancel each other and there is a significan t
decrease in overall density reactivity feedback . On the other hand, if the powe r
oscillation is of a very low frequency, the spatial averaging does not produc e
the canceling effect described above and the gain is not reduced .

Boundary Conditions for Different Oscillation Mode s

It has been established experimentally 1g that momentum dynamics and the
recirculation-loop flow path play an important role in defining reactor stabilit y
because, for the fundamental mode of oscillation, any change in power i s
accompanied by a change in inlet flow . The amount of this change is determine d
by momentum dynamics in the core and recirculation-loop characteristics .
However, an out-of-phase mode of oscillation in parallel channels, does no t
require changes in total inlet flow because the two oscillating core region s
adjust their flows to maintain
equal pressure drops across the
core . In other words, if the flow
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flows, and the core pressure drop is maintained constant . When a channe l

instability occurs, the inlet flow of the single unstable channel oscillates, bu t

the total core flow and core pressure drop remains essentially constant becaus e
it is controlled by the large number of stable channels .

Thus, the boundary conditions that must be used to model the three instabilit y
modes are as follows :

(1) Core-wide instability mode . Variable pressure drop across the core tha t
is determined by the recirculation loop dynamic s

(2) Out-of-phase instability mode . Constant pressure drop across all channels
in the core .

(3) Channel thermohvdraulic instability mode . Constant pressure drop acros s
the channel .

A thermohydraulic model of a BWR includes fuel, core coolant, and recirculation -
loop dynamics . The dynamic processes solved by most BWR stability codes can b e
summarized as follows : An energy balance in the fuel region yields the hea t
transferred to the core coolant . The energy and continuity balance equations are
solved in the coolant region to obtain the core enthalpy (i .e., void fraction )
distribution .

	

Neglecting second-order effects, the momentum equation ca n
integrate this distribution to yield the core pressure drop . The
recirculation-loop momentum equation yields the core inlet flow from the pressur e
drop across the jet pumps that must equal the pressure drop across the core . The
thermohydraulic loop is closed when the inlet flow is coupled to the coolan t
energy and continuity equations. Finally, the thermohydraulic and neutroni c
models are coupled via the fuel temperature and void reactivity feedbacks, whic h
yields the da term in Eq . (1) . Thus, there are two main feedback paths in th e
closed loop dynamics of a BWR: (a) the inlet flow feedback, characterized by th e
reactor and recirculation loop momentum dynamics, and (b) the neutronic feedback ,
caused by the void reactivity coefficient . These feedback paths are represente d
graphically in Fig . 6 .

In physical terms, the dominance of the out-of-phase and core-wide modes of
unstable oscillations depends on the relative gains of the two feedback paths o f
Fig . 6 . The out-of-phase instability mode has very large gain for the inlet flow
feedback (in essence the flow can oscillate as much as it wants without havin g

to pay any friction "penalty" in the recirculation loop), but it has low gai n
from neutronic feedback because it corresponds to a damped subcritical mode .
For the core-wide instability mode the situation is reversed : the neutroni c
feedback is large, but the inlet flow feedback is smaller because flo w
oscillations are damped by the friction in the recirculation loop . The above
effects are reflected schematically in Fig . 6, where the relative gain is
represented by the arrow thickness . Thus, either of the two instability mode s
(out-of-phase or core-wide) may dominate the response of the reactor . Which of
the two will dominate depends on specific values of parameters as they affect th e
relative gain of the two main feedback paths .

The thermohydraulic equations in a particular channel are essentially the same

for the out-of-phase mode as for the core-wide (fundamental) mode ; they are based

on the momentum, energy, and continuity equations . The only difference between
the two modes arises on the core boundary conditions (i .e ., inlet flow and
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pressure drop) . For the core-wide mode, the boundary conditions are determine d
by the recirculation-loop dynamics . For the out-of-phase mode, however, the
boundary conditions are fixed, and they determine the necessary inlet flow t o
maintain a constant pressure drop across the core . This is a well-known boundary
condition for parallel channel oscillations and is caused by the common plen a
connecting all channels .

In frequency domain, linear codes, the constant-pressure-drop boundary conditio n
can be implemented either by properly connecting the individual open loop
transfer functions as they are combined to form the closed loop or by setting th e
gain of the recirculation-loop pressure-to-flow transfer function to a n
arbitrarily large number and using an existing core-wide stability code . Both
methods yield the same result because both minimize pressure drop variations .

In summary, there are two competing effects in the out-of-phase mode: on the on e
hand, the neutronics component is subcritical and tends to damp out oscillations ;
on the other hand, the thermohydraulic component in the out-of-phase mode ha s
more gain than in the fundamental mode and tends to destabilize it . The relative
importance of the two above effects depends on the degree of subcriticality o f
the out-of-phase mode . Thus, it seems plausible that there is a threshol d
subcritical reactivity at which the out-of-phase mode can become unstable, eve n
if the fundamental mode is stable .

CODES USED FOR BWR STABILITY CALCULATIONS

Predictive calculations of BWR stability are simply too complex to allow for
simple calculations and, with a few honorable exceptions , 41 they require computer
codes to simulate the dynamic behavior of the reactor . The family of codes that
have been used to present to predict the stability of commercial BWRs can be
subdivided in two main categories : frequency-domain and time-domain codes . Among
the frequency domain codes, one finds LAPUR , 42-45 NUFREQ , 46 and FABLE . 47. Time-
domain codes are more widely used ; among them, one finds RAMONA-3B, 48-50 TRAC-
BF1 , 51 TRACG, 52-53 RETRAN, 54-55 EPA, 56 SABRE57 , TRAB , 2 TOSDYN-2 , 26 STANDY, 27-29 and
SPDA . 3 1

LAPUR was developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) for the US NR C
and is currently used by NRC, ORNL, and others ; its current version is LAPUR-5 .
LAPUR's capabilities include both point kinetics and the first subcritical mod e
of the neutronics for out of phase oscillations ; the thermohydraulics part i s
modeled as up to seven flow channels whose inlet flows are coupled dynamicall y
at the upper and lower plena to satisfy the pressure drop boundary conditio n
imposed by the recirculation loop . LAPUR's main result is the open- and closed -
loop reactivity-to-power transfer function from which a decay ratio is estimated .

NUFREQ is in reality a family of codes called NUFREQ-N, NUFREQ-NP, and NUFREQ-NPW
that calculate reactor transfer functions for the fundamental oscillation mode ;
the main differences between them are the ability to model pressure as an
independent variable (NUFREQ-NP) so that it can reproduce the pressur e
perturbation tests . NUFREQ-NPW is a proprietary version currently used by Ase a
Brown Boveri (ABS) ; its main feature is an improved fuel model that allows t o
model mixed cores .
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FABLE is a proprietary code used by General Electric (GE) which can model up t o
24 radial thermal hydraulic regions that are coupled to point kinetics t o

estimate the reactor transfer function for the fundamental mode of oscillation .

RAMONA-3B is a code that was developed jointly by the US NRC and ScandPower ; it
is currently used by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL), ScandPower, and ABB .
RAMONA-38 has a full 3D neutron kinetics model that is capable of coupling to th e
channel thermal hydraulics in a one-to-one basis . Typically, in time-domain
codes, the thermal hydraulic solution is orders of magnitude more expensive (i n
CPU time) than the neutronics ; because of this expense, the thermal hydrauli c
channels are often averaged into regions to reduce computation time . RAMONA-3B
uses an integral momentum solution that reduces significantly the computationa l
time, and it allows for the use of as many computational channels as channel ar e
in the core .

TRAC has two version currently used in BWR stability analysis . TRAC-BF1 is the
open version used mostly by Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) an d
Pennsylvania State University . TRACG is a GE-proprietary version . TRAC-BF1 ha s
one dimensional neutron kinetics capabilities (as well as point kinetics) . TRACG
has full 3D neutron kinetics capability (as well as lD and point kinetics), an d
GE has incorporated most of their proprietary correlations . The numerics in
TRACG have also been improved with respect to those in TRAC-BF1 to reduce th e
impact of numerical diffusion and integration errors . Typically TRAC runs are
very expensive in computational time ; to minimize this time, most runs ar e
limited to the minimum number of thermal hydraulic regions that will do the job ,
typically 20 .

RETRAN is a time domain transients code developed by the Electric Power Researc h
Institute (EPRI) . It has ID and point kinetics capability . RETRAN is a
relatively fast-running code due to the fact that it models a single radia l
thermal hydraulic region and uses the so-called three equation approximatio n
(i .e, it assumes equilibrium between phases) . A big advantage of RETRAN ove r
other more detailed tools is that is capable of running in a desktop persona l
computer .

EPA stands for Engineering Plant Analyzer, and it is a combination of softwar e
and hardware that allows for real time simulation of BWR, including most of th e
balance of plant . EPA was developed by NRC and is located in BNL. EPA' s
software for BWR stability simulations is named HIPA, and it models point
kinetics with mainly an average thermal hydraulic region (a hot channel is als o
modeled but it does not provide significant feedback to affect the globa l
results) . HIPA uses modeling methods similar to those of RAMONA-38 and, i n
particular, it uses the integral momentum approach to speed up the therma l
hydraulics calculation. An interesting feature of HIPA is the ability to us e
time dependent axial power shapes to compute the reactivity feedback ; the noda l
power shape is varied according to the local void fraction as a function of tim e
based on some polynomial fits that are input to HIPA .

SABRE is a time domain code developed and used by Pennsylvania Power and Ligh t
for transient analyses that include BWR instabilities . SABRE uses point kinetic s
for the neutronics and a single thermal hydraulic region .

TRAB is a 1D neutronics code with an average thermal hydraulics region . It was
developed and used in the Finish Center for Radiation and Nuclear Safety . It has
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been benchmarked against RAMONA-38 calculations and a stability event in the TVO-

I plant .

TOSDYN-2 has been developed and used by Toshiba Corporation . It includes a 3 D
neutron kinetics model coupled to a five-equation thermal hydraulic model .
TOSDYN-2 models multiple parallel channels as well as the balance of plant .

STANDY is a time domain code used by Hitachi Ltd. It includes 3D neutron
kinetics and parallel channel flow across at most 20 thermal hydraulic regions .
STANDY is a vessel model only, and it does not include the balance of plant .

SPDA is combination of RELAP5 and EUREKA, and it is used by the Japan Institut e
of Nuclear Safety . RELAPS calculates the thermal hydraulic part of the solution ,
while the nodal power is estimated by EUREKA, which is a 3D neutron kinetic s
code .
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APPENDIX

SIMULATION OF TSE COFRENTES N .P .P. INSTABILITY EVENT WITH LAPUR CODE .

Cofrentes N .P .P is a 2894-MW boiling water reactor of the BWR-6 plan t
generation type designed by General Electric (GE) . It has 624 fuel assemblies .
At the time of the event (an out-of-phase instability with 13% peak-to pea k
amplitude in APRM registers and no LPRM alarm, on January 1991), all fue l
assemblies were 8 x 8 GE-6 and GE-7 fuel and the plant was recovering afte r
an unprogrammed scram .

Input data for this LAPUR simulation were provided to the Consejo d e
Seguridad Nuclear (Regulatory Authority in Spain) by Iberdrola (facilit y
owner) . The data consisted of operating conditions (such as power, flow ,
subcooling, etc) together with some valuable design information used to adjus t
the nuclear model . Axial and radial distributios, and cross sections used t o
estimate density reactivity coefficients were calculated 2 by the Core
Analysis Unit of CSN with CASMO-SIMULATE code .

The reactor conditions used for this simulation were : power 40 .8%, flow
30 .7%, pressure 66 .2 Kg/cm2 and inlet enthalpy of 1119 KJ/Kg (There had neve r
been an instability event with such low power and flow conditions although th e
inlet subcooling was abnormally high due to problems with the start up of th e
preheater number 6) . Seven thermohydraulics regions (or channels types) wer e
used for the calculations, and Table A-1 summarizes some of their conditions .
Thermohydraulic channel 1 has the highest power, and channel 7 has the lowest .
Channels 1 through 6 represent the core center (although the number of th e
channel does not represent any radial distribution), and channel 7 represent s
the core periphery bundles with reduced power and increased inlet restrictio n
in order to minimize their flow . It should be noted that the conditions fo r
the Cofrentes event resulted in a fairly skewed radial power distribution an d
a bottom peaked axial power shape as can be observed in Table A-1 . These two
reasons were probably the main causes of the observed oscillations . With thes e
conditions, the LAPUR code predicts a decay ratio of 0 .88 for the core wide
mode and 0 .87 for the regional one * (the out-of-phase decay ratio is base d
on a -$1 .0 subcritical reactivity value for the out-of-phase mode i .e. the
eigenvalue separation between the fundamental and first neutronic modes i s
assumed to be equivalent to $1 .0) . These two results can be considered as

unstable conditions due to code uncertainities and measure errors .

Once the base case represented in the paragraph above was achieved, som e
sensitive analyses were performed in order to see how different conditions o f
operation influenced in the decay ratios . The results are presented in figures
Al through AS an in Table A-2 .

Figure Al represents the decay ratios obtained when varying the nuclear
power while we keep the rest of the plant parameters constat . This should be
equivalent to a change of the position of the control rod within the core ,
operation that was ocurring when the oscillation took place . As can be

Studies made by General Electric after the incidet showed that Cofrente s
event had been of the out-of-phase type, although the core wide mode o f
oscillation should have been unstable too .
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observed the decay ratios are higher as the power increases .

Ch-1 Ch-2 Ch-3 Ch-4 Ch-5 Ch-6 Ch-7

Relative Power 144% 132% 110% 100% 83% 62% 46%

Number of bundles 24 60 204 124 108 28 76

Inlet Restriction Low Low Low Low Low Low High

Exit Quality .300 .253 .180 .153 .107 .060 .107

Axial Picking Fc . 2 .13 2 .13 1 .86 1 .69 1 .69 1 .69 1 .69

Table A-1 . Description of thermodydraulics regions used .

In Figure A2 we show the change in decay ratio when the paramete r

changed in core flow. In this case the tendency is towards lower DR's whe n
augmenting the core flow .

Both the results of figures Al and A2 are well known and not very muc h
attention must be paid to them, because the procedures for staring up th e
plant oblige the operators to get very near the stability border . The case i s
different with the other tests performed because these suggest changes i n
procedures or verifications that can avoid the oscillation .

In Figure A3 we present the results when changing the inlet temperatur e
(or the subcooling, which is opposed to the previous one) . As it has bee n
stated above, the subcooling were abnormally high due to problems with th e
valves of preheater number 6, that was supposed to be in service when actuall y
it did not . One of the effects of the oscillation has been to change the start
up procedure, forcing the operator to be sure to have a minimun in feedwate r
temperature before to begin the change in the velocity of the recirculatio n
pumps .

In Figure A4 we present the results when varying the axial pickin g
factor (in this case we put all the channels with the same profile of axia l
power) . This parameter is related with, and besides, it amplifies the effect
of the inlet subcooling . This is the reason to introduce a new recommendatio n
to avoid the axial profile too skewed downwards .

In Table A-2 we present other study consisting in the change of the
radial distribution of the axial picking factors . As has been stated above ,
due to the sequence for extracting control rods, the situation of these in th e
moment of the oscillation was quite unsimmetrical within the core (some rod s
were completely inserted, while others were completely extracted) . As can be
seen in the Table the situation is different whether we look at the core wid e
mode of oscillation, in which case the decay ratio increases first to reach
a maximun and then decreases while making the radial distribution more picked ;
or whether we observe the trend in regional mode which is always increasing
its value . This is better shown in Figure AS where some of the points of Tabl e
A-2 are represented . Operational experience shows that different strategie s
for extracting the control rods from the core could make that this effect wer e
not so much pronunciated, making the reactor more stable .
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APF=2 .126

	

( APF=1 .862

	

I APF=1 .693

	

J CORE WIDE DR REGIONAL DR 1
0 0 624 .7286 .6318

24 0 600 .9005 .8592

84 0 540 .9050 .869 6

288 0 336 .8366 .871 1

624 0 0 .7868 .872 7

24 60 540 .8910 .8492

24 264 336 .8697 .8467

24 600 0 .8543 .8488

84 0 540 .9050 .8696

84 204 336 .8844 .8703

84 540 0 .8683 .8718

288 0 336 .8366 .8711

288 124 212 .8258 .871 7

228 336 0 .8204 .8728

0 624 0 .7402 .7121

Table A-2 . Influence of radial distribution of axial picking factors i n
core wide and regional decay ratios .

For last, in the same start up, it seems 3 that the conditions o f
operation were whitin exclusion region for a second time although this time
oscillations did not occur . This point were simulated with LAPUR too, and
decay ratios of arond 0.6 were obtained for both core wide and regional modes
of oscillations . This is represented in Figure A6, which also shows the
aproximated region for out-of-phase oscillations used by General Electric
after a series of studies made with TRAC-GE . In This figure we can see that
with the decay ratios obtained with LAPUR the first point (that correspond
with the initial oscillation) lies within the region of out-of-phase
oscillations, while the second point (that corresponds with the second
entrance in unstable region) correspond to a stable condition for this mode
of oscillation .

CONCLUSION S

Satisfactory agreement was found between the LAPUR calculated deca y
ratios and the observed events that took place in Cofrentes N .P .P. on January
1991 . Moreover, the simulation has made possible to obtain a series o f
tendencies in DR's when changing some plant parameters .

The trends showed that the modifications and recommendations introduce d
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in start up procedures ** related with the achievement of a minimum feedwate r
temperature when operating nearby the unstable regions of BWR's as well as t o
avoid neutronic axial profiles too sharp skewed downwards, are essentially

correct if we are trying to reduce the risk of entering the region of probabl e
oscillations .

Besides, the study shows that another important factor concerning th e
onset of oscillations is the sequence of movement of control rods when trying
to increase the reactor power . Possibly, a strategy based in a mor e
simmetrical and equal control rod movement should be better to avoid unstabl e
regions .
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ABSTRACT

The state of the art in modeling reflooding situations, mainl y
with the two-fluid system analysis codes, is reviewed ; certain
related general code development issues are included . Our current
modeling of reflooding is reasonable and can be made sufficientl y
conservative for safety assessments, but it is not outstanding .
Fundamental understanding of the detailed two-phase flow and hea t
transfer mechaniams has not progressed significantly over th e

state already available several years ago .

The better understanding of system behavior achieved by th e
coordinated program of large-scale experiments is summarized an d
its impact on the modeling work discussed . In the future, factor s
such as the additional accident scenaria new considered, the ne w
and advanced reactor types being analyzed, and the geometri c
growth of computing capacity are likely to drive our efforts. The
new requirements and challenges can be met best by building int o
the codes pieces of understanding of the actual physical

processes at the most fundamental level practicable .

The discussion focuses on the existing codes and their successe s

and shortcomings; both oertain specialized and the more comple x

general-purpose system codes are considered . The aim is not t o
conduct an exhaustive review of all aspects of the problem, but

rather to reach consensus on certain issues .
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1 INTRODUCTION

More than two decades after the first systematic efforts to understand
reflooding phenomena and to provide analytical descriptions suitable for
safety analysis, our current reflood modeling capabilities are reasonabl e
and can be made sufficiently conservative for safety assessments, but they
are certainly not outstanding . The main purpose of this paper is to review
the state of the art in modeling reflooding situations with the larg e
system analysis codes. The review is focussed on the Pressurized Water
Reactors (PWR) ; many of the reflooding phenomena can also be encountered i n
Boiling Water Reactors (BWR), however . Since the reflooding problem touches
on a wide spectrum of thermal-hydraulic problems, consideration of certain
more general code development issues was included .

Contemplating what has been achieved in the past and what remains to b e
done, we should note in the first place the shift in the basic approac h
from safety analysis based on conservative evaluation models (EM) and code s
to best estimate (BE) assessments .

Since development of the advanced BE tools began, much progress was made i n
gathering information on PWR system behavior from a coordinated program o f
large-scale experiments; this was necessary and will continue to be ver y
useful in terms of providing guidance for further code development and
verification. However, one disappointing aspect of some of this work i s
that our fundamental understanding of the detailed two-phase flow and heat
transfer mechanisms involved (and the corresponding implementation in code
models) have not progressed significantly over the state already availabl e
several years ago .

Little progress was achieved due to principally two factors : first, the
lack of emphasis on smaller separate-effect experiments addressin g
particular issues, and the fact that most experimental measurements needed
for understanding the basic phase interaction phenomena and for providin g
better mechanistic models for them are still beyond the capability o f
modern instrumentation. Thus advanced models often remain largely untested
in their detailed description of the phase interactions, and we are lef t
relying only on global comparisons and model assessments . Second, direct
extrapolation of experience gained from controlled-reflooding bundle test s
to actual reflooding situations in reactors, involving all the parallel -
channel and system-related complications, is not a straightforward task .

In the future, three factors are likely to drive our continuing efforts i n
modeling of reflooding :

a) additional accident scenaria which are now under consideratio n
b) new advanced reactors which are being designe d
c) the geometric growth of computing capacity .

All three factors will tend to make our lack of a full understanding o f

certain aspects of the reflooding problem more apparent .

1 .1 New Soenaria and New Reactor s

Regarding the first factor, indeed, new accident scenaria which are no w
under consideration extend the range of conditions under which refloodin g
may take place. Reflooding has been historically associated with larg e
break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents (LB LOCA) as part of the design basi s
accident scenario for PWRs . Reflooding phenomena are relevant, however, for
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an enlarged event spectrum that comprises also beyond-design-basi s
accidents. Core unoovery is expected in a number of accident sequence s
where feedwater systems or Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) systems ar e
unavailable or unduly delayed . Accident management measures, e.g .
intentional depressurization, are foreseen to cope with such events . In
these cases, a partially uncovered core may have to be reflooded unde r
boundary conditions that are different from those of the classical low -
pressure reflood. Calculation of severe accident sequences may even impose
simulation of reflooding under degraded core conditions. Moreover, th e
changes associated with the move from EM to BE analyses do not only mean
doing away with conservative assumptions in the reflooding models, but they
also introduce a new set of more realistic core initial and boundary
oonditions that result from the best-estimate systm behavior calculations
that are possible now .

Not only has the spectrum of accidents to be analyzed widened considerably ,
but also alternate ECC systems for new generations of reactors . as well as
other types of reactors have come into sight . With the new situation in
Eastern Europe, certain countries in particular and the international
community in general, are suddenly confronted with the need to analyze the
full spectrum of accidents for three different types of pressurized-water
W ER's and the boiling-water, graphite moderated RBMK reactor, for whic h
the present codes have not been assessed yet . The new features introduce d
by these reactor types are not only different primary system configurations
and ECC systems, but also differences in the care bundle configuration and
cladding materials .

Finally, proposed advanced PWR'a with tight lattices extend the range o f
geometrical and operating conditions that must be considered and requir e
additional experimental information.

1 .2 Largely Extended Computing Capacit y

With the computing capacities available today, core-wide calculations
involving a large number of representative fuel rods and a considerabl e
number of hydraulic channels are feasible . Consequently, reflood modeling
has naw to take into account more complicated core hydrodynamics . Recent
large system-effects experiments have laid the data base for cod e
assessment with respect to these phenomena (see Section 3 .2 below) .

Paradoxically, modeling of reflooding may potentially become even mor e
difficult by the advent of new generations of supercomputers . Codes
currently available, such as TRAC, were designed 15 years ago for computer s
that no longer exist . They therefore run in a computationally very
inefficient way on the current generation of machines . Timing estimate s
based on rewritten modules from these codes suggest that execution rate s
could be 7 to 10 times faster if the same codes were optimized for the
current generation of computers (Nelson, 1992) . Using new techniques suc h
as multi-tasking, or multiple instruction/multiple data capabilities and
the even further increased speeds of the next generations of machines,
computation time reductions of orders of magnitude may be achievable .

History suggests that when such improved capability becomes generall y
available, the analyst not only runs his problems faster and more often ,
but he also expands bis plant models to represent finer spatial detail .
This finer degree of nodalization could, at least conceptually, produce a
subchannel-type code replacing the current system-type code . The
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difficulties then shift to questions of geometric scale or spatial
averaging. There are already difficulties in providing closure laws
"worthy" of the two-fluid models presently in use, as discussed below . Even
if the analyst is prevented from nodalizing the system to the level of a
subchannel, any codes specialized to the study of reflooding will certainly
push the modeling capability to that level, and properly so . The finer-
scale nodalization foreseen here presents an even greater challenge
regarding the adequacy of the closure laws that will be needed for any
future calculations .

1 .3 Emphasis on Addressing the Physics at a Fundamental Leve l

The facts mentioned above could lead to a partly revised approach t o
modeling of reflooding; in any case, they pose new challenging requirements
to our codes and models. These challenges can be met best by building int o
the codes pieces of understanding of the actual physical processes at th e
most fundamental level practicable, rather than by ad-hoc corrections and
"fixes." Indeed the (potential) ability of today's BE codes to extrapolate
beyond the available data base is one of the most significan t
accomplishments of the code development programs .

1 .4 Differences in Basic Approach

From a code development point of view, there are two basic approaches tha t
have been followed : attempts have been made to develop relatively simple
and typically one-dimensional fast running codes to address reflooding
problems and to assess models efficiently, or alternatively to develop
general-purpose, and necessarily complex, occasionally multidimensional
codes using as building blocks the detailed mechanistic representation o f
the phenomena . The latter are applicable to many kinds of transients an d
usually employ a two-fluid model . Of course, very clear demarcations
between the two trends do not exist and both developments often end up
somewhere in the grey area in between. Differences related to the number of
dimensions considered by a code are further discussed in Section 2 .3 .

Another difference in approach stems from the degree of specialization of
the code. For example, JAERI has developed models and the REFLA code which
are specialized fou' reflooding . The code thus contains the specifi c
knowledge about reflooding phenomena that is in hand . As a consequence of
its specialization, the code is fast running; it can be used to assess
models using large amounts of data. Such models can then be inserted i n
more sophisticated codes . Studies of the response of the model fou' a
particular phenomenon can be made by providing measured data to the code
and examining the prediction of the remaining information by tha t
particular model .

The opposite trend, the most general approach, addressing in detail al l
phenomena, has been implemented in codes such as RECAPS and TRAC ; the
pieces of information needed to build such a code are continuously provide d
by researchers attempting to further improve them (e .g . Nelson and Unal ,
1992 ; Yadigaroglu and Andreani, 1989) .

Comparison of the partial models and correlations needed for these two
approaches is not staightforward and cannot be conducted independently f r
the framework within which they have been developed . The analyst should
recognize the differences in approach, and determine which one is the best
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for addressing his problem .

The REFLA code developed at JAERI mentioned above (Murao et al ., 1984) is
discussed here as an example of the category of specialized, fast running ,
one-dimensional codes, based on phenomenological understanding . In the
JAERI model, the experimental knowledge regarding the physics of th e
reflooding process available from many JAERI experiments and from analysi s
of other laboratories' data is built into the model . Scme parameters were
determined on the basis of experimental data already available more than
ten years ago.

To introduce considerable conservatism into the code for licensing
purposes, REFLA's heat transfer coefficients (h.t.c .) in the post-CHF
region were multiplied by a factor of 0 .1 and the code was coupled with
RELAP4 . On the other hand, to produce a more generally usable code, th e
one-dimensional REFLA core model has been re-written using the two-flui d
formulation and installed in TRAC-PFl ; the resulting REFLA/TRAC code (J-
TRAC) has been used as a beat-estimate reactor transient analysis code . The
fast running nature of REFLA/TRAC is due to good coupling of hydrodynami c
and heat transfer correlations and the use of quench front (QF) velocity
correlations instead of detailed consideration of the phenomena at the Q F
(Akimoto et al ., 1988) .

In order to develop REFLA/TRAC, numerous bundle reflood tests with 15x1 5
rod fuel assemblies were performed at JAERI (Murao and Iguchi, 1982 ; Murao
and Sugimoto, 1981) . The code predicted well JAERI's bundle tests, many
FLEQiT tests, SEFLEX tests and the large scale CCTF and SCTF tests (Mura o
et al ., 1984 ; Okubo and Murao, 1985) . In assessment calculations, effect s
of clad material, gap conductance, grid spacer, mixing vanes, and ro d
spacing were investigated including tests with 17x17 rod bundles and tight
lattice fuel assemblies; most of these had used Inconel-clad, indirectly
heated rods. Zircalloy-clad heating rods with a gap simulating the actua l
one between the clad and the fuel pellet were also included, however .

The TRAC code developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory, under th e
sponsorship of the US NRC, is used as an example of the more comple x
multidimensional code . A recent version TRAC-PF1/MOD2 of this cod e
includes a new, more phenomenological model of the thermal-hydraulics of
the reflooding process (Nelson and Unal, 1992 ; Unal and Nelson, 1992) . The
choice of all closure relationships is based on a single post-CHF flo w
regime map suggested by Ishii and his coworkers (Ishii and DeJarlais, 1986 ;
1987 ; Obot and Ishii, 1988) ; this assures the proper interrelationship
between the closure quantities . Wherever possible, correlations known to
apply to a given flow regime for a particular closure quantity were used .
However, the original correlations frequently could not be applied directl y
but had to be modified. For those oases, Nelson and Unal used the "kernel "
or "functional" dependence of the original correlation and modified onl y
its magnitude by use of a multiplier . When no correlations were available ,
weighting functions interpolating between relations applicable to know n
bounding regimes were used . To a certain degree, the number of thes e
"weighting functions" or "adhoc corrections" required is a reflection o f
the current state of the art .

The remainder of the paper shall discuss the current state of the art fo r
modeling reflood . The discussion will necessarily focus on the existin g
codes and their successes and shortcomings. The emphasis will be on th e
rather complex general-purpose codes, although specialized codes will also
be occasionally considered . The discussion shall include modeling
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approaches, correlation packages, and problems which currently still exist .
The purpose is not to conduct an exhaustive review of all aspects of the
problem, but rather to reach consensus on certain issues at least . This
review, which attempts to be critical . necessarily addresses th e
shortcomings rather than the well known successes of the codes .

2 SUCCESSES AND DIFFICULTIES IN MODELING

2 .1 Modeling of Two-Phase Flows -- The Two-Fluid Model

Our current reflood best-estimate analysis capability is built around wha t
is called the two-fluid model . This model represents the vapor and liqui d
phases using a set of field equations (mass . momentum, and energy) for each
phase. The resulting "two fluids" are coupled together by closur e
relationships including the equations of state, interfacial drag and hea t
transfer, and wall drag and heat transfer. Mass transfer between phases i s
obtained from the interfacial heat transfer relationship (which is a simpl e
thermal-energy jump condition) and the saturated-interface condition .
Frequently, flow regime maps are used to define when flaw regime
transitions occur so that the model knows which of the available closur e
relationships should be applied.

The two-fluid approach allows both velocity differences and thermal non-
equilibrium between the phases to develop naturally . As such, it can, for
example, more realistically represent both the injection of subcooled EC C
water into steam, reflooding, and other phencmena or accidental situation s
where large departures from the equal-velocity, equal-temperatur e
conditions between phases exist .

2 .2 Number of Fields

One obvious limitation of the two-fluid model is that it represents only
two fields. In reflooding, there are several situations where thi s
limitation is detrimental . Sone of these limitations are insignifican t
while others are not .

For example, the introduction of a noncondensable gas from ECC injection
produces a two-component gas system, with the momentum and energy equation s
necessarily representing the gas mixture . The assumption of mechanical and
thermal equilibrium between the two components of the gas is a goo d
approximation . Certain closure relationships (e .g. interfacial hea t
transfer) may, however, be affected by the noncondensables (which are no t
considered explicitly) and this may have a significant effect on mas s
transfer .

Another example frequently occurring in reflood is when liquid drops are
carried up by the vapor while a liquid film runs back down cold walls (e .g .
the core barrel and control rods) within the core ; right side of Fig. 1 .
Here, the equal velocity condition for the two liquid fields (droplets an d
film) is certainly not realistic, but it may affect only the limited uppe r
portion of the core . The liquid film established on the cold surfaces, add s
significantly to the liquid fraction, especially near the top of the cor e
where the liquid fraction is low . In a typical PWR core the unheate d
surface of the control rods alone is approximately equal to 109', of the
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total rod heat transfer area. For liquid film thicknesses of 0 .2 to 3 .0 mm
and typical reactor hardware, one can calculate film volumetric liqui d
fractions between 0 .6 and 117,. Thus, at high void fractions, the liqui d
contained in these films cannot be neglected . A more detailed discussion of
these issues is given in Section 3 .4 .2 .

Williams (1985) has shown that the vapor velocities generated in the cor e
during reflood can cause countercurrent flow limitations, resulting in a
"hanging" or falling liquid film condition . Both the overall drag
coefficient and the wall heat transfer must consider both the droplets and
the film. It is clearly not possible to do this directly with the two-flui d
approximation since only one liquid field is assumed .

Two-liquid-field codes such as COBRA-TF (Thurgood et al ., 1980 ; Belly,
1979) and W-COBRA/TRAC (Thurgood et al ., 1982) offer superior modeling
potential in this respect, at the expense of increasing the number o f
partly unknown closure laws .

Another example of limitation due to the number of fields is inverted slug
flow, where same of the steam flans as a superheated vapor film near th e
wall and same as part of the saturated two-phase core mixture . with
significantly different velocities . Again representation of the two steam
fields by a single fluid is not possible.

Tie pate * Wide core

G,• 'G. = Gi

G

	

Gr

i- ,

Fig . 1 . Schematic of two situations where a single-fluid representatio n
of the liquid is not sufficient . Left : recirculation patterns
created by droplets in the care . Right : falling liquid film an d
rising droplets .
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2 .3 Multi-Dimensional Effect s

The major findings of reflooding experiments conducted in large-scal e

system-effects facilities and tests conducted with the specific purpose of
studying the effects of multidimensional flow and power distributions in
the core are discussed in Section 3 .2 . These experiments have shown that

multidimensional effects do exist ; their influence on heat transfer during

reflooding is luckily rather beneficial . Most codes have difficulties in

representing these effects ; they treat the core as one-dimensional (or at
most as a few parallel 1-D channels) without real modeling of any cross -

flows.

The difficulties of 1-D codes are rather obvious. The multidimensional
codes have a totally different set of problems. First, these codes
generally assume that the tiara are not controlled by frictional effects ,
while wall drag dominates the flows across multiple channels . Apart from

this restriction, the field equations are in principle capable of
representing any multidimensional flea pattern resulting from numerou s

other driving forces. The problem comes in properly representing the change

in flaw characteristics as the flew changes from predominantly axial alon g

the fuel rods to cross-bundle (transversal) flow. Frequently, the same
closure relationships are utilized in all flow directions (axial, radial ,
or circumferential) even though liquid entrainment and heat transfer ar e
known to be different under axial and cross-flaw conditions .

The loss coefficients used for cross-flow in rod bundles are usually base d
on single-phase flaw data and are often simply a constant value (e .g. 0 . 5
times the number of rows of rods between the centroids of the hydrodynamic

cells) . For two-phase flow conditions, these coefficients should be adapte d
and, perhaps more importantly, should be different for the liquid and vapo r

phases . In bubbly flow, the bubbles tend to follow the rods (axially) an d
resist being squeezed between the rod gaps . Similarly, during disperse d

flaw film boiling, it is difficult to imagine any but the smallest drops

managing to pass between two rods that are literally "red hot." Such

physical insights are difficult to include in the 3-D closure laws .

2 .4 Problems with Space and Time Averagin g

The field equations for the two-fluid models used in system codes are

volume- and time-averaged . A detailed discussion of the effects of spatial
and time averaging of the closure relationships can be found in Nelson an d

Paaamehmetoglu (1992) .

Typical node sizes used in modern codes imply that the volume averaging is
done over many fuel rods even in the finest hydraulic noding schemes, whic h

(for system analyses, at least) employ nodes of the order of 0 .1 m3 .

Sinoe the closure relationships are obtained from steady-state or quasi-
steady experiments with data reduction procedures which rely on th e

stationary nature of these data, the "quasi-steady" assumption is

inherently present in practically all closure relationships . Thus temporal
averaging effects are present via both this quasi-steady assumption
"hidden" in the closure relationships and overtly through the temporal-

averaging operator used to arrive at the set of field equations used .

From the temooral standpoint, one must consider the relationship between :

- the time-step dictated by the code, At,
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- the time scale inherent in the physical phenomena so (e.g. slug

passage times) ,

- the integration period used for temporal averaging of the conservatio n
equations, and

- the time scale (or constant) of the transient T .

Nelson (1986, p . 1133) noted that the minimum averaging time St
alin

must be

large enough to include a sufficient number of events/cycles of th e
governing phenomena (characterized by To ) . Interesting questions are raise d

regarding the closure relationships when At ( Stalin or At > T .

In the past, the second question, At > s, was not important since the At o f
the calculations was controlled frequently by the material Courant limit .
However, as time-steps continue to increase with improved numerics, thi s
issue becomes also relevant. Detailed examination of these questions
(Nelson, 1986) is beyond the scope of this paper . In practice, there are no
truly transient closure models in use and such developments are not
practical, for the time being at least .

Regarding spatial averaging, Nelson (1986, p. 1129-1132) discusses its
influence upon the wall-to-fluid heat transfer . An area-average often
enters the data reduction procedure when steady-state experiments ar e
analyzed; for example, the data necessarily include the effect of the area-
averaging arising from thermocouple spacing and size . Heat transfer
experiments with a progressing quench front inherently involve are a
averaging. Near the quench front, steep gradients of the wall temperatur e
are frequently encountered. If a closure relation is developed including a
"history effect," for example dependence on the distance from the quenc h
front (see Section S) . one must make sure that such a law is used unde r
conditions (axial wall temperature gradient dT w/dz) similar to those of the

data upon which it was based.

3 HYDRODYNAMICS OF REFLOODING AND SYSTEM EFFECTS

The series of tube and bundle experiments conducted in the seventies tha t
allowed identification of trends and established the understanding of th e
reflooding heat transfer and two-phase flow phenomena were reviewed b y
Yadigaroglu (1978) . Many additional such experiments were performed since .
Several large-scale system-effects tests conducted later in Germany and i n
Japan provided valuable insights into multidimensional effects taking plac e
in the core and system-core interactions. As a result of all these
experimental programs a very large experimental data base is availabl e
today. Figure 2 identifies the various reflooding phenomena in the core an d
the pressure vessel .
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3 .1 Separate-Effects Tube and Bundle Reflooding Experiment s

The most extensive series of rod-bundle experiments were conducted in the
United States (the various FLEET series - see for example one of the late r
reports by Lilly, 1977 ; and the FLECBT SEASET series - see Lee et al . ,
1982) ; in Germany - the PKL-I (Mayinger et al . 1977), FERA (Ihle et al . .
1984a) and SEFLES (Ihle and Rust, 1985) tests ; in France - the ERSEC.
PERICLES (Deruez et al ., 1984) and BETBSY experiments conducted at th e
CENG, in Grenoble) ; in Japan (Murao et al ., 1985 ; Okubo and Murao, 1985) .
and elsewhere .

The reflooding experiments with tubes and bundles established the fact that
two distinct sequences of flow regimes are possible . The deciding factor is
the void fraction (linked of course to the local subcooling/flow quality )
at the QF (Yadigaroglu and Yu, 1983) which is, in turn, related to th e
reflooding rate, inlet subcooling, and power level . When the flow at the Q F
is subcooled, Inverted-Annular Film Boiling (IAFB) takes plaoe immediately
downstream of the QF . At law pressure, as soon as the flow at the Q F
becomes saturated, the void fraction increases significantly and the flo w
ends up being highly dispersed . In this case one speaks of Dispersed-Fla►
Film Boiling (DFFB) . As an intermediate situation, an Inverted-Slug Film
Boiling (ISFB) regime may appear .

When the void fraction at the QF is high, a climbing-film (annular) flo w
regime prevails just below the QF. Sputtering at the QF removes this fil m
from the wall and DFFB is immediately established. The differences between
these sequences of regimes have been displayed in detail by Yadigarogl u
(1991) .

Although the existence of these regimes has been well known for a lon g
time, more recent findings about the actual accident soenaria tend to give
less importance to the highly subcooled cases, since various system factor s
discussed below tend to bring the coolant nearer to saturation at the
bottom of the core. The CCF and SCTF tests indicate that ISFB occur s
during the major part of the reflood transient .

Figures 3 and 4 from later UC-Berkeley tube experiments (Ng and Banerjee,
1983 ; Kawaji et al., 1983) show typical behavior of the wall temperatur e
and of the void fraction for a "subcooled" and a "saturated" run . The wall
temperature decreases rapidly in the IAFB region (of the subcooled run )
where the heat transfer coefficient is relatively high and the voi d
fraction low. For the saturated run, the temperatures at the higher
elevations tend to remain relatively constant and the void fraction is near
unity. Differences beetween flaw behavior in tubes and in bundles will b e
discussed later in Section 3 .6 .

3 .2 System Effect s

The controlled-flow-rate bottom-reflooding experiments conducted t o
understand cold leg injection do not generally account for the system
effects. These experiments were very useful for model development ,
validation of the thermal-hydraulic modeling of reflooding, and cod e
assessment . They can give, however, an erroneous or at least incomplet e
view of the effects of important system factors on the maximum cla d
temperature or the core rewetting time. Single-bundle reflooding test s
where the entire primary system behavior was also simulated were conducte d
in several countries (e .g. the FLECiT-SEASET (Lee et al ., 1982), PKL-II in
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Germany, BETHSY in France . and other tests described summarily in USNRC ,
1987 and CSNI, 1989) .

In forced-feed versus gravity-driven reflooding, the heat removal in th e
core and the reflooding rate do not have the same relationship . In the
former case, it is the flair rate that conditions the power exchanged . whil e
in the latter the reflooding rate is dependent from the heat release (steam
binding effect) . Indeed, the differential pressure between the upper plenu m
and the top of the doanccmer is equal to the gravity head differenc e
between dowacomer and core ; it is limited by the value corresponding to a
water level in the darncomer at the elevation of the cold legs . This
differential pressure is also equal to the frictional pressure loss of th e
steam or mist flou in the loops . The steam flaring in the loops is mainly
the result of the heat release from the rods . A fraction of this steam i s
also produced outside of the core by vaporization of the entrained liqui d
through heating by the hot walla in the upper plenum . hot legs, and stea m
generators (SG), or by vapor desuperheating . In summary, the core cooling
rate is limited by the height of the downcomer which determines the maximum
head available for reflooding the core .

Reliability of code calculations depends strongly on the correct predictio n
of the response of the entire system. The most important system
considerations are discussed in the rest of this section .
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The amount of accumulator water not bypassed to the break and available i n
the lower plenum at the beginning of reflooding is determined during th e
refillphase of a LB LOCA. The condensation rate during this phase control s
also the liquid subcooling at the inlet of the core . Excessive bypass to
the break will result in a reduced reflooding rate as long as th e
countercurrent steam flow in the downcomer has not dropped sufficiently to
allow major penetration of ECC water to the lower plenum. Underestimation

of the condensation produces too high subcooling in the lower plenum ; th e
collapsed water level in the core is increased . This is unfavorable, as th e
water head difference between downcomer and core is reduced . On the othe r
hand, the occurrence of an inverse annular flow pattern above the QF wil l
persist longer; during this phase the liquid carry-over is very low; this
is favorable regarding the amount of steam that can be produced in th e
core . But as the liquid carry-over is low, heat transfer far downstream
from the QF is not so efficient. Underprediction of the subcooling in th e
lower plenum will produce earlier boiling of the water in the downcamer du e
to reactor vessel wall heat release limiting the downcomer head, and wil l
also prolong the bypass phase . All these effects demonstrate that th e
entire reflooding transient prediction depends a lot on a reliabl e
calculation of the refill phase .

Present thermal-hydraulic codes have some difficulties in calculating
correctly condensation rates during the refill phase because of the ver y
unstable nature of the flaw (observed in many experiments such as UPTF and
LOFT) . High condensation rates and the resulting unstable flows present a
most serious challenge to the quasi-steady-state assumption inherent in all
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closure laws (see Section 2 .4) . They naturally lead to the question of how
fast should the closure laws change . High condensation rates can drive th e
time increment to its lower limits in most numerical schemes if
instantaneous changes in the coefficients provided by the closure laws ar e
allowed (quasi-steady assumption) ; this area deserves more investigation.

Steam binding represents the flat resistance between core and break . This
pressure loss is mainly due to wall friction in the SG tubes and in th e
pumps . There is also an acceleration pressure drop in the SG's due t o
evaporating drops and superheating of the vapor . This total pressure loss
is limited by the available downcomer bead, as already mentioned above . In
the most favorable case, all the vapor flowing in the loops is created i n
the core and participates to rod cooling . As more liquid droplets vaporiz e
in the SG, less vapor can flaw out of the core . Thus it is very important
to predict correctly the amount of water entrained to the SG's .

Same weaknesses of the codes in this area may be suspected since the de-
entrainement on the structures of the upper plenum is difficult to predict .
Observations in the ACHILLES test facility have shown that the drople t
spectrum out of the core is very wide and one can expect that the smallest
drops follow the steam up to the SG, while the largest ones are de -
entrained in the upper plenum . Present system codes cannot deal with such a
partition as they generally describe what occurs for an average size dro p
only. On the other hand the SCTF and UPTF tests with upper plenu m
injection have shown that when a pool builds up in the upper plenum, th e
amount of liquid entrained into the hot legs depends on the height of this
pool; the droplet spectrum at the exit of the core is no longer relevant .

Oscillatory refloodinn was observed in system test facilities (PKL, BETHSY)
at least at the beginning of the transient . When water from the accumulator
enters at the bottom of the core, the important vapor generation taking
place in the core initiates flaw oscillations between the downcomer and th e
core with a large amplitude (t 1 m/s in velocity) . The amplitude and
duration of these oscillations influence greatly the length of the entir e
reflooding phase .

The maximum amplitude of the oscillations controls the quantity of coolan t
lost at the break and the average downcomer level ; these are key parameter s
limiting the efficiency of core cooling . At each oscillation cycle sam e
water is entrained out of the core . This water will vaporize in the upper
plenum by heat release fran the hot structures or in the steam generator
and will produce very unfavorable steam binding . Moreover all this water is
lost and reduces the downcomer level which is the driving force . The
duration of this oscillatory phase is thus a critical feature.

Analysis of code predictions of such oscillatory behavior observed i n
BETHSY reflooding tests, suggests that the interfacial friction downstrea m
of the QF controls the quantity of water entrained . The vaporization of
this water downstream of the QF and outside of the core induces the flo w
reversal, and excites the oscillations . A fine mechanical description of
the flaw downstream from the QF is thus required, particularly in case o f
inverse annular flow which may take place during oscillations at the
beginning of reflooding. Forced feed experiments with rod bundles do no t
provide sufficiently detailed information in this case . Attention should be
focused to the few experiments showing flaw oscillations (see e .g. Clement
et al., 1982) in order to assess reflood models under realistic conditions .
(Forced oscillatory tube reflooding tests are described by Kawaji et al . ,
1985 and Oh et al., 1986) .
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It must also be noted that the numerical aspects of the solution have a n
influence in oscillatory reflooding. Numerical schemes which are diffusiv e
may damp the oscillations too much; time and meshing convergence tests are
necessary . On the other hand, many reflood codes use a fine meshing for
heat transfer frim the rods in the vicinity of the QF together with a
coarser hydraulic meshing . Some perturbations of the hydraulics are induce d
each time the QF progresses from one hydraulic mesh to the following.
Attention must be paid to minimize these perturbations in order to avoi d
numerically induced oscillations .

The three classes of main system effects mentioned above must be kept i n
mind when reviewing reflood modeling capabilities. If these effects ar e
ignored, inappropriate conclusions may be drawn from constant forced-fee d
reflood tests . For example, if one compares tests performed under identica l
reflood conditions using either conventional rods or more realistic rods
incorporating a gas gap, large differences are observed (Ihle et al . ,
1984b) : The peak cladding temperature is reduced and the QF velocity is
higher when rods with a gap are used. Extrapolating to gravity-drive n
reflood conditions, one must consider, however, that the total heat removal
in the core is limited by system effects, as noted above . Conclusions on
the conservatism of one rod design compared to the other become difficult .

Regarding oscillatory reflooding again. another conclusion can be drawn. It
was shown that large-amplitude oscillations were unfavorable since they
were reducing the downeomer head and enhancing steam binding . It is also
presumed that a high heat flux downstream from the QF may induce a high
vaporization of the entrained water; oscillations are excited and ma y
persist . This fact disqualifies the conservative approach which minimizes
heat transfer coefficients since it can also lead to underestimation of th e
vaporization of the entrained water and its unfavorable effects on the
oscillations. Progress is only to be expected from the best-estimate
approach, and it is only very good BE codes that may definitely establish
that an assumption is indeed conservative . In this respect, further effort s
should be made in system code developments for an accurate modeling and a n
extensive assessment of the following main points :

- correct refill phase prediction for producing good initial and
boundary conditions for core reflood, considering the difficulties
related to the high condensation rates .

- good prediction of the steam binding effect including the comple x
conditions of water entrainment and deposition downstream of the core .

- prediction of the oscillatory behavior and the conditions that lead t o
its artificial damping or amplification .

3 .3 Experience Gained from Multi-Dimensional System-Effects Test a

Large scale system-effects tests have substantially increased our knowledge
about fluid dynamics in a reactor under realistic conditions. Such tests
were conducted in facilities like UPTF (Weiss, 1989), SCTF (Adachi et al. ,
1983 ; Iguchi et al . 1988 ; Iwamura et al., 1989), CCTF (Murao et al., 1982) ,
and PSI.-II (Mandl et al., 1985) .

Major findings with impact on reflood modeling are (nee Mayinger, 1989) :

- A considerable part of the core reweta already during
depressurization, as P$L- II combined-injection tests have shown (Mandl
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et al., 1985) . In other facilities, e.g. CCTF, this effect occurred
also under other modes of injection .

- Full scale downcomer experiments have shorn that the ECC water
injected into the cold legs condenses large masses of steam in the
pipes and in the downcomer, thereby losing a large fraction of its
original subcooling before reaching the bottom of the care .

- There is an asymmetrical "penetration" of ECC water in the downoeme r
during cold leg injection, depending on the distance of the injecting
loops from the broken loop. All ECC water injected near the broken leg
is directly bypassed, harever, to the break . Due to this heterogeneous
behavior, increased water delivery rates were observed at full scale
relative to previous tests in subscale facilities (Glaeser, 1992) .

Condensation induced oscillations of loop flaw lead to oscillating
core flora during the accumulator injection period .

- ECC water injected into the hot legs leads to the formation of tw o
distinct cooling regions in the core :

- a break-through region with subcooled water downflow : the bundles
near the ECC injection points (Mayinger et al., 1992)

- a bottom reflood region with enhanced two-phase upflow due to
circulation induced by the downflcw of subcooled water .

These observations, together with those from a number of separate-effect s
tests, have led to a partly revised view of reflooding boundary condition s
and strongly suggest consideration of the following facts in modeling
reflood :

- In the presence of lar subcooling at the core inlet and highl y
oscillating flows during bottom reflood, the IAFE regime is not
dominating.

- Under certain combined high-pressure injection conditions, the uppe r
(top-darn) QF can contribute just as much to the total quenching of
the core as the lower QF ; with bottom reflooding only its contribution
is lesser .

- Rods can be quenched over their entire length without precooling by
break-through of a sufficient amount of subcooled water from the top .

- Multidimensional effects in the core enhance heat transfer b y
supplying more water to the high-powered bundles below the QF and more
entrained water in the liquid deficient region .

- To address the multidimensional effects observed in the core ,
especially when combined injection takes place, a good Counter-Current
Flow Limiting condition (CCFL) model is needed .

- Two-dimensional modeling of the downcomer is necessary to properly
address the ECC water penetration phase .

Additional findings can be derived from the PERIC.ES 2-D Reflood test s
(Veteau et al., 1984 ; Kelly and Reinhardt, 1989), where the flow
distribution effects in the presence of hot and cold bundles wer e
investigated. In these tests . the boundary conditions imposed provided for
approximately equal collapsed liquid levels in both the hot and col d
assemblies . The major findings are :

- The froth front (inferred from the quench times of guide tubes and
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from changes in the heat transfer regime) is somewhat higher in the
hot assemblies .

- Liquid carryover is considerably higher in high power assemblies .

- Below the QF, liquid cross-flew occurs frein the cold assemblies to th e
hot ones .

- In the DFFB region, vapor cross-flew occurs from the hot assemblies t o
the cold ones.

The liquid cross-flan is driven by the difference in gravity bead due to
the mismatch in QF elevations and the lower void fraction below the QF i n
the low power assemblies . Indeed, a very small pressure difference ca n
drive a large liquid flow rate in the lateral direction. Combining the
findings about equal overall collapsed liquid levels and different wetted-
region gravity heads, one is lead to infer that more liquid must b e
suspended above the QF in the hot assemblies to make up the difference .
These effects lead to reduced quench times for the hot assemblies as
compared to the predictions of a 1-D hot channel analysis (Kelly et al . .
1989) .

Above the QF, the elevated wall temperatures and higher level o f
entrainment in the high power assemblies result in a higher vapor
generation rate frein droplet evaporation. The vapor frictional pressur e
drop in the DFFB region then drives a vapor cross-flow from the ho t
channels to the colder ones . This effect reduces heat transfer in the DFFB
region of the hot channel and can offset the beneficial effects described
just above, leading to a peak cladding temperature in excess of the 1-D ho t
channel calculation (Kelly et al., 1989) .

Similar insights were obtained in the SCTF tests . Analysis of these test s
suggests that acme part of the liquid is conveyed by the steam from the QF
regions of high-power bundles to the QF regions of low power bundles and
falls dwn, resulting in a large flew circulation pattern in the core . To
explain the observed enhancements in heat transfer, high recirculatin g
liquid mass flow rates above the QF are necessary . Radial differences in
accumulation of water drive upper plenum and core circulation .

Another less positive finding is that at the beginning of the reflood
period, as the liquid level in the core starts rising . hot water cames t o
the liquid surface, apparently due to buoyancy effects . Thus hotter than
expected water produces earlier initiation of boiling in the channel and
earlier core cooling than in the standard calculations .

3 .4 Current Modeling of Core Hydrodynamics

Modeling of the hydrodynamics of reflooding is usually associated to a way
of representing the two main post-CHF flew regime sequences mentione d
above. Examples of this representation in the specialized, as well as th e
more complex general-purpose codes will be briefly discussed below .

3 .4 .1 Void Fraction Below the Q F

The pressure drop in the wetted region of the core is a very importan t
system response consideration since it determines the main part of the
differential pressure Ap across the core, the Ap above the QF being
relatively small . The core Ap is balancing the dwnccmer and loop Ap's and
influencing the core inlet mass flow rate, as discussed in Section 3 .2 .
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The potential for liquid cross flow below the QF mentioned in Section 3 .3 ,
coupled with the fact that modeling of this wetted region also determine s
the conditions at the QF, gives it additional importance . Cross flew below
the QF is important for two reasons : First, it adds liquid to that coming
from the lower plenum; potential recirculation within the core and upper-
pi enum provides liquid which may have precursory cooling effects that are
neglected if only mass balance information from what enters and leaves th e
vessel is used. Secondly, this recirculated liquid is typically saturated
and when mixed with the incoming subcooled liquid produces a higher
temperature mixture .

The conditions below the QF dictate the phase velocities and the cross-
sectional prase distribution in the QF region and therefore determine th e
type of flow regime that exists above the QF . The importance of correctl y
predicting interfacial drag below the QF in relation to heat transfer
calculations in the post-dryout region was also emphasized by Aksan et al .
(1987) and Analytis et al . (1987) in relation to both reflooding an d
boiloff predictions .

In recent work, Kelly noticed significant discrepancies in void fractio n
predictions, both in bubbly and annular flows during reflood . For bubbly
flow, it appears that at low vapor superficial velocities (of the order of
0 .2-0 .4 m/s) and low liquid mass fluxes (liquid velocities of the order o f
1-5 cm/s), the bubbles concentrate near the heated surface and rise ,
entraining near-wall liquid with them; this liquid may even rise to the to p
of the bundle and then fall back in the center of the channel . Simply put ,
the void and velocity profile distributions are different than in "normal "
higher volumetric flux cases . The resulting higher slip is evident over
distances of 0 .2 to 0 .4 m only, but under gravity-dominated pressure dro p
conditions, it can affect the bundle pressure drop by 5 to 10 7, . There is
no direct experimental confirmation of this, but it was inferred from a n
examination of both bundle and tube void fraction data .

For annular flow (at void fractions > 80 7), Kelly, in agreement with
similar conclusions drawn by Abe et al . (1991), notes that the usual Walli s
(1969) correlation greatly underestimates the interfacial friction. It
appears that for low flooding rates, the effect of gravity upon th e
velocity profile within the liquid film becomes important . Often, the wal l
shear is very low or even negative despite the overall upward nature of th e
flow. Thus, at the interface, the liquid moves up dragged along by th e
vapor, while next to the wall it may fall back. It is supposed that thi s
"countercurrent" flow situation within the film significantly enhances th e
interfacial waves and hence the apparent roughness . This conclusion is
based on an analysis of tube data where both void and pressure dro p
measurements were made (see also Section 3 .6) .

The experiences of various investigators related above point to the nee d
for a more realistic modeling of the hydrodynamics below the QF, such a s
the one described below .

Mechanistic Modeling . The latest version of TRAC mentioned above (Nelso n
and Unal, 1992) divides the boiling region below the QF into three parts ,
depending on the void fraction. Below a void fraction of 0 .5, partial or
fully-developed subcooled boiling, and/or fully-developed saturate d
nucleate boiling can occur . For void fractions greater than 0 .98, an
annular-mist region is assumed to exist . Between these two regimes, a slug
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region is assumed .

The drag in the lar-void region is made up of two parts . One due to bubble s
near or on the wall, and the other due to bubbles in the free stream. Near

the wall, the model uses the drag of a rough pipe where the roughness i s
due to the bubbles . The free-stream drag is obtained from the expressio n
given for bubbly flaws by Ishii (1987) . The annular-mist interfacial dra g
coefficient is calculated as proposed by Spore et al . (1992) . For void
fractions greater than 0 .5 but less than 0 .98, a certain weighting i s
applied (for details, see Nelson and Unal, 1992) .

Phenomenological-Empirical Modeling . JAERI obtained good results for th e
void fraction below the QF with the Murao-Iguchi correlation (Murao . 1979) .
The Murao-Iguchi correlation considers also the liquid velocity and i s
corrected for the higher void fractions . The same correlation is applied at
JAERI to the ISFB region .

3 .4 .2 Flow Regimes Above the QF

The recent modeling of the reflood process in TRAC-PF1/MOD2 (Nelson and
Unal, 1992) is used to introduce this item here . The work is based on th e
post-dryout flaw regime map of Ishii and his coworkers (Ishii and
DeJarlais, 1986, 1987 ; Obot and Ishii, 1988) . One unique feature of thi s
implementation is that both hydrodynamic and heat transfer closure sets ar e
interrelated .

Table 1 shads Ishii's proposal and the TRAC implementation. Additional
constraints on the original Ishii map were implemented in the code because
transient calculations produce situations not present in the steady-stat e
experiments used for the original model development . For example. the earl y
part of a prediction with liquid flowing into an empty tube may, based o n
the original correlations alone, indicate the presence of certain flow -
regimes downstream at locations where the liquid had not yet had time t o
move.

The model, which is built around the IAPB flaw structure, produces the
other flow regimes when portions of the IAFB structure collapse . For
example, when the smooth and rough-wavy regimes collapse, the slug o r

agitated regimes replace them at the QF . If the smooth, rough-wavy and
agitated regimes collapse, the dispersed flaw regime begins at the QF . The
model has the potential of also modeling top-down quench ; this feature ha s

not yet been implemented, however.

Mechanistic Modeling of Hydrodynamics . Based on the flow regime map
proposed of Ishii and coworkers, the latest version of TRAC (Nelson and

Unal, 1992) divides the post-dryout region into the following flaw regimes :
transition boiling, smooth IAFB, rough-wavy IAFB, agitated IAFB (inverted
slug), post agitated, and highly dispersed. The transition boiling and th e
last two regions were not present in Ishii's original map . Indeed, in his
experiments, the flaw regions began with the smooth IAPB region due to th e
particular techniques used . Thus, the regimes defined by Ishii's model ar e

applied downstream of the end point of transition boiling . The highly
dispersed region was defined as beginning at a void fraction of 0 .98 . The
basis for the drag coefficients in these regions is indicted in Table 2
below. Nelson and Unal (1992) provide the details .
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Table 1

Post-CHF Flout Regime Transition Criteria
(Nelson and Dnal, 1992 )

Regime Ishii's Corr . Implementation in TRAC

Smooth IAF
Z =60Ca l n
D

Z =60Ca 1 n
D 0.05<a< . 3

Rough-Wavy IAF
Z= 295 Cae n
D

Z= 295 Ca i n
D 0.3<a<0 . 4

Agitated IAF

Dispersed IAF

ZD =595Caln
D
Z =595Ca un

0.4<a<0.75

0.75 < a < 0.9 8
(post-agitated IAF)

Highly dispersed IAF a > 0.98

Table 2 . Basis for Interfacial Drag Coefficient Selection in TRACIMOD2

Region

	

Basis

same as nucleate boiling

smooth tube, laminar and turbulent

same as smooth but with roughness

same as rough-wavy IAFB

void weighted based on agitated
and dispersed-regime coefficient s

droplet drag based on drop siz e

Ishii (1989 )

When multiple regimes occur in a given hydrodynamic cell of the core, th e
interfacial drag models are length averaged to determine the cell averag e
drag .

transition boilin g

smooth IAFB

rough-wavy IAFB

agitated IAFB

post-agitated disperse d

highly disperse d
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Phenomenological-Empirical Modeling . Rapid spreading of the droplets t o

the top of the core was observed in the CCTF and SCTF tests at JAERI .
Figure 5 confirms this by displaying the traces obtained from th e
differential pressure transducers along the core . The indications of the Ap
cells started increasing right after initiation of core reflooding, even a t
the highest elevations just below the tie plate . Simultaneously, bottom-
darn quenching occured at the top of the core where the temperatures wer e
low, confirming the fact that a significant amount of water arrived ther e
rapidly .
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flaw belay the QF .

In the FLECHT low-flooding rate tests (reflooding velocities less than 2 . 5
cm/s) the formation of inverted slugs was limited to a region about 0 .3 m
above the QF. At higher reflooding rates, behavior similar to that of CCTF
was observed.

This experimental evidence led to the development of the model depicted i n
Fig. 6 . Case 2 corresponds to the CCTF findings, while Case 1 refers to th e
FLECHT law-flooding rate situation . The model is based on Weber numbers for
the droplets calculated using the observed steam velocity at their point o f
entrainment and their observed diameter . The time constant for
agglomeration of the analler droplets into slugs was obtained from a
separate mall-scale reflood teat .

As sham in Fig. 1 (right side), the droplets cool and rewet the flo w
housing (present in the FLECHT tests) . Droplets can then be collected by
the falling liquid film and a recirculation pattern is established,
affecting the velocity of the liquid phase . The equivalent upwards velocity
of the liquid is doubled if 50 ? of the droplets are captured by the liqui d
film; this increases the effective reflooding velocity in this part of th e
channel . Therefore, as the housing is cooled down, the situation labeled
Case 2 in Fig . 6 appears . The reasons for appearance of Case 2 in the CCT F
tests muat be related to the presence of numerous non heated rods and t o
the opening ratio of the tie plate .
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3 .5 Droplet Hydrodynamic s

Droplet hydrodynamics are very important for the correct modeling of post-
dryout heat transfer with dispersed flows . To model droplet hydrodynamics .
one must know the droplet size distribution (or a representative average) ,
the entrained liquid fraction, and the droplet drag coefficient .

The dra g coefficient can be reasonably well approximated (given the other
uncertainties) by the relations for spheres . The problem of entrainmen t
fraction and the combination of the interfacial shear due to drops an d
liquid slugs or a film (limitation due to the unique liquid field) has bee n
mentioned above .

There is a difficulty in determining the onset and the fraction ofliquid
entrainment . Current appoaches include :

use of a modified pool entrainment correlation (e.g . in COBRA/TRAC )

- use of a void fraction criterion for determining the point of liqui d
entrainment (e .g. in CAVIARE and TRAC-PF1) : if a > acrit, all the

liquid is treated as drops; there is of course a need to "ramp" th e
entrainment rate .

- using a multi-group droplet spectrum, entrain the fraction of drop s
that have sizes that can be entrained (e .g. Kawaji and Banerjee, 1987 ;
Andreani, 1992) .

The droplet size is the last point discussed now . Both the concentration
and the spectrum of the droplets are strongly dependent from their previou s
history and from the generation mechanisms, so that heat transfer in DFF B
is clearly historv-deoendent . The codes can in principle consider th e
development of the flow . They lack, however, the detailed description of
the droplet spectrum develo pment mechanisms .

Normally, one assumes that the Sauter mean diameter provides an adequat e
representation of the droplet population. Modeling of all relevan t
phenomena and representation of the entire spectrum of dro plet diameterg by
a single average value properly satisfying all averaging requirements is ,
however, not rigorously possible . The spectrum of droplet sizes may als o
vary from case to case . ACHILLES data have shown a large size distributio n
(Dore and Dhuga, 1991) .

There is experimental evidence showing that at a short distance from th e
droplet generation point, droplets of different sizes attain the sam e
velocity . Thus consideration of groups of droplets of various sizes is made
easier (Andreani . 1992), but there is lack of knowledge regarding thei r
initial size distribution at the QF (Andreani and Yadigaroglu, 1989 )
anyway. No system code currently models more than one droplet group ;
however, it is probably not necessary to add the complexity of multipl e
groups without simultaneously introducing droplet spectrum evolutio n
models . Kawaji and Banerjee (1987) compared the predictions of a one-grou p
model with those of a multi-group model and observed only mino r
differences . Spectrum development effects such as breakup of the droplets ,
were not, however, considered .

Droplet models implemented into the codes usually describe the drople t
population by a single mean diameter, as already mentioned ; this diameter
is determined from an aerodynamic stability criterion and the method ca n
lead to physical inconsistencies . Indeed, in TRAC-PF1/MJD1, RECAP5/PDD2 ,
and REE1.A the average local droplet diameter is obtained from a criterion
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based on the local Weber number

PG	
(Au) 2 d

We

	

a

where Au is the phase velocity differenoe, a the surface tension, and d the
maximum stable droplet diameter .

First, from basic experiments, the critical Weber number for breakup i s
about 12-14, whereas the reflood entrainment models use values about 2 or
3 . Second, droplet breakup does not occur instantaneously as the Webe r
number reaches its critical value . Third, and most important, near th e
point of creation of the drops Au is large ; as the droplets are accelerate d
by the steam flow, Au diminishes and, according to this Weber number
criterion, their diameter could grow, in variance with reality . Finally ,
fourth, there are only few examples where it was indeed important to mode l
aerodynamic breakup during reflood ; most of the time the steam velocitie s
remain low, not justifying this type of breakup .

In fact, the characteristic mean droplet size should also be dependent o n
flat history and on the mechanism that has created the entrainment, as
noted above. Codes that use an interfacial area transport or a number-
density conservation equation (such as COBRA/TRAC and TRAC-BF1) could be
superior to the codes that use local conditions to determine the droplet
diameter and from there the interfacial area . Certain alternatives i n
defining the droplet diameter are reviewed below . No consensus on how to
calculate the average droplet diameter exists .

COBRA/TRAC uses a Weber number criterion to define the droplet diameter a t
its entrainment point; after this, the axial evolution of the drop diameter
is computed using an interfacial area transport equation . Processes such a s
evaporation, shattering due to grids, aerodynamic breakup, etc . are modeled
as interfacial area source/sink terms .

COBRA-TF uses a correlation developed by Westinghouse for the BART code .
Initial diameter is a function of pressure only (through saturation
properties) ; an interfacial area transport equation is used thereafter .

TRAC-PF1/l+DD2 uses a correlation developed by Ishii for pool entrainment .
The diameter is a function of fluid properties .

CATH ARE uses a correlation for the maximum drop size that can be entraine d
from a mixture. The droplet diameter is a function of pressure only . Also ,
a grid effect model, function of local drop velocity, is used that cause s
this drop diameter to be reduced as the drop traverses the bundle .

Most of these models predict a droplet size of about 1-1 .5 mm, but thei r
functional dependencies are different . They can even exhibit a different
trend with pressure .

As we have sen, the drop size should depend on initial conditions and th e
evolution of the droplet spectrum should be calculated from a conservatio n
equation. The choice of the local conditions that are determining drople t
size is not, however, obvious. For example, is the local vapor velocity
important? Or is the drop size more likely to be a function of th e
shattering that occurs when a liquid slug approaches the wall and is blow n
off by the vapor generation beneath it? Andreani (1992) produced a
comprehensive and detailed model of droplet breakup by various mechaniams ;
tests of the impact of this model on DFFB heat transfer using a large
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number of experimental data showed that the initial droplet conditions di d
vary consistently with flow conditions at the quench front .

3 .6 Differences Between Tubes and Bundle s

The first reflooding experiments were performed in heated pipes with a
diameter equal to the hydraulic diameter of the core rod bundles . Most of
the basic and fundamental understanding of the reflooding phenomena come s
tram these experiments. The simple geometry allows more detailed
measurements than a rod bundle and precise void fraction data could also be
obtained.

At the CENG, the thermalhydraulic modeling which was based on these
experiments has been later tested and verified using rod bundle reflood
data. Further developments were found necessary . Two differences were
clearly identified concerning the interfacial friction in the rewetted zone
and heat transfer above the QF in dispersed flags. Some effects of the duct
geometry on the two-phase flow pattern were also observed (se e
Venkateswararao et al ., 1982) . These are briefly discussed below.

Interfacial Friction. Interfacial friction correlations specific to ro d
bundles have been developed using data from reflood tests, boiloff tests a s
well as bl awdawn tests . The main differences are observed for intermediat e
void fractions (0 .2 to 0 .8 approximately), when the size of the vapour
bubbles is of the same order of magnitude as the characteristic dimensio n
of the flow channel . The possible existence of vapour bubbles occupyin g
several aubchannels may be responsible for the relatively high drif t
velocity observed in rod bundles .

The differences with tube data are particularly important at the low
pressures characteristic of reflooding conditions. The drift velocity of
the bubbles had to be multiplied by roughly 10 going from pipes to bundles.
corresponding to a reduction of the interfacial friction coefficient by a
factor of 100 (Gestion. 1990) . Similar conclusions were drawn by Aksan et
al . (1987) . The higher relative velocity observed in bundles is due to th e
different shape of the radial void and velocity distribution with respec t
to round tubes, an item already touched upon in Section 3 .3 . The drift-flux
model used in the ATHLET code accounts for this by a higher phas e
distribution parameter Co, verified by THETIS bundle tests (Sonnenberg ,
1989) . At present, all system codes have a specific set of interfacial
friction correlations for rod bundles .

Influences on Beat Transfer in Dispersed Flaw - Spacer Effects.
Contrary to bubbly flows, dispersed flags may be less sensitive to channel
geometry . The spacer grids always present in bundles are, however ,
affecting the droplet size distribution, from which heat transfer in DFF B
strongly depends (see Section 5 .5) (Ihle et al ., 1983 ; Lee et al ., 1983 ;
Ihle et al., 1984) . Droplets can be shattered by hot spacer grids or
captured and then released by rewetted grids . These effects result in a
very broad size spectrum, as it was observed in the ACHILLES test facility
(Dore and Dhuga, 1991) .

Comparing tube and bundle data, one deduces that the spacer grids produce a
significant reduction of the average drop size. For example, in a first
version of the CATHARE code, a drop size model which was efficient in
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predicting tube reflood tests overestimated greatly the peak cla d
temperatures (by 200 to 300K) for bundle tests . Sensitivity tests showe d
that the drop size should have been reduced by a factor of 2 or 3 to obtai n
approximately good results . A model describing the drop break up on space r
grids thus becomes necessary (see e.g. Sugimoto and Murao, 1984) and such
models have indeed been implemented in certain codes such as COBRA-TF
(Thurgood et al., 1980), and COBRA-TRAC (Thurgood et al., 1982) .
Unfortunately this break up mechanism is dependent on the particular grid
characteristics and experiments are always necessary when a new grid desig n
is proposed to adjust certain constants in the drop size correlation.

4 MODELING OF A CHANNEL UNDERGOING REFLOODING

Modeling of hydrodynamics and heat transfer under reflooding conditions is
a challenging task; indeed, in addition to most of the well-establishe d
heat transfer modes and flow regimes, a number of rather specifi c
situations that need special modeling appear. Hochreiter and Young (1985 )
have reviewed progress in modeling reflood heat transfer till around 1985 .
Not much fundamental progress has been accomplished since, in spite of th e
fact that certain shortcomings of the modeling are well recognized .

Classical reflooding takes place under lar pressure and with very low mass
fluxes (reflooding velocities of the order of 1 to 15 cm/s) . Reflooding
phenomena are on the average very slow. Imposing conservative EM
conditions, reflooding a PWR bundle could take up to several hundred
seconds; BE calculations result in core recovery times of the order of
100 s . There are no sudden pressure changes, and the average reflooding
rates vary slowly . In reactor cores undergoing reflooding, flow
oscillations due to system interactions are expected, however ; these are
superimposed on the slowly varying average reflooding rates. This
understanding led to a somewhat artificial division of reflood situations
into forced-feed and gravity-feed reflood . Forced-feed reflood experiment s
were designed to allot study of the phenomena independently from the
system-induced oscillations . Assuming that the oscillatory processes do not
affect the average trends strongly, one studies the fundamental reflood
phenomena much easier via forced-feed experiments .

Considering these facts, one realizes that codes originally developed for
calculating the (pressure difference driven) rapidly varying flow rates an d
pressures during the blawdown phase of the LOCA, which is only tens of
seconds long, may not be ideally suited for establishing the time-average
trends in reflooding situations . One should also consider the necessity ,
however, of accounting for flow oscillations noted in Section 3 .2 since
these do affect precooling and carry-over .

The period of the oscillations is 2-3 s. To numerically follow these, th e
codes have to use time steps of the order of 50 ms, although implicit or
stability-enhanced semi-implicit integration schemes allow time steps o f
the order of the second, considering stability as the controlling limit .
Small steps are dictated, however, by accuracy criteria. These small steps
likewise mitigate the notorious (but unphysical) pressure spikes due to th e
sudden calculated release of beat from the fuel elements . The truly dynamic
modeling of the details of heat transfer and fluid flow during high-
frequency oscillatory reflooding can be considered as still being at the
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edge or beyond the state of the art ; this would have required transient
forms of the closure relationships which simply do not exist (see Sectio n
2 .4) . In spite of such considerations, the desire to use a single cod e
covering all accidental situations has imposed use of the general purpose
codes for reflooding analysis too. Simple but highly specialized reflooding
codes (e .g. Yadigaroglu and Arrieta, 1981 ; Ghiassiaan et al ., 1988) can
reproduce at least the forced-feed experimental reflooding transients and
the general trends of oscillatory reflooding probably much better, bu t
these are not our subject matter here .

4 .1 The Importance of the QF

Although during an accident scenario several quench fronts may appear i n
the core, during the classical, forced-reflooding rate experiments, the Q F
subdivides the channel in two zones : a downstream zone where the wall is
hot and post-burnout heat transfer takes place, and an upstream "rewetted "
zone, where heat transfer has returned to nucleate boiling .

Axial conduction is controlling the propagation of quench fronts for case s
with negligible precursory cooling. In such oases the cladding temperatur e
displays an abrupt cliff or almost a discontinuity . These are typically,
the low reflooding rate, high wall temperature situations, where hea t
transfer in the dry part of the bundle is poor . In a frame of referenc e
moving with the QF, the temperature distribution in such cases looks like a
standing wave. High-precooling rate cases (possibly with IAFB at the QF )
present a "collapsing wave" like temperature distribution and QF velocitie s
an order of magnitude higher . Rewetting will be discussed below, but a fe w
words about the importance of the QF and its impact on the choice of
analytical descriptions of heat transfer are in order .

In most if not all existing system codes the heat transfer coefficient
(h.t.c .) selection logic is based on the local-conditions hvoothesi s
discussed in the next section, i.e. on the values of the local, flaw
parameters and wall temperature . Thus rewetting occurs either when the wal l
temperature falls below a certain value or when an essentially equivalent
rewetting criterion is met . Rewetting results in either an abrupt or a more
gradual switch in the heat transfer mode, depending upon wall temperatur e
and flaw conditions. Using a wall rewetting criterion, if the cooling of
the wall in the dry region is locally overpredicted even for a short perio d
of time, rewetting may occur in several nodes simultaneously . Such multiple
rewettings are physically speaking not excluded, but they normally do no t
take place when rewetting occurs slowly through the progression of the QF .

The mode of heat transfer depends in reality on the relative position with
respect to the QF, rather than upon the wall temperature alone. Fo r
example, a situation can occur where film-boiling like heat transfer take s
place downstream fry the QF, in spite of the fact that the wall
temperature there is near saturation; this is simply due to th e
hydrodynamic conditions controlling heat transfer rather than the wal l
temperature alone . Such position dependent heat transfer mode is not uniqu e
to reflooding; numerous other examples of such "history" dependence exis t
(see e.g . Shiralkar et al . 1980) .

Making the h.t.c. selection logic dependent on relative position with
respect to the QF avoids having to deal with the nasty problems of
premature or rapid quenching of nodes downstream and the resulting pressur e
spikes due to the sudden release of heat from the rods . Moreover, such
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modeling can also take care of the heat transfer enhancement phenomena
observed immediately downstream Prom the QF .

Thus, several authors believe that it is much better to apply post-dryout
closure laws based on location with respect to QF . and not on wall
temperature . This is particularly true in transition boiling where stee p
axial gradients occur . A position dependent closure law ensures prope r
"dumping" of the heat fran the fuel rod into the coolant and produces a
uniform progression of the QF. The use of correlations depending on th e
distance from the QF is discussed in Section 5 .2 .

There are, however, cases where several QF's start simultaneously (for
example at spacer grid locations) . This clearly complicates the logic tha t
must be built into the codes, but it is likely to be worth the effort .

When the progression of the QF is axial-conduction controlled, its velocity
swat be predicted using an axial-conduction-controlled QF velocity model .
There are difficulties in integrating a solution for the two-dimensional
axial conduction problem in the quench region into the numerical structur e
of the codes. Usually, either a tight mesh moving with the QF or an
adaptive-grid technique (inserting and deleting nodes as needed) are used
for the quench region. but the noding must be extremely tight (in the
submillimiter range, O'Mahonny, 1988) to assure correct convergence of the
axial conduction calculations; this is usually not practical . This point i s
further discussed below .

4 .2 The Beat Transfer Surface and the Local-Conditions Hypothesi s

With the term "Heat Transfer Surface" (HTS) (or "Boiling Surface") (Nelson .
1975, 1982), the code developer usually associates the idea of a continuous
multidimendional function without gaps or jumps describing heat transfer
from the wall to the fluid. This function is typically dependent upon th e
local flow and wall conditions. Thus the notion of heat transfer surface
has been traditionally associated with acceptance of a local-conditiong
hvoothesis (i.e. dependence of heat transfer only on local conditions,
excluding flaw development, transport of turbulence, and other similar
"history" effects) . By extending, however, the notion of HTS and including
other effects such as flow history (e .g. dependence from QF location in th e
case of reflooding), one can get away from this limitation (TRAC, 1988, pp
4-39 to 4-45) .

To produce a good HTS, one prefers correlations that cover a wide range an d
leave only small areas where interpolation is needed . Certain workers may
consider as a drawback that highly empirical but precise correlations wit h
a narrow range of validity should be avoided . This produces a general best-
estimate HTS leas accurate for certaiO applications than alternative ,
specifically designed narrow correlations .

The HTS approach is no different than the programing of any set of closur e
laws for a code . The HTS was meant, however, to be a systematic procedur e
forcing the code developer to address issues that might be otherwis e
overlooked : First, a closure quantity must be provided for any potentia l
point in the solution space by making a conscious decision instead of
defaulting to an answer through an unclear understanding of the selectio n
logic . Second, if in examining the solution space, a discontinuity is
found, then the code developer should clarify whether it is physical or due
to the selection logic. An application of the HTS concept is transition
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boiling discussed in Section 5 .3 .

As we have seen, the question whether there are inherent limitations to th e
heat transfer surface concept can be answered if a clear definition of th e
term HTS is given. If the conoeption is a sufficiently general one and not
limited by the local-conditions hypothesis, there should be no limits i n
principle . More practical questions in this respect seem to be :

- Is there really a unique heat transfer surface? and if so ,

- do all heat transfer states on this surface depend solely on the loca l
macroscopic fluid conditions or are there also history effects ?

To the first question there is an easy answer : If really all parameters are
included, there should be a unique functional relationship that can b e
represented by a multidimensional surface . It is clear that not only flui d
conditions and wall temperatures have an influence, but also wall materia l
properties, geometrical details, etc . Thus, different HTS's might be
required for different processes or parts of the system, e .g. a HTS for
reflooding of the core and one for a steam generator .

To the second question : there is enough evidence around to prove that
history effects influence heat transfer . This is certainly true for the
region immediately ahead of the QF. Several authors, including Rassokhi n
and Kabanov (1987), Shiralkar et al . (1980) report that dryout heat
transfer does not only depend on local and immediately upstream condition s
but maybe on the conditions over the entire test section. The case cf
particular interest here, enhanced beat transfer immediately downstream
from the QF, is discussed below .

The problems outlined above do not principally question the HTS concept ,
but are meant as a warning against its careless application and its
possible limitations when it is interpreted in a narrow sense .

5 HEAT TRANSFER DURING REFLOODIN G

The usual reflooding situations are characterized by lar pressures and fe w
mass fluxes. Under such conditions, the presence of two different main flo w
and heat transfer regimes has been widely recognized from the first
reflooding experiments : these are the Inverted Annular Film Boiling (IAFB )
and the Dispersed Fl cw Film Boiling (DFFB) regimes .

In a somewhat idealized IAFB situation, one observes a liquid core
separated f rem the wall by a thin vapor film . The liquid may be subcooled ,
while the average flow quality is necessarily negative or only slightl y
positive . Indeed, under low pressure, already at very low quality the voi d
fraction becomes rapidly very large and the liquid core is broken up, first
into chunks of liquid, and then into drops . Thus an Inverted-Slug Film
Boiling (ISFB) regime may succeed to the IAFB regime .
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Although there is general agreement that heat transfer in the inverted-slu g

regime is important and should be modeled carefully, not much informatio n
explicitly related to this regime can be found ; this is the reason why i t

is not treated separately in the following sections . It is often treated by

interpolating the heat fluxes obtained from correlations applicable to th e
•

adjoining regimes .

In DFFB the void fraction is high and the liquid is in the form o f

dispersed drops. DFFB may result troll the breakup of an IAFB liquid core .

or from further disintegration of the slugs in ISFB, or may appear
immediately downstream of the dryout point in annular flow .

The "pure" forms of IAFB and DFFB may not be present over large segments o f
rod bundles during reflooding. Indeed, recent Cylindrical and Slab Cor e

Teat Facility, CCTF (Murao et al ., 1983) and SCTF (Adachi et al ., 1983 ;

Iwamura et al., 1985), differential pressure measurements (average value s

over 2 feet) indicate void fractions mostly in an intermediate range . Th e

flow regime downstream of the QF is characterized by a transition or frot h

region or a slug-type flow regime .

According to Belly, differential pressure measurements performed during th e

PERICLES 368 heated rod tests at high flow rate (where IAFB could have bee n
expected) indicate void fractions in the range 0 .55 to 0 .75 that would
rather signal the presence of ISFB. The heat transfer measurements were ,
however, still in good agreement with IAFB model predictions (assuming voi d
fractions in the range 0 .1 to 0 .3) .

In the remainder of this Section, we will concentrate on post-burnout hea t

transfer. Indeed, there seem to be no special difficulties in modeling hea t
transfer in the wetted part of the channel, with the possible exception of
certain discrepancies observed when tube correlations are applied t o

bundles (Hassan and Blanchat, 1989) .

5 .1 Modeling of Post-Burnout Heat Transfer with Two-Fluid Code s

The post-burnout heat transfer regimes relevant to reflooding ar e
characterized by departures from thermal equilibrium and by larg e

differences between the phase velocities. Heat transfer and hydrodynamics

are closely coupled and influence each other . Without considering for the
moment any radiative transfers, as well as exchanges due to direct liquid -

wall contacts, heat transfer takes place mainly in two steps : the heat flux

frail the wall superheats the vapor in contact with it; the vapor the n

transfers acme of its heat to the liquid . Although there is largely n o

direct liquid contact with the wall, it is still the presence of liquid i n

the channel that is decisive for heat transfer in these regimes . Thus
predicting correctly the location and the quantity of this liquid i s

crucial .

If the liquid is saturated, the entire heat flux from the vapor to the

liquid is used for vapor generation . If the liquid is subcooled, part of

the heat transfered at the interface is conducted into the liquid an d

reduces its subcooling, while the remaining part produces vapor . This

•
For an example of treatment of the ISFB regime (or "agitated inverte d

annular" regime) see Nelson and Unal (1992)
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situation is described by the energy iumn condition that can be written i n
simplified form as

q Gi "IL + P r h. G

where qGi and qIL are the beat fluxes from the vapor to the interface an d

from the interface to the liquid, respectively ; A is the cross-sectional
area, Pi the interfacial perimeter, r the volumetric rate of vapor

generation, and h LG the latent heat. One must specify closure laws for th e

two heat fluxes in order to calculate the vapor generation rate from th e
equation above . These laws depend from variables such as the relativ e
velocity between the phases ; thus the appropriate closure laws governin g
'momentum exchanges between the phases and the phases and the wall must als o
be considered.

The two-fluid codes are especially well suited for modeling these
situations, since they have the inherent capability of modeling the
exchanges "wall-vapor-liquid" and the coupling between hydrodynamics and
beat transfer. As presently used, however, the codes do not make full us e
of their capabilities . The main reasons for this are :

a) Several interfacial exchange laws are needed to close the system o f
equations. The interfacial exchanges are still poorly understood or depend
frcm a variety of parameters that cannot be estimated with grea t
confidence . Moreover, most of the time, the interfacial exchanges cannot be
directly measured and the corresponding closure laws cannot be verified b y
direct comparisons with data . Thus, the models end up containing too man y
adjustable parameters and assumptions influencing the results . For certain
codes, the droplet diameter is the most important or likely "adjustable "
parameter .

b) There are usually difficulties in measuring under realistic conditions
any parameters in addition to the wall temperature and the heat flux fro m
the wall . Thus the intermediate steps in the calculations and th e
assumptions made for these remain largely unverifiable . A few relatively
reliable vapor superheat measurements obtained with a probe extractin g
steam from a small region of the channel have been performed, howeve r
(Nijhawan et al . 1980 ; Evans et al . 1985 ; Gottula et al . 1985 ; Ural et al .
1986 ; Tuzla et al . 1987) . Other parameters such as droplet diameter spectr a
and velocities have been measured, not always, however, under the sam e
conditions as in a reactor core ; moreover, there is no obvious way of
introducing proper average values for these into the equations which remai n
one-dimensional while the problems can be 2- or 3-dimensional (Andreani an d
Yadigaroglu, 1992 ; Tuzla et al . 1987) .

c) In the absence of adequate interfacial exchange laws, the codes may
still use older correlations describing heat transfer from the wall to th e
g4xture ; this is most often true for IAFB . The wall heat fluxes obtaine d
from mixture correlations must then be partitioned between the liquid and*

the gas, or assigned to one phase . This is clearly an unfortunate
situation and defeats the purpose of the two-fluid codes .

d) There are numerical and node-logic difficulties in implementing better
physical models into the codes . The usual node sizes used for safety
analysis are usually too large for capturing the necessary degree o f
spatial detail . For example, IAFB may take place over lengths of 0 .1 to
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0 .3 m; this is of the same orner of magnituce as the size oz nones

typically used for LOCA analysis . Thus improved post-burnout heat transfer
models can only be implemented for benchmark type calculations, unless on e
finds practical ways of making system calculations with smaller cor e
meshes .

e) Other practical difficulties arise from the fact that investigator s
proposing better models for a particular heat transfer regime are ofte n
unaware of how other parts or features of the codes, in which their work
might be ultimately used, affect their model . On the other hand, code
developers may be tempted to use "models" not based on any physical
reality, simply because they have a good effect on the stability of th e
code . Models for a particular heat transfer and two-phase flow regime
should caver both the hydrodynamic and heat transfer aspects of th e
situation; both aspects should be implemented consistently in the code .

f) One should also note that the numerical stability of the solutions i s
often affected by changes made in the correlations and the logic of th e
codes, making code modifications difficult .

In spite of such difficulties, partial successes in implementing physically
realistic post-dryout models in two-fluid codes exist ; an example regarding
IAFB is given in Section 5 .4 below .

5 .2 Enhancement of Heat Transfer Immediately Above the Q F

Reflooding experiments clearly show a rapid (exponential-like) increase of
the h.t.c. as one approaches the QF from the dry region . Unexpectedly high
(enhanced) heat transfer takes place in a length extending acme 0 .2 to 0 .3
or even 0 .5 m above the QF (see e.g. Juhel, 1984 ; Seban et al ., 1978 ;
etc.) . Enhancement here is the amount of observed heat transfer in exces s
of that predicted in that length range by a relevant film boiling heat
transfer model based on the local fluid and wall conditions (e .g. wall and
vapor temperatures, void fraction, mass fluxes, drop size, etc .) .
Enhancement of heat transfer near the QF appears under several heat
transfer regimes and is discussed in this section, before moving to th e
discussion of the particular heat transfer regimes in the following
Sections. Tracking of the location of the QF is an obvious necessity if on e
attempts to properly account for the heat transfer enhancements observed
downstream .

The presence of enhanced heat transfer above the QF was realized early
enough and Yu and Yadigaroglu (1979) correlated the space dependence of th e
h .t.c . h with empirical relations of the form

h(z-zQF) = hQF exp(-a AzQF)

where AzQF = z -zQF is the distance from the quench front, and a and hQF are

coefficients, functions of local conditions at the QF (according to Yu and

Yadigaroglu: quality, vapor generation rate at the QF, and the differenc e

In IAFB, the heat capacity of the vapor film is low and the heat from th e

wall essentially goes to the liquid ; thus assigning the wall heat flux

obtained from a film boiling correlation directly to the liquid may be a n

inelegant and unnecessary, but acceptable expedient .

(5 .1)
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between the reflooding and QF velocities) .

Such an approach was discarded as being too empirical, but it seems that i t
is getting accepted again. Indeed, it is necessary if one wants to include
the important but complex heat transfer enhancement taking plac e
immediately downstream from the QF .

Since enhancements such as those reported cannot be reproduced by the usua l
post-dryout correlations or models, an ad-hoc correlation of the type give n
by Eq . (5 .1) above has been implemented in the CATHARE code (Juhel, 1984 ;
Bestion, 1990) . The formulation, which is valid only for low pressure
reflooding and for void fractions above 0 .93, i.e. essentially for ISFB and
DFFB, is :

(5 .2)q" = 'DFFB + g0PVI

where qQ~I is the enhancement given simply as

gQPVI - h(w - Twat ) (5 .3 )

with

	

h - [1400 - 1880 (z - zu)] (1 - a)

	

[SI units] (5 .4)

Figure 7 shows that the "excess" h . t . o. correlated reasonably well with the
local void fraction a at various distances from the QF . The correlation
line passes through the a-1 point for h = 0 . Figure 8 shows the correlatio n
of the slopes of the observed linear dependency between h and a as a
function of Az

QF
.

Recently, CENG has examined the steady-state film boiling data of Winfrit h
(Savage et al ., 1989) obtained with the hot patch method, which contai n
void measurements in addition to wall temperatures. For conditions expected
to be in IAFB or ISFB, at distances from the QF greater than about 0 .15 m ,

no evidence of enhancement was found. The observed axial dependence of the
heat transfer coefficient could be explained via the axial evolution of th e
void fraction (vapor film thickness) . However, it jg believed that the
violent boiling at the QF does enhance the film boiling heat transfe r
immediately downstream and that this enhancement is important for th e
prediction of the QF propagation. Without such enhancement, a relativel y
high minimum film boiling temperature must be used to avoid the flattening -
out of the temperature vs . time curve (and the delay in the quench time )
associated with the use of a Bromley type correlation for film boiling .

An attempt to incorporate enhancement above the QF in a DFFB boiling model
was made by Webb and Chen (1984) who proposed a two-region vapor generatio n
rate formulation . There is enhancement of heat transfer in the region near
the QF due to liquid-wall contacts . The Webb and Chen model has bee n
implemented in the new TRAC/MOD2 version of the code (Nelson and Unal .
1992) .

Certain EM codes use the modified Bramley approach (Andersen . 1976) for
IAFB downstream from the QF. The modified Bromley correlation uses th e
wavelength for the interfacial instability in film boiling (M 1 .5 em for
water) as a characteristic length and produces a constant rather the n
decaying h .t.c . . This procedure results in a conservative value of th e
h.t .c. within, say, 1 .5 cm from the QF but gives a slightly higher valu e
downstream . In a system calculation that is overall conservative, th e
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effect of a reduced heat release fran the QF on core thermal-hydraulic s
has, however, also to be considered .

JAERI correlations in which the h .t.c. varies inversely proportionally with
distance from the QF can describe the observed enhancement, a kind o f
precursory cooling. The JAERI heat transfer model for inverted-slug flo w

uses the 1/z
0 '25

dependence from distance of the original Bramley fil m
boiling result; it has been assessed against a large data base and produce s
significant "enhancement" up to 0 .2 or 0 .3 m above the QF .

Enhancements effects are clearly also present in transition boilin g
discussed in Section 5 .3 .

5 .3 Transition Boiling

Transition boiling (TB) is the less understood of all boiling regimes . For
reflood conditions where precursory cooling is significant, it is th e
regime responsible for the final quench . TB most likely controls th e
propagation of the QF, even though it typically exists only in the narro w
QF region .

5 .3 .1 Physical Phenomena

In a fundamental study, Peyayopanakul and Westwater (1978) showed th e
influence of a material's ability to supply energy to the fluid during
transition boiling and the quenching process; this is determined by both
its transport properties and its geometry, in particular its thickness .
Fluid conditions also affect transition boiling of course, with the voi d
fraction being particularly important . The transition boiling regime may be
well established at law void fraction but yet disappear at higher voi d
fraction due to the lack of liquid available to contact the wall .

The view of transition boiling, as a regime in which a fraction only of th e
heated surface is contacted by liquid, has led to the classical formulatio n

Enhancement in a bundle during reflood is expected to be larger than tha t
present in the Winfrith tests . More generally, one should note that there
is a difference between "hot patch" steady state experiments in a tube and
actual reflood with a moving front in a tube or a rod bundle . Although the

liquid flow still "trips" over the dryout point, the heat flux spike

present in actual reflood at the QF is reduced . Recent studies (Gottulla e t

al . , 1985 ; Evans et al . . 1985 ; Hood, 1987) have shown that the the QF i s

arrested upstream of the hot patch by heat supplied by axial conductio n

trim the hot patch . The hot patch prevents the liquid that was just
expelled from the wall from recontaeting and quenching it. The nucleate

boiling and TB regions in this case are very short. Comparison of result s
obtained using the hot-patch technique to those obtained by slow bot t
reflooding over a very limited range of high-void, low-flow conditions

(Gottulla et al ., 1985) have shown similar heat transfer behavior ;
differences may, however, exist at lower voids and higher flow rates .
Potential distortions introduced by the hot-patch include the shortening o f
the transition boiling region (down to 1 mm, Unal and Nelson, 1992) an d
modification of the IAFB regime inside the hot patch due to the prevailin g

higher temperatures ; these may prevent wall contacts .
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'is,total

	

f
gvapor + (1-f) gliquid

where

	

q

	

"

	

is the total wall heat flux in TB ,
TB, total

qva" is the wall heat flux to the vapor phase ,

q

	

is the liquid-phase wall heat flux, an d
liquid
f is the fraction of heated surface contacted by liquid .

The difficulties in understanding the fundamental processes involved in T B
have led to several classical simplified approaches . The two earliest
involve : 1) use of the above equation, and 2) pinning of transition boilin g
heat flux at the CHF and minimum film boiling (MFB) pointe and connectin g

the two with a simple function, typically a straight line in a log-log

(q" .AT) plot .

The first approach is hindered by lack of information about any of the
three "independent" heat fluxes involved. The second method has been use d
widely . Although new experimental data on TB have recently becom e

available, (e .g. Auracher and Albrodt, 1984 ; Johannsen, 1988 ; Johannsen an d
Mosaad, 1989 ; Weber, 1990), their applicability to quenching problem s

abould be demonstrated; interpolation between the MFB and CHF points is

still in use . Information about the CHF point is widely available ;
analytical description of the MFB point is also required, however, and thi s
is much more difficult .

A third method occasionally applied, essentially a variation of the second
one, is to define a priori some functional dependence for TB heat transfer
from wall temperature, usually a decaying function from the CHF point .

The three methods mentioned above were originally conceived for poo l
boiling but they are indiscriminately applied also to flow boiling .

Several major problems exist when using reflooding models developed

according to the second method . The main one is that the quenching proces s
may be either thermodynamically or hydrodynamically controlled, dependin g
on the flow transient involved (Nelson, 1982) . Thus, the MFB point is not

a unique point, such as the hcmogeneous nucleation point . Instead, MFB i s

potentially dependent on the flaw transient itself .

Pearson (1984) described rewetting as the end point of the path taken a s

cooling progresses over a heat transfer surface (HTS) . The shape of the HTS

changes with distance free the quench front . In this topography, transitio n
boiling is an uphill path between a valley (MFB) and a ridge (CHF) that
becomes less steep as one climbs up . If the wall temperature at the CHF

point, Taw is used as an anchor point for transition boiling or

alternatively, if the transition and film boiling curves are used t o

determine the rewetting temperature Tom , this really means that one

interpolates between points that shift before they are reached. Thus one is

trying to reach a moving target . . .

Regarding the determination of the minimum heat flux and T . some new

experimental information and interpretation can be found in recen t

publications by Auracher (1985), Weber (1990), and Shroeder-Richter (1991) .

straightforward method for modeling the transition boiling region seems t o

be the "history effect" method introducing an empirical dependence upo n

distance from the QF . This could be considered as a fourth alternative, but

it may require a distinct representation of the transition boiling region
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for each flow geometry and structural material combination .

5 .3 .2 Code Modela

Modeling of transition boiling in the two-fluid codes is based on the
second and following methods noted above . Generally, the wall heat transfe r
law defines the total heat flux in the transition region . Then the
contribution to the vapor film is evaluated at the prevailing flow and wall
conditions and subtracted from the total heat flux to determine the heat
flux to the liquid . Exceptions to this general technique will be noted .

TRAC-PF1/MOD1 uses the second method, i.e . the MFB temperature approach .
As discussed by Nelson (TRAC, 1988, pp . 4-50 to 4-51), O'Mahoney (1989 )
observed a sensitivity to nodalization in the quench area due to this local
conditions approach.

TRAC-PF1/MOD2 uses the fourth method, i.e. the history effect - dependence
on distance to QF approach . Initial assessment of this model using
primarily University of California-Berkeley (Seban et al ., 1978) refloo d
experiments shads good prediction of the QF velocity .

In the CATHARE code, during reflood, the TB heat flux is calculated by th e
empirical K2 model (Clement and Regnier, 1978) : the surface heat flux is
assumed to be proportional to the gradient of the surface temperature . The
propotionality constant K2 has been empirically correlated for a wide rang e
of conditions as function of pressure, mass flux and quality immediatel y
above the QF, and the "boiling length," i.e . the distance between the QF
and point of net vapor generation . This model has been quite successful for
prediction of QF propagation for bottom reflooding experiments at constan t
flow rate . Major problems exist for the specification (or the meaning) of
the mass flux and quality at the QF during oscillatory reflooding or for
alternate ECC injection (top to bottom quenching with liquid downflaw from
hot-leg injection) .

The choice between models such as the ones implemented in TRAC-PF1/M0D2 and
CATHARE depends largely upon the faith one has in their correlations . It is
one of the major unresolved, although improved issues .

5 .4 Inverted-Annular Film Boiling

Experimental observations show that the heat transfer rate in the IAFB
region increases rapidly with liquid subcooling . Higher subcooling promote s
heat transfer to the liquid core and reduces vapor generation and th e
thickness of the vapor film, thus enhancing heat transfer . At high flow
rates, a strong increase of the heat transfer rate with mass flux is also
observed . At low flow rates this effect may disappear.

Since IAFB superficially resembles film boiling in a pool, one is tempte d
into using pool boiling correlations to describe this regime. The classical
Bromley-type analysis of film boiling does not account, however, for th e
effects of mass flux and subcooling mentionned above . Andersen (1976 )
proposed a "modified Bramley" correlation based on the assumption that th e
presence of waves on the interface causes the boundary layer to restar t
over each wavelength and eliminates the continuing decrease of the h.t.c .
with distance, typical of growing laminar flow. This is in disagreement ,
however, with the experimental observations mentioned above showing a rapi d
decrease of the h.t .c . with distance from the QF .
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The two-fluid formulation lends itself very nicely to implementation o f
IAFB models . Indeed, IAFB depends critically upon the interfacial heat and
momentum transfer laws determining the rate of vapor generation and fil m
thickness . Several two-fluid models of IAPB have been proposed (Analyti s
and Yadigaroglu 1987 ; Kawaji and Banerjee 1987 ; Denham 1983 ; de Cachard an d
Yadigaroglu, 1991 ; etc.) . The interfacial exchanges are treated in simila r
way in these models . The vapor is considered as flowing between tw o
parallel plates (the wall and the interface) . The heat fluxes qZG and

W IG ,
from the wall to the vapor and from the vapor to the saturated interface ,
Fig. 9, then are typically given by classical expressions . Empirical
corrections and enhancement factors may still be necessary to account fo r
the fact that the flow of the vapor cannot be described as simply as abov e
(Yadigaroglu and Andreani, 1989) . Such enhancements may be due t o
turbulence in the film, violent vaporization at the QF, liquid contacts
with the wall near the QF, the effects of the developing boundary layer i n
the vapor film, etc . They are beyond our present analytical capability .

There are also difficulties in estimating heat transfer from the interfac e
to the liquid core, Fig . 9, since this involves a transient, turbulent-
flow, entrance-length problem ; discussion of these difficulties can by
found in Yadigaroglu and Andreani (1989) .

Certain experiments (Costigan and Wade, 1984 ; Ishii and DeJarlais, 1987 )
have suggested images of IAFB that depart significantly fram the rather
simple picture given above . Nobody has attempted to model these situations;
in fact since IAFB is not likely to be the dominating heat transfer mod e
under best-estimate situations, as discussed in Section 3, this may not b e
necessary .

wall

	

gas

	

int . liqui d

Fig. 9 Interfacial heat and mass exchanges under IAFB conditions .

The various proposed IAFB models usually predicted correctly th e

experimental trends observed in rod or bundle experiments . According t o
Nelson, they have been implemented and tested in system codes with variable

degree of success (see also Analytis, 1990) . With rare exceptions ,
mechanistic IAFB models have not been permanently implemented, however, in
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arty of the large safety codes . The difficulties seem to stem from th e
implementation of the entire model within the existing framework of th e
code. This requires interventions in the heat transfer as well as in the

hydrodynamics packages and can have an impact on numerical stability .

Numerical instability can arise when modeling the two-step heat transfe r
process at very lw void fractions that are typical for IAFB. The low heat
capacity of the vapor does not allow for much storage of heat, i .e. the
vapor temperature rises quickly if the heat fl ad from the hot wall is not
instantaneously passed on to the liquid. This practical problem may be one
of the reasons why in some codes the main wall heat flux (not only th e
radiation part) is directly assigned to the liquid . This example shws that
we have to live with practical solutions in the codes that are in apparen t
contradiction to the "true" process, as long as they are reasonable within
the context of basic assumptions and simplifications in the codes .

Although it is rather evident that an ad-hoc IAFB model should have a
better chance of correctly predicting IAFB situations, code developers kee p
in mind that their codes are to be used in a variety of situations. Thus
very specific modeling of certain regimes is not necessarily considered as
the optimal solution. IAFB is the typical example. As a consequence, in
RECAPS and the older versions of TRAC there are presently no explici t
detailed representations of IAFB by appropriate and fully consistent set s
of closure laws; the moat recent version of TRAC (Nelson and Unal, 1992) is
the exception.

For example, in RECAPS/MOD2, under typical IAIR conditions, i .e. when th e
reflooding heat transfer package is activated and the wall temperature i s
above a certain "rewetting" temperature, while the void fraction is love r
than 0 .91, heat transfer from the wall to the liquid is calculated usin g
the maximum of the values returned by a transition boiling correlation and
the modified Bromley correlation further "enhanced" by multiplying th e
h .t .c. by a factor

t1 + 0 .4(1 - a )

where a is the average void fraction . At the same time, the wall-to-vapor
h.t.c. is correctly calculated using the Dougall-Rohsenow (1963) IAFB
correlation. According to the mechanistic modeling described above, ther e
should not be direct heat transfer from the wall to the liquid, except tha t
due to direct wall-liquid contacts . Moreover, the modified Bromley
correlation is meant to apply to the total heat transfer from the wall (no t
to the liquid only) . In spite of such real or apparent inconsistencies, th e
codes often predict IAFB behavior fairly well, especially for high floodin g
rates; the correlations apparently yield acceptably accurate h .t.c. values .
Deficiencies are found at 1 w flooding rates (Analytis et al., 1987) . Some
unification and streamlining of the logic and of the models and
correlations built into the codes is certainly needed .

Figure 10 shws the cladding temperatures calculated by the "froze n
version" of RECAPS/MOD2 for a reflooding test from the NEPIUN facility
(Gruetter et al ., 1981) . One sees with satisfaction that the experimenta l
temperature trace is fairly well reproduced by the code (Analytis, 1989) . A
careful examination of Fig. 10 reveals, hwever, that the slopes of th e
temperature traces just before rewetting, i.e. in the region of IAFB, are
quite different signaling a discrepancy in the heat transfer models used by
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the code. This discrepancy is even more evident in the plot of the measure d

and calculated wall heat transfer coefficients. Fig. 11 : while the
experimental trace exhibits the typical sharp rise observed near the QF,

the code predicts a slightly decreasing value of the h . t . c. This is due to

the use of the "modified Bramley" correlation (Andersen, 1976) in RELAP5

under these conditions. One should also note that the values of additiona l

parameters such as the vapor velocity and the void fraction calculated b y

the RII.APS version including the mechanistic model were also much more

"reasonable" than the ones calculated by the frozen version of the cod e

(Analytic, 1989) .

Ishii and DeJarlais 1985, 1987) simulated the IAFB situation under bot h

adiabatic and diabatic conditions with turbulent liquid jets enclosed in

gas annuli. They measured velocities, jet length, shape, break-up mode, an d

the droplet sizes from the broken up care . Such information is valuable for

the development of IAFB models .

5 .5 Dispersed Flow Fila Boiling

Unequal velocities and lack of thermal equilibrium beetween the phases

(Ardron and Hall, 1981 ; Lee et al., 1982) are present and play again an
important role with respect to heat transfer in DFFB : the droplets ,

starting from their entrainment position, are accelerated by the dra g

forces created by the higher-velocity steam flew. A terminal velocity is

practically never attained . Correct modeling of the phase velocity

difference is important since, first : all the interfacial transfe r

mechanisms are affected by the relative velocity between the phases, an d

second : predicting the distribution of the liquid correctly is crucial fo r

post-dryout heat transfer, as already noted . The liquid is indeed th e

ultimate heat sink; the velocity of the droplets determines th e

concentration of the liquid phase along the channel . Chen (1986) an d

Andreani and Yadigaroglu (1989) summarized the state of the art in DFFB .

DFFB is governed by the two-step heat transfer mechanism introduced above .

One can add to these two steps direct radiative heat transfer from the wal k

to the dronletg, and possibly radiative heating of the vapor . Radiation

between surfaces at different temperatures within a rod bundle may als o

have to be considered, especially in modeling small scale experimental

bundles. Radiative heat transfers are very important at high wall

temperatures. but could be already significant at relatively modest wal l

temperatures (already at, say, 600 C under certain conditions ; Andreani ,

1992) . Thus radiative heat transfer may became important in reflooding

cases which are part of a conservative system and core calculation (long

time to reflood. large radial/axial peaking factors etc .) . Wall to vapor

radiation appears to be important only for high pressure/low fla w

conditions (small break) .

On the contrary, at low wall temperatures, direct-contact heat transfe r

between the droplets and the wall seems to have an importance . Direct

contact heat transfer takes place as "dry" or "wet" collisions .

In the case of dry contacts, the droplet approaches the wall, cannot touch

it (either because it has not sufficient radial momentum, or because the

wall temperature is above a rewetting temperature), vapor thrust due t o

asymetric vaporization repels it, but part of it is evaporated (e .g .

Kendall, 1978) .
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Fig. 10 Cladding temperatures frail the NEPTUN E-5050 run and prediction s
using the frozen version of RELAP5/MOD2 . as well as a special
version including the Analytis and Yadigaroglu (1987) model .
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Fig . 11 Heat transfer coefficient measured during the NEPTUN E-5050 run and
predictions using the frozen version of RELAP5/MOD2, as well as a
special version including the Analytis and Yadigaroglu (1987) model .
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In the case of wet contacts (with a wall below a certain rewetting
temperature) the droplet "wets" the wall and a large fraction of its volum e
is evaporated ; this can be considered as similar to transition boiling .

There is also important enhancement of wall convective heat transfer to th e
vapor due to increased turbulence near the wall by the drop interfacia l
shear (Kianjah et al ., 1984) and the presence in the boundary layer o f
evaporating drops acting as local heat sinks for the vapor (Chen et al . .
1984) . Kianjah et al . studied beat transfer enhancement due to the presence
of email glass particles in a stream of air and report enhancements as

large as a factor of two .

With a few exceptions (Iloeje et al . 1975) . the effect of liquid contacts
is considered moat often in a purely empirical fashion. An investigation of
several post-dry out models has revealed large differences especially in th e
wall-liquid component (Vojtek, 1990) . The differences are even mor e

pronounced at low pressure .

The main challenge in all the mechanistic DFFB two-fluid models lies in th e
determination of the superheat of the vapor . Indeed, once this superheat is
known, the estimation of the heat flux to superheated steam is rathe r
straightforward, with the exception of some secondary effects (Andreani an d
Yadigaroglu, 1989) . The superheat of the vapor must be obtained from a heat
balance involving heat transfer from the superheated vapor to the liquid
droplets . jnterfacial heat transfer controls the outcome and is the product
of the interfacial area times the vapor superheat . Thus one must know the
distribution of interfacial area (i .e. the spectrum of droplet sizes), a s
well as the relative velocity between the droplets and the vapo r
controlling the interfacial heat transfer mechanism . The interfacial are a
depends not only on the void fraction distribution, but also from th e
spectrum of droplet diameters . Interfacial closure relationships also
depend on droplet diameter . Thus the droplet hydrodynamics already
discussed in Section 3 .5 become very important .

5 .5 .1 DFFB in the Safety Code s

Mechanistic two-fluid models of DFFB were already developed around 1967 in
the UK (Bennet al ., 1967) and the US (Laverty and Rohsenow, 1967 ; Forslund
and Rohsenaw, 1968) . Numerous models foliaged this early work, adding
various degrees of complexity and sophistication . These, as well as the
basic modeling approach, are discussed in detail by Andreani and
Yadigaroglu (1989) .

In calculating DFFB situations with the safety codes, the individual hea t
flux components (convection, radiation, etc .) from the wall to the vapor
and the liquid are modeled separately . The obvious advantage of this
procedure is that an arbitrary split of the total flux between the tw o
phases is avoided . A difficulty we are faced with is, however, that the

adequacy of modeling of the various terms cannot be verified independently .
Interfacial and wall heat transfer influence each other . Modeling of DFFB
is a very highly coupled problem of thereto- and fluid-dynamics . One cannot
expect good heat transfer predictions with poor fluid-dynamics . Heat

transfer modeling should not be manipulated to make up for deficiencies i n
fluid-dynamics .

The closure laws used in the safety analysis codes are often inconsistent

in the case of DFFB also. For example, in TRAC-PF1/MOD1, for All post-

burnout heat transfer, the wall-to-liquid heat transfer was essentially
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calculated adding to the radiation contribution the ,gym of h.t.c . from the
modified Bramley and the Forslund-Rohsenow correlations; each of these
correlations describes, however, alone heat transfer in a different flow
regime.
The vapor-to-droplet heat transfer is usually modeled by a correlation for
heat transfer to drops in superheated steam; this is typically the Lee and
Ryley (1968) correlation which is, however, based on a very low range o f
vapor superheats . Its une in high vapor temperature environments i s
reckless because of the effect of the vapor properties (Andreani, 1992) .
Moreover, it predicts higher heat transfer rates than other correlations ;
the Renksizbulut and Yuen (1983) correlation may be a safer alternative .

Modeling of the OFFS regime in TRAC-PF1/MOD2 relies on the Webb and Che n
(1984) correlation for the wall-to-vapor h.t.c . This correlation considers
the effects of heat transfer enhancement near the QF (discussed in Sectio n
5 .2) and the effect of entrained liquid droplets . A correction is . however ,
introduced by "tuning" a second term, which is the modified Bromley
correlation corrected by a multiplier depending on the vapor Reynold s
number (Nelson and Dnal, 1992) . Extensive assesament of the TRAC-PF1/MOD2
model with data from various sources has shown good agreement .

Radial distribution effects cannot be taken into consideration by model s
considering the flaw channel in one dimension. The radial distribution of
the droplets and the radial temperature profile are, however, important a s
recent detailed investigations show (Andreani and Yadigaroglu, 1992) : the
droplets act as local heat sinks, while the superheat of the vapor is th e
force driving the heat exchange ; thus the rate of vaporization depends on
the combined effects of the two distributions . Clearly, consideration of
such effects, no matter how important they may be, is beyond the scope o f
the safety analysis codes . Indeed :

- The vapor temperature is supplied by the codes as a cross sectional
average over a channel or a number of channels only ; near wall effect s
are neglected .

- Vapor and liquid velocities are supplied as void fraction weighte d
cross-sectional averages only .

Sane of the limitations due to neglect of the radial-distribution effect s
might eventually be overc®e by employing methods that were successfull y
applied to other interfacial processes . For the problem of radial droplet
concentration profiles, for example, the drift flux models could provide
valuable information. For condensation in dispersed flow, where similar
interfacial processes have to be described, modeling was improved by
applying a local relative velocity instead of the difference between the
averaged phase velocities (Hobbhahn, 1991) . The problem of accounting for
the combined effects of droplet and vapor temperature distributions .
remains, however .

Most of the codes neglect the presence of the spacer aridg, as already
mentioned in Section 3 .5 . Modeling of such effects is not so important fo r
conservative safety analyses and is incorporated only in the COBRA/TRAC
code (Thurgood et al . 1983) .

Modeling of radiation heat transfer between the wall and the mixture is not
an easy task, as already mentioned. For void fractions below 0 .35, its
contribution is always large, especially under law heat and mass flu x
conditions. All codes use the network method for radiative exchanges whic h
is valid for optical thicknesses well below the ones existing under such
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conditions (Andreani, 1992) .

Finally. DFFB models become inadequate near the dryout or quench point ;
they cannot account for the observed enhancement discussed in Section 5 .2 .

Figure 12 (Ralph et al. 1989) shows, as an example, the variation of the
wall temperature and of the void fraction along a test section, downstrea m
from a hot patch used to stabilize the quench front . Mae conditions were
typical of reflooding experiments. Predictions obtained using the TRAC-
PF1/MOD1 code are also shown . The code predicted the void fraction well ,
while it significantly underpredicted the wall temperature .

Fig. 12 Variation of the wall temperature (a) and of the voi d
fraction (b) downstream from a quench front stabilize d
using the hot patch technique . Pressure = 4 bar, mass

flux = 150 kg/m2s, suboooling 5 C . The solid line is a
TRAC-PF1/MOD1 calculation for the parer level of 3840 W
(Ralph et al ., 1989) .

The limitations discussed above result in poor predictions of experiment s
where DFFB conditions prevailed. Examples of such calculations with TRAC-
PF1 are given e.g. by Af ifi (1985), Chen (1987), and Akimoto (1987) .
Analogous difficulties in predicting the wall temperatures in reflooding
experiments were also reported for RELAPS/MOD2 (Analytic et al ., 1987 ;
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Hassan, 1987) . Even though in many cases the above researchers were able ,
by modifying the wall heat transfer and interfacial exchange packages, t o
match the experimental data within an acceptable level of accuracy, it i s
still doubtful whether much better general solutions of the problem can be

reached with the actual structure of the codes . The main reasons are th e
simplified description of droplet hydrodynamics and the disregard of th e
influence of the dispersed phase on the wall-to-vapor heat transfer . In
particular, neglect of the radial distribution and droplet spectrum
effects, of the initial conditions, of droplet breakup and coalescence, of

the effects of dry and wet droplet contacts with the wall, as well as of
any effects of flow unsteadiness (bursts of droplets), may be inherently
limiting the accuracy of the predictions . Nevertheless, the accuracy of
post-burnout heat transfer calculations has already been improved by using
the actual vapor temperature derived fran the two-fluid models in th e
modern system codes compared to the use of old equilibrium mixture

correlations in older codes .

One should also be aware of certain additional limitations we are stil l
faced with when modeling DFFB with system codes : The water distribution in
the liquid deficient region is the most influential parameter ; uncertainty
in this distribution canes not only from limited knowledge of th e
fundamental aspects such as the entrainment process, but also from syste m
aspects such as core-wide water distribution and fallback from the upper
plenum . Such effects were discussed in Section 3 .2 .

5 .6 JAERI Phenomenological Approach

In the presence of IAPB with a very thin vapor film (experience gained fra n
tube experiments), the superheating of the vapor does not take away a
significant amount of heat from the wall, as already mentioned above, an d
one can assume that all of the heat from the wall is transfered directly
into the liquid phase; no consideration of interfacial heat transfer i s
thus needed. This much simpler approach is adopted by JAERI which propose s
to use in this case the Sudo (1980) correlation for the h .t.c. in subcooled
film boiling .

For OFFS, a two-step model is applied, however ; steam superheat and wall
temperature are very sensitive to the choice of droplet size, density an d
relative velocity and sane careful tuning is necessary . JAERI tuned the
critical droplet Weber number using data from FLECHT low flooding rat e
experiments .

For Inverted Slug flow in bundles, JAERI proposes the Murao-Iguchi (1982 )
void fraction correlation, coupled to the Murao-Sugimoto (1981) correlatio n
for the h.t.c. which again assumes that all of heat from the wall i s
transferred directly to the liquid phase through the gas phase .

The JAERI modeling of the various regimes described above, and use of a Q F
velocity correlation, has resulted in stable and fast calculations . The
models were converted to a two-fluid formulation and built into the TRAC-
PF1/MJD1 code .
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6 COUPLING OF HTDRODTNAMICS AND HEAT TRANSFE R

From the very beginning of best-estimate code development using the two-
fluid formulation, it was intended to develop mechanistic process models .
This means that the parameters that determine interfacial and wall transfe r
processes, such as interfacial area, relative velocity, etc . should be
applied consistently for both momentum and heat transfer. Flow regime and
heat transfer regime maps built into the codes should correspond just as
these regimes do physically .

In practice, the situation in the codes does not yet reflect this idea l
situation. Flow regime maps are usually dependent only on void fraction an d
mass flux, although it is well known that for same regimes the wall bea t
flux has also an influence. The selection logic for heat transfer regimes ,
in turn, is mainly based on wall superheat, using void fraction or vapor
quality as secondary parameters. Thus there is not enough correspondenc e
between the two yet . For example, for an IAFB regime to exist, bot h
subcooling of the liquid and high wall temperatures are needed ; both
considerations should have been built into the logic of selection leadin g
to the IAFB regime. This is not, however, the case ; several other similar
situations are not properly addressed by the codes .

There are recently encouraging attempts to harmonize the maps . Wall
friction models, e .g. can easily distinguish between wet and dry walls an d
reduce wall friction to the liquid in film boiling . The recent modeling of
reflooding in TRAC-PF1/MOD2 (Nelson and Unal . 1992), already discussed in
Section 3 .4 .2, is an example of improved coupling between hydrodynamics and
heat transfer .

Another family of coupling problems appears in relation to space
discretization. In principle, in modern codes, an arbitrary number of hea t
slabs may be coupled to a single fluid cell . There are situations, however .
where a mixture level delineates two entirely different heat transfe r

regimes, e.g. in the core during partial uncovery . Seine codes explicitl y
track the rise and fall of such two-phase levels. For example, the ATHLET
code treats the tracking of a mixture level by considering a vertical stac k
of control volumes. The two-phase level may fall or rise along the track .
The volume actually containing the level is treated as a non-homogeneous
cell. Since heat transfer above and below the mixture level is so much
different, two separate heat slabs with a moving boundary would have bee n

desirable .

It can also be said that the heat transfer and hydrodynamics couplin g
schemes should be "good natured," i.e. a kind of stabilizing feedback

between the two should exist, to damp the numerics . JAERI has carefully
checked this feature during the development of the REFLA and REFLA/TRA C

codes to reduce the likelihood of instability in the calculations .

7 QUENCHING

The terms auenchina, snutterine, gj~ig~um-film-boiliruwpoint (MPS), return

to	 nucleate	 boiling, and Leidenfrost	 phenomenon are often used

interchangeably to refer to various forms of rewetting . These terms should ,
however, not be exactly synonymous, although certain authors believe that a
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unique thermodynamic phenomenon having to do with the possibility o f
maintaining liquid contact with a hot wall is governing all these
situations. It is evident, however, that the heat transfer and hydrodynami c
mechanisms that play a role in all these cases can be quite different ,
leading to a large variation in the measured rewetting temperatures .
Quenching phenomena in relation to reflooding have been briefly reviewed b y
Yadigaroglu (1988) and earlier by Elias and Yadigaroglu (1978) .

Quenching of the cladding under typical reflooding conditions is considered
in this section. It is generally agreed that axial conduction of hea t
inside the cladding tram the hot dry region to the rewetted part plays a
certain role in quenching . Many experiments have shown that quenching is a
rather steady process . Even with oscillatory flows at the bottom of the
core, the progression of the QF is not altered much (Kauaji et al ., 1985 ;
Oh et al ., 1986) . The necessity of tracking the QF in order to correctly
assign heat transfer regimes upstream and downstream has already bee n
mentioned in Section 4 .2 .

All attempts to predict quenching as a spontaneous event that is triggered
by the local cladding temperature falling below a predefined temperature.
typically the apparent quench temperature or "knee temperature," had a
limited success, as Fig . 13 clearly shows. It is generally not possible to
predict quenching of a specific location on the basis of local conditions
alone. Murao's correlation (also plotted in Fig . 13) provides a
"Leidenfrost" temperature, while the apparent quench temperatures plotte d
in the figure are higher than this rewetting temperature and functions o f
QF velocity, physical properties, pressure and subcooling .
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Fig. 13 Comparison of experimental and calculated "MFB"
temperatures using various correlations .
(Hassan, 1989 )

Several authors have referred to the knee of the typical temperature curv e
obtained during all reflooding experiments as Us. rewetting point . However .
if one considers the advance of the QF, and the simultaneous slow cooling
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of the wall ahead of it by pre-quench heat transfer, it becomes eviden t

that this temperature Jiannens to be the instantaneous value of the wal l
temperature (as determined by its cooling history from the beginning of th e

reflooding) at the time at which that particular point is reached by th e

advancing QF. Indeed, there are experimental temperature traces, mainly fo r

bottom reflooding at low flow rate or dispersed-flow cooling from the top ,

where no significant precooling took place and no change in the flui d
quality or velocity was observed just prior to quenching . The only

explanation for the sudden wall temperature drop in these cases is the

arrival of the QF at that location .

This doesn't necessarily mean that axial conduction alone is always th e

dominating mechanism. The approach of the QF may cause enhanced hea t

transfer to the fluid just as well . It is generally recognized today that
both mechanisms, axial conduction and enhanced or precursory cooling ,

contribute, but the relative importance of each is still under dispute .
This seems strange, at first sight, because axial conduction can be

calculated exactly, although not without numerical difficulties . The
temperature distribution near the QF is strongly influenced, however, by

the heat flux profile just ahead. This interaction makes it difficult to

separate the two contributions using available data. Nelson (1982) has

investigated the complex interaction of fluid dynamics, thermodynamics, and

conduction during the quenching process .

It is clear, however, that when the wall temperature is very high, the Q F
velocity is very low and QF propagation is controlled by heat transfer

downstream (precursory cooling) . In this case, codes where a very high

rewetting temperature is specified, can predict quench times well bu t

quench temperatures poorly ; clearly precursory cooling should be carefull y

modeled in this case. When the wall temperatures are very low (possibl y

lower than the specified rewetting temperature), the existence of a

sufficient amount of water in the channel is the necessary condition for

rewetting; in this case the liquid fraction should be predicted carefully .
In the remaining cases, axial conduction should play an important role .

Quenching models incorporating similar logic are implemented in the JAER I

codes .

With respect to the development of system codes three requirements may b e

derived from the facts stated above :

- Axial conduction should be included in the rod models. This requires a

two-dimensional conduction calculation in a sufficiently fine mesh .

Alternatively, if fine mesh is not used, axial conduction may be

implicitly included using analytical expressions of axial conductio n

combined with ad hoc correlations to predict QF velocity .

- Quench fronts should be tracked in the codes . This can either be done

by explicitly calculating the advancement of the front or by detectin g

such fronts from steep gradients in axial temperature using a

sufficiently fine mesh . The need for this was discussed in Section

4 .1 .

- Heat transfer enhancement just ahead of the QF should be considered .

Since the mechanisms involved are not yet completely understood ,

modeling will have to rely on empiricism for the time beeing .
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7 .1 The Axial Conduction Problem

The formulation of the axial-conduction-controlled rewetting problem i s
straightforward but its solution rather formidable . In the most general
case of a fuel rod made up of fuel and cladding separated by a gap, on e
must solve the two-dimensional and time dependent conduction equation i n
the fuel and cladding regions, subject to arbitrary boundary conditions at

the cladding surface, usually a h.t.c. function of the local cladding
surface temperature, although the h .t.c. should also depend on the
adjoining fluid conditions.

The classical solutions to this problem for a ribbon were reviewed by Elias
and Yadigaroglu (1978) . More recent solutions for a fuel rod with a
single-step variation of the h.t .c. have also been presented (Yeh, 1980 ;
Qlek, 1988) . More complex functional dependences of the h.t.c. on wall
temperature must be treated numerically or semi-analytically. What remain s
now to be done is to correlate the parameters describing the variation o f
the h .t.c. with local conditions to predict QF velocity for fuel rods also .
la fact there is no assurance that the h.t.c. correlations (such as those
of Yu et al ., 1977) derived using ribbon data would remain valid for fue l
rods. The reason is that although heat transfer from the surface of th e
cladding should in principle not depend on anything but the surface
temperature and the flaw conditions, the idealization of the h .t.c .
variation may be tying the particular correlations obtained to th e

particular axial conduction solution used .

Under "normal" reflooding conditions, axial conduction can be neglecte d
only if there are no sharp discontinuities in the heat transfer coefficien t
distribution that produce, in turn, steep axial temperature gradients . In
numerical conduction calculations such steep axial temperature gradient s
can be reproduced only if the nodalization is very tight ; unfortunately one
finds in the literature statements to the non-importance of axial
conduction based on results obtained calculated with with relatively coars e
meshing with and without axial conduction .

Many analytical solutions, as well as all numerical ones have convergenc e
difficulties at high QF velocities and for abrupt variations of the h .t.c .
This is an inherent difficulty of the problem. Numerical solutions require
axial meshing as small as 0 .1 mm (O'Mahoffy. 1988) for proper convergence .
Incorporation of such calculations into the main stream of computations of
safety codes is impractical. Clever methods for performing thes e
calculations separately must be implemented .

7 .2 Tracking of the Quench Front

There are two basic approches for tracking the QF : a) use of a two-

dimensional (radial-axial) conduction calculation for the fuel togethe r
with a "boiling curve," specifying the variation of the heat flux in th e
vicinity of the QF ; in this case an accurate description of the boilin g
curve is required (this is not easy, since the accuracy of measurement s
during quenching is poor), and b) use of a QF velocity correlatio n

combining an analytic solution of the axial conduction problem with som e
empirical information about typically a rewetting temperature and one o r
more idealized heat transfer oefficients describing heat transfer near th e
QF. In principle, the methods are equivalent, although in practice not ,
because of the idealizations involved .
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Considering now the situation in the safety analysis codes, we see tha t
TRAC used the first approach, but without necesarily treating the axial
conduction problem correctly because of the relatively large mesh size s
imposed. A correlation yielding rewetting temperatures in the range 700 t o
900 C is built into the code to determine the point at which heat transfe r
switches to transition boiling . This could have been the "knee" point i n
case of reflooding .

In the RE ..APS logic there is no explicit consideration of a rewetting
temperature . The intersection of the modified Bramley with the transitio n
boiling correlation plays this role, provided it is higher than a
thermodynamic "rewetting" temperature . The heat transfer mode switches to
transition boiling below this intersection point . Thus both codes . as well
as most other US codes. do not model rewetting according to the progressio n
of a QF, although the necessity of following the progression of the QF an d
of tracking its location has already been mentioned above .

In other codes such as CATH ARE (Barre and Bernard, 1990), REFLA,
REFLA/TRAC, and FLUT (Nora et al., 1986) . the second approch mentione d
above is followed and the position of the QF is obtained by calculating a
QF velocity and updating the QF location accordingly .

The use of an analytical quench velocity correlation is not incompatible
with the assumption of a continuous boiling surface . Such correlations are
a means of considering axial conduction, while avoiding the complication of
a sufficiently fine mesh, as already stated. If properly included in a
general heat transfer surface logic, analytical quench velocity
correlations can be an adequate technique for system codes . Indeed, such an
approach was successfully applied for calculating both upper and lag er Q F
positions in large bundle experiments (Hors and Teschendorff, 1986) .
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ABSTRACT

During a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) in a Pressurized Wate r
Reactor (PWR) important condensation phenomena take place in the
neighborhood of the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) injection system . Direct
contact condensation has been a central issue for thermalhydraulics code s
such as CATHARE ( Code for Analysis of Thermal Hydraulics during an
Accident and for Reactor safety Evaluation) . The COSI experimental program
was developed to simulate and study ECC injection .

The ECC injection has a strong local effect which requires a specifi c
modelling . The condensation rate is controlled by the turbulent hea t
transfer in the liquid . A model directed toward a physical based approach
is developed which incorporates the effects of such factors as je t
diameter, conduit size and flow distribution . The predicted and
experimental condensation rates are compared for different test conditions .

An experimental test series was devoted to study the effects of non -
condensable gases on the condensation rate . An analysis of the results and
a comparison with the predicted values is presented .

The objective of the present study is to describe the physica l
mechanisms involved at the ECC injection, but also to point out som e
experimental and numerical limitations when modelling complex physica l
phenomena such as direct contact condensation .
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INTRODUCTION

During a Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) in a Pressurized Wate r
Reactor (PWR) direct contact condensation occurs due to the Emergency Cor e
Cooling (ECC) injection . This phenomenon may have a significant effect o n
the transient particularly when it gives rise to unstable flows (Block ,
Kirchner and Bankoff) . The condensation depends on complex physica l
mechanisms such as two-phase flow dynamics, turbulence characteristics and
non-condensable diffusion at an interface . System codes such as RELAP 5 ,
TRAC, CATHARE, ATHLET should be able to describe these effects which are o f
relevance for safety analysis . This paper reports some difficultie s
encountered in modelling condensation . A particular point is develope d
concerning the local effect of the ECC injection on the condensation .

Many experimental and theoretical studies have been directed toward s
modelling pressure and flow transients induced by the ECC injectio n
interaction with the flowing steam (Block, Rothe et al ., Aya et al . ,
Kirchner and Bankoff) . Several studies on direct contact condensation hav e
appeared in the literature showing that a difficult task in modelling suc h
phenomena is the understanding and description of the controlling physica l
mechanisms (Bankoff et al ., Lee et al ., Hughes and Duffey) . The simple cas e
of a co-current and counter-current flow of steam and subcooled liquid i s
first examined showing the importance of the liquid turbulence field . Then
the conditions for the occurence of flow instabilities are reviewed as wel l
as the related modelling aspects . Local effects can determine the global
stability of the flow . The COSI test facility simulating the ECC injectio n
system is presented to investigate the modelling of local effects at th e
injection area. Various models are compared with the experimental result s
suggesting that the condensation is governed by the specific loca l
turbulent field in the liquid phase which depends on various parameter s
such as pipe diameter, injection line diameter, flow distribution an d
injection flowrate .

Some experimental and numerical limitations when developing a
physically based model for a reactor safety thermalhydraulic code ar e
discussed .

REVIEW OF CONDENSATION PROBLEMS AT ECC INJECTION

Direct contact condensation at ECC injection occurs in all LOC A
transients . The associated flow pattern mainly depends on the size of th e
break . In relatively small break size the injected liquid mass flowrate s
are small and stable flow patterns like stratified flows occur in the
injection legs . In large break LOCAs very large injection flowrates ma y
occur particularly at accumulator discharge . These situations are
characterized by a strong thermo-mechanical coupling . Strong instabilities
may be created by high intantaneous condensation rates . Interfaces ar e
rapidly suppressed and a phase separation is installed . The reduced
interfacial area will be sensitive to all mechanical perturbations whic h
will induce a high condensation rate . This high mass transfer may itsel f
create large scale liquid movements . Oscillations of variable amplitude an d
frequency may take place . This is penalizing for both experimental an d
theoretical investigations . From the modelling point of view, there is n o
more a clear separation between time and space scales characteristics o f
the mean flow and the scales responsible for the heat and mass transfers .

P .H . Rothe and B . Wallis presented an analysis on pressure and flow
oscillations in a PWR cold leg at the ECC injection system and compare d
their predictions with experimental results from the Creare test facility .
They summarized their results with a flow regime map where oscillatory and
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no oscillatory conditions were reported depending on a single parameter ,
the thermodynamic ratio, defined as ,

=WI CL WS h. '

where WI is the injection mass rate and WS the steam supply rate . This

parameter expresses the capability of the subcooled water to absorb th e
latent heat from the steam. They reported that a thermodynamic rati o
greater than unity is a necessary condition for the maintenance of liqui d
slugs in the cold leg . According to this study the possibility of water
plugs in the cold leg can not be ruled out .

J .A. Block reviewed some condensation driven fluid motions such a s
countercurrent flows, annulus flow oscillations, liquid bypass at the brea k
and flooding at the upper plenum. Moreover this paper examined some rapid
condensation transients in horizontal flow such as jet condensers, cold leg
flow oscillations and condensation induced waterhammer . A 'universal' ma p
for direct contact condensation is proposed which characterizes th e
interface movements . Interface excursion, fluctuations, oscillations o r
stationary interface are the four possibilities . The line RT=l separates

the map into two major regions where complete condensation of the steam i s
not possible (RT<l with the interface excursion regime) and where it i s

possible (RT>l) . The separation between the three other regimes depends o n

the liquid subcooling, the vapour flowrate W S and the liquid flowrate

WI . Unfortunately this map is dimensional and geometrical parameters ar e

likely to have an influence on the occurence of the different regimes .
Block also reports that other parameters should be taken into accouh t
concerning the response of the whole system to the local condensation . He
considers the case of the "hard steam supply" with a high hydrauli c
resistance for the vapour in its way to the condensation area . This cas e
favours large amplitude oscillations . In the 'softer steam supply" with a
low resistance to the steam flow, large pressure oscillations are no t
possible and higher frequency fluctuations may occur .

These studies about instable condensing flows emphasizes the
difficulties to predict such situations . Yet they are relevant for safety
as plug formation in cold legs and intermittent water delivery to th e
downcomer is observed even in scale 1 UPTF tests (Weiss) . The importance o f
system effects on plug movements makes it impossible to extrapolate an
average behaviour from experiment to reactor transient . Fully reliabl e
safety codes should predict plug movements . This would require a modelling
of the axial thermal transfers near the plug interface and a very fine
meshing . Unfortunately present system codes cannot prove high capabilitie s
in this field. The most satisfactory results are obtained when codes can
predict well an average condensation rate and a correct refill process i n
simulated large break LOCAs tests (LOFT,UPTF, . .) .

While most of the studies on these complex transient phenomena
appeared in the applied engineering field such as reactor safety analysis ,
fundamental research focused on 'steady state' condensation in co-current
and counter-current stratified flows . Various models describing heat and
mass transfers at an interface have been proposed either in terms o f
surface renewal theory (Banerjee, Hughes and Duffey, Sonin et al . ,
Hobbhahn) or Reynolds averaged turbulent diffusion (Bankoff and Kim, Lee e t
al ., Theofanous, Thomas, Segev et al .) .

TS-TI
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The Reynolds averaged turbulent diffusion approach was proposed by
Theofanous et al . for mass transfer correlation and based on a synthesis o f
the large-eddy and the small-eddy models . The analogy for heat transfe r
correlations was presented by Bankoff and Kim who predicted loca l
condensation rates in countercurrent stratified flows with a turbulenc e
centered model .

The renewal surface theory has been widely used in chemical
engineering applications to describe heat and mass transfer . I t
approximates the mechanism taking place at the gas-liquid interface an d
assumes that parts of the liquid are renewed with fresh material from time
to time . The time scale associated with this theory, T, represents the
average age of the various surface elements . Sonin et al . reviewed
different models for the renewal time and the turbulent diffusivity . The
dependence of the heat transfer coefficient on the turbulent Reynold s
number varies from a power of 1/2 to a power of 3/2 depending on th e
assumptions made about the controlling physical mechanism .

In 1-dimensional 6-equations reactor safety code the heat and mass
transfer are implemented through the liquid to interface heat flux, qli . In

case of direct contact condensation the experimental data are used t o
obtain a correlation of the form ,

qli = a h (P, a, HI , Hv , VI , Vv , Dh) (T I -Tsat ) ,

where a is the exchange area to total volume ratio and h the heat transfe r
coefficient per surface area . This coefficient is assumed to depend only on
local flow parameters .

When modelling condensation on stratified flow classical types of
correlation are used in the form of a Nusselt number function of Reynold s
and Prandtl numbers . Other possible effects are not described . The large
temperature gradients observed in the liquid induce a strong densit y
stratification which has an influence on the turbulent field . The
corresponding effects on the heat transfers could be correlated as a
function of a Richardson number,. But no such effects were described
probably by lack of experimental information . Moreover it is usually
assumed that the condensation rate do not alter the turbulence structure i n
the liquid . This is certainly a very nice assumption to avoid instabilitie s
in calculations but does not correspond to the actual physical behaviour .
Studies concerning stratified flows (Segev et al ., Kim and Bankoff) mention
the existence of a highly agitated interface with three dimensional waves
in case of high subcooling . This may be interpreted as the result of th e
non homogeneous effects of the momentum of the condensing vapour which i s
transfered on colder parts of the interface . The double action of dynamic s
on heat transfers and of thermal non equilibrium on mechanical aspects mus t
be noticed. A positive feedback is possible inducing catastrophi c
condensation peaks as observed by Sonin et al .

COSI TESTS ANALYSIS

The experimental modelling support is provided by the COSI tes t
facility that simulates the ECC injection system as shown in Figure 1 . The
experiment is scaled 1/100 for volume and power from a 900MW FRAMATOME PWR .
Various flow configurations are available including cocurrent and
countercurrent stratified flows with adjustable liquid height . The model
test series conditions have been chosen to represent thermohydrauli c
conditions during a small break LOCA and were conducted at pressure ranging
from 2 to 7 Mpa with different injection water temperatures and flowrates .
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D. Bestion and L . Gros d'Aillon presented the experimental results an d
proposed a set of correlations .

Figure 1 : COSI test facility

A first analysis suggests three different flow regions A, B and C a s
shown in Figure 2 . The qualitative results for each region and models for
the condensation on the jet and in region C are presented in this sectio n
while a detail analysis of the condensation process in region B i s
presented in the next chapter .

Figure 2 : Flow regions

Region A is located upstream of the injection point where the ne t
liquid flowrate out is equal to the condensation rate . The temperatur e
profiles in this region suggests that the liquid never reaches saturate d
conditions and that there exists a recirculating zone . The driving force
for this phenomenon may be the interfacial shear and the density effects
due to large temperature gradients . This circulation zone may contribut e
substantially to the condensation process and can not be described by a 1 D
computer code . Moreover any further analysis on local phenomena will be
altered by the lack of informations on the amount of condensation in thi s
zone .

Region B is concerned with the injection zone where condensation
occurs on the jet itself and at the water surface . The temperature profiles
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downstream the injection point show that most of the condensation occurs
around the injection .

Assuming that the jet is continuous and does not break in droplet s
the Iciek correlation seems appropriate to predict the condensation on the
jet . Nevertheless no experimental evidence exist to confirm this model :

-0 .28

	

-0 .10

St= 0 .00835(L)

	

Fr
dis

where L is the jet length and Fr the Froude number ,

2v .is
Fr =

g d is

The region C located downstream the injection zone exhibits a
relatively flat interface with small temperature gradients since most o f
the condensation occurs around the ECC injection . The condensation proces s
is controlled by the convective turbulent motion in the liquid phase . The
Reynolds average turbulent diffusion approach predicts that the hea t
transfer coefficient may be expressed as :

h l
Nut =
kt

= C Re
t

Pr
i

,
1

where k1 is the thermal conductivity of the liquid and Ret is a turbulent

Reynolds number based on turbulent length and velocity scales It and vt .

Since the turbulence is generated at the wall and at the interface D .
Bestion and L. Gros d'Aillon suggested that the turbulent velocity scale i s
a linear combination of the wall and interface friction velocities ,

•

	

w

vt=avi +bvw.

The friction velocities are related to the liquid and gas velocities ,
v l and vg and the turbulent velocity scale determined to fit the

experimental data ,

vt= vl +

	

P

	

.
g I

Vg-V1 '

The final correlation has the form ,

Nut = C Re
t

'8 Pr
1

.4
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CONDENSATION IN THE VICINITY OP THE INJECTION

This section examines in detail the condensation around the
injection . The experimental results show that a large fraction of the tota l
condensation occur in this region . The condensation increase in the
vicinity of the injection suggests that the turbulence induced by the je t
is the controlling mechanism . A specific model has to be developed to
describe the dependence of the turbulence intensity and diffusion on the
injection line diameter, the injection velocity, the flow distribution an d
the pipe diameter. The model dependency on these parameters is critical
during a scale up process from a small scale experiment to the reactor
conditions .

A simple energy balance based on the liquid experimental temperatur e
at the injection has been used to estimate the additional heat flux induce d
by the jet . The error in estimating this value may be large since it i s
based on a minimum temperature in the liquid but also because it assume s
that the additional condensation due to the recirculating zone in region A
is negligible . This experimental limitation is due to the lack o f
informations on the liquid velocity field .

The additional heat flux at the interface is expressed as a function
of the exchange area, A, and the heat transfer coefficient, h,

Q=Ah AT,

where AT is the temperature difference between the steam and the subcooled
water . The heat exchange area A defined above is not a simple
characteristic of the system as it is in general for heat transfer
correlations . In this particular case it depends on the injection and on
the flow distribution . In terms of the Nusselt number the previous heat
flux is,

k
Q=A-Nu AT,

where It is a turbulent length scale . Both the renewal theory and the

Reynolds averaged turbulent diffusion approaches predict that the Nusselt
number depends on a turbulent Reynolds number and on the liquid Prandt l
number ,

Nu = Ret PrI '

p v 1

	

Cp
Re t =	 1t t

and Pr1 =
lk 1

µ l

	

1

(1 )

with
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In general experimental measurements or theoretical studies are use d
to predict the turbulent velocity and length scales . During co-current an d
counter-current stratified flow many investigators used the wall and th e
interface friction velocities to evaluate the turbulent velocity scale .
Since no theoretical model or experimental evidence is available for th e
turbulent scales associated with the turbulence created by a jet entering a
water pool some assumptions are proposed to evaluate these quantities .
Nevertheless further studies are necessary to understand the structure o f
the turbulent motion in this region .

Since no information is available on the turbulent velocity field w e
assume that the turbulent velocity scale of the large structure is directly
related to the injection velocity, vt -vis .

Two limiting cases are considered to estimate the turbulent length
scale . First we assume that the jet diameter is sufficiently small or th e
pipe diameter large enough so that the system is similar to a jet enterin g
an infinite water pool . In this case the turbulent length scale do no t
depend on the liquid height or the pipe diameter but is proportional to th e
injection line diameter, It =dis . A second limiting condition is reached

when the liquid level is so low that the turbulent scale is controlled by
the liquid height, l t e hi .

Nevertheless the test conditions in the COSI experimental program and
large scale reactor safety studies suggest that in general the injectio n
velocity is high enough to consider that the turbulent length scale i s
limited by the liquid height . This choice differs from the one proposed by
D. Bestion and L . Gros d'Aillon who considered the injection line diamete r
as the turbulent length scale . Finally we assume that the turbulen t
velocity and length scales are respectively v is and hi , but no experimental

or theoretical evidence exist to confirm this choice .

In order to close the model we have to evaluate the heat exchang e
area . Two models are derived and compared with the experimental results .

The infinite water pool limiting case heat exchange area depends on d2 .

Nevertheless the injection velocity and the injection line diameter to pipe
diameter ratio are in general both large enough to consider that the
exchange area is limited in the transverse direction by the pipe wall . One
way for these two assumptions to hold is to define the heat exchange area
as follows ,

A =d is (V 1-a) a D .

where the transverse length is approximated by 2 ((l-) a D .

Another simple model is derived assuming that all the kinetic energ y
from the jet is dissipated according to the small scale energy dissipatio n
mechanism. The volume of water considered is related to an axial length L
and to the void fraction, a, while the kinetic energy flux depends on the
injection velocity and diameter . The small-eddy model dissipation rate, E ,
depends on the turbulent velocity and length scale ,

3vis
hi

(2)
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The resulting energy balance is ,

D2 (1-a) L Esv is d2s

and the axial length of the exchange area is ,

We estimate the exchange area

by a(D and it follows that ,

A =dis (V 1-a) a .

by approximating the transverse length

(3 )

In order to compare the experimental results with the predictions of
various models we define a Nusselt number based on the experimental valu e
of the heat flux at the interface, the liquid temperature at the injection
and by choosing one of the predicted heat exchange area presented above ,

Qexp
k l

Nu
= Ahi AT

where Qexp is the experimental heat flux, A the heat exchange area and h l

the liquid height .

The comparison with the experimental results is made according to the
Nusselt formulation presented in Eq .(l) with the Reynolds and Prandt l
numbers defined as ,

	

Re = a l vis	 hl

	

Cp land Pr =
µ l	

.t

	

µ1

	

1

	

k l

Three different experimental test series are considered depending o n
the steam flow direction and the injection line diameter . During the

'Direct" tests the steam flows as shown in Figure 1 and in the opposite wa y
during the "Inverse" tests . The injection line diameter is equal to 5,6 mm
for the 'Small" test series and equal to 22 mm for the "Direct' an d

'Inverse" test series .

Different model comparisons with the Nusselt based on the heat
exchange area defined in Eq .(2) are presented in Figure 3 to 6 . The Nusselt
number is plotted versus the predicted Reynolds and Prandtl numbers

combination . The scales are not reported on the different graphs since we
are looking for a qualitative agreement only and a straight line is show n
to visualize the linearity of the data . Figure 3 and 4 suggest that the

small eddy and large eddy models reviewed by Sonin et al . are not

appropriate to describe the COSI experimental data .
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On the other hand the model proposed by Kishinevsky and quoted by
Sonin et al . predicts quite well the Nusselt number as shown in Figure 5 .
This result is not surprising since this model is intended for very hig h
level of turbulent agitation with a fully turbulent diffusion into th e
liquid. Nevertheless the best fit to the experimental data presented i n
Figure 6 suggests no dependency on the Prandtl number .
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Finally the best result with the heat exchange area defined in Eq .(3 )
is shown in Figure 7 with the Nusselt number depending on the Reynold s
number to the power 3/2 with no dependency on the Prandtl number .
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Figure 7 : Experimental versus best fit Nusselt numbe r
with the heat exchange area defined in Eq .(3 )

The different models from the literature presented in Figure 3 to 5
do not seem to describe very well the physical mechanisms involved at the
injection . Nevertheless the assumptions on the heat exchange area, the
turbulence scales or the experimental heat flux may not be valid since they
do not have a strong experimental or theoritical support . There is not
enough information to conlude definetely on the condensation rat e
dependence on the injection velocity, the injection line diameter, the pipe
diameter or the flow distribution . The correlations presented in Figure 6
and 7 are adequate at the COSI test facility conditions but not necessarl y
for different geometries and scales . These limitations are both
experimental and numerical .

NON CONDENSABLE GAB EFFECT

A COSI test series was devoted to the study of the non-condensable
gases effect on the condensation rate . Nitrogen was added to the steam flow
with a mass quality between zero and about 1/3 . The other parameters were
unchanged . The experimental condensation rate is reduced by 38 % . Data
have been compared with the CATHARE code predictions based on th e
correlation presented by D . Bestion and L . Gros d'Aillon . In the model th e
interface is assumed to be at saturation temperature corresponding to th e
partial pressure of vapor and the nitrogen concentration is assume d
homogeneous in the gas phase . The results are presented in Figure 8 wher e
only 19 % reduction of the condensation is predicted . It demonstrates that
the presence of non condensable gas does not change only the saturatio n
condition but induces also a new resistance to the mass transfer . It is
suggested that the condensing vapor entrains nitrogen to the interfac e
creating a boundary layer where the non-condensable gas concentration is
higher than the bulk value . The interface partial pressure of vapour i s
less than the average, the difference being controlled by the turbulen t
diffusion in the gas interfacial boundary layer . Modelling of this mas s
transfer process is possible using the classical analogy between th e
momentum and mass transfers . This effect is probably very important in cas e
of very low turbulence in the gas (mass diffusivity is minimum) or in cas e
of very high condensation (high mass flux) .
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CONCLUSIONS

The modelling of condensation at the ECC injection has to describe
different physical situations .

The most difficult one is related to a liquid plug formation at the
injection which may be stable or unstable . The modelling of such phenomenon
requires the description of the important local mass transfer but also o f
the diffusion mechanism in the liquid plug that controls its behavior .
Today the system codes can not describe properly these situations becaus e
it would necessitate the modelling of the axial turbulent diffusion and a
very fine meshing .

At lower injection flowrate a more stable situation may occur wit h
stratified flow in the cold leg . The condensation is still important around
the injection but the modelling of this local effect is possible .
Nevertheless some difficulties appear when extrapolating to new condition s
with different geometries and scales . On the other hand the larg e
temperature gradients in the liquid may induce density currents i n
horizontal pipes which can not be described by a one dimensional code .

The well established condensing flows may be modelled quit e
accurately using the large fundamental work available in this field . The
turbulence created at the wall and at the interface controls the
condensation . But as soon as a local pertubation generates additiona l
turbulence the model is no more valid and a specific local modelling i s
required .

The modelling of non condensable gas presence seems possible but it
is shown that the resistance to mass transfer in the gas must be taken int o
account . However there is a lack of data to assess the models in a larg e
range of parameters .

Direct contact condensation is one of the few topics in which safet y
system codes must still improve their capabilities . The high therma l
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nonequilibrium makes the situation very sensitive to any flow perturbation .
Models may be valid for an experiment and not extrapolable to another one .
Analysing LOBI tests B. Worth et al . report that some improvements of the
RELAP 5 Modl standard condensation models were necessary . On the other hand
the CATHARE 2 Revs models which were derived from COSI data seem to
overestimate the condensation in some LOBI tests . In the same way, Asaka et
al . had to modify the current model of TRAC PF1 Mod 1 to calculate
correctly condensation in combined injection tests performed in CCTF .
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ABSTRACT

The energetic FCI has long been recognized as an industrial hazard, and mor e
recently has been considered as a possible hazard during a severe accident in a
nuclear power plant . The focus of this paper is on the latter application with specific
emphasis on in vessel and ex-vessel situations in which molten fuel may come int o
contact with the water coolant. Our focus is twofold ; first, to explain the rationale fo r
current research into FCIs and second, to discuss the important multi-phase flo w
issues that arise from such investigations. After the many years of research on ener-
getic FCls there still appears to be three areas where the FCI is important to consider.
1) fuel melt quenching in a water pool, 2) adding water to a degraded core, and 3)
FCI energetics . Under current agreements these areas are being actively investigate d
by researchers in the European community as well as the United States . Such experi-
ments with international cooperation are briefly discussed (e.g ., FARO, KROTOS an d
MACE) . In such experiments difficulties arise in measuring the appropriate quantitie s
to characterize the FCI phenomena due to the high transient nature of processe s
involved . We discuss the important multi-phase flow topics in which further basi c
research may be needed to aid in FCI model validation, and how these subject s
relate to the FCI .

1 . INTRODUCTIO N

The energetic fuel-coolant interaction (FCI sometimes called a vapor explosion) has been a
recognized industrial hazard since the 1950's . More recently in the early 1970's, WASH-

1400 (1975) considered a vapor-explosion-induced missile as a possible mode of direc t
containment failure (i .e . alpha-mode) . Throughout this time research has been conducted

to be able to cope with the hazard in industrial applications or to assess its risk given an

industrial accident . A complimentary part of these investigations has always been that one
may learn more about the fundamental mechanisms . However, the details of the process
under various geometries has eluded complete understanding or the ability to predict Its
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destructive magnitude reliably . A review has been done on these phenomena (Corradini,
1988, 1991) .

We now enter the 1990's and the focus of some reactor safety research is again on aspect s
of the FCI, energetic or relatively benign. The purpose of this paper is to explain th e
rationale for the current work in FCI phenomena and under what conditions the FCI i s
important for reactor safety, risk or severe accident management . In addition, we focus o n
the important mufti-phase flow topics that require further research to aid in our fundamenta l
understanding. To do this we first briefly describe what an FCI characteristics might be an d
then discuss the three areas where It has importance today and finally some specific multi -
phase flow topics that require more research.

2. FUEL-COOLANT INTERACTIONS AND SEVERE ACCIDENT S

A vapor explosion (sometimes called an energetic fuel-coolant interaction, FCI) is a
process in which a hot liquid (fuel) transfers Its Internal energy to a colder, more volatil e
liquid (coolant) ; in doing so the coolant vaporizes at high pressures and expands, doin g
work on Its surroundings . Consider a qualitative description of the mechanistic path (Boar d
et al ., 1974a, 1974b) by which the stored fuel internal energy is converted to produce wor k
by a high pressure vapor. In a typical vapor explosion when the two liquids first come int o
contact, the coolant begins to vaporize at the fuel-coolant liquid interface as a vapor fil m
separates the two liquids. The system remains in this nonexplosive metastable state for a
delay period ranging from a few milliseconds up to a few seconds . During this time the fuel
and coolant liquid Intermix due to density and velocity differences as well as vapor produc-
tion .

Then vapor film destabilization occurs, triggering fine fuel fragmentation . This rapidl y
increases the fuel surface area, vaporizing more coolant liquid and increasing the loca l
vapor pressure . This 'explosive' vapor formation spatially propagates throughout the fuel -
coolant mixture causing the macroscopic region to become pressurized by the coolan t
vapor . Subsequently, the high pressure coolant vapor expands against the inertia l
constraint of the surroundings and the mixture itself . The vapor explosion process is now
complete, transforming the fuel internal energy into the kinetic energy of the mixture and it s
surroundings . This kinetic energy takes two forms. At early stages shock waves can b e
generated in the fuel-coolant mixture and at later times the overall mixture is accelerated b y
the expanding coolant vapor. The high pressure vapor produced, the dynamic liquid phase
shock waves, and the slug kinetic energy can all do destructive work on the surroundings .
In addition if the fuel is metallic this explosive dispersal may cause exothermic metal-wate r
chemical reactions which can produce hydrogen and might enhance the work output .

To be more precise the vapor explosion can be considered as a subset of any fuel-coolant
interaction in which the timescale for heat transfer between the liquids is smaller than th e
timescale for pressure wave propagation and expansion in a local region of the fuel-coolant
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mixture. Therefore, the rise in pressure locally forms a shock wave, which spatially propa-
gates with a velocity which is greater than the characteristic speed of sound in the mixture

ahead of the shock front. The key feature of the vapor explosion is that the shock wav e
propagation through the mixture drives the rapid fuel fragmentation and associated heat

transfer to the coolant, i .e ., analogous to shock heating in a chemical detonation .

In general a fuel-coolant interaction does not exhibit these shock wave characteristics . Thus
fuel fragmentation is not necessarily linked to shock wave propagation and the rapid boilin g
phenomena does not spatially propagate on a timescale equal to pressure wave propaga-
tion. A large amount of coolant vapor may be produced in this process and the fuel may
still become finely fragmented, yet the character of the fuel-coolant interaction is not explo-
sive. One should note that analogous to a deflagration such an event might still be destruc-

tive under certain conditions.

In present day nuclear fission reactors if complete and prolonged failure of normal an d
emergency coolant flow occurs fission product decay heat could cause melting of the

reactor fuel . If a sufficiently large mass of molten fuel mixes with the coolant and a vapo r
explosion results, the subsequent vapor expansion might cause a breach in the contain-

ment of the radioactive fission products by dynamic or static pressurization or missile gene -
ration caused by the slug kinetic energy . Although this type of severe accident is consider -

ed highly improbable, the health consequences are large enough that it is considered i n

safety studies.

One should also realize that in commercial LWRs prompt-burst accidents can be excluded ,
thus we are only concerned with initially segregated fuel-coolant configurations (i .e .,
contact modes), in which the fuel or coolant is 'stratified' from the other. The pouring mod e
of contact can be obtained if the fuel contacts the coolant by 'pouring' into it . This mode of

contact can be obtained if the fuel melt in the core region breaches its crust boundary an d

pours into the lower plenum water pool or If the fuel breaches the reactor pressure vesse l

(RPV) and pours into the cavity below. The former case was observed at TMI and the fue l

eventually quenched . In contrast, a stratified geometry may occur if water is poured ato p

the fuel in-vessel or ex-vessel . Also, a benign FCI with inadequate quenching in th e

'pouring mode' would revert to a stratified configuration ; again as occurred in TMI .

3. CURRENT FCI ISSUE S

The focus of current reactor safety research with regard to severe accidents has gon e

beyond risk assessment to applications in accident management as well as consideratio n

of passive safety features in advanced LWR designs . Because of this the nature of th e

information required has changed and past research results may be inadequate to provid e

answers to certain issues . There are three specific issues that require additional informatio n

either from experimentation or by analysis of fuel-coolant interactions :

1) Fuel melt quenching in a water pool,
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2) Adding water to a degraded core ,
3) Energetics of the FCI .

3.1 Fuel Melt Quenchin g

The TMI-2 accident indicated that under certain conditions the fuel melt may be quenche d
at that time of pouring into a water pool in the RPV lower plenum . Previously It had been
assumed that a fuel pour into the RPV lower plenum would result in either settling of the fue l
unquenched (and eventual RPV wall failure) or a vapor explosion . Although there has been
a great deal of integral FCI experiments there is no data under these particular conditions .
Because of this lack of data the FARO-LWR experiments are planned (Fasoh .Stella et al. ,
1991) . They involve a prototypic fuel mass (50-150 kg of U0 2/ZrO2/Zr@ 3000K) poured
Into saturated water at high pressures (5-50 bar for 1-2 meters depth with a vessel diamete r
of 0 .5 to 0.7 m) .

The objective of these tests to be performed at the Joint Research Center in Ispra is t o
observe the integral behavior of fuel melt quenching at high pressures under likely severe
accident conditions . What makes these experiments especially attractive and compellin g
from a technical standpoint is that they can be performed with real reactor materials (U0 2,
ZrO2, Zr) at temperatures and pressures that are prototypic of actual severe accident con-
ditions and with the proper full scale water depths for in-vessel accident situations . it should
be noted that the FARO-LWR experiments are not vapor explosion experiments, although
explosions might occur and the facility would accommodate them . Also It is generally
agreed that the FARO-LWR experiments are not specifically benchmark experiments to be
used primarily for code validation . Nevertheless, the instrumentation within the FARO-
TERMOS facility is substantial and the data collected is extensive . This It is likely that com-
puter code comparisons will be made to gain modelling insights into fuel melt mixing an d
melt quenching In water . This will be considered again In a subsequent section .

Because these experiments are using prototypic materials under realistic initial and boun-
dary conditions at the proper vertical length scales (e .g ., water depth) the question of scal e
only becomes an issue relative to the size of the fuel melt pour and the lateral dimension o f
the facility . The FARO facility has the capability of delivering a large mass of oxide melt
under a variety of conditions. tt is planned that the fuel pour rate can be within reasonable
ranges for accident conditions, i .e . jet diameters 5-10 cm and entry velocities of a few
meters per second .

Second, the FARO experiments could be considered as representative of two types of
geometric situations:
1) a single jet in a large water pool, or
2) a unit cell of a multiple jet pour into the lower plenum .

In either case the adequacy of the FARO facility vessel to provide a properly scaled lateral
dimension depends to some extent on the degree of melt quenching . It is important to note
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that the vessel cross-sectional area will De variea oy over a tactor of two in the tests to b e
performed to specifically address this point . If the results of a scoping test (50 kg of melt)
and the base case experiment (150 kg of melt) indicates that melt quenching is minimal
(e.g ., <10% of the fuel quenched during the pour), then the steaming rate will be low, leve l
swell minimized and the steam superficial velocity small . Under these conditions the lateral
dimension of the vessel will not be an important concern regardless of which scenario on e
may want to consider . Conversely if the results of the scoping test and the base cas e
experiment indicate significant melt quenching (-100% of fuel melt quenched during th e
pour) then the scaling of the experiments considering the lateral dimension will b e
problematic for either scenario. Qualitatively one would still expect the experiments to b e
quite informative and valid for reactor safety implications . However, quantitative
interpretations of the tests must then account for the lateral dimensions and the likely large
steaming rate, superficial velocity and all its consequences (e .g ., substantial fuel and liquid
water sweepout with the steam) .

Based upon these considerations it seems clear that once the scoping test and the base
case test are performed in the FARO-LWR experimental program, one should reasses s
what is the scaling rationale and what would be the important parameters to investigate i n
the future experiments. Currently eight experiments are planned for the test series.

3.2 Adding Water to a Degraded Core

Severe accident management is a natural outgrowth of past emphasis on risk assessment .
In fact, there are a number of particular issues that must be addressed when accident
management is the main objective . Timing' is important to accident management and only
recently have PRA studies considered it in some rudimentary fashion ; e .g ., NUREG-1150
(1990) considered the effect of operation of engineered safety features (containment fan
coolers and/or sprays) before core heatup, before vessel failure or after failure. Inclusion of
this liming' behaviour can indicate where opportunity exists for operator intervention to
help reach a stable coolable state. Since water is the primary accident management tool
and the FCI can alter the course of the accident it is important to investigate the benefits o f
adding water to the degraded core with consideration of the possible adverse `side-effects' .
This is particularly true because many of the fundamental mechanisms are not well under -
stood .

The current research approach to this issue is to review past investigations in which water
(or its simulant) has been added to a degraded core and determine what the advers e
effects could be and what the current state of knowledge (data and analysis) suggest . The
working hypothesis is that adding water to the degraded core is a benefit under all circum-
stances, but one must try to quantify the possible adverse effects, and minimize thei r
impact; such as:
1) possibility of recriticality under certain core reflood accident cônditions ,
2) hydrogen generation and Initial fuel heatup due to exothermic metal-water reactions ,
3) energetic FCIs adversely affecting the attainment of a stable coolable state .
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The major variables affecting if water addition would have adverse effects would be the rat e
and character of water addition and the reference state of the fuel ; at the time it is added . To
help in focusing this work qualitative scenarios of the accident are developed with reference
to water availability and its effect. The reference states for the fuel on the basis of qualitati-
vely different fuel-coolant contact configurations are :
1) initial heatup and core degradation (rods Intact.) ,
2) advanced core degradation (core rubble, melt and relocation) ,
3) core relocation and slumping with the lower plenum ,
4) ex-vessel fuel-coolant interactions .

An initial review of past experiments suggests that a few tests have already been performe d
as part of the CORA and PBF experimental program as well as the LOFT-FP2 test. Also
past simulant tests of a coolant added to fuel debris have been performed at Brookhaven ,
Argonne and UCLA. Although limited in scope these tests address water addition durin g
core degradation in-vessel . The major parameters observed in all of these tests was hydro-
gen production, as well as fission product release . Although these phenomena are quite
important to severe accident phenomena they do not directly impact FCI issues, and are
not discussed further. The TMI accident is also relevant to fuel melt relocation and quen-
ching. Also It is expected that future FARO-LWR test data can address this geometry .

Ex-vessel the only data planned to be provided by the MACE and WETCOR experiment s
(Sehgal et al ., 1991 ; Copus, 1991) . These latter experiments are large-scale ex-vessel
molten fuel-concrete interaction tests involving water addition, sponsored by the ACE inter -
national consortium and the NRC respectively .

It is also recognized that following an energetic FCI the course of the accident may be alter -
ed, due to finer fuel debris, rapid steam production and possibly hydrogen . For these
reasons a review of past FCI data and models is important to focus on the ability to predic t
or at least to bound the effects of the FCI during various times in the accident coupled wit h
new data from the FCI energetics experiments discussed below .

3.3 FCI Energetics

The final issue that must be considered is the general question of under what condition s
must vapor explosion energetics be considered and what are reasonable estimates for th e
energetic yield .

A comprehensive risk assessment in 1975 in WASH-1400 was the first to estimate the like-
lihood of early containment failure by a vapor explosion . This study focused on two specific
reactor designs : the Suny PWR and the Peach Bottom BWR-Mark I . For the vapor explo-
sion process, it was determined that the containment could be threatened by three possibl e
damage mechanisms:
1) dynamic liquid phase pressures on structures,
2) static overpressurization of the containment by steam production, and
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3) a solid missile generated from the impact of a liquid slug accelerated by the vapo r

explosion .

Rapid hydrogen production due to metal-water reactions was not considered due t o
estimates of large amounts of in-vessel clad oxidation during core heatup-degradation.
Based on analyses, It was determined that the primary concern was a direct failure o f
containment caused by an energetic FCI in vessel causing missile generation (designated

'alpha-mode' failure) .

In a more recent review in 1985 the probability of alpha-mode containment failure was also
subjectively estimated by the Steam Explosion Review Group (SERG, 1985) . This group of
experts performed Independent analyses and examined available experimental data to

arrive at their opinions . The spectrum of their opinions indicated that the conditional
probability of alpha-mode failure is considered to be much less likely than in WASH-140 0

(10.2-104/yr as upper bound given a core melt) . This group also recognized that these esti-
mates were founded on the judgement that the amount of fuel-coolant mixing was limite d
and/or the explosion yield was less than maximum thermodynamic values . Included in
their findings was the consensus recommendation that fundamental experiments be
performed at intermediate scales (masses less than 100 kg) to characterize fuel-coolant
mixing and measure explosion yield as well as the effect of mixing on yield. This is the

major reason for these additional research efforts .

A few experimental efforts have now begun to address these issues . First, large scal e
experiments on fuel-coolant mixing at UCSB are planned where heated stainless stee l
spheres (fuel simulant) are poured into a water pool which can be made geometricall y
similar to the reactor lower plenum or cavity . The use of these materials allows one to
visually observe the global development of the mixing zone as well as make measurement s
of local void fractions with more advanced instrumentation being developed by UCS B

(Theofanous et al., 1991) . The hypothesis for these experiments is that mixing will be limit -

ed by local steam formation and high void fraction causing water removal from within th e

fuel-coolant mixture . With such data one can compare the experimental results to compu-
tational models (e .g ., IFCI or PM-ALPHA, Young, 1985; Theofanous et al ., 1987) which
have been used as part of the safety case for suggesting limited mixing at the reactor scale .

A second set of vapor explosion experiments are underway at JRC Ispra and being plan-
ned at the University of Wisconsin . The purpose of these experiments is to produce a well -

controlled one-dimensional geometry in which a fuel simulant (e .g., tin at 2-20 kg, 1300K)

pours into a water column, mixes with the coolant, an explosion is triggered and the explo-
sion expansion work measured . These experiments are aimed at providing benchmar k
data to examine the effect of fuel-coolant initial conditions and mixing on explosion energe-

tics . The hypothesis for these tests is that fuel-coolant mixing conditions directly limit ener-
getics below maximum thermodynamic bounds. Data is needed where mixing and explo-

sion processes occur under controlled conditions . With such data one can compare fue l

coolant mixing and explosion models used to make the safety case at reactor scale to
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these experiments . There is also an experimental program, KROTOS, at the JRC Ispra that
investigates the energetic FCI in a well-controlled one-dimensional geometry . This appara-
tus has the advantage of being able to use a wider range of fuel simulants (metals : Sn, Al,
Zr; oxides: AI203, U02, ZrO2) .

It should be realized that the major hazard from a vapor explosion still revolves around it s
energetics and how the energetic FCI may threaten containment . For in-vessel situations
this logically translates into the alpha-mode failure issue . For ex-vessel situations the
importance of the vapor explosion very much depends on the particular geometry and th e
initial/boundary conditions. For example, the sensitivity calculations in NUREG-1150 sug-
gested that ex-vessel explosions in a Mark-Il and Mark-III drywell may lead to drywel l
failure. However, more detailed analysis remains to be done to verify that this threat exists .

4 . TRANSIENT MULTI-PHASE FLOW TOPICS IN THE FC I

In all the current FCI research areas discussed the experiments conducted rely on th e
measurement of parameters which depict the integral behavior of the FOI . The reason for
this approach is two-fold. First, the experiments are complex involving physical processe s
which are highly transient. Therefore, it is just as important to determine the qualitative an d
quantitative trends of the phenomena as well as the detailed results . Observation and mea-
surement of the integral FOI behavior is quite useful for this purpose . Second, the measure-
ment of detailed parameters, such as particle diameters, velocities, temperatures an d
component volume fractions, in such a highly transient multi-phase is difficult at best an d
cannot be solely relied on to provide the needed data to quantify the phenomenon .
Measurement of these detailed parameters is fundamentally a separate research effort .
Thus integral quantities are the first measurements needed and more sophisticated integra l
or detailed local measurements require more research and development . This sectio n
focuses on the three FCI research areas to identify where such work is necessary .

The major objective of the melt quenching experiments is to determine the amount of fue l
quenched 'in-flight, i .e., as the fuel pours through coolant pool. In the FARO tests this is
accomplished by measuring the pressure rise in the closed volume tests (compensating fo r
condensation) or by measuring the integral amount of steam generated in tests where a
constant pressure is approximately maintained . Measurements of gas phase pressure an d
mass flow are required and can be accomplished using state-of-the-art techniques . Suc h
measurements are checked by examination of the post-test fuel debris to determine th e
amount of fuel breakup. Finally, the heat load to the basemat on which the debris rests is
determined by thermocouples within the pool, the fuel debris and basemat material . Even If
these integral measurements are completely successful more detailed measurements o f
the mufti-phase flow would be desirable to verify the integral measurements and under -
stand the details of the flow . This is also important because modelling of the phenomena
would require more detailed knowledge for validation of the predictions . In our view thre e
aspects of melt quenching phenomena require more detailed measurements :
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- void fraction in the pool ,
- fuel particle evaluation during mixing ,
- effect of subcooled conditions on quenching.

The first topic of void fraction is important in order to verify that any model can successfully
predict the local effect of fuel-coolant heat transfer (in the absence of an explosion) . One
way to determine this is to measure the integral transient level swell of the pool ; not neces-
sarily a straight forward measurement . Another important measurement to characterize
fuel-coolant heat transfer is the fuel particle size as it breaks up from the main pouring jet.
This has not been successfully done in a multi-phase flow although It has been accom-
plished for two-component flow and is useful for model validation. Finally, melt quenching
oar occur in subcooled pools . Such a question has not been fully investigated and again i s

a key determinant in liquid-liquid heat transfer.

The objective of investigations involving adding water to a degraded core centers aroun d
the ability of the water added to extract the sensible heat of the melt ('quench IC) an d
remove the decay heat over a longer time (coolable state) . As mentioned previously hydro-
gen generation and fission product release are aspects that are not directly addressed i n
this discussion. The upward heat loss from the fuel debris pool and its ultimate state ar e
also important . Current tests (e .g ., MACE) focus on the ex-vessel situation where a fue l

melt pool is atop a concrete basemat as water is added above it . The integral measurement
of the upward heat flux is the key observable with the post-tests debris again used as a n
indication of the fuel debris morphology and the presence of any solid crusts indicates that
water contact with the fuel pool may be prevented . The contact of the molten fuel debri s
with the water pool in this situation is affected by the void fraction of the fuel pool due t o
concrete decomposition gases, the solidified fuel debris morphology and once again th e
enhanced benefit of subcooled boiling on fuel-coolant heat transfer .

The final area of FCI energetics is different because the objective is to determine th e
mechanical energy yield from an explosion. This means that the dynamic pressures fro m
the explosion (liquid phase) and quasi-static pressures (vapor-phase) are measured along
with the kinetic energy (and/or kinematics) of the explosion fragments . As discussed in th e
previous section because it is our hypothesis that fuel-coolant mixing is the importan t
determinant In the explosion yield the same detailed measurements discussed previousl y
are important here to determine the details of the mixing conditions .

4 .1 Void Fraction and Level Swell Measurements

Measurement of void fraction and level swell for a pool of liquid with vapor generation o r
gas injection has been a common topic for development of empirical void correlation s

under steady-state conditions (Ishii, 1991) . The modelling approach has been to correlat e

the data using a drift flux model. More recently, Casas et al. (1991) has extended the data-
base to non-aqueous liquid pools as might be important for ex-vessel debris coolability an d

molten-core-concrete interactions . In these applications visual observation of level swell (or
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mechanical measurement of It by a movable float) or measurement of void fraction by diffe-
rential pressures over a distance were quite useful in measuring the integral void fraction .
Local measurement of void has also been successful in particular applications (Ishii, 1991) .

However, in all the situations common in FCI experiments the level swells rapidly (<1 sec )
and the void fraction behavior can be different from steady-state cases . Casas (1990) noted
in his work that during establishment of steady-state conditions the void would rise abov e
steady values (>60% void) particularly in the bubble-chum transition until bubble coalle-
scence causes the void to decrease . More work is needed in the development of integra l
techniques of void measurement that can resolve changes in void over short time-scales .
Such development Is underway in the instrumentation development for FARO an d
KROTOS. A new measurement techniques (designated FLUTE) has been developed b y
Theofanous and coworkers (Theofanous, 1991) in which a local probe is capable o f
measuring the liquid fraction due to the fluorescence of an additive in the liquid . Preliminary
results are promising indicating that liquid fractions are low in the central region of th e
mixture of simulant fuel spheres and a water coolant .

4.2 Particle Sizes of a Dispersed Phase In a Fluid

In many applications it is important to determine the size of the dispersed phase of particles
in a continuous fluid; e .g ., jet behavior in combustion or spray atomization. As in the case
of void fraction measurements both integral and local quantities are measured . The integral
behavior of the jet in such applications is analogous to the pouring contact mode of the FC I
and kinematics are used to measure the jet breakup length (Bower et al ., 1988) or the jet
spray spread angle. Also local measurements have been made of particle sizes using LD V
techniques (Reitz, 1989) . More recently, development of advanced instrumentation and
electronics have extended the LDV technique to develop the Phase Doppler Particle Ana-
lyzer (PDPA) in which size and velocity of droplet particles can be measured in the dilut e
breakup region of a transient liquid jet spray in a gas ()Coo, 1991) . The major limitation of
such an optical technique for this multi-phase application is that the vapor and particl e
phases will both scatter the laser light making this technique not directly applicable . Som e
techniques must be developed to account for multiple scattering events .

The evolution of the fuel particle size is probably one of the most important local parame-
ters to measure since it determines the fuel interfacial area which helps determine the hea t
transfer to the coolant and the vapor production rate . The concept of using some optical
technique to measure the particle size of the fuel within the coolant may be possible i f
development is continued. Most recently, El-Beshbeeshy (1992) has used the attenuation
of visible light through a jet spray/gas mixture to measure the Sauter Mean Diameter of th e
spray in dilute and relatively optically dense regions . Such a technique could be theoreti-
cally used in a multi-phase application with development of illumination schemes and cor-
rections for multiple scattering events . This is a fruitful area for experimental multi-phas e
research and associated modelling of transient jet breakup .
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4.3 Subcooled Fllm Boilin g

A likely situation to occur during a severe accident is the contact of the molten fuel with a

subcooled coolant pool . The fuel temperature would be large enough that stable film boil-
ing would occur even at relatively large subcoolings (-100°C) . In such a situation the heat
transfer coefficient between the hot surface and the subcooled pool is not well known ,
because the data is quite sparse (Dhir, 1978 ; Aziz, 1989) . This heat transfer coefficient i s
important to determine because It greatly influences the energy split between the hea t
transferred to the bulk coolant and that heat which goes into vapor production at the inter-

face. This latter heat transport path determines the local void fraction and thus the fue l

coolant mixture conditions . Currently, Theofanous (Angelini et al., 1991) is investigating this
film boiling regime In the development of the FLUTE measurement technique . Also
subcooled film boiling is being studied in an extension of Dhir's original experiments in a

spherical geometry (Konsella, 1991) .

5. CONCLUSION

The FCI is an event which still remains somewhat of a mystery as to its precise mecha-
nisms and the interaction of particular stages of the process . In relation to current regula-
tory issues there are three areas where further work needs to be focused :
- fuel melt quenching in a coolant pool,
- adding water to a degraded core and core coolability ,
- FCI energetics .

When investigating these issues It appears that there are fundamental topics in transien t
multi-phase flow that require more understanding to progress in the understanding of th e

overall FCI process . Three of these have been discussed:
- void fraction and level swell measurements ,
- particle sizes of a dispersed phase in a fluid ,
- subcooled film boiling .

in each area more precise experimental measurements are needed combined with a bette r
knowledge of instrumentation and modelling of multi-phase systems .
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ABSTRACT

Advanced thermalhydraulic codes such as CATHARE, RELAP S or TRAC are now part
of the everyday tools usedfor Pressurized Water Reactor safety studies. In the last few
years methodologies for code uncertainty evaluation have been developed. The relevance
of these methods is still under discussion and it may be argued that they do not fully take
into account all the inherent limitations of such codes . In relation to this problem, it is
useful to get a clear view of the capabilities and limitations of a therm/hydraulic code . A s
a contribution to this work some conclusions from the analyses of the CATHARE code
assessment calculations are presented.
The first part of this paper considers aspects of the code development process in order to
keep in mind the successive simplifying assumptions required to get the final model . This
process includes the derivation of averaged balance equations from exact local
instantaneous equations, the choice or development of the constitutive relations, the
discretization and the solution methods . Each of these steps is associated with a
degradation of the physical description. Examples are given which illustrate some
limitations arising from the treatment of the momentum balance equations .
Next a review of code prediction deficiencies during calculations of analytical tests i s
presented leading to conclusions on the accuracy and range of validity of some
constitutive relations . Analysing the mispredictions of integral tests, various kinds . of
difficulties have been pointed out. At first, problems may be related to a questionable
choice of schematization . Some examples are given which show that a precognition of the
transient is sometimes necessary to eliminate this particular user effect . Limitations are
also faced when a constitutive relation is used out of its validity range . A more critical
case is encountered when a specific physical situation has not been yet studied i n
analytical tests and is not described by any of the models . Finally some transients may
themselves be highly sensitive to certain physical processes . This paper focusses o n
problems encountered in predicting core swell level, flooding limit and CCFL in complex
geometries, loop seal clearing, condensation at ECC injection and gravity driven
reflooding .
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INTRODUCTION

The object of this paper is a discussion about the reliability of thermalhydrauli c
codes used for Pressurized Water Reactor safety . Ideas developed here are based mainly
on the experience of the CATHARE code development and assessment. It is believed that
they are mostly applicable to the other 2-fluid best estimate codes like RELAP 5 an d
TRAC since these codes have many similarities . As there are no more conservative
assumptions in these codes, the question of the uncertainty arose and led to importan t
developments within the past few years . Methodologies are based on sensitivity tests A
transient is calculated several times with modifications of some parameters which ar e
considered to be possibly sensitive . It requires an expertise to select the list of parameters
to change . The non linear nature of the basic equations makes the problem difficult and
present methods are very heavy . They must not only quantify the uncertainties due t o
initial conditions, physical properties, closure relations, but they should also take into
account physical processes which may take place in the transient and are not modelled i n
the code. This paper contributes to list the code limitations which affect the mos t
predictions of reactor accidental transients. Such a work must be included in th e
uncertainty analysis in order to get a complete view of the code reliability . Two
successive point of view are adopted to draw the code limitations :

- First the point of view of the developer gives an a priori estimation of limitation s
due to the assumptions and simplifications made to obtain the final physical and
numerical model . This approach remains qualitative but gives a very pessimistic view o f
the code capabilities .

- Then the assessment calculations of both separate effect tests and integral tests
are analyzed to determine the origin of the main discrepancies . Several types of errors are
distinguished . Some of them are related to shortcomings of the model listed by the
developer. Nevertheless this point of view will make the reader more optimistic .

Some examples of code mispredictions are presented to illustrate the limitations of
the present version of the CATHARE code .

1 THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE CODE DEVELOPER

1.1 Derivation of the set of equations

Advanced thermalhydraulic codes use the two fluid model where mass momentum
and energy balance equations are written for each phase . These equations can be derived
from exact local intantaneous equations . As described in ref (1) or (2) the proces s
includes several steps : space and time averaging, simplifications through physical
assumptions, derivation of closure relations . Models are restricted to zero order closure
so that no more p .d.e equations are derived .

1.2 The averaging procedure

The averaging process which restricts predictions to large scale phenomena i s
necessary to allow reasonably coarse meshing and to make comparison with experimen t
easier. The time integration or averaging suppresses from calculated quantitie s
fluctuations due to the turbulent nature of the flows . The space averaging is also very
helpful in two phase flows as it allows to forget the complex structure of phase repartitio n
and interface movements . The effects of small scale processes on macroscopic evolution
can be taken into account by appropriate closure relation . However the time and space
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scales at which fluctuations can be filtered is not always evident . It is clear when the
spectrum is cut into two separate zones, the range of small scale processes and th e
macroscopic range . Dispersed flows are generally in this favorable case . But there are
also situations with a continuous spectrum and possible non linear interactions betwee n
the larger and smaller scale processes . Should for instance the intermittent nature of slu g
flows be filtered or described in the mean flow ? Filtering will not be a limitation if thi s
intermittency does not interact with important physical processes like a wall dry out fo r
example. The domain of integration may also be troublesome when it puts together things
which are too different. For example in an annular flow with droplet entrainment ther e
are two liquid fields which have very different velocities and very different types o f
interaction with the walls and the gas phase. In summary the averaging induces a
limitation when it masks small scale physical processes which have strong non linear
interactions with the macroscopic scales

1 .3 Simplifying assumption s

The current simplifying assumptions are:
- In 1-D models the axial diffusion of heat and momentum by molecula r

diffusivity or by turbulence is neglected . Moreover all the correlation coefficients due to
space averaging are taken equal to 1 by simple lack of knowledge . The loss o f
information associated with this simplification can be partly restored by an appropriat e
modelling of the transverse momentum and heat fluxes . This is possible when the
transverse profiles follow a similar or affine solution . But in cases where the profiles are
rapidly changing, the simplification cannot be justified . Then best accuracy can be
expected in the descrition of established flows in long pipes without singularities.

- In 2-D or 3-D models only diffusion towards walls or interfaces is correlated.
The internal turbulent diffusion inside each phase is not modelled . A more complete
diffusion modelling is possible with some limitations . The meshing must be fine and th e
numerical scheme must not be too diffusive . Moreover, considering the state of the art in
turbulence modelling in two phase flows, the present knowledge is limited to dispersed
flows.

1 .4 Closure relations in a 1-D mode l

Closure relations were extensively studied in the frame of the 1-D model . Many
separate effect experiments have been analyzed to determine constitutive relations
concerning mass momentum and energy transfers between phases or between fluid and
walls . The difficulties come from the large variety of situations to deal with : variety o f
geometrical configurations, variety of flow patterns, variety of heat transfer modes, larg e
range of thermalhydraulic parameters .

Constitutive relations are essentially algebraic expressions of the principa l
variables . In the CATHARE 1-D model only two differential terms are present in the
interfacial momentum transfers : the added mass term associated with inertial effects has
been derived for dispersed flows and another term proportional to the void fractio n
gradient plays an important role in stratified flows . Apart from these two terms, algebrai c
closure relations are developed on the basis of steady and established flows (or quas i
steady and quasi established flows) .In unsteady or non established flows it is implicitely
assumed that this closure is still valid . This assumption may be the source of some
shortcomings, particularly if one considers the physical processes which have lon g
relaxation times. Algebraic closure means that all the physical mechanisms involved hav e
a relaxation time equal to zero . In 1-D models all the transverse profiles are considered as
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established even at the entrance of a pipe . It is then obvious that flows in pipes or ducts
with a high length to diameter ratio L/D are easier to describe correctly.

1 .5 Flow pattern maps in codes

Every flow regime has its internal structure and its transfer mechanisms. So it seems
natural to use a flow pattern map in a code and to develop correlations for mas s
momentum and energy transfers which depend on the flow panern. Unfortunately at
present there is not a universal map valid in the whole domain of simulation. Experiments
with steam water at high pressure and in large diameter pipes are very expensive an d
observations very difficult. So the available flow pattern maps are not validated in thi s
domain . Moreover it is not absolutely necessary to determine all the transitions and to us e
specific correlation for each flow regime . In the CATHARE code only the onset of
droplet entrainment and the stratification criterion are explicitely written . These two
transitions are important because they limit a separated flow and a more dispersed flow.
Anyway closure relations can also be expressed directly as functions of the principa l
variables without reference to a particular flow pattern. So the absence of a unique and
general flow pattern map in the codes is not a limitation by itself, but it reflects the limit s
of the physical knowledge in two phase flows .

1.6 Phenomenological and empirical correlation s

A purely empirical correlation is a best fit of experimental data where the quantity to
model is expressed as any function of the principal variables . It can be very accurate
within the domain of experimental investigation but the extrapolation beyond it is very
dangerous. On the other hand this method does not take any benefit from the knowledg e
which may exist in certain subdomains where good correlations are available .
Dimensional analysis allows in principle to determine the dimensionless numbers to us e
in the expression of the quantity to correlate. But in 2-phase conditions the number of
independent parameters is very high so that simplifying assumptions are necessary . Whe n
the controlling physical processes are well identified one can keep only the few
dimensionless parameters which play a role. In this case the extrapolation beyond the
investigated domain is less hazardous . Nevertheless there is no guarantee since th e
controlling processes can be different in an other range of parameters . For example slug
flow does not exist any more in large diameter pipe s
The phenomenological or mechanistic approach consists in assuming a governin g
physical mechanism. The correlation is then derived theoretically without anythin g
coming from experiments . An alternative is to keep some free parameters to adjust to
data . Even with this last precaution the extrapolation beyond the qualified domain is no t
reliable . New effects which are not present in the model may become important in anothe r
range of parameters .
The experience shows that the 2-phase thermalhydraulics contains myriads of phenomen a
which make it difficult to generalize any theoretical breakthrough.

1.7 Closure relations in 2-D or 3-D models

Closure relations used in 3-D models are generally extrapolated from 1-D models. Thi s
may lead to important shortcomings as quantities averaged over the cross section of a
duct have not the same meaning than local values . For example the void fraction is an
important indication for the determination of the flow pattern in a 1-D model when it is
not in a 3-D model.
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The main problem is associated with the lack of turbulent diffusion modelling in presen t
2-D or 3-D models implemented in system codes (TRAC,CATHARE). These models
should be used only when the turbulent diffusion effects are dominated by other effects .
A first example is the core, a very porous medium where the diffusion towards rod wall s
or interfaces is much higher than the large scale turbulent diffusion . Moreover in low
velocity two phase conditions gravity effects are likely to produce the most importan t
large scale mixing effects. The lack of diffusion terms is not restrictive in this case .
The annular downcomer is represented either by a two dimensionnal componen t
(particularly for the refill phase of a large break LOCA where the asymmetrical behaviour
creates strong horizontal velocities) or by assembling one dimensionnal elements . It is
clear that a 2-D calculation provides at least a better representation of inertial effects whic h
are important in the LBLOCA. But it is difficult to decide which effect is the most
important between interfacial friction, which is modelled and turbulent diffusion, which
is not modelled. Only an extensive validation on UPTF scale 1 downcomer refill tests can
give some confidence on the predictions of such a two 2-D model .
The closure of multidimensionnal two phase flow models is still in its infancy . A
tremendous lot of work is still required to reach the same quality as the 1-D models have ,
since there are much more physical processes to describe and more terms in the equation s
to correlate.So they must be used with caution only where and when 2-D or 3-D effects
are important and when their limitations are not criticaL

1 .8 The problem of singularitie s

The presence of geometrical singularities in a cicuit, such as bends, flow area contractio n
or enlargement is a difficulty for the two phase flow models . At these locations the flo w
is perturbated and closure relations obtained in quasi established flows are not justified.
As the flow structure is affected, perturbations may concern all the physical processes
such as momentum exchanges, heat and mass transfers. The turbulence is generall y
increased, giving enhanced heat and mass transfers as well as irreversible pressure drops.
Unfortunately, these local effects are dependant on many geometrical parameters and n o
general modelling can be proposed. Each case should be studied separately .

1.9 The problem of scale extrapolatio n

Analytical tests are generally limited in scale . Then the closure relations cannot be
correctly validated at the reactor scale . As mentioned previously, flow pattern maps are
not verified in large diameter pipes . Even the use of phenomenological constitutive
relations does not guarantee the extrapolation . Moreover in reactor circuits the length to
diameter ratios are often smaller than in small scale analytical tests . This makes the
problems of flow establishment more critical and gives more weight to the flo w
perturbations at the geometrical singularities . Larger scale may also favour 2-D or 3- D
effects.This is particularly true for the reactor vessel where 3-D effects are much mor e
pronounced than in system test facilities which have reduced horizontal scales and the
scale 1 in the vertical direction .
Then the extrapolation at the reactor scale induces necessarily a loss of accuracy quit e
difficult to quantify .

1 .10 Numerical modelling

Numerical methods in system codes are mostly similar . They use first order finite
difference schemes with a staggered mesh and the donor cell principle . The time
discretization varies from the semi-implicit scheme used in first versions of RELAP and
TRAC to nearly implicit and multi-step schemes used in more recent versions, or the fully
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implicit discretization used in CATHARE. These methods are known for their robustness
and they are rather diffusive . The CATHARE code takes care of the hyperbolicity of the
system in oder to warrant stability even for very small time steps and meshes .
Theoretically all calculations should be converged in space and time . In practice
convergence tests are easily performed for simple analytical tests and some
recommenations can be deduced for system tests or reactor calculations .
The problem of convergence in meshing is somewhat different for multidimensionnal
models . As long as there is no turbulent diffusion in these models, convergence tests
cannot reach the exact solution . So closure laws must be validated for a given meshing
(corresponding to a given numerical diffusion) and possibly with scale 1 experiments .
This is particularly important fot the downcomer and the upper plenum where the
turbulent diffusion may play a role in large break LOCA transients.

2 THE POINT OF VIEW OF THE CODE ASSESSMEN T

A more optimistic view of the code capabilities results from the assessmen t
calculations.(see for example Ref 3 )
Analytical tests are generally well calculated since they were extensively used for th e
development or the improvement of the closure relations . Separate effect tests where
boundary conditions are well known are the only way to determine the accuracy of eac h
closure relation .
Many integral tests are also well calculated . One can consider three main cases :

- All the important phenomena are well predicted with a good timing and a goo d
accuracy .

- The most important phenomena are predicted . The timing and the accuracy are
not perfect but it does not prevent from clear conclusions on safety issues .

- Some important phenomena are not predicted or are predicted with a very ba d
accuracy .
The first type of calculation is still exceptionnal but the second type becomes more and
more frequent.
Possible compensating errors, system effects, and a low density of instrumentation make
it difficult to draw final conclusions on physical closure relations from integral tests .
However the analysis of code deficiencies in integral tests calculations is necessary t o
point out some problems such as :

- Problems of schematizations
The main source of problem is due to a bad choice of schematization . All the codes have
several types of modules which have specific capabilities . The user must choose a
schematization depending on the transient to calculate . For example the classical
schematization of a pressurizer with the CATHARE code uses a simple two node Volume
module which is suufficient for all LOCA transients where the pressurizer is rapidl y
empty . But it is shown in Ref 4 and 5 that for transients such as a Loss of Feedwater wit h
PORV opening or a Multiple SGTR with pressurizer regulations, a more sophisticat e
module is required.

- Models used out of their domain of validity
The user must care whether the transient exceeds too much the range of validity of som e
closure relations. It appears that some limitations still exist in the domain of condensation
at ECC injection .
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- Physical process not modelled
In some transients, physical mechanisms can be encountered which were not yet studie d
in analytical or separate effect tests and which are not modelled in the code . For example,
when CCFL occurs in a zone with a complex geometry the corresponding floodin g
correlation must be established first from analytical tests before it is implemented in th e
code.

- Transients highly sensitive
It is observed that some transients are very sensitive to a certain physical process . In suc h
cases the accuracy of the models should be very good to obtain reliable predictions .
The loop seal clearing in some small break transients is an example of very sensitiv e
process .

3 EXAMPLES OF SOME CODE LIMITATION S

3.1 Interfacial friction in the core

An accurate model for the interfacial friction in the core is of prime importance for a goo d
prediction of the core uncover), situations . The clad temperature excursions will have a
space and time extent which depends mainly on it in many small break LOCA transients .
Several experiments were devoted to this problem and various correlations were
developed (see ref 6 and 7 ) .Despite the important effort made for an accurate prediction
there are still assessment calculations which show bad predictions of the core voi d
fraction. These disagreements may be due to some code limitation mentioned in the fus t
paragraph . As pointed out in ref 8 and 6 data suggest possible history effects which
cannot be easily modelled . In boiling or flashing flows many small bubbles are created
either at the wall or in the bulk . These bubbles coalesce and reach probably a maximu m
size controlled by their stability . The relaxation time which is associated to thi s
coalescence is probably a function of the number of bubbles created per unit volume fo r
flashing or per unit heating rod surface . According to this the spectrum of bubbles size at
a given cross section of the core depends on what occurs upstream and not only on the
local vapour superficial velocity . Since the bubble rise velocity mainly depends on it s
diameter it is not possible to derive a drift velocity correlation or an interfacial friction
correlation using only local flow parameters without regarding upstream. If these effects
are actually significant one more transport equation should be written for example t o
predict the dynamics of the interfacial area evolution . In present thermalhydraulic code s
where such a model is missing one must accept an uncertainty which is difficult t o
quantify . The error depends probably on core power, power profile, boiling length, rate
of depressurization . ..

3.2 Stratification prediction

Another example where processes with long relaxation times exist is the establishment of
stratified or non stratified flows The destratification by the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability
takes a certain space and time since unstable waves have a finite growth rate . But
stratification criteria used in codes assume instantaneous transition .On the other hand,
starting from a bubbly mixture stratification will occur in a horizontal pipe if the bubbl e
rise velocity is large enough to dominate the mixing effects of the liquid turbulence (se e
Ref 7 and 9 ) . But this process of sedimentation requires a certain time which cannot b e
taken into account in a simple algebraic stratification criterion as described in Ref 7 . A
transport equation for a quantity representative of the rate of stratification could be
necessary particularly for pipes with a small length to diameter ratio .
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3.3 CCFL in complex geometries

CCFL and flooding limit are mechanical processes which can be treated correctly b y
writing a momentum equation for each phase . They contain all the forces playing a role .
Buoyancy, interfacial friction, liquid acceleration are the most important, the liquid wall
friction being generally small . So provided that the interfacial friction is well correlate d
two fluid codes should be able to predict CCFL and the flooding limit in any componen t
of a reactor or in a test loop . In practice two fluid codes predict qualitatively the limits bu t
are never accurate enough quantitatively . Academic experiments where liquid in injected
through a porous wall in a pipe with a gas flowing upwards is not really a problem Th e
liquid acceleration effects are minimized and the flow is quasi established . Problem arise
when the limitation is located in a more complex geometry, entrance of a pipe, core uppe r
tie plate, hot leg bend.. . The liquid inertia effects become determinant and are difficult t o
describe with a 1-D model because of the 3-D nature of the flow . In a circuit flooding i s
likely to occur first in places where buoyancy has two enemies the gas friction and th e
liquid inertia and this occurs in singularities which have always complex geometries. 3-D
models should then be used but the scale of the phenomenon is generally too small t o
allow practicable meshing . A solution is adopted in some versions of TRAC and RELAP
5 where the equations are forced - and somewhat violated - to find a prescribed floodin g
limit correlation given by the user on option for a particular node . A similar approach is i n
progress for the CATHARE code . It is disappointing that the only way to deal with suc h
an important phenomenon underlines the poor predicting capabilities of advanced codes.
This is the best illustration of code limitations associated with singularities .

3.4 Loop seal clearing

The formation of a liquid slug in the intermediate legs of a reactor is a common feature o f
many small break LOCA transients . This occurs in particular after the rupture of the
natural circulation when the reflux condenser mode starts. From this the primary circuit is
divided in two parts separated by the liquid slugs in loop seals and in the vessel bottom.
These two subsystems are practically uncoupled from the energetic point of view. They
follow a thermal equilibrium defined by a saturation temperature resulting from all th e
energy exchanges . In the hot subsystem - core, hot legs, up side of SG tubes - th e
temperature level is generally controlled by the secondary side except if a break in thi s
part is able to discharge more vapour than the core produces. In the cold subsystem the
energy balance generally depends on the presence of a cold leg break and of safety
injections, both of them giving a trend to a temperature decrease . Most of the time a
depression of the cold part is induced which shifts water from core to downcomer . Thi s
dangerous situation stops when the liquid level in the descending part of the intermediat e
leg reaches the horizontal part . The loop seal clearing occurs either simultaneously or a t
different times in the different loops . When the process is slow it is very sensitive to
small asymmetries between the loops. Once it happens in one loop a stable state may be
reached preventing from its occurence in the other loops . Codes have many difficulties to
predict these non symmetrical behaviour correctly . It is a typical problem of predictability
as is encountered by meteorologists who knows that in nonlinear systems small causes
may sometimes have big effects .

3.5 Gravity driven reflooding

The reflooding process has been extensively studied and many analytical tests ar e
available to assess the basic models involved in the process . Many effects are to be taken
into account and the main difficulties are related to the following aspects :
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- Small scale two dimensional effects located at the quench front condition th e
whole process Classical correlations for heat transfers and mechanical interactions are n o
more valid in this non established flow .

- The droplet flow in the region downstream the quench front requires a ver y
accurate physical modelling. The droplet size controlls the heat transfers and consequentl y
the peak clad temperature . The drop size spectrum evolution depends on severa l
mechanisms: film splitting at the quench front, vaporization, break up by vapo r
turbulence, break up by dry spacer grids, capture by rewetted spacer grids . All these
effects are only approximated in a 6-equation model where a simple local mean dro p
diameter correlation can be used .
Despite these difficulties, assessment calculations of reflooding tests with a constan t
flowrate are often satisfactory. Some more problems are encountered when calculatin g
reflooding in system tests (LOFT, PKL, BETHSY) . At the beginning of the transient,
when water enters the core, oscillations are initiated which may be amplified if a lot o f
water is carried over and vaporizes on hot walls in the upper plenum, in hot legs or i n
steam generators. If the amplitude is high a large amount of water can be lost at the brea k
and the core reflooding be strongly affected. The example of the CATHARE code
calculating such situations showed (Ref 11 ) that a probable overestimation of th e
interfacial friction just downstream the quench front could excite the oscillations a lon g
time when they are rapidly damped in the experiment The core thermalhydrauli c
modelling developed and assessed in smooth transients does not seem fully relevant i n
more unsteady situations.
System effects are also difficult to controll ; the water entrained out of the core is partly
deentrained in the upper plenum and partly sent to the hot legs . The repartition determines
the level of the steam binding effect which is an important limitation for the core hea t
removal . This repartition is probably dependent on the drop size spectrum and on th e
geometry of the internal structures in the upper plenum . 3-D codes as well as 1-D code s
may have difficulties due to the description of a single liquid field .

3.6 Condensation at ECC injection

The direct contact condensation at ECC injection is also a source of mispredictions i n
several transients . The most difficult situation is related to accumulator discharge in larg e
break LOCAs where a violent condensation takes place and may induce flow instabilities .
The formation of liquid slugs in cold legs was observed in system tests at different scale s
(LOFT) up to scale 1 (UPTF) . A strong condensation is necessary to create the slug, the n
its evolution depends on the thermal diffusion at the slug front .This situation is very
difficult for the 1-D models which are rather adapted to smooth axial variations . Void
fraction fronts are known to induce problems of discretization ( such as the water packing
problem) .Moreover the axial heat diffusion which governs the condensation an d
consequently the slug movements is not modelled as anyway it would require a very fin e
meshing .
In small break LOCAs the injected flowrates are lower and the condensation is less
unstable . It is shown in Ref 12 and 13 that a good modelling of the condensation shoul d
take into account all the sources of liquid turbulence . This is relatively easy for
established separated flows where turbulence is created by wall shear and interfacial
shear. It becomes more difficult when turbulence is generated in singularities such as th e
injection zone or the downcomer entry nozzle . According to some experiments (see Re f
11) most of the condensation is located in these singularities, particularly in the injectio n
zone .This makes the process very dependent on local geometrical parameters and doe s
not allow generalizations.
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CONCLUSION S

Best estimate thermal-hydraulic codes are irreplaceable tools for PWR safety analysis .
They have already proven their capabilities to predict at least qualitatively and sometimes
quantitatively many basic features of the accidental transients . In order to make the best
use of such complex tools, a good knowledge of their limitations is necessary. Although
important progress have been made up to now, some difficulties remain which see m
difficult to overcome:

- Flow perturbations in geometrical singularities have sometimes an important
effect on a transient (CCFL, condensation enhancement, grid effects in reflooding . .. )
Small scale 3-D effects cannot be described by present 3-D models . So they must be
studied experimentally and give specific correlations.

- Present 2-fluid models are limited when physical processes masked by th e
averaging have long relaxation times ( stratification, bubble coalescence) which woul d
require one more differential equation.

- Flow situations which are typically 3-dimensional with important turbulent
mixing effects cannot be treated correctly by present 3-D models .

A list of recommendations for the code developers and for the code users can be deduce d
from this examination.

- Code developers should make big efforts for providing precise User Guideline s
They should also list all the presumed limitations as this paper tries to do.

- The main efforts should concern the improvements of the 3-D models and th e
modelling of flow perturbations in singularities .

- The user must be conscious of the code capabilities and limitations . A
thermalhydraulic code cannot be used like a black box.

- A critical analysis of each calculation should concern the following points :
- Does the calculated transient remain within the validated domain an d

within the range of two phase flow situations already investigated and modelled ?
- Is'nt there a very high sensitivity of the transient to some parameters o r

physical processes ?
If positive answers can be given to both questions, the uncertainty analysis become s
easy. But in the other case, all uncertainty evaluations remain questionable .
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ABSTRACT

A careful measurement of the relevant two-phase flow parameters is the
basis for the understanding of many thermohydraulic processes .
Especially in the nuclear safety research where accident scenarios have to b e
simulated in experimental setups and predicted by complex computer cod e
systems a reliable two-phase instrumentation is substantial for the connec-
tion between analysis and experiment .
Ambitious development programs have been carried out in many institu-
tions and countries to promote two-phase instrumentation . Advantages a s
well as limitations of some of these systems will be discussed in the paper. In
the last 10 - 15 years good progress has been made . However there are stil l
goals for further developments and there is still the fact that in many cases-
measured data taken from large experimental facilities cannot be compared
directly to the parameters calculated by the codes. Careful comparison an d
interpretation of both calculated and measured results by experienced re -
searchers will be the key for thermohydraulic understanding of comple x
two-phase phenomena also in the future .

1 . INTRODUCTION

The measurement of two-phase flow quantities is substantial for the understand-
ing of many technical processes esp . reactor system behavior under accident con-
ditions and is a prerequisite for proper code modeling and verification .

More than 25 years have been spent on developing various solutions for measur-
ing two-phase flow with the aim to

get local or integral information ,
built very sensitive (but mainly also fragile) instruments or try to get rathe r
valid information with rigid sensors as well an d
apply techniques simple to use and to interpret or install highly sophisticated
instruments such as laser techniques or p-waves .

It turned out that there is no and perhaps never will be a Standard or Optimum
Instrumentation . Measuring two-phase flow will always need experienced re-
searchers using special solutions for each required purpose .

Successful application of a measuring system in a two-phase test setup does not
automatically mean its qualification for nuclear reactor conditions or even for
other loops if environmental conditions change such as radiation levels or even
only water quality .
On the other hand two-phase measuring techniques in many cases do not mea-
sure directly the two-phase properties needed to verify the two-phase models
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such as local shear, velocities of the single phases etc . so that indirect compariso n
of calculated and measured data is needed .

Despite of these not very encouraging facts the large reactor safety research pro -
grams performed in the last decade as well as the detailed development work
carried out at numerous universities and research institutions have increased ou r
knowledge in two-phase flow measurement techniques significantly .

Fundamental work done e .g . at Harwell or in Germany at the universities of Mu-
nich and Hannover lead to helpful decision trees so that new users must not star t
again with trial and error methods and waste a lot of time in selecting proper in-
struments for normal applications .
But the key to fundamental understanding of two-phase flow is still a careful de-
velopment especially for special and complex geometrical applications such as th e
end box instrumentation of UPTF at the reactor core to upper plenum interface ,
an even more careful testing and calibration of the instruments if possible in sit u
or in an reproduced environment and geometry and a development of special al-
gorithms if necessary to interpret later all measuring signals under all possibl e
two-phase conditions
The paper will discuss recent experience with several two-phase flow instrument s
used in the reactor safety research programs such as 2D/3D/UPTF, PKL, BETHSY ,
ROSA including also the experience obtained with liquid level detectors devel-
oped to measure RPV inventory transients under reactor accident conditions i n
PWRs or BWRs .
Current needs for further efforts will also be discussed .

2. REQUIREMENTS IN REACTOR SAFETY RESEARC H

Reactor safety investigations deal with most unlikely and fortunately very unusu-
al accidents or incidents in nuclear power plants. Reliable thermohydraulic codes
are therefore needed to predict the transient behavior of the power plant unde r
anticipated accident scenarios to

prove the effectiveness of safety system s

give advises for possible improvements of hardware or procedure s

estimate the possible consequences .

The development and assessment of these codes is based on proper physical mod -
eling of all relevant thermohydraulic phenomena .
So at first a wide range of two-phase flow investigations is oriented to so calle d
"separate effect tests" concentrated to single parameters . In many of these cases
two-phase flow phenomena can be simulated in tests under clear boundary con-
ditions, so that also the instrumentation used can be calibrated properly in ad-
vance .

In these separate effects experiments many kinds of two-phase measurement s
devices have been used with good success as the instrumentation could be opti-
mized to a few parameters only . Here also methods such as laser-doppler,
ultrasonic-doppler, hot wire were applied to measure phasic velocity . Also very
sophisticated methods like x-ray computed tomography has been used to mea -
sure cross-sectional distribution of phases or even void distribution in bundles .

Two phase flow instrumentation is also necessary for the interpretation of "sys-
tem effects tests" e .g . simulating the thermohydraulics of a PWR in a scaled-down
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test facility . In this case the instrumeniaiion snail prove Lne quaury or cooe pre-
dictions and identify uncertainties still existing .

Under these conditions instrumentation consisting of mechanical parts installed
in the flow path can be of influence on the system behavior itself. So an optimu m
between the amount of measuring information needed and flow disturbance
must be found .

In system effect tests very often signals are also taken from simple single-phase
measurements and used for mass and energy balance methods which give a goo d
check for the overall code performance as well .
After TMI accident the small break accidents and transients were discussed in
much more detail . As a result of the worldwide discussions the need of a reliable
liquid level measurement in the RPV of a PWR was elaborated . The recent discus-
sions of AM-procedures to prevent core melt scenarios - even under transients
like station blackout - increase the need of such a measurement method which
must function under all possible transients and two-phase conditions.

Under reactor operation conditions much different requirements occur to prove
reliable instruments such as radiation level, boric acid, flow induced vibration ,
etc. Caused by this a very conservative way of selecting instruments is the case .

3 . EXPERIENCE WITH TWO-PHASE INSTRUMENTATIO N

In the following the discussion is concentrated to experience obtained in syste m
effects test facilities (the paper cannot cover the wide range of all measurin g
methods applied to numerous separate tests ; see 2 .) . The authors, all engaged i n
German reactor safety programs hope that thanks to international cooperatio n
and information exchange the remarks given below are valid also for the othe r
research programs . However some new developments may not be known or ex -
perienced yet and may be subject for discussion after the presentation .

3.1 PIPE FLOW MEASUREMENT S

Mass flow is a difficult parameter to measure in two-phase flow as the phases
have different densities and velocities . At present no attempts are being under-
taken to develop a handy metering system on the basis of a single measurin g
principal . On the contrary solutions offered to date seek to combine various tech-
niques. The approaches are mostly based on measuring techniques that have al-
ready been proven in single-phase flow during industrial applications.
The number of techniques which have to be combined depends on the number of
phases/components (if multi-phase flow), their distribution in the flow and the
accuracy requirements.
The greatest impetus for the recent research and development effort concernin g
the measurement of total mass flow rate and composition of a multi-phase/multi-
component flow in pipes probably comes from the oil production industry, where
there is a need to measure accurately the production of oil and gas mixtures pro-
duced by individual wells. The conditions under which the meters are required to
operate vary over a wide range regarding flow rates, mixture composition, pres-
sure and temperature . In addition to coping with these conditions, metering also
has to be applicable to different flow patterns.

A wide-ranging assessment of multi-phase/multi-component mass flow metering
systems has been completed by Hewitt /12/ and /3/. The studies examine the ap-
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plicability of different possible techniques capable of providing total mass flo w
and compositional measurements of an oil/water/gas mixture .

As a first step the potential methods for mass flow, velocity, pressure drop an d
density measurement feasible in the area of oil field operation have to be identi-
fied, see table 1 . In this context installability and maintainability were examined ,
as well as radiation safety and power source requirements, and the suitability o f
the instrument for licensing by the regulatory authorities . Other criteria included
lifetime expectancy, signal quality, cleaning capability, interference with othe r
instruments, and availability . By examining the various techniques in the light of
the criteria identified above, a short list of possible techniques was produced b y
the construction of a logic diagram, giving rise to a number of combinations of
metering techniques (fig 1) .
A combination proposed by Siemens/KWU in 1988, /4/, consists for example o f
venturi tube, non intrusive impedance probe and single-beam gamma-den-
sitometer, fig . 2, and corresponds to the results of the study made by Hewitt . The
measurement principle is based on the idea that the venturi tube with its reduc-
tion in cross-section and associated flow acceleration homogenizes the multi-
phase/multi-component flow. Capacitor and gamma-densitometer, which ar e
used for compositional measurements, are therefore installed in the throat sec -
tion of the venturi tube to reduce the extent to which their signals are affected b y
the flow patterns that occurs with this technique . The total flow rate is deter-
mined by means of differential pressure measurement at the venturi tube. Test-
ing in a rig with oil, water and air under atmospheric conditions showed that th e
metering system functions properly and supplies easily evaluable signals only i f
the various components are distributed virtually homogeneously throughout th e
flow and with oil or air forming a continuous phase . Under these conditions, cal-
culated partial mass flows of air, oil and water can be accurate within ± 25 %

Siemens/KWU also tested a device similar to the described one which combines a
venturi meter and an intrusive capacitor (plate type) . This combination has bee n
used in water/steam mixtures up to about 230 bar and 400°C (horizontal orienta -
tion, steady-state conditions) . The performance of the meter for steam mass frac -
tions between 0.01 to 0 .9 was within ± 20 % (fig . 2a) .

In reactor safety studies such as PKL (Germany) CCTF, SCTF and ROSA (Japan) ,
LOBI (EC), BETHSY (France) other combinations have been used, with the aim t o
minimize the flow disturbance as homogenizing was not likely /5/to /8/ .

The PKL and CCTF devices located in the horizontal hot legs are combinations of a
3-beam gamma-densitometer, a full flow turbine and a drag body meter/9/ .
The instruments have been calibrated carefully in a two-phase flow loop .
If phase velocities are assumed to be equal (slip s = 1) in the calculation for tota l
mass/flow only the combination of two informations is required (e .g . gamma-D
+ drag or gamma-D + turbine or turbine + drag) . In this case a comparison o f

the different results for accuracy estimations is possible . In most of the cases dif-
ferent phase velocities must be assumed so that all three instrument signals are
necessary to determine mass flow rate .
The instrument signals and the evaluated mass flow for a typical hot leg oscilla -
tion slug flow situation simulating a large break LOCA is shown in fig . 3 .
The results are reasonably good . More trouble with this instrumentation is ob-
tained under low flow and esp . under counter current flow conditions (reflux
condensation) .

The type of instrumented spool piece used in the BETHSY facility (France) is spe -
cially designed to measure also stratified flow conditions (fig . 3a) . The combina-
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tion of a 3-beam Gamma-densitometer ano turooprooes iz mm) oistrioute a
along a vertical diameter of the horizontal pipings (in hot and cold legs) provides
mass flow rate measurements in stratified flow with a maximum uncertainty of ±
15 % as long as the liquid level remains above the lowest turbine .
In the ROSA-Large Scale Test Facility also 3-beam Gamma-densitometers are in-
stalled with the aim to measure flow distribution; flow rates are measured at the
steam generators exit in single phase flow.

UPTF Pipe Flowmete r
In large pipes like in the 1 :1 simulation of UPTF /10/10a/ full flow instrumentation
is not applicable . In the UPTF five Pipe Flow Meters (PFM) were installed in th e
four hot legs and in the broken cold leg. Each of the PFM use an array of fou r
drag disks and three gamma-densitometer beams along with an absolute pres -
sure and temperature measurement (fig . 4) . The signals from all instruments have
to be interpreted to determine flow regime, void fraction, phase velocities, phasic
densities and total mass flow. UPTF pipe flowmeter data interpretation was
based on algorithms adapted from other facility applications /10b/, supplemen-
ted by limited in-situ, single-phase calibration at UPTF (fig . 5) .
To get an idea about the quality of the UPTF test results, test calculations were
done to compare "hand-calculated" values with results, calculated by the PFM al -
gorithm. These calculations show, that the algorithm is able to determine homo-
geneous and stratified flow in most cases. For test calculations with annular flo w
the algorithm sometimes determines stratified or tilted stratified flow because of
the local positioning of the probes. However, in such cases the calculated mass
flow was in a good agreement with the hand-calculated input data.

High discrepancies occurred for situations when tilted stratified flow was deter -
mined by the algorithm in the case that the assumed phase boundary was on the
line between two drag paddles . Also for two-phase flow with big differences be-
tween the phase velocities, higher differences between both calculated values
were obtained.

For some tests, the total mass flow rates calculated by the PFM algorithm were
compared with single-phase mass balance calculations. The deviation of the tota l
mass flow was between 6 and 10 % . This is a good result fora two-phase flow
measurement.

3.2 UPTF END BOX INSTRUMENTATION

A special measurement approach was developed in order to determine the mass
flow of each phase (steam and water) through the upper end-boxes (193 Fuel as-
semblies, FA), the interphase between reactor core and upper plenum .
The task was to determine the steam and water mass flow for the following flo w
regimes:

• Cocurrent downflow
• Water downflow
• Countercurrent flow
• Cocurrent upflow with saturated or subcooled water in the upper

plenum.
The simulated transients included the endphase of blowdown (EOB) as well as th e
refill and reflood phase of a large break LOCA in a PWR with cold leg or combined
(cold and hot leg) ECC-injection .

At least two different flow measurement signals are required for determinatio n
of the total mass flow in a two-phase flow. The flow restricting area of a fuel as-
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sembly end-box is the tie plate which is about 20 mm thick and perforated with a
lot of holes of 12 mm diameter . The tie plate is predestinate for the measurement
location, since the three-dimensional flow around the end-box is forced to flow
vertically in the tie plate holes associated with a vertical force on the tie plate .
Therefore, the tie plate force was chosen as one of the measurement parameters .
For this purpose, a cutout section of about 60 % of the whole tie plate area wa s
used as a drag-body, where all transducers for the force measurement were ac -
commodated within structural members of the endbox, so that this instrumen t
sampled a large amount of the flow with minimum disturbance to the flow .

A turbine, mounted in the soak flow above one tie plate hole, was chosen to mea -
sure the second required flow parameter, since a local fluid density measuremen t
by gamma-ray device was not possible . Information about the local water leve l
above the tie plate was gained from a purged OP-measurement (fig . 6) .
Extensive calibration tests were performed for this combined measuremen t
equipment of tie plate drag-body and turbine (called flow module) in an one-fue l
assembly test facility covering the above mentioned flow regimes and a pressure
range of 2 .5 to 6 bar . The calibration in an endbox mocke-up consisted of 345 set s
of data points and took great efforts in man power and expenses (fig . 7) .
A special flow module algorithm had to be developed to determine the mass flo w
of each phase, since standard evaluation methods deliver only the total two-
phase mass flow. The relationship between the steam/water mass flow throug h
the tie plate and the drag-body force was gained from the momentum equatio n
applied to an appropriate control volume around the tie plate, while the correla-
tion for the turbine rotation was derived from a torque balance of driving an d
braking forces acting on the rotor blades. Based on these correlations and th e
flow module calibration test results, a computer code was developed which de-
termines the steam and water mass flow rates from measured drag-body force
and measured turbine rotation as follows (Fig . 8) :
The calculation starts with determining a steam flow rate from measured drag -
body force assuming no tie plate water flow (steam only) . For the tie plate flo w
investigated on Fig . 8 this steam only flow would result in a much higher turbin e
rotation than measured . Therefore, the assumed steam flow is successively de -
creased and the water flow increased until the true steam/water flow rate i s
found which delivers identical values for the calculated and measured turbine ro-
tation. The standard deviation for this tie plate mass flow measurement is liste d
in Table 2 .

3.3 LOCAL PROBES IN TWO PHASE FLO W
For void fraction or even only detection of the presence of water (Yes/No) variou s
types of local probes are proposed /11/to /13/. The most rigid ones are impedanc e
type probes measuring either capacitance or conductivity . A more promising de-
velopment seems to be optical probes as e .g . installed in the UPTF facility .

Liquid Level Detectors (LLD) and Fluid Distribution Grids (FDG) in UPTF :

In the UPTF 705 optical FDG's and LLD's were installed primarily in the upper ple-
num and the downcomer area, to detect the presence or absence of water at sin -
gle locations, using the reflection/refraction of light at a sapphire/fluid interface .
All sensors were calibrated in-situ at known wet and dry conditions . These value s
than were used to set the wet/dry bi-stable discrimination by the sensor electron-
ics.
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The results of the UPTF FDG/LLD sensors can oe used as an aooiuonai irnormauon
about steam/water distribution in the case of separated steam and water flow .
Fig . 9 shows a comparison of temperature and FDG/LLD readings for such a situa -
tion in the UPTF downcomer . Both measurements are in a good agreement .

For homogeneous two-phase flow the FDG/LLD results should be carefully inter-
preted. Fig . 10 shows the same comparison for steam/water mixture flow throug h
the downcomer during the end of blowdown phase . At that time, the results are
completely different. During the whole EOB phase, all FDG sensors show onl y
"wet" . Due to dispersed droplet flow the probe tips seem to be wet enough al l
the times.

A comparison of LLD signals with collapsed water level measurements can not
confirm these LLD results . Only at the end of the test, when the water and steam
phases are well separated, the LLD's are in an acceptable agreement again with
the measured collapsed water level . The time before, the LLD signals indicate a
water level much more higher, than measured with the DP-cell .

Conductivity Liquid Level Detectors in PK L

LOFT-type LLDs were installed in the core region inside of unheated rods and in
the upper plenum.
As the probe tip was oriented downwards the installation of splash shields wer e
almost of no use. In case of dispersed flow or even more in case of bubbly flow
(water continuous phase) the sensors tend to overpredict water inventory as to b e
seen in fig . 11 (comparison with collapsed level measurements) .

Impedance Probes in PK L

Other local measurements for density are the so called Impedance Probes (tested
in PKL for the 2D/3D projects; developed by ORNL) which consist of two pin o r
flag or multi string type sensors (fig . 12) assembled within a ceramic insulator and
mounted on a support structure e .g . unheated rods in the core or reactor inter-
nals in the upper plenum or on a separate holding device . The void fraction is ob-
tained by analyzing magnitude and phase of the sensors impedance. Calibration
tests showed encouraging result, however in flooding experiments with high wa-
ter entrainment a liquid film deposits on the surface of all unheated structures s o
that water bridging effects on the insulators often caused large differences in th e
signal levels, the absolute values of void fraction did not correspond anymore to
the main part of the sensors cross section (fig . '13) .

Local Velocity or Flow Direction Detectio n

Additional help for the comparison between experiments and calculations can b e
taken from local measurement for flow direction and velocities .

Of special interest during flooding experiments was the core to upper plenum in-
terface.
In the UPTF facility so called Break Through Detectors are used which are drag-
body type sensors just below 3 holes of the upper tie plate of a full element (jus t
below the Flow Modules) . As these instruments were rather inexpensive 94 of
these sensors are installed (fig . 14) .

The sensors could identify the downflow of water for large quantities (hot side in-
jection) as well as for small quantities (deentrainment in the upper plenum i n
case of cold leg ECC injection) .
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In the PKL facility some local miniturbines installed on the top of a single hole o f
the tie plate have been used during flooding experiments . Fig. 15 shows a com-
parison between measured turbine velocity and a qualitative interpretation (sub -
cooled, saturated or superheated) of local fluid temperature measurements . I t
can be seen that in case of a longer indication of down flow the fluid tempera-
ture was always subcooled indicating a solid water breakthrough .

Flow Visualisatio n
Large facility dimensions and relatively low system pressures such as in UPTF en -
courage experimentalists to try to visualize the flow as a good help to interpret
other sensor signals nearby. Various attempts have been undertaken in UPTF an d
other two-phase test facilities taking photos (dubble flash), video or high spee d
recordings through windows or use lens systems or miniature cameras to ente r
into the flow channel . Especially the JAERI video probe /16/ should be mentione d
which is small in size (12 mm diameter or even smaller 2 .8 mm diameter for lower
pressure 12 MPa) . It can withstand 20 MPa and over 370°C . The small probes coul d
identify not only flow pattern but also small voids while op-methods are not sen-
sitive enough .
As long as the continuous phase is steam with smaller water droplets (disperse d
flow) the flow visualization is rather successful . In this flow regime also laser tech-
niques for droplet size and velocity or flow direction measurements (3D) can be
applied. These systems are also useful in the late phase of a flooding process or a t
the transition from single phase to two phase flow when the system is almost ful l
of water and only a few steam bubbles occur . However a very interesting par t
e .g . of a flooding process takes place when slug flow or churned flow occurs . Dur-
ing this period of time flow observation is reduced to just a few mm next to th e
glas or saphire windows as the two-phase mixture becomes non transparent .
Then the support in interpretation of other two phase sensor signal located near -
by is very poor .

3 .4 MASS AND ENERGY BALANCE METHOD S

As indicated previously in many cases it is not possible to measure the two-phas e
flow parameters that are easy to compare with thermohydraulic models . Often
only an integral comparison is possible which allows to assess the code capability .
In these cases it is necessary to make comparisons with rather simple and reliabl e
instrumentation such as AP-measurements .
One example is the vertical void fraction distribution in a heated core derived
from a fine net of Ap-sensors . Assuming that acceleration and friction pressur e
losses can be neglected the Ap readings between the pressure taps can be inter-
preted as collapsed liquid level or mean density . Fig . 16 gives an example how th e
relation between total collapsed level and swell or two-phase mixture level can
be derived .
An other example of UPTF is the interpretation of the entrainment behavior dur-
ing a bottom flooding experiment using Ap-measurements and the method o f
water separation . Fig 17 shows entrainment scenarios for different points of tim e
in the transient .
All experimentalists try to use these kind of back-up measurements to check th e
two-phase instrumentations installed and to make sure that higher errors do not
mislead the interpretation during a long transient .
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3 .5 LIQUID LEVEL MEASUREMENT IN THE PRESSURE VESSEL OF A PW R

The water level of the pressurizer is used to monitor the water inventory of th e
primary system of a PWR . The TMI accident however demonstrated that in case of
a pressurizer leak (valve stuck open etc .) this is not a reliable information for reac -
tor pressure vessel inventory.
To fulfill the requirements of the licensing authorities a in-vessel probe was de-
veloped which is rugged, reliable and consists of proven parts . Based on the spe -
cial requirements of a nuclear system (radiation level, boric acid (lower pH value )
high velocities and flow induced vibration during normal operation, no pressur e
boundary penetration below the reactor coolant lines, no purge system oper-
ational also under accident conditions) practically none of the many two-phase
instruments used in the laboratories were applicable .
For a point-wise detection of the liquid level in the upper plenum a probe wa s
selected consisting of two resistance thermometers (one wrapped with a heatin g
element) . Being inserted into water heat transfer is so high that the heat input
from the heating element does not influence the temperature of this sensor . Be-
ing in steam environment due to heating one sensor gets a higher temperatur e
than the other one . This difference can be measured by a wheatstone bridge . The
sensors are shielded by a tube with only small openings at the bottom and to p
end so that besides very rapid depressurization situations (where the probe signa l
is not relevant) the sensors measure always separated collapsed liquid level condi -
tions for all flow regimes occurring in the upper plenum (fig . 18, 19) .

Prototypes have been tested under typical small break LOCA situations . One pro-
be was also used in many PKL experiments and showed reliable signals . In the
meantime 3 stalks with 3 sensors each were installed in most of the German PWR s
/17/.
As accident management procedures (in case of beyond design basis accidents )
such as bleed and feed measures are currently investigated to a great extend, th e
use of these sensors have been discussed and examined in detail also under these
conditions. It turned out that also under very high system pressure the probe s
provide reliable signals .
At present the development of a redundant, diversified system is under discussio n
with different options such a s

stalk-type sensors in the upper plenum with continuous (eg . Ap) measure-
ments

ultrasonic measurements at the hot leg using a proven technology installed
already in some BWR plants /18/ .

4. CONCLUSIONS
Good progress has been made in measuring two-phase flow mainly influenced b y
the large reactor safety research programs and by the instrumentation de-
velopment for the oil industry . The authors tried to give some examples and com-
ments to experience especially obtained in the German reactor safety research .
These examples indicate that reliable instrumentation is still limited and ofte n
cannot measure the physical properties or have to be installed at locations othe r
than required and specified by the code developers. The cooperation between
the experimentalists and the analysts will further rely on feasible solutions an d
compromises.
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For instrument developers there are still ambitious targets for future work suc h
as :

simple to use low flow measuring techniques (<1 cm/s )

high void fraction local density measurements e .g . for direct measurement
of water entrainmen t
on-line concentration measurements fo r

• non-condensibles in steam atmosphere
• additives e .g . boric acid in the water phase

automated ultrasonic interpretation for film thickness measurement

video image evaluation into velocity informations etc .

The authors also thank the teams responsible for reactor safety research experi-
ments in other countries for comments and advises to this paper.
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Fig. 4: UPTF Pipe Flow Meter - Arrangement of instrument s

Fig. 5: Evaluation of two-phase mass flow in the primary loop s

Fig. 6: Arrangement of instruments in the tie plate area

Fig. 7: Evaluation of two-phase mass flow at the tie plat e

Fig . 8: Schematic diagram for determining steam and water mass flow rate s
from flow modul measurement signal s

Fig. 9: Water level formation in downcomer
Comparison of optical LLD with fluid temperatures

Fig. 10: Water level formation in downcomer
Comparison of optical LLD with fluid temperatures

Fig . 11 : Detection of water distribution in a large volume using a conductivit y
liquid level detector syste m

Fig. 12: Different types of impedance probes for local velocity and void fractio n
measurement

Fig. 13: Comparison of void fractions determined with impedance probes an d
geodetic head ( p) measurements

Fig. 14 : Breakthrough detecto r

Fig . 15: Correlation of turbine signal with fluid temperature in upper tie plate

Fig. 16: Determination of collapsed level, swell level and density using
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Fig. 17: UPTF - Water entrainment into upper plenum, hot leg and steam generato r

Fig . 18: Siemens/KWU RPV-Level prob e
Thimble and sensor arrangements

Fig. 19: Siemens/KWU RPV-Level prob e
Water level versus time during small break LOCA
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SIEMEN S

Weighing of a pipe
Vibrating tube density mete r
Acoustic attenuation
Impedance
Single-beam gamma-densitomete r
Broad-beam gamma-densitomete r
Multi-beam gamma-densitomete r
Gamma-ray scattering
Neutron attenuatio n
Neutron scattering
Microwave attenuatio n
In-the-line (grab) samplin g
Isokinetic samplin g
Turbine mete r
Vortex shedding mete r
Acoustic velocity (pulse and return )
Acoustic cross-correlation
Electromagnetic flow mete r
Pulsed photon activatio n
Pulsed neutron activation
Radioactive tracer method
Drag disk or screen
Variable area orifice
Orifice mete r
Venturi meter
Pitot tube
Tube pressure dro p
Pressure fluctuation signature
True mass flowmete r
Coriolis mete r
Neutron interrogatio n
Multi-energy gamma-densitomete r

Table 1 : Potential measuring devices for multi-phase flow according to /1/
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SIEMENS

• Low upflow and countercurrent flow (CCF), saturated conditions

Tie plate steam mass flow

	

± 10 %

Tie plate water mass flow

	

± 52 %
Tie plate total mass flow (steam and water)

	

± 32 %

• High upflow (total mass Flow > 3 kg/s/FA), saturated condition s

- Tie plate steam mass flow

	

± 11 %

Tie plate water mass flow

	

± 28 %

Tie plate total mass flow (steam and water)

	

± 12 %

• Two-phase upflow with subcooled water above tie plat e

Tie plate steam mass flow

	

± 21 %
Tie plate water mass flow

	

± 36 %
Tie plate total mass flow (steam and water)

	

± 28 %

• Steam only upflow with subcooled water above tie plate

- Tie plate steam mass flow

	

± 15 %

Tie plate total mass flow (steam and water)

	

± 72 %

• Cocurrent downflow

Tie plate steam mass flow

	

± 19 %
Tie plate water mass flow

	

± 23 %
Tie plate total mass flow (steam and water)

	

± 17 %

• Water downflow ± 9 %

Table 2 : Standard deviation for UPTF tie plate mass flow measurement
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Fig . 4: UPTF Pipe Flow Meter - Arrangement of Instruments
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Fig . 5: Evaluation of two-phase mass flow in the primary loops
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Fig. 6: Arrangement of instruments in the tie plate area
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Fig . 7: Evaluation of two-phase mass flow at the tie plate
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tie plate steam mass flow (log- scale )

tie plate steam mass flow G5T c

Fig. 8: Schematic diagram for determining steam and water mass flow rates
from flow modul measurement signals
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Fig. 12: Different types of Impedance probes for local velocity and void fractio n
measurement
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UPTF-TRA M

94 detectors installed 7 mm below tie plat e

4 systems failed just after start of test phase ;
since that time the systems are working
without problem s

Fig. 14: Breakthrough detector
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Fig . 15: Correlation of turbine signal with fluid temperature In upper tie plat e
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UPTF

120.s

	

- Equilibrium :
delivery into SG
core water injectio n

Fig . 17: UPTF - Water entrainment into upper plenum, hot leg and steam generator
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Fig. 18: Siemens/KWU RPV-Level probe
Thimble and sensor arrangements
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Numerics of Codes : Stability, Diffusion, and Convergence

J. H. Mahaffy

The Pennsylvania State University
Applied Research Laboratory

P .O . Box 30
State College, PA 16804

USA

ABSTRACT

The numerical methods used in the primary US reactor safety codes are summarized. The
basic Courant-type stability limits for these codes are reviewed, and more subtle stability pmb -
lems arising from the explicit evaluation of various friction and heat-transfer coefficients ar e
discussed . Much of the stability and robustness of these codes has come at the expense of
high numerical diffusion. The impact of numerical diffusion is illustrated . The question of
convergence of solutions of the difference equations to those of the original differentia l
equations is also addressed .

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the contents of this paper are applicable in varying degrees to a wide range of codes ,
specific remarks are limited to versions of the TRAC, RELAP, and (to a limited extent) the RETRAN
code series . The stability properties of these codes, resulting from the choice of time level fo r
pressure gradient and terms in the mass, energy, and momentum fluxes, have been well studied .
Linearized stability analysis of the full set of two-phase flow equations provides only limite d
information, due to the complexity of the resulting algebraic equations. However, much has been
learned from linearized analysis of the basic numerical methods applied to single phase flow, an d
detailed numerical trials of the full two-phase codes. Unfortunately, a large class of stability problems ,
resulting from the evaluation of various heat transfer and friction coefficients (wall and interfacial )
at the old time level, has been inadequately addressed . Since these instabilities are generall y
manifested as bounded oscillations, it has been argued that they do not effect the mean predictions o f
system behavior. One example is presented of significant error in mean behavior caused by such an
instability.

The questions of diffusion and convergence have not been as widely studied as stability . Since the
inception of most reactor safety codes, it has been recognized that the chosen spatial and temporal
difference methods introduce substantial numerical diffusion . However, for the vast majority of prob-
lems of interest this has not been a significant problem. Attempts to introduce less diffusive numerical
schemes degraded the robustness of the methods to levels unacceptable in production codes . The
recent importance of core oscillations in BWR's has resulted in renewed interest in the effects of thi s
numerical diffusion and attempts to introduce improved methods .

The formal convergence of the difference equations used in reactor safety codes has generally bee n
acceptable . However, in a less formal sense convergence problems can result from the use of a form
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of the energy equation that is not fully conservative. For flow through an abrupt area change, the
temperature change downstream will be predicted incorrectly regardless of the length selected for the
mesh cells. This problem has been recognized for many years, but most recently became an issue as
a result of an attempt to use RELAP to model the behavior of a reactor containment.

2. Basic Equations

Because of my background with the TRAC-PWR program, I will begin by discussing the numerica l
methods used in that code series, and then discuss key points of similarity and difference for othe r
safety codes . To demonstrate these methods, only a simplified model for one-dimensional, single-phase
flow in a pipe will be considered. References are provided for the full two-phase models and
associated difference equations. The differential equations for this simple model are :

(1)

(2)

av +v•VV =- PVI, -KVIvI . (3)

Here, K is a wall friction coefficient that may be a function of velocity and fluid properties.

TRAC-PWR codes beginning with TRAC-PF1 [1] employ the stability-enhancing two-step (SETS)
method[2,3] to solve the flow equations . This is an extension to the standard semi-implicit method s
found in earlier versions of' TRAC [4] and versions of RELAP through RELAP5/MOD2 [5] . SETS
has the advantage that it eliminates the material Courant stability limit of a semi-implicit method, an d
the computer time per cell per time-step is reduced by at least a factor of 5 over that of a full y
implicit method .

A staggered spatial mesh is used for the finite-volume equations, with thermodynamic propertie s
evaluated at the cell centers and the velocity evaluated at the cell edges. Only difference equations
on the one-dimensional version of this mesh will be demonstrated, but the generalization to two- an d
three-dimensional versions is not difficult. To ensure stability and to maintain consistency wit h
differencing in previous TRAC versions, flux terms at cell edges use donor cell averages of the form
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(4)
(YV/j,112 = Yjvj , 'a , V,,1 o

Yj
.lV+rR

' Vj+ r
lt

< 0 .

Here Y may be any state variable . Other forms of this average may maintain stability with higher
order spatial accuracy but they have not been carefully studied . With this notation the one-dimen-
sional finite-difference divergence operator i s

o, • (

	

_ (A,.i,s (YVij.ta - Aj-wl (YVij-u2) 1

where A is the area of the cell edge and vol; the cell volume. The tern VVV becomes

V.m Vj+I# V = v,.112 (V.v - V_ W) I Axj.vr vj.112 0

V.>n(1,412-V•,~)I Ax,.vrV•rR <0 ,

where Axj ,vi = 03 (Az, + Axj ,r) . This momentum transport term is only directly relevant to
TRAC-PF1/MODI [6] and earlier codes. TRAC-PF1/MOD2 [7] currently uses area and macroscopic
density weighing within this expression, but these terms are still under study and will notbe discussed
here .

For the flow model given by Eqs . (1)-(3), the combination of basic and stabilizer equation sets can
be written in several ways. One ordering that is always stable begins with the stabilizer step for th e
equations of motion, is followed by a solution of the basic equation set for all equations, and end s
with a stabilizer step for the mass and energy equations . For this ordering, the SETS finite-difference
equations for Eqs . (1)-(3) are:

STABILIZER EQUATION OF MOTION

(v;;',2-

	

/ At + v,".mvj, r 1

r+ p 07.1 -

	

P.

(6)

(6)

(Pj:r - Pj")

+ gip (2 V";ri2 - Vcul) IV"•r, ! = 0 ,

	 1+
(7)

where
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B = O,v,+1Rr< 0

1.v+,12Pa>O ;

BASIC EQUATIONS

- 5w) l At + y.
y•1n

ÿ. . 1

+ Q (5';; - Y:1& .
1a

ya

+	 1	 (Pj1
1

- fir)

+

	

(2

	

- y">,2) Iy".1IZ I

(bj'1 - Pj7 / At + vj • (P 'V'• ') = 0 ;

(Pj•1 ~~•1 -
Pj ej) / At + Oj (P"e *r )

+1g~'vj•(y"•') =0 ;

and

STABILIZER MASS AND ENERGY EQUATIONS

(4'1 - Pj~) l At + vi - (p.+1y.+1) = 0 ;

(Pj• 'e

	

- p1ej'7 / At + Vj (P'.1e+1y.•1)

+ fi~ '' Pl •(V" 1 ) = 0 .

(S)

(9)

=0 ;

(10)

(12 )

(13)
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A tilde above a variable indicates that it is the result of an intermediate step and is not the final valu e
for the time step .

The material Courant stability limit is eliminated by treatment of the terms VW, VT V, and V-pe V
during the two steps. Additional stability has been obtained with the particular form for the frictio n

terms and the use of nonzero values of fi in the VVV terms . These special terms for friction and

VW are obtained by linearizing similar terms that are fully implicit in velocity .

Equation (7) simply represents a tridiagonal linear system in the unknown Ÿ"l and is solved first.
Next, the coupled nonlinear system given by Eqs. (9) -(11) is solved . In practice this is accomplished
by a Newton iteration in which the linearized equations are reduced to a linear system involving only

pressure variations (see Ref. 6 or 7) . Once these equations are solved, V"'r is known; hence, Eqs .

(12) and (13) are simple tridiagonal linear systems, with unknowns 4•1 and prel •t , respectively .

When this equation set is adapted to flow in complex piping networks, the pure tridiagonal structur e
is lost. However, the matrices are still sparse and easily solved.

Recent Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) versions of TRAC use a numerical method very similar to that
described above. However, there are two significant differences in TRAC-BF1 [8] and later versions .
Equation (7) is eliminated and Equation (6) as applied to the basic motion equation is replaced by

v,

	

v

	

v'j .ta
('j -_

u2) I Axon.

	

0

.rrz (v;3a - n:0

	

V. < 0 .

This mixture of new and old time velocities in the velocity gradient can result in a failure of th e
solution of the difference equations to converge to the solution differential equations as the time-ste p
and mesh length approach zero . This convergence problem is discussed in detail in Section 5 .

Relap5/Mod3 contains options for either a semi-implicit method or a variation on SETS refuted to
as the Nearly-Implicit method [9] . The semi-implicit option is similar to applying Equations (9)-(11 )
with the tildes removed from the velocities. The key difference with TRAC is that a full solution of
these nonlinear coupled algebraic equations is not attempted. The linearized equations are solved
once . The resulting values for variables are substituted into the right hand side of the rearranged mas s
and energy equations,

p
j

•
t = pi - V, • WV"),

(14)

(15)
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(16)

pN .re,•~
=P, e; - Atv,(p"e"V"a)

+ &t rf
•r vi . (va .),

to obtain the final new time densities and energies. This method eliminates systematic mass errors
that can result from the solution of linearized equations alone . This type of corrector method wa s
abandoned in the TRAC program in the late 1970's as being significantly less robust than an iterativ e
solution of the nonlinear difference equations . However, differences in flow equations and details o f
numerical techniques may have made this a good choice for RELAPS.

For the model equations in this paper the Nearly-Implicit approach involves the elimination o f
Equation (7) and the replacement of Equation (9) wit h

(5-1 -v,"•v)/At +v",2v•,,2 r"

+ P (>w: - y:rr~vj•rR y" +

	

1

	

isi•r)

	

(17)

1 ç'vi ti11v >RI =o .

In the actual RELAP implementation the VVV term is area and density weighted and centra l
differenced . Equations (10) and (Il) are linearized and solved to obtain intermediate values for ne w
time pressure and specific internal energy as a linear function of cell face velocities . These
relationships for pressure are substituted into Equation (17) and the resulting tridiagonal (for two-fluid
equations a block tridiagonal) linear system is solved to obtain the new time velocities . Solution of
Equations (12) and (13) follows as described for TRAC to obtain final new time densities and
energies. At first thought, the conservative nature of the stabilizer mass equation should eliminate th e
need for anything other than a linearized solution of the basic equation set . Unfortunately, numerical
experiments with TRAC indicate that stable behavior of the SETS method at high multiples of th e
material Courant limit requires a well converged solution of the nonlinear basic equation set .

The Nearly-Implicit method was originally described as a variant of SETS in reference [3], bu t
rejected for use in TRAC because the use of separate stabilizer momentum equations actually require s
less computational effort with TRAC's two-fluid equations . However, due to the presence of virtua l
mass terms in the RELAP two-phase momentum equations, the version of SETS found in TRAC i s
not feasible for RELAP and the Nearly-Implicit method is a natural choice .

REI•RAN [10] is a third safety code series commonly used in the USA, although for a narrower rang e
of transients than TRAC and RELAP. A significant reason for this restricted utility is the continued
use of a drift-flux formulation for the flow equations . R.ETRAN-02 uses a fairly conventional semi -
implicit technique, but with mass flow replacing velocity as an independent variable . RETRAN-03
removes the material Courant limit with a fully implicit treatment of all mass, energy and momentu m

4.
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flux terms [11], and applies advanced sparse matrix techniques to the resulting linear equations. It
contains the option to solve only a single linearization of the equations as in RELAP, or to continu e
to solve the nonlinear equations with a Newton iteration . As is the case for TRAC and RELAP,
RETRAN-03 and its predecessors evaluate all heat transfer and friction (wall and interfacial)
coefficients at the old time level, and share the stability problems associated with this practice .

3. STABILITY

The original SETS method was constructed from information propagation arguments . It was observed
that the semi-implicit approach eliminated the sound speed from the standard Courant limit of explici t
schemes by transmitting sound wave information throughout the spatial finite-difference mesh in a
single time step . The remaining material Courant stability limit (At < As/ I VI) is accounted for by
the argument that information on the material being convected is only propagated one cell per tim e
step. Therefore, it was concluded that the remaining material Courant limit could be removed b y
adding to a semi-implicit method a step that propagates the necessary information on mass, energy ,
and momentum flux. This heuristic stability analysis is not always valid [12], and must be confirme d
with more detailed linearized analysis and computational tests .

A more rigorous understanding of the stability of semi-implicit methods can be obtained by combining
Equations (10) and (11) with the simple motion equation
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For a standard linearized stability analysis, the eigenvalues of the amplification matrix ar e

7i=	 P_ q

[3

	

i ic-,1112

and

A = P - fl .
P

where

(18)

(19)

(20)
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• =1-e au ,

mod

•

	

qq'=4sin2( ) .

2 Also note that V> 0 has been assumed.

For the first pa ir of eigemalues stability requires

= P 2 +x(1- P)

	

.z
p2 + ÿ2 x

This condition is clearly met for any At when the flow is subsonic, and as the velocity becomes muc h

greater than the sound speed monotonically approaches the condition that At < Ax/V. For the final
eigenvalue the condition for stability become s

1 +x (1 -p) < 1p2

which is only tote if At < MV.

Extension of this type of stability analysis to the SETS Eqs. (7)-(13) is not as simple as in the
preceding cases. The algebra becomes more complicated and the eigenvalues of the amplification
matrix are given by

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)

(25)
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(26)
3 +rh

and

I= 2P(P+rh )+rr h (2P +rh)t(r2t) 2(2P +TO'+4001' +20g 2 - ~'))

	

(27)
2(r+1)(P + rhe

The magnitude of this eigenvalue is difficult to evaluate . However, it is instructive to take the limit
of time steps much greater than the material Courant limit For this case, 3 approaches zero and the
eigenvalues in Eq . (27) go to zero and

1_ r <1 ,
p-o r+l

suggesting unconditional stability .

In practice, the SETS equations are not unconditionally stable because heat transfer and frictio n
coefficients are evaluated at the old time level. At very large time steps, functional forms for the
friction factor containing a strong velocity dependence can drive instabilities, as can a stron g
void-fraction dependence for interfacial friction in the two-fluid modeL This is why the method i s
referred to as stability enhancing rather than unconditionally stable .

One simple illustration of the instabilities that can arise from explicit coefficients is the problem that
initially prompted the peculiar linearized implicit friction terms (wall and interfacial) in TRA C
versions later than PD2 . Consider a test problem consisting of a 5 foot high vertical column with a
stream of air bubbles injected at the bottom . The problem is started in a pure liquid state and run t o
a steady state two-phase bubble rise flow . For this example the column is divided into 20 equa l
length cells . When run with the standard release version of TRAC-PF1/MOD2, it runs stably at all
time steps tested (.001 - .5 s ) . A second series of runs has been made with a special version o f
TRAC-PF1/MOD2 in which the interfacial drag terms are the product of an explicitly evaluate d
coefficient, the absolute value of the relative velocity evaluated at the old time, and the relativ e
velocity evaluated at the new time level. This is the form found in the vessel component of TRAC-
PD2 and in all know versions of RELAP5 .

Figure 1 shows the vapor velocity at the bottom face of the top cell in the column for a stable run
with a time-step of .001 seconds, and for an unstable run with a time step of .02 seconds . For this
problem the material Courant limit is about .5 seconds. The instability onset appears at about .01
seconds, and time-step control in TRAC will not permit execution of the problem with step values

(28)
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consistently much above .02 seconds. When examined in detail the vapor velocity is switching
between two extreme values from one step to the next.

At= .001 -
At= .020 --- -

0 . 6

0 . 4

0 .2

0

Figure 1. Bubble Rise Velocity

Figure 2 illustrates an important feature seen consistently in problems containing this type o f
interfacial drag instability . The mean void fraction in the column attains a steady value below tha t
of the stable case. The average value of the bubble rise velocity in the unstable regime is larger than
the actual bubble rise velocity . This oscillating instability has affected the accuracy of the predictio n
of the mean behavior of the system. Although the fix introduced in TRAC-PF1 appears to have solve d
the problem for all interfacial drag correlations used in the code . One could imagine correlations with
more dependence on relative velocity introducing further instability due to old time level evaluation .

Other instabilities are clearly present in these codes due to explicit evaluation of various coefficients .
Both TRAC and RELAP have had long term problems with time-step sizes being forced down t o
unexpectedly low values during the modeling of reflood. I believe that the prime cause in thi s
situation is an unstable subcooled boiling model, but old time evaluation of wall and interfacial hea t
transfer coefficients are probably also playing a role . Even in seemingly stable conditions there is
evidence [13) that fully explicit evaluation of wall heat transfer coefficients can lead to slow growth
instability that significantly affects results, but is difficult to detect .
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Figure 2 . Mean Column Void Fraction

Although various forms of formal stability analysis are useful, only careful numerical experiments
provide to final answers on numerical stability limits and the sources of some subtle instabilities . A
common test is to drive a simple one dimensional channel with either two pressure boundary
conditions or a combination of a mass flow and a pressure boundary condition. This is often fruitful ,
as in the above example. However, one should recognize that certain instabilities can be swept out o f
the exit pressure boundary condition. A more sensitive test is to construct a closed loop with eithe r
constant initial velocity and no wall friction or wall friction and a momentum source in one or more

cells.

4. DIFFUSION

Because SETS was treated simply as an addition to the semi-implicit method, no attempt was mad e

to modify the original spatial and temporal differencing procedures . As a result, the current form of
SETS is first-order accurate in time and space and in some instances can produce excessive artificia l

diffusion. Fortunately, this diffusion is not often a problem in modeling reactor transients . The
positive side effect of this low-order accuracy is that the method is extremely robust .

The existence of this strong numerical diffusion in codes with donor-cell differencing is well known .

To provide a specific example, a test problem has been run using the boron field in TRAC-
PFI/MOD2. A Boron solution is injected at time zero into a 10 meter pipe containing liquid moving

at 1 meter per second. The boron mass fraction in the solution is 0 .002 . The pipe is initially modeled
with 20 cells 0.5 meters in length. Figure 3 shows boron concentrations profiles at various times fo r
a calculation with constant time steps of 0.250 seconds (half of the material Courant limit) . Much of
the numerical diffusion in this example is due to the implicit nature of the SETS method . In fact for

0 .0 3

0 .02

0 .01
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this problem with a constant velocity, the numerical diffusion is the same as that for a fully-implicit
method using the same spatial differencing . Figure 4 contains the results of the same run with th e
stabilizing mass and energy equations eliminated . The code is running in semi-implicit mode, and ha s
significantly less numerical diffusion. Numerical diffusion in this case is equivalent to that of a
standard explicit method running with constant velocity .

0 .002

0 .001

t = 2s -
t = 4s -
t = 6s	
t = 8s -
t =10s -

2

	

4

	

6
Position (m)

Figure 3. Implicit Diffusion Test, Time Step = .250s

8 10

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the time-step size sensitivity of the implicit (SETS) and explicit (semi -
implicit) time differencing scheme . As should be expected, the diffusion in the implicit metho d
increases monotonically with time-step size. For the explicit numerical scheme, truncation terms
associated with old time level evaluation of density in the mass flux tend to cancel the diffusiv e
terms associated with donor-cell differencing. As should be expected, the boron profiles approach th e
same limit for the implicit and explicit methods as time-steps become small . For the explicit flux
terms, diffusion decreases with increasing time-step size until a step function is propagated perfectly
at the material Courant stability limit . In practice this non-diffusive propagation can not be achieved
due to the standard use of a non-uniform mesh and the use of a variety of controls on time-step size .

Figure 7 illustrates the effect of mesh size on diffusion for implicit and explicit fluxes . These results
can also be predicted from the knowledge of the time and time-step dependence, and a remap of a
given profile to half the time value on a mesh with half the cell length .
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Figure 4. Explicit Diffusion Test, Time Step = .250s

Figure S . Implicit Diffusion Test, t = 6s
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Figure 6. Explicit Diffusion Test, t = 6 s
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Figure 7. Diffusion Test, t = 6s, Time Step = .100s
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A misconception exists with some people that the numerical diffusion in a donor-cell method wil l
damp out oscillations, making it inappropriate for the analysis of phenomena such as BWR cor e
oscillations . Figure 8 presents a counter example to this assumption, plotting the time-history of th e
liquid level in a manometer. The manometer is modeled with 40-05 meter cells . In fact Borkowski
[14] has produced some very useful BWR predictions using TRAC-BF1. Numerical diffusion can act
to damp high amplitude manometer oscillations down to a lower level that is maintained withou t
further damping. However, the most frequent phenomena in codes like TRAC that act directly to
suppress oscillations are related to water-packing [15]. Problems in thesis research by B. Boyer on
flow instabilities in condensers [16] were traced to this source .

0 . 6

0 .58

0 .5 6

0 .54

• 0 .52

0 . 5

• 0 .4 8

0 .4 6

0 .4 4

0 .4 2

0 .4
0

Figure 8 . Manometer Liquid Level

Numerical diffusion can have an effect in the modeling of problems such as BWR core oscillation s
through another source . If a liquid front is artificially spread beyond it's mue location in a core rod
region, the underlying driving force may be incorrectly modeled to the extent that oscillations ar e
never seen. These spreading effects tend not to be as severe in TRAC and RELAP as those spreading
a boron front in a uniform velocity . The action of gravity combined with the non-uniform effects of
interfacial drag on the liquid drop and vapor bubble velocities tend to keep fronts sharper than migh t
be expected. The bubble rise stability test in Section 3 is a good example of this lowered amount of
diffusion. The correct time for vapor arrival in the top mesh cell is 10.4 seconds. The first vapor i s
seen in this cell with a full SETS calculation at about 10 .0 seconds for all time steps used ( .001 - .5
s) . In the case of the manometer oscillation presented in this section, no significant spreading of th e
liquid interface is seen .

At this time the basic versions of these system analysis codes continue to employ donor-cell spatia l
differencing . However, modifications to RETRAN-03 have been published that include a specia l
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difference method to reduce numerical diffusion [17] . This method is applied to the full set of
difference equations in RETRAN-03 and shows significant promise. An in-house version of TRAC
includes a second-order Godunov method [18] to remove diffusion from the boron equation, bu t
continues to use a standard full donor-cell difference in all other equations . This is scheduled for
release in TRAC-PF1/MOD3 . Similar improvement to the boron field in RELAP5 should be expected.

5. CONVERGENCE

There are actually two different convergence problems faced by these codes . The first is simply the
convergence of the iteration required to solve the nonlinear coupled difference equations, and only i s
an issue for the TRAC series and the non-linear option in RETRAN . The Newton iteration in TRA C
has always converged well provided that excessive changes in independent variables are limited b y
time-step control and tests are included to deal with transitions across the saturation line and betwee n
single and two-phase states . The second convergence problem is the question of whether the solution s
to the difference equations converge to those of the differential equations as the time-step and mes h
length approach zero. This property is also referred to as consistency.

The first thing to note regarding TRAC and RELAP5 is that it is not desirable to operate in a stat e
where the difference equations are too close to full consistency with the differential equations . It is
well known that the two-fluid model used in these codes is formally ill-posed [19] . Fortunately, at
any practical time-step or mesh size, non-physical solutions are suppressed by the current differenc e
equations. This issue should be reconsidered by anyone developing higher-order difference method s
for reactor safety codes. It may be necessary to use a set of partial differential equations that are well -
posed.

The most obvious occurrence of a consistency problem is in the TRAC-BWR motion equation. The
difficulty can be illustrated with a simple flow equatio n

av + v av + 1
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The corresponding difference equation (assuming positive flow) in the BWR numerical method i s
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Now apply a standard truncation error analysis to Eq. (30) , using Taylor series expansions about time
level n and space point j+1/2 . The result is
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Consistency with the original partial differential equation clearly requires a time step size substantiall y
below the material Courant limit .

The developers of TRAC-BWR were aware of this situation when the method was installed, but afte r
careful consideration concluded that analysis of transients for which the code was designed would not
be significantly affected. In most instances the velocity field is in a quasi-equilibrium state, or othe r
conditions such as reflood or ECC injection limit the time-step well below the Courant limit .
However. a user should always be aware of the limitations of this hybrid method . For example, i t
should not be applied to problems where the rate of coast-down after a pump trip or the time fo r
establishing full natural circulation is important . In cases such as these, a standard SETS approach
is clearly preferable .

A more subtle consistency problem is related to the modeling of discontinuities . One example of thi s
is the classic water-packing problem [15] . If a water-packing pressure spike occurs on a given mesh ,
reduction of the time-step actually increases the magnitude of the spike . A second example is
modeling of flow through an abrupt area change . Given the non-conservative form of the energy
equation in TRAC and RELAPS, it is not possible to simultaneously obtain correct values for bot h
the pressure and temperature change across an abrupt area change regardless of how small the time -
step and mesh size . This is at the root of recent safety concerns, regarding the use of RELAPS/MOD 3
to model both the reactor and containment (a job it was never meant to perform) . This form of the
energy equations also prevents the codes from correctly modeling the propagation of shock waves, bu t
they have never been intended for that task .

6. CONCLUSIONS

The numerical methods in TRAC and RELAPS have evolved to the point that they are very simila r
and share many advantages and flaws . The RETRAN series has followed a different path and no w
contains more implicit difference equations . and better options to counter numerical diffusion.
Unfortunately REI'RAN has continued to use a drift-flux formulation for it's basic equation set ,
limiting the range of transients that it can validly model .

Even after 15 years of development the TRAC and RELAP programs have numerical stabilit y
problems that should be resolved. The explicit treatment of friction and heat transfer coefficients i s
undoubtedly increasing the computer time required for simulating many transients . It may also be
affecting the accuracy of these simulations .
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ABSTRACT

New applications have been found for advanced bast estimate codas ,
duo to the needs for industrial studies and safety studies, and du e
also to the appereance of new generations of computers, as powerfu l
work stations . Thus developments have been focused on the optimizatio n
of the numerical performances of thermal-hydraulics codes based on two -
fluid six equation model .

The first field of investigation is to minimize the computing time .
Comparisons of existing methods demonstrate that a fully implicit
scheme is suitable to be optimized .

The second field of investigation is to develop powerful three -
dimensional module with advanced numerical method, as multistep method ,
conjugate gradient method for the solver and in future non-structured
meshing .

1 . INTRODUCTION

Several thermalhydraulics codes of second generation have been developed fo r
the last ten years . Two fluid six equation model are involved in these codes wher e

- one or three dimensional modules are used . Theses codes are operationnal and have
proved their efficiency in a wide range of applications in research and developmen t
studies and in safety studies .

CATHARE is the best estimate code, developed by EDF, FRAMATOME and CBA . It
used for Research and Development, licensing and safety studies by the French
partners . It is also widely used by industrials and safety institutes in severa l
countries . The latest version which has been released is the version 1 .3 . A new
version 1 .4 is under development, following the investigations discussed before .

The French partners have defined new applications for CATHARE .as follow :
• The code is used for licensing by Electricite de France (EDF) and FRAMATOME . A
methodology is under development, which includes the development of tools for
sensitivity studies .
• The use of CATHARE for safety studies implies that the code is aliving, it means
under-devolpment in order to still have a development team which is able to act a s
expert for the industry as for the safety autority .in the use of the code .
• The code will be coupled with larger industrial code systems where severa l
physical domains are involved (mechanics, chemistery, neutronics, . . .) For
instance, the code will take part into the EEC severe accident code ESCADRE .
• A new generation of fast running industrial simulators with a best estimat e
thermal-hydraulics module is under development . CATHARE will be included in the now
EDF SIPA simulators as in the new EDF full-scope simulators .
• CATHARE has to provide an advanced Three-dimensionnal module with qualified
physical models and with a low CPV+time consuming .
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2 . TWO FLUID S22 EQUATION MODULI

2 .1 OPTIMIZATION OF EXISTING CODES

The objective of this investigation is to drastically reduce the CPU-tim e
needed for the thermalhydraulics codes . The CPU time used by a code for a give n
calculation can be written :

TCPU s ITERATION x (NUMBER OF MESHES) x (ELEMENTARY TIME )
There are two ways to reduce TCPU : either to reduce the elementary time, or to
reduce the number of iterations needed to calculate a given physical situation .

The elementary time depends on two factors, the numerical method used i n
the discretisation of the non-linear system . and the optimization of the Fortra n
coding. For a given numerical algoritm, the number of Newton iterations performed
by the code can be minimized by reducing the number of numerical incidents .

3 .3 OPTIMIZATION OF A ONI_DIMENSIONAL MODULI

This module is based on a 6-equation 2-fluid model (2 mass equations . 2
energy equations and 2 momentum equations) . 2 additionnal transport equations can
be used for the noncondensable gases . Boron and activity transport can be also
calculated . Investigations were made to compare several advanced numerical schemes
with implicit behaviour . Then, three modules were developed, one with a fully -
implicit scheme, and the two others with multi-step method where the solutio n
scheme of equations is split into fractional steps :

a) A tatty imnti~ir ,eh*ml, developed for the CATHARE code(1), (the
interphase exchange, the pressure propagation and the convection terms are totall y
implicitely evaluated) have been used to achieve the largest time step as possibl e
which is not Courant limited . The solution of the non-linear difference equations
is solved by a Newton-Raphson iterative method . In this method, the analytica l
derivatives for each constitutive relationship and each equation is systematically
used. There is no use of numerical derivatives . -

b) Aneer1v imnlirit srh.me

The first step consist of solving all six equations,treating al l
interphase exchange processes, the pressure propagation process and the momentu m
convection process, implicitely. The mass and energy equations are solved locall y
in a cell to give a single pressure equation depending only on the phasic velocit y

.at each face of the cells . The pressures are eliminated and the velocities ar e
obtained f;om the momentum equations .

The second step is used to implicitly evaluate the convective terms i n
the mass and energy balance equations .

c) TheSETS ,theme
In this method, developed by MAHAFFY(2), three steps are used for th e

semi-explicit basic step, as follow :
• the pre-prediction for velocities
• the velocity convection stabilization step
• the semi-implicit step involving implicit pressure
Then, the convective terms in the scalar equation are evaluated implicitily in th e
mass and energy balance equation .
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Task in the
module

CATHARE 2
V1 .3

` fully
implicit

nearly
implicit

SETS

Discretiza -
tion

468 200 187 7 5

Constitutive
Relationships
& steam / plater

211 57 57 2 7

Manacement 229 0 0 0
, TOTAL 908 257 244 102

TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF CATHARE WITH HIGHLY VECTORIZED MODULES
ELEMENTARY TIME(µs )

These three modules were developped with an high level of vectorizatio n
and were used to calculate the CANON VERTICAL experiment . It is a blowdown
experiment (3) enabling qualification of the interfacial friction and vapou r
generation. It is initiated at nominal PWR pressure (15MPa) and a 1 to 10m m
diameter break is opened . At the beginning the fluid is single-phase liquid .
During the transient a large range of single and two-phase flow behaviours i s
covered.( boiling, swell level, critical flow) Thus,it is suitable for testing
numerical methods . This experiment is modeled with a pipe of 59 meshes . The
transient was computed until the test section becomes empty in the four cases . The
results of the behaviour of the three modules are compared to CATHARE 2 Version 1 .3
( table 1) .

The data management task in CATHARE is highly time consuming and will be
drastically reduced in future versions . The constitutive relationships and the
steam water physical properties can be easily vectorized . In the SETS method, the
low timing for this task is due to the lack of some derivative computations . The
discretization task includes the computations of the equations (highly vectorized )
but also the elimination and the resolution task . It is higher for the fully
implicit method and lower for the SETS method . The differences between all the
methods is due to the time consuming for inverting large matrix . The physical
solution was indentical for CATHARE, the fully implcit method and the nearly
implicit method, but for the SETS method large oscillations were discovered,due to
sharp interfacial friction variation, which is consistent with the results obtained

-by SPINDLER et al .(4) .

For future developments, it was choosen to keep on with the full y
implicit method and to investigate advanced method for matrix inversion, t o
drastically reduces the matrix calculations . Considering that a wide range o f
physical situations are supposed to be calculated, as for example accident
management and small break loto in nuclear safety, this method is well adapted whe n
the optimization task is completed .

1 .3 REDUCTION OF NUMERICAL INCIDENTS
Nevertheless, the experience has shown that the nearly implicit and fully

implicit schemes have not been able to achieve as fast a running capability a s
might be expected . An explanation lies in the nature of the 2-phase problem ,
particulary the discontinuities that occur in the derivatives of the dependent
variables .

When the algorithm has difficulty to converge, it can have an origin in th e
physical constitutive relationship behavior . The constitutive parameters associate d
with the exchanges of energy or momentum with the interface or the wall can all
suffer rapid change in magnitude from one time step to the next . The flow regime
transitions also result in nearly-discontinuous behaviors of the constitutiv e
models . Another factor is the .anomalous numerical behaviour (e .g. water
packing, . . .) which affects the implicit schemes, as the semi- or nearly- implicit
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schemes. These anomalies effectively limit the achievable time step, but there ar e
inescapable .

However, some incidents are due to either programming errors o r
discontinuity of function (or derivatives) or an incorrect use of algorithm, whic h
could be corrected . In that way, a substantial effort has to be done to analyze th e
incidents and examine if it is possible to improve the robustness of a code . In
particular, a systematic comparison between analytic and numerical derivatives are
performed during the ungoing developments of CATHARE code to find out errors

3 . TERES-DIEENSIONAL NODULE

A Three-dimensionnal module has been developed(S) . Its objectives are mainly
to be able to describe, either the pressure vessel of a PWR during Large Break LOC A
or severe accident, or the containment building, or eventually other component . The
module is also based on a six-equation two-fluid model, with eventually additionna l
equations for 4 non-condensable gases and for boron or activity transport .

3 .1Discretisation of the equations
As for the One-dimensional module, to have a stable numerical scheme with

sufficient damping, the equations are discretized at the first order in using a
finite difference scheme with staggered spacial mesh and a donor-cell method .

A multi-step method with implicit behaviour is used to resolve the system, i n
order to eliminate the material courant limitation. In the case of the three-
dimensional module, a fully implicit method would be too much time consumming, du e
to the large matrix inversions neede d
a)proAirrnr ,ren

The predictor step is close to a semi-implicit method . The convective terms are
taken implicitely if the fluid enters the cell . explicitsly if not . The sourc e
terms are taken implicitely.The mass and energy fluxes are calculated with implici t
velocities and donored explicit quantities for the scalar . In the momentum
equations, the spatial derivatives and the interfacial friction are take n
implicitely .
}+)Mrrretnr sr=

The corrector step ensures a correct mass balance .
e)Last sreo

A last step is necessary to calculate the main variables, the pressure, th e
partial pressure, the liquid or gases temperature and the void fraction , i n
.resolving a system of four to eight equations (depending of the number o f
noncondensable gases) . In fact, only one iteration is performed to get the voi d
fraction .

3 .1 CONJUGATE GRADIENT SQUARED ALCORITN (6,7 )
The conjugate gradient squared algoritm is a generalization of the conjugate

gradient method, capable to deal with non-symmetric matrices . This iterative method
was introduced by Sonneveld (7) . A preconditionning of the system must be performed
in order to accelerate the convergence rate of this iterative method . It is based
on the incomplete LU factorization, for which two levels are presently available :
the level 0 which preserves the fill-in structure of the original matrix A, an d
level 1 which typically adds 6 extra diagonals to the seven-diagonal matri x
structure arising in finite difference 3D regular grids .

The important properties of this iterative method are :

- Extensive use of matrix-vector products and vector-vector dot products which aro
performed very efficiently on a vector computer .
- Limited memory requirement s
- CPU total cost associated with the number of iterations needed to converge an d
with the balance between the effort spent for preconditioning and the resulting
convergence acceleration .
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On table 6, comparison between LU direct method and Biconjugate gradien t
iterative method is compared in the case of a TAPIOCA calculatio n

SOLUTION METHOD 225 CELLS 450 CELLS 1000 CELLS
DIRECT SOLVER
LU FACTORIZTION .550 1 .960 8 .780
BICONJUGATE
GRADIENT
LU 0,

	

PRECOND .
.610 1.400 3 .260

PERFORMANCE RATIC. .902 1 .4 2 .693

TABLE 6 TAPIOCA SLOWDOWN TESTS, COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE SOLVERS

4 APPLICATION TO CATNARE CODS

4 .1 PERFORMANCE OF CATRARS VERSION 1 .3
As it has been mentionned before, contrary to most of the other industria l

codes, the fully implicit scheme has been used from the beginning of CATHARE
development . The time step advantage that fully-implicit schemes have, is partially
offset by the fact that in two-phase systems, it is necessary to use rather small
time steps at points of discontinuity in the constitutive models and at points o f
phase appearance and disappearance. It is also offset by the fact that the matrice s
to be solved are very large .

CALCULATIONS
BETHSY

small break
BETHSY

small break
PWR

Large Break
PWR

Large Break
6 inches 6 inches

EXPERIMENTAL
TIME

(s1

1159 1151 542 86

NUMBER OF
HPDR . MESHES

301 301 216 216

NUMBER O F
ITERATIONS

29099 29099 92741 42072

CPU TIME (s) 9100 17114 37960 23500

ELEMENTARY
TIME

(Us)

1040 1954 1900 2570

COMPUTER CRAY2 HP9000-720 CRAY 2 CRAY 2

TABLE 2 PERFORMANCES OF CATHARE 2 VERSION 1 .3 DURING COMPUTATIONS OF INTEGRAL
SYSTEMS

In CATHARE, the time-step is automatically managed and depends strongly on th e
nature of the physical phenomena which are modelled. On table 2, the elementary
time (CPU-TIME/ITERATIONS/MESH CELLS) is presented for different calculations : two
simulations of small break loco performed on the BETHSY test facility(9), two PWR

large break calculations (one performed without non-condensable gases and including
all the ref loading phase and one with HYDROGEN and NITROGEN gases) . It can be
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Task in the cods Elementary time
(4s)

Relative time
(t )

Discretization
(1-D module)

259 . 25 .

Discretizatio
(others module) 52 . 5 .

Constitutive
Relationships

156 . 15 .

steam wate r
Onus . properties

55 . 5 .

e.smsnation of
the internal Eq .
Zf the modules

177 . 17 .

resolution of
-~• svstem 32 . 3 .

Neat structur e
and fuel

80 . 8 .

Management of
the information

	

_
229 . 22 .

TABLE 3 REPARTITION OF THE WORK LOAD IN CATHARE 2

noticed the impact of the non-optimized elimination process in comparing the two
large break calculations . On the table 3, the répartition between the different
tasks performed by the code is compared . It is noticed that the discretization . the
constitutive relationships and the steam-water properties are very time consuming
which proves that the coding is not optimized . Due to the implicit scheme, the
elimination and resolution tasks also result in a large CPU load .

The code runs without major numerical problems . However numerical incidents .
which lead to time step reductions, can occur during the transient . There are

.essentially due to some physicals parameters which are out of range of validit y
during the iterations or some difficulty for the coda to find a physica l
solution. 'Then the code reduces the time step and restarts the iterative
process . It has been noticed that 30% of the iterations are lost .

4 .2 Coding optimization for the VERSION 1 .4
In a fully implicit code, the linear algebra relating to the Jacobia n

matrix should be the dominant CPU-time cost, contrary to the perforances analysi s
shown in Table 3 . Thus, it has been chosen to design a completly new internal dat a
structure in order to take advantage of intensive vector computing and to minimiz e
memory movements . It has to be noticed that this task is achieved without any
change in the constitutive relationships and in the 6 equations (as in thei r
discretization) . Only coding aspects are taken into account, in such a way tha t
version 1 .4 strictly reproduce the physical results of version 1 .3 . Therefore full
vectorization of the code was put as a base requirement for coding .

When the objective of drastically reducing the CPU-time spent in the
equations, the constitutive relationships and the information management, is
achieved, parallel computing through macrotasking aspects will be considered to
speed up the system solution. At present time of v1 .4 development,some important
results can be already presented, concerning the optimization and the vectorization
of the discretization. the constitutive . relationships and of the steam water
properties . Comparisons have been made with a 59 meshed CANON VERTICAL computation
(table 4) .
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4 .3 Numerical performances of the three-dimensional modul e
During this development, much attention has been paid to the problem o f

vectorization in order to make efficient use of vectors computers . Most of the
computing time can be distributed among three major task: the discretization, the
physical constitutive relationships, the resolution of the Jakobian matrix .

Task in the code CATHARE 2 V1 .3 First development s

Discretization
(1-D module)

259 . 127 .

Discretization
(others module )

Constitutive
Relationshi ps

156 . 31 .

steam water
phys . properties

55 . 6 .

elimination o f
the internal Eq .
of the modules

177 . 6 0

resolution of
the system 32 . 32' .

Heat structure
and fuel

80 . 80•

Management o f
the information

229 . 23

• not yet optimized

TABLE 4 REPARTITION OF THE TIMING FOR DIFFERENT TASKS IN CATHARE 2 ,
PERFORMED ON CRAY 7@(P 28, CFT77 ; ELEMENTARY TIME(Ws )

To demonstrate the robustness of this module, a TAPIOCA (5) calculation which
simulates the blowdown of a PWR pressure vessel, initiated at 15MPa . A 20mm
lateral break is opened . The throe-dimensional module give reasonable physica l
results, all the most that it is not yet qualified . On table 5, the numerical
perofrmances of this module are presented. When this effort is made, most of the
computing time is spent in the resolution of those linear systems . A direct method
(LU factorization) was used in a first attempt to solve the linear Jakobian system
in the predictor as in the corrector . This method is expensive and an alternative
approach has been recently implemented which is based on a conjugate gradient typ e
method .

DISCRETIZATION

17

CONSTITUTIVE
RELATIONSHIPS

11

JACOBEAN
RESOLUTION

473

TABLE 5 NUMERICAL PERORMANCES OF THE 3D MODULE DURING A TAPIOCA BLOWDOW N
CALCULATION (ELEMENTARY TIME IN µs) •
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5 . CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

-1- The fully implicit method offers, for a one-dimensional model, goo d
possibilities to be optimized . The vectorization of the equations and the physica l
constitutive relationships is an easy task to reduce the CPU time . This can be
achieve without any modifications of the physical results . Investigations ar e
performed to reduce the cost of the linear algebra task and to reduce the physico -
numerical incidents .

-2- A Three-dimensional module is developed . A multistep method is used t o
achieve an implicit behaviour. Its first performances are reasonable . Recent
efforts were made to implement a resolution method based on the Preconditione d
gradient, which can provide significant time saving for problems with more than 50 0
nodes . Multidimensional development will be enhace, in particular to develop non -
structured meshing .

-3- These investigations are applied to the new version of CATHARE under
development . CATHARE is used in several related applications :
• This new version will be fast running, in particular to be integrated in the ne w
generation of simulators .
• The flexibility will be improved, in particular its robustness because the cod a
is used for industrial studies .
• The cods should be esealy coupled with other codes, as severe accident codes .
• A three-dimensionnal module is needed to represent pressure vessel, containment
and eventually other components .
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M. Courtaud

In Session 2 entitled "Progress in thermalhydraulics experiments large scale phenomena'
four papers were presented: two on UPTF, the 1/1 scale German facility, one on LOFT ,
the US experimental reactor, and one, more general, on scaling and counterpart tests . A
paper on the large Japanese reflood experiments SCTF and CCTF was distributed, bu t
was not presented nor discussed. UPTF is still in operation while LOFT, SCFT and CCT F
have been dismantled or will be in the near future) .

The first paper showed that the UPTF tests remarkably extended the data base required
to develop and validate analytical models used in the large thermalhydraulics codes fo r
the simulation of two-phase flow phenomena in full scale reactor geometry . Some
conclusions were drawn with respect to the scalability of two-phase flow phenomena :
* in the loop the classical "J" scaling can be applied successfully ,
* for inhomogeneous multidimensionnal flow, e .g . in the upper plenum or downcomer ,

there is a need for improved scaling due to spatial effects caused mainly by counte r
current flow of subcooled water and steam/entrained flow .

The second paper dealt with the analysis of UPTF data and presented similar conclusions .
ECC injection performance cannot be simulated in a best estimate way in small scale
facilities and UPTF data were needed .
The most promising method of scale up is calculation by computer code of integral facility
behaviour . This requires adequate constitutive equations proven for the entire scale of
code application .
A complete code validation processing scale up to full plant size is still pending. The first
calculations for UPTF showed that computer codes having constitutive laws based on small
scale test facilities were not able to predict full scale experiments . This was also observed
for codes featuring a 3D representation of the reactor vessel like TRAC PFI . Some work
has already been done to improve the codes in this respect and some work will still go on ,
in order to achieve better best estimate calculation results .

In the thirddistributed paper, which presented the large reflood experimental programme s
SCTF and CCTF, the importance of 3D phenomena was also outlined . The three
dimensional phenomena provide better core cooling in a high power bundle than expected
from models based on one dimensional reflood experiments. For a complete description
of the phenomena, more precise modelling of two-phase flow is necessary .

Significant large scale phenomena identified in the LOFT experiments were presented in
the fourth paper. LOFT, an experimental reactor, was an unique source of integral data
and provided the nuclear reactor safety community with a very important source showin g
the importance of integral testing and identifying behaviour or phenomena not show n
previously in separate effect tests or smaller integral tests .
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Three examples were presented for this service :
- in the blowdown phase of large break LOCA, sudden quenching was observed and n o

mechanistic model was available to describe these phenomena . Safety codes currently
apply an empirical heat transfer correlation based on the transition to nucleate boiling .
Code calculation of the LOFT experiments indicate that this is not a very satisfactory
procedure,

- code analysis of four small break LOCA experiments showed that the flow regime map s
and the branching models were inadequate for proper simulation of the key phenomen a
responsible for coolant inventory during the transients ,

- the results of the reflood effects during severe accident transients were unexpected an d
stimulated intensive model developments to enhance code prediction capabilities .
Quenching of the degraded core following water injection is clearly important for acciden t
management. A proper understanding and modelling of the processes is therefor e
necessary and presently lacking .

Data from LOFT - the largest nuclear integral test facility - form the most important dat a
base for the assessment of system codes to predict nuclear power plant under acciden t
conditions .

The 5th paper treated more generally of scaling problems and counterpart tests . The
following conclusions were drawn :

- In order to perform scaling analysis in integral test facilities, it is necessary to demonstrat e
that similar phenomena occur at different scales .

-Even if the above condition is fulfilled, differences in hardware and in boundary conditions
prevent direct extrapolation of data to the plant .

-The use of system codes appears strictly necessary to perform scaling analysis . A procedure
for scale analysis was proposed .

- Counterpart tests are not strictly necessary for scaling but are very useful for increasing
the cooperation and acquiring common understanding .

From the general discussion it was agreed that scaling could be easily applied for a give n
physical phenomenon using dimensional analysis . In integral test facilities however, many
physical phenomena occur which can differ in relative importance according to the differen t
scenarios to be treated . Scaling cannot be achieved in the same time for all phenomen a
and compromise is necessary . The behaviour of an integral test facility cannot b e
extrapolated to give nuclear plant behaviour . In order to do so, computer codes must b e
used, provided their constitutive laws contain the right scale effect which can be assessed
on separate effect tests .

The large scale test facilities moreover, show in many cases the importance o f
multidimensional phenomena which could not exist at smaller scales . These phenomen a
can be described in some way with the current 1D case if they are adequately assessed .
Nevertheless development of 3D codes is recommended, accompanied by sufficiently
instrumented separate effect tests to allow their accurate assessment.

To assess new passive systems for future reactors, it will be necessary to extend the dat a
base using modified existing test facilities or new ones . Finally, it is very important to
preserve the data obtained at great cost in the large test facilities and which are
indispensable for code assessment.
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Abstract

For the investigation of two-phase flow phenomena in full scale reactor geometry,
a series of experiments were carried out at the Upper Plenum Test Facility UPTF ,
which represents the primary system of a 1300 MWe Pressurized Water Reacto r
with upper plenum, downcomer and primary main coolant pipes in 1 : 1 reactor
scale .

UPTF was the German contribution to the international 2D/3D project establishe d
by the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI), the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (USNRC) of the United States of America, and the Federal Ministry
for Research and Technology (BMFT) of the Federal Republic of Germany .

Large scale findings of the UPTF tests, related to two-phase flow phenomena i n
the downcomer, in the upper plenum, at the upper core tie plate, and in the mai n
coolant pipes, will be discussed . The application of the UPTF test results for th e
validation of analytical models will be demonstrated .

1 . Introductio n

Contrary to single phase flow, where the flow consists of a uniform fluid, two-phase flow i s
characterized in general by large density and velocity differences between the water an d
the steam phases with various flow patterns, resulting from the interaction between surfac e
tension, pressure drop, shear stress and gravity force .

An enormous number of experiments have been performed to investigate two-phase flo w
phenomena in the last two decades . However, the tests have mainly been executed a t
sub-scaled test facilities compared to full scale reactor geometry .

To provide required experimental data for the two-phase flow in reactor geometry, a tes t
program at the full-scale test facility UPTF was executed [1] .
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2. The Upper Plenum Test Facilit y

The Upper Plenum Test Facility UPTF is an imitation of a four-loop 1300 MWe pressurized
water reactor with upper plenum, downcomer and the main coolant pipes in full scale reac-
tor geometry (Fig . 1 and 2) .

The steam produced in a real core and the entrained water flow are simulated by a con-
trolled steam and water injection through the core simulator . The steam generator behav-
iour is simulated by a controlled steam injection into the steam generator simulator.

The test facility has been designed in particular to study multi-dimensional two-phase flo w
effects in the upper plenum, at the upper core tie plate, and in the downcomer .

In the following, selected large scale findings from the UPTF experiments will be revealed
[2] . Results of multi-dimensional flow in the downcomer, in the upper plenum, and at th e
upper core tie plate, as well as results related to flow phenomena in the hot and cold leg o f
the main coolant pipes, including studies of the reflux condenser mode, will be presented .

3. Downcomer Behaviour

Multi-dimensional flow phenomena in the downcomer have a strong impact on the overall
system behaviour of a PWR during a loss-of-coolant accident. In particular the downcomer
by-pass phenomena influences significantly the efficiency of the cold leg emergency cor e
cooling (ECC) injection in case of an intermediate or large cold leg break.

To provide the required data base for full scale reactor geometry a test series of down -
comer tests were performed at UPTF . Tests with steam and two-phase upflow and differ-
ent ECC-injection locations were carried out to investigate downcomer behaviour durin g
end-of-blowdown and refill phases as well as during the reflood phase of a large brea k
loss-of-coolant accident .

Downcomer Behaviour during End-of-Blowdown and Refill Phase s

During the end-of-blowdown and refill phases of a loss-of-coolant accident, steam from the
core flows up the downcomer to the break . Due to flashing and entrainment in the lowe r
plenum the downcomer upflow may be two-phase . The upflow can carry some or all of th e
ECC-water injected into the cold legs or the downcomer directly out of the broken cold le g
and may limit or prevent the ECC-water downflow to the lower plenum.

The previous view of downcomer phenomena for cold leg ECC injection has been devel-
oped especially through the USNRC ECC By-pass Program . In this program, steam-wate r
tests were performed at 1/30, 1/15, 2/15 and 1/5 scale at Battelle Columbus Laboratorie s
[3] and at Creare [4] . Steady state counter current flow limitation (CCFL) tests with steam
upflow and ECC-water downflow as well as transient tests involving lower plenum flashin g
and two-phase upflow were carried out .
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Based on these experimental data of the sub-scaled test facilities empirical floodin g
relations have been developed, using two dimensional groups, a modifie d

Wallis parameter

Mx	 Pxt)2
A

	

rz=Px
~[gw(P--P`11

l
)J

with W as average downcomer annulus circumference, and the Kutateladze numbe r

Kx = Mx	 Pxt2

Though the tests have been carried out with a variation of the test facility scale between
1/30 and 1/5 scale the question, to what extent these findings can be extrapolated to full
scale downcomer geometry, remained unanswered .

To provide CCFL and by-pass data for full reactor geometry, tests at UPTF were carried
out.

In Fig . 3 UPTF results for steam upflow of 320 kg/s and ECC-injection (subcooling 115 K)
in the three intact loops are illustrated. The contour plot shows isotherms of interpolated
fluid temperatures (subcooling) in the unwrapped downcomer.

The two-dimensional presentation shows strongly heterogeneous flow conditions whic h
were not obvious from small-scale experiments . The ECC-water delivered from the col d
legs 2 and 3, which are located opposite the broken loop, penetrates the downcomer with -
out being strongly affected by the upflowing steam flow . Most of the ECC-water delivere d
from cold leg 1, which is located near the broken loop, however flows directly to the break ,
bypassing the core .

The effect of ECC-injection location on downcomer phenomena is illustrated in Fig . 4 . Re-
sults with slightly subcooled ECC-injection are presented in three diagrams .

In the upper diagram the established water delivery for ECC-injection rates of abou t
500 kg/s into each of the three intact cold legs is shown . The steam injection in the core
simulator (Mw) was varied between 30 kg/s and 450 kg/s. As the hot legs were closed i n
these tests, the steam had to flow via the downcomer to the break . Three regions regard-
ing water penetration can be distinguished, characterized by the steam injection rate M sc.

M sc > 300 kg/s
Decreasing ECC delivery from cold legs 2 and 3 with increasing steam mass flow rate, n o
delivery from cold leg 1

100 kg/s < Msc < 300 kg/s
Complete ECC delivery from cold legs 2 and 3, no delivery from cold leg 1

cor-

1 2

pxAoc

[ga(e~ - P` )]

1a
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Msc < 100 kg/s
Complete ECC delivery from cold legs 2 and 3, partial delivery from cold leg 1

The diagram in the middle of Fig . 4 shows the water delivery for a ECC-injection rate o f
about 750 kg/s into cold leg 1 only. The data show a complete by-pass at steam injectio n
rates above 100 kg/s and even partial bypass for the lowest investigated steam flow rat e
of 30 kg/s.

A different CCFL behaviour was observed by injecting ECC water into the cold legs 2 an d
3. The data presented in the lower diagram of Fig . 4 indicate still partial by-pass at a steam
injection rate of 100 kg/s . From the results of ECC-injection into the three cold legs 1 to 3 ,
complete water delivery would be expected in the case of ECC-injection into two col d
legs 2 and 3 at similar steam injection rates . Apparently, there is a synergistic effect i n
which the carry over from the cold leg 1 to the broken loop is increasing the delivery fro m
cold legs 2 and 3 to the lower plenum .

To demonstrate the effect of scaling on downcomer CCFL the data obtained from UPT F
and 1/5 scale Creare test facility for ECC-injection into three intact loops are compared i n
Fig . 5, using the Wallis parameter as defined in Equation 1 . In order to compare data o f
slightly subcooled conditions from UPTF with CCFL results of Creare obtained with satu-
rated ECC-injection, an effective steam flow (injected minus condensed steam) has bee n
introduced .

Due to the strongly heterogeneous flow conditions in the full-scale downcomer of UPTF
the water delivery curves of UPTF and Creare are significantly different For dimensionles s
effective steam flow, (J' s, ,,,)'rz , greater than 0.2, the dimensionless water downflows of
UPTF are much higher than the results of Creare . Note that the UPTF data at dimension-
less effective steam flows smaller than 0 .2 should not be directly compared to the Creare
CCFL curve considering the lower scaled ECC-injection rate of UPTF compared to th e
Creare experiments . Higher water delivery rates can be expected below the CCFL curve i f
more ECC-water is injected into cold legs 2 and 3 .

The main findings with respect to downcomer behaviour during the end-of-blowdown an d
the refill phases of an intermediate or large cold leg break with cold leg or downcomer
ECC-injection can be summarized:

there is a significant scale effect on downcomer behaviour

the flow conditions in the downcomer are highly heterogeneous at full scale

this heterogeneous or multi-dimensional behaviour increases the water delivery rates
at full-scale relative to previous tests at sub-scale facilities

the CCFL correlations developed from the sub-scale tests are not applicable to ful l
scale downcomers

the downcomer CCFL correlations for cold leg ECC injection based on sub-scale tes t
results underpredict the water penetration to the lower plenum at full scale
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due to strong heterogeneity in a real downcomer CCFL correlations have to accoun t
for the location of the ECC injection relative to the break [5] .

Downcomer Behaviour during Reflood Phas e

During the reflood phase the water level in the downcomer increases and approaches th e
bottom of the cold leg nozzles . In case of a cold leg break, the steam generated in th e
core flows via intact loop towards the downcomer . In combined injection PWRs, essentially
all of this steam is condensed by hot leg and cold leg ECC injection and there is no stea m
flow into the downcomer. In cold leg ECC injection PWRs, part of the steam is condensed .
The steam not condensed, alongwith the steam generated in the downcomer due to super -
heated walls, flows circumferentially around the downcomer and out of the broken cold leg ,
entraining and carrying away a portion of the downcomer water . The downcomer entrain -
ment decreases the available driving head for core flooding . This contributes in combina-
tion with the steam-binding phenomena to longer quench times and potentially results in
higher fuel rod cladding temperatures .

Only few data of sub-scaled test facilities are available concerning the flow behaviour in a
PWR downcomer during the reflood phase. Sub-scale CCTF II test results [6] indicated no
significant reduction of the downcomer water level due to water entrainment through th e
broken cold leg . To provide the required full scale data, reflood tests at UPTF were carrie d
out .

During testing, manometer oscillations between the downcomer and core were observed .
As the downcomer level increased, water entrainment out of the break increased . An in -
crease in entrainment caused a pressure increase in the downcomer which forced th e
downcomer level down and the core level up . Consequently, as the downcomer level de -
creased, entrainment out of the break and the pressure in the downcomer decreased . It
has been found that for a given entrainment out of the broken cold leg the water level i n
the downcomer approaches a state of equilibrium . The water level measurements reveale d
that the water level in front of the broken cold leg was higher than that at other azimuthal
positions. The local increase in water level depends on the steam/water flow at the broke n
cold leg and average downcomer water level . A maximum increase of 0 .7 m was
measured .

In Fig . 6 the downcomer water level versus water entrainment through broken cold leg fo r
different steam flows is demonstrated. As shown in this figure, water entrainment throug h
the broken cold leg increased with increasing steam flow and downcomer level.

The main findings with respect to downcomer behaviour during the reflood phase can b e
summarized :

the water entrainment out of the break is a function of steam flow and downcome r
level; water entrainment increases with increasing steam flow and increasing down -
comer level
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the steam flow via the intact loops into the downcomer and therefore the entrainment
out of the break is reduced by steam condensation on the ECC water, the steam flow
reduction is strongly affected by ECC injection rates and ECC configuration s

in a PWR with combined ECC injection (into cold leg and hot leg) the ECC flow is suffi-
ciently high (more than 170 kg/s per injection port) to condense all the loop steam flo w
during reflood, therefore no substantial entrainment occurs

in a PWR with low ECC injection rates (80 kg/s per cold leg) the reduction of the driv-
ing head of downcomer level can be of significant importance

the sub-scale CCTF tests showed less entrainment and level reduction than compar-
able tests at the large scale UPTF

the water level is higher in front of the broken cold leg than at other azimuthal posi-
tions ; the magnitude of this local increase in water level depends on the steam/water
flow out of the broken cold leg and average downcomer leve l

all ECC water injected through the nozzle near the broken loop is entrained directly ou t
of the break, even at low downcomer level s

4. Tie Plate and Upper Plenum Behaviour

Dependent on the type of ECC injection systems, different flow phenomena occur at the ti e
plate and in the upper plenum of a PWR.

For PWRs with cold leg or downcomer ECC injection, countercurrent flow of steam/wate r
upflow and saturated water downflow occurs . The water, which is entrained by the upflow-
ing core steam flow, is either de-entrained at the tie plate, de-entrained in the upper ple-
num or carried over to the hot legs . The saturated water, which is de-entrained in th e
upper plenum, either form a pool in the upper plenum or flows countercurrently to th e
steam/water upflow back through the tie plate into the core .

For PWRs with ECC injection into the hot leg or the upper plenum, countercurrent flow
phenomena at the tie plate involve steam/water upflow and local down flow of subcooled
water.

The knowledge about tie plate and upper plenum behaviour was based in the past on re-
sults gained from small-scale test facilities . More recently elaborated experimental result s
and semitheoretical correlations for the vertical countercurrent flow of steam and EC C
water through the upper tie plate of PWRs can be found in [7] . The tie plates were usuall y
simulated by small perforated plates not exceeding the size of one fuel assembly . The
Wallis parameter or the Kutateladze number were applied to correlate the data .

To study tie plate and upper plenum behaviour in full reactor geometry, tests at UPTF wer e
performed. Tests with three different types of thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions wer e
carried out (Fig. 7) :
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countercurrent flow of saturated steam and water at the tie plate (Fig . 7 a), typical of
PWRs with cold leg ECC injection

countercurrent flow of steam and saturated water injected into hot legs (Fig . 7 b)

countercurrent flow of saturated steam and water from the core and subcooled wate r
injected into hot legs (Fig . 7 c), typical of PWRs with combined ECC injection

	

.

Countercurrent Flow of Saturated Steam and Water for uniform flow distribu-
tion

To study the countercurrent flow at the tie plate and the liquid hold up above the tie plat e
in case of saturated steam/water upflow a series of UPTF tests were carried out . Reactor-
typical steam/water upflow was adjusted by the core simulator with controlled injection o f
steam and water.

In Fig . 8 data of these UPTF tests are plotted using the Kutateladze number for upflowin g
steam (K',) and downflowing water (K',, .a,,,,j . In addition corresponding data are presente d
from single fuel assembly tests performed at the Karistein Calibration Test Facility [8] t o
determine potential scale effects . The figure clearly shows the information that countercur-
rent flow limitation at the tie plate occurred at the same Kutateladze numbers in the singl e
fuel assembly test facility and in the full size facility UPTF with approximate 20 m z total
cross section .

The test results indicate that :

the steam/water upflow, the two-phase pool above the tie plate, and the water fall bac k
through the tie plate is uniform across the vesse l

the flooding curves for both full-scale and sub-scale test facilities are similar

the water downflow to each fuel assembly is scale-invarian t

for homogeneous flow conditions at the tie plate the flooding curve can be defined by
applying the Kutateladze number as scaling paramete r

Countercurrent Flow of Steam and Saturated Water injected into Hot Legs

The situation differs strongly from the one described above in that saturated ECC water i s
delivered to the upper plenum via the hot legs, while steam is injected through the cor e
simulator flowing upward through the tie plate only . This boundary condition is not reacto r
typical, however tests with saturated water injection allow the investigation of heterogen-
eous flow distribution in the upper plenum and tie plate region without the influence of con-
densation effects .
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A series of UPTF tests were carried out investigating two different configurations o f
ECC-injection . In Fig. 9 the results of tests with two loop injections (injection rates
2 x 100 kg/s) and single loop injection (injection rate 1 x 400 kg/s) are shown.

The main findings of the tests performed to investigate countercurrent flow of steam an d
saturated water injected into hot legs can be summarized :

water breakthrough from the upper plenum to the core occurred in front of the injecting
hot leg nozzles leading to heterogeneous flow conditions at the tie plat e

water downflow and steam upflow paths at the tie plate are separate d

there is no substantial time delay between start of ECC-injection and tie plate wate r
breakthrough

water breakthrough rate increased with decreasing core steam flow rate

non-uniform distribution of vertical differential pressure in the upper plenum measured
across the tie plate had been detecte d

the water downflow is significantly higher than that of the flooding curve determined fo r
homogeneous flow conditions at the tie plat e

the UPTF tests indicate clearly that "classical" Kutateladze-scaling can not be applied
for heterogeneous flow conditions without modifications [5, 9 ]

Countercurrent Flow of Saturated Steam/Water Upflow and Subcooled Wate r
injected into Hot Leg s

Compared to saturated hot leg injection the conditions for the water breakthrough at the ti e
plate become more favourable if highly subcooled ECC water is injected .

In Fig . 10 the results of an UPTF test with a very high water/steam ratio of the upflow rate
of w/s = 4 are shown (a typical value for the reflood period of a PWR is w/s = 2) . Additional
results of tests, investigating the effect of the water/steam ratio of the two-phase upflow a s
well as the effect of transitory flow change with increasing and decreasing upfiow rates are
presented .

The UPTF tests have shown that:

the ECC penetration to the core region always follows the ECC delivery to the uppe r
plenum without substantial delay, and occurs in front of the hot legs with ECC injectio n

the time-averaged water breakthrough at the tie plate is not significantly affected by in-
termittent water delivery to the upper plenum compared to continuous delivery

the water breakthrough at the tie plate increases with decreasing steam flow rate
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for a given steam upflow rate the water breakthrough at the tie plate increases with de-
creasing water/steam ratio of the two-phase upflo w

a two-phase pool of saturated steam and water in the upper plenum at initiation of ho t
leg ECC injection has only a minor effect on the water breakthrough at the tie plate

during the period of increasing core upflow rates the water downf low is higher than for
decreasing upflow rates at the same steam upflow rate s

due to heterogeneous flow conditions at the tie plate, strongly dependent on scale,
the 'classical" Kutateladze scaling cannot be applied without modifications [5, 9] .

General Conclusions related to Tie Plate and Upper Plenum Behaviour

In general the UPTF tests reveal that the tie plate CCF behaviour with hot leg ECC-injec-
tion is quite different from that without hot leg ECC-injection, even if saturated ECC-water
is delivered to the upper plenum .

The classical Kutateladze type CCFL correlation can only be used to predict the tie plate
water downflow rate if no ECC-water is injected into hot legs or upper plenum . Only in this
case the tie plate CCFL test results elaborated in small scale test facilities can be applied
to a large tie plate .

In case of hot leg ECC-injection the water downflow through the tie plate is much highe r
than predicted by the previous tie plate CCFL correlations which are based on small scale
test data . The reason for this deviating CCF behaviour is the inhomogenous distribution o f
the water mass across a full size tie plate due to local ECC-water delivery to the upper pie -
num. These features guarantee a good core cooling with hot leg injection, because over
the full range of typical reactor core outlet flowrates the injected ECC-water penetrates
through the tie plate into the core without delay and leads in combination with the cold le g
injection to a fast reflooding of the core .

5. Flow Behaviour in the Main Coolant Pipe s

Flow Behaviour in the Main Coolant Pipes during ECC-Injectio n

Pressure and fluid oscillations as well as flow regime transition can occur in the main cool -
ant pipes of a PWR during the end-of-blowdown, refill and reflood phases due to ECC-in-
jection . These oscillations are mainly induced by direct contact condensation of steam an d
the injected subcooled ECC-water.

To investigate the flow behaviour in horizontal pipes with cold leg ECC-injection via a side
tube, smallscale tests ranging from 1/20 to 1/3 scale were performed previously [10] . Th e
experiments indicated that water plug formation and oscillations may occur .
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To investigate the flow behaviour in horizontal pipes with hot leg ECC-injection via an axia l
injection nozzle, small scale tests with models at 1/5 and 1/10 scale were carried out in th e
past [11 ] .

The tests indicated that complete ECC-water reversal can occur at high steam flowrate s
from the upper plenum to the hot leg.

UPTF tests were carried out to investigate loop flow patterns at full-scale and to quantify
the thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions which leads to pressure and flow oscillations i n
the loop when ECC-water is injected into the cold leg or into the hot leg [12] .

Three different flow patterns were identified:

stable water plu g
refers to formation of a quasi-steady state water plug in the pipe adjacent to the EC C
injection port

unstable plug
implies occurrence of an unstable water plug with large oscillation amplitudes in the
pipe accompanied with water hammer event s

stratified flow
stands for establishing of water flow at the bottom and steam flow at the top of th e
pipe, where temperature stratification can occur in the water flow .

The UPTF test data gained at different values of pressure and ECC subcooling are plotted
in diagrams (Fig . 11 and 12) using the actual steam flow rate and the steam condensation
potential of the ECC water. Consequently, the maximum steam condensation potential o f
the ECC water (thermodynamic ratio R T = gls . tea. r,„/Mts = 1) is represented in these dia-
grams by a straight line indicating the interface between stratified flow and plug flo w
ranges .

For steam flows higher than the steam condensation potential of the ECC water (R T < 1) ,
stable stratified flow occurs because there has to be a flow path for the nearly saturate d
water at the bottom and the surplus steam at the top of the pipe . Stable stratified flow i n
the cold leg also occurs at steam flow rates slightly below the curve R T = 1 (Fig . 11) . The
temperature stratification of the water flowing at the bottom of the pipe allows stable strati-
fied flow to occur for RT > 1 . The extent of this region depends on the turbulence of the in-
jected ECC water .

Fig . 11 and 12 reveal that stable water plug occurs only when the steam mass flow ex-
ceeds a certain threshold value . This threshold value is a function of the absolute pressure
and also a function of the steam condensation potential of the ECC water in case of
countercurrent flow in the hot leg . In this case the water plug formation in the hot leg pipe
is linked to complete flow reversal of the injected ECC water .

When the actual steam flow is lower than the threshold value, I . e . the condensation poten-
tial of the ECC water is sufficiently higher than the actual steam flow, unstable plug flo w
with large oscillation amplitudes occurs in the cold leg or in the hot leg pipe . The steam
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flow condensing on the subcooled ECC oscillates strongly, while the water plug is expelle d
to the downcomer or upper plenum respectively. The intermittent formation of a new wate r
plug can give rise to water hammer loads on the pipe walls .

At low steam flow and ECC injection rates, stable stratified flow can occur up to the vertica l
dot-dash line (drawn in Fig. 11 and 12) which marks the minimum condensation potentia l
of the ECC water where the steam momentum flux is sufficiently high to form a water plug .

The UPTF tests reveal that:

plug flow occurs when the condensation potential of the ECC-water exceeds the stea m
flow, typical for accumulator injection

the flow is stratified when the condensation potential of the ECC-water is less than the
steam flow

plug flow results in intermittent ECC delivery into the downcomer or upper plenum re-
spectively, while stratified flow causes continuous ECC delivery

Flow Conditions in Hot Leg during Reflux Condenser Mode

In the reflux condenser mode heat is transferred from the core to the secondary side of the
steam generators by evaporation of water in the core and subsequent condensation of that
steam in the U-tubes of the steam generators. A portion of this condensate flows coun-
ter-currently to the steam through the hot leg via the upper plenum back into the core . By
momentum exchange between the upflowing steam and the downflowing water in the hot
legs flooding may occur, which could prevent or at least deteriorate the water back flow to
the core .

Countercurrent flow in PWR hot legs has been investigated at sub-scale facilities with pip e
diameters up to 200 mm (see Fig . 13) .

To provide CCFL data for full-size reactor geometry, UPTF tests were performed . The re-
sults are plotted in Fig. 14 using the Wallis parameter J'. The data show that water run-
back to the test vessel decreases as the steam flow increases . At high steam flows (J. ,
> 0 .5), there was complete turn-around of the water flow . The close agreement of the data
at the two pressures indicates that the Wallis parameter adequately accounts for pressur e
effects .

In Fig. 14 the UPTF tests are also compared to CCFL correlations derived from sub-scale
experiments . The Krolewski correlation [13] underpredicts UPTF water runback, on the
other hand the Ohunki correlation [14] overpredicts runback. The Richter correlation [15] ,
however, passes through the UPTF data, which is obviously due to the similar configur-
ation of the flow channel .

The UPTF test No . 11 demonstrated that:
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a substantial margin exists between the flooding limit and the typical conditions ex-
pected in a PWR during reflux condenser mode of a small leak loss-of-coolant acciden t

6. Application of UPTF Test Results for Code Development and Code
Assessment

The UPTF tests extended remarkably the experimental data base required to develop an d
validate analytical models used in the large thermal-hydraulic system codes for the de-
scription of phenomena in full scale reactor geometry .

To illustrate the application of the UPTF test results for model validation, the analysis o f
the UPTF test No . 11 [16], one of the essential tests in the ATHLET validation matrix du e
to the full scale reactor geometry of UPTF, will be shown .

In Fig . 15 the countercurrent flow situation during reflux condenser mode is characterized .
Also the nodalization scheme of the hot leg, used in the analysis, is indicated .

In Fig . 16 the calculated CCFL mass flow rates together with the measured data are
plotted in a Wallis diagram, using in contrast to Fig . 14 the cross-section of the hot leg out-
side the Hutze region as a characteristic dimension. Each symbol in the plot represents
either one calculation or one test run .

Based on the measurement of the 3-beam-gamma densitometer, which is mounted in th e
hot leg at a position 6 m away from the pressure vessel, a water level height has been de-
termined and compared with the ATHLET results .

Fig . 17 illustrates the calculated water level height along the hot leg at test conditions char-
acterized by 15 bar system pressure and 24 kg/s vapour flow from the upper plenum to
the steam generator. In this figure the Hutze region is indicated by an unshaded section .
The calculated water level height can be compared with the value derived on the basis o f
the 3-beam-gamma-desitometer measurement . The analysis indicates that the CCFL in
the hot leg occurs at the bend part of the hot leg . The accumulation of water reaches it s
maximum there . Consequently, the largest differences in phasic velocities are predicted fo r
this position.

In Fig . 18 the water level heights at the position at the 3-beam-gamma-densitometer are
plotted as function of the steam flow. It can be noticed that as far as the steam flow is less
than the countercurrent flowlimit the water level height is kept on a low level of abou t
0.12 m . If the steam mass flow rate reaches the CCFL conditions the water level steeply
increases to the highest level height of about 0 .30 m . With further increase of the steam
mass flow rate the water level height decreases gradually due to the start of entrainment
from the water surface . At even higher steam flow the conditions of complete flooding ar e
reached, the water downflow to the upper plenum is completely inhibited . In this situation a
large amount of water still remains in the hot leg. The water level height at the measure-
ment position is about 0 .20 m .
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The water level height, derived from the 3-beam-densitometer measurement, and the
calculated data are in good agreement . The typical flow behaviour at the onset of flooding
is predicted by the flow model implemented in ATHLET.

The UPTF test No . 11 confirms that:

the flow model of ATHLET basing on Wallis parameter for steam and water, which has
been validated previously on small-scale tests, predicts the countercurrent flow limita-
tions also in case of a large diameter pipe of 0 .75 m.

7. Conclusion s

To investigate two-phase flow phenomena occurring in PWR primary systems durin g
loss-of-coolant accidents with active emergency core cooling systems, a series of test s
have been performed at the 1 : 1 scale test facility UPTF.

The UPTF tests have remarkably extended the data base required to develop and vali-
date analytical models used in the large thermal-hydraulic codes for the simulation of two -
phase flow phenomena in full scale reactor geometry .

Based on comparisons with test results from sub-scale facilities the following conclusion s
can be drawn with respect to the scalability of the two-phase flow phenomena:

for two-phase flow conditions in horizontal and inclined pipes (1-D components) th e
classical J ' scaling can be applied successfully

for inhomogeneous flow, e . g . in the upper plenum or downcomer, there is a need for
improved multi-dimensional modellin g
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NOMENCLATUR E

A

D

F

g
h

K '

J.

J . =

M

M.meaoa

P
R T
T

W

OP = Pw-P e

P
a

Subscripts
C

cond

d

DC

eff •

H

s

w

x

cross section area, m2

diameter, m
condensation efficiency, [-]

acceleration due to gravity, rn/s2

height, m
p'' • j(g • a • Ap)-'µ Kutateladze number, [- ]

p'* • j(g D 4)-1/2 Wallis parameter for pipes, [-]
p'm j(g • W • 4) -1'2 Wallis parameter for downcomer, [- ]

mass flow, kg/s
steam condensation potential of ECC, kg/s

absolute pressure, bar

thermodynamic ratio, [-]
temperature, K

average downcomer annulus circumference, m

difference of densities, kg/rr P

density, kg/rns
surface tension, Wm

core

condensation
down; delivery

downcomer

effective

hydraulic
steam

water
water or steam

s

s

ABBREVIATIONS, ACRONYMS

BCL

	

broken cold leg

CCF(L)

CL

EC C

MCL

countercurrent flow (limitation)

cold leg
emergency core cooling (coolant)

main coolant line
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ABSTRACT

The volume scaling of previous existing integral test facilities is up to a maximu m
of 1/48 of the full size power reactors (or 1/25 for the reflood integral test facilit y
CCTF) . The experimental results achieved in these facilities or in down-scaled sep-
arate effects test facilities have to be extrapolated to reactor scale in order t o
evaluate the full size reactor thermal hydraulic behaviour . There is some uncer-
tainty in extrapolating the small scale results .

Experimental results from the 1 :1 scale UPTF test facility can considerably reduce
the uncertainty of geometrical scaling . The final goal is to qualify the overall validity
of computer program simulation, and to quantify the uncertainty of the compute r
program calculations for full size reactors .

Significant scaling dependent experimental results have been found in UPTF se-
parate effects tests in the case of heterogeneous steam-water flow conditions .
This is especially the case for vertical and horizontal countercurrent flow .

1

	

INTRODUCTIO N

The analytical simulation of transient two-phase flows is an essential element to under-
stand many safety-related problems of the operation of nuclear power plants . Several com-
putation codes have been developed during the past two decades and a large number of
code versions exists which has been subject to extensive validation activities . Integral ex-
periments as well as separate effects tests serve as background to compare calculate d
with measured parameters and to draw conclusions on the adequateness of the computa-
tion methods . In the early stage of this development the codes were primarily used to de-
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sign the engineered safety systems (e . g . emergency core cooling systems, ECCS) . During
the development period of light water reactor technology very stringent rules, well known
as "Appendix K requirement? /1/ were issued which had to be observed in code applica-
tion to warrant a conservatism in the design of the safety systems and to compensate for
the limited overall knowledge in this field .

Nowadays, two main incentives exist to improve our knowledge about the achievabl e
accuracy of two-phase flow codes when and where applied in a predictive manner. Firstly ,
there is the desire to replace the conservative requirements for code application within
licensing procedures by a "best-estimate " concept in combination with some safety factors
to compensate for proven predictive inaccuracies of the codes . Secondly, modem transient
two-phase flow codes form an essential basis for the elaboration of accident management
procedures to mitigate abnormal beyond design basis accident (DBA) plant conditions . Fo r
this purpose codes must be utilized in a "best-estimate" manner (e.g . within plant ana-
lyzers) to allow the permanent comparison to the plant status on basis of a few measured
parameters . However large uncertainties exist with respect to predictive code accuracy i n
particular for the beyond-DBA application.

Numerous code validation activities were performed in the past. A certain stabilisation of
the State-of-the-Art can be noticed, which indicates that several shortcomings of code ap-
plication have not been resolved during the last ten years of advanced code development.
Important questions remained unanswered in particular for the predictive code applicatio n
to full-size power plants:

1. May we anticipate that the set of conservation equations and constitutive equation s
processed by thermal-hydraulic codes is suitable for all test rig dimensions ?

2. If this is not the case, which methods are available to assess the uncertainty for code
application for full size nuclear power plants ?

3. How large is the expected uncertainty band of predictive code calculations and t o
which extent could this be caused by the limited range of applicability of the processe d
equations?

4. Space discretisation or nodalisation has been identified as a highly empiric element o f
code application for transient two-phase flow predictions . This may be also true for full -
size plant application for which nearly no comparison to measured data is possible .
This leads to one of the main questions: What is a useful nodalisation scheme for a nu -
clear power reactor simulation ?

The earlier code validation methodology was based on the comparison of code calculate d
results with measured parameters of a large number of isolated small scale reactor safet y
experiments . Only during the last few years, experimental results from large scale test faci-
lities became available, confirming the possibility that many earlier code validation finding s
may be strongly biased towards the facility dimensions of mainly SEMISCALE and LOBI .

"Scaling" in general encompasses all differences existing between a real full-size industria l
plant (e .g . a nuclear power plant system) and a corresponding experimental facility . An ex-
periment may differ in geometric dimensions and shape, in arrangements and availability
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of components, in the mode of operations (e .g. nuclear vs . electrical heating) or even i n
the applied test fluid (e .g. Freon vs . water) .

All these differences may distort experimental observations precluding direct application t o
the design or operation of full-size plants . An extrapolation procedure is necessary which
requires good understanding of the experiment and the involved processes to the largest
possible extent .

"Distortions' are defined as partial or total suppression of physical processes or phenom-
ena caused by differences in geometric dimensions or the arrangement of components o f
the test rigs . Other phenomena (e.g . heat losses) may dominate small scale facility be-
haviour but become less importance for large scale system tests . Distortions may also b e
caused by differences in the mode of operation of the test rigs or by the use of differen t
fluids or different hardware materials if compared to the full-size plant .

Geometric similarity between experimental test rigs and the nuclear power plant the loop
systems has been abandoned in favour of a preservation of geometric elevations, which is
a decisive parameter for gravity dominated natural circulation processes . Thus, in many
test facilities the reduction of the primary system subvolumes was largely achieved by an
equivalent reduction in vertical flow cross sections . Under the conditions of single phase
forced or natural circulation it was principally possible to minimize flow distortions in th e
scale test rig by a proper combination of the hardware or component elevations with addi-
tional orificing at selected locations within the integral loops . This holds also for those
periods of strong two-phase flow transients which are characterized by quasi-homoge-
neous flow patterns (e.g . the initial blowdown period of a large break loss of coolant acci-
dent - LBLOCA) . Similarity of transient fluid flow properties might be expected for suc h
situations . However, for most small break LOCA natural circulation periods or other two-
phase flow conditions which are dominated by slow pressure transients and pronounce d
phase separation processes, the drastic reduction of the horizontal or vertical flow cros s
sections may have an impact on the observed local flow patterns . Under these circum-
stances distortions are inevitable and the experimental observations, in particular unde r
transient conditions, will be scale or test rig dependent .

2

	

INTEGRAL TEST FACILITIE S

A large number of thermal hydraulic test facilities have been designed and operated pro-
viding a huge data base for code validation purposes. Separate effects test (SET) facilities
have been designed for the study of particular phenomena like two phase flow stratifica-
tion, water level swell, critical two-phase flow and heat transfer processes between fuel ro d
surfaces and mono- or biphasic coolant . In general, the experimental boundary condition s
under which separate effects tests have been operated have been specified from observa-
tions obtained from integral test facilities . Mostly, SET-tests can be considered as basic ex-
periments covering wide parameter fields providing the data base for code validation fo r
specific phenomena.
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Integral test facilities are of particular importance for the research into the interaction of im-
portant reactor components (e .g . the core, the steam generators, the pumps and the recir-
culation line systems) involving in an integral manner all the important transient two phas e
flow phenomena which might govern the accident behaviour of full size commercial nuclea r
power plants . In this respect the experimental evidence from integral test facilities has a
dominant position for a credible code validation process . Both, separate effects test rig s
and integral test facilities complement each other in providing the data base . However,
priority consideration has been given to the code validation based on integral test facilities .
This may be best characterized by the tests addressed within the first CSNI code vali-
dation matrix of thermal hydraulic codes for LWR-LOCA and transients issued more than 5
years ago /2/. Focusing particularly on experiments from integral test facilities available a t
that time most of the data offered for code validation have been obtained from small scale
test facilities . Subsequently, most code validation work was indeed based on these tests .
Some work is presently ongoing to generate a complementary code validation matrix fo r
specific phenomena studied in separate effects tests .

11 integral test facilities can be identified . Some of them are still existing, many of them
have been dismantled and are not anymore available. Tables 1 and 2 provide an overview
on these test facilities indicating the country of location, the owner, the achievable therma l
power and the important scaling ratio "primary system volume of a prototype PWR to pri-
mary system volume of the test rig" . The volumetric scaling ratio contains the basic in -
formation identifying the size of the test rig . Only the magnitudes of this ratio are of interest
because the typical dimensions of a prototype PWR may differ from case to case . More
details concerning detailed geometric information of these test facilities can be found in /3/ .

Certain phenomena dominating transient two phase flow processes may be governed no t
only by the volume ratios but also by other reduced geometric dimensions . E .g . is natural
convection strongly influenced by a preservation of geodetic elevations . Phase separatio n
in horizontal lines on the other hand may be dominated by the available flow cross sec -
tions . Fig . 1 provides some illustration of ratios of existing particular hardware dimension s
for several test rigs listed in tables 1 and 2. As evident from Fig . 1 most test facilities were
designed to preserve geodetic elevations . Combining volumetric scaling with the preserva-
tion of geodetic elevations resulted in the well-known distortion of the visible shape of test
facilities as illustrated by Fig . 2 .

Early in time, it was identified that specific phenomena like stratification, water entrainmen t
and vapour carryunder are obviously not scale independent . Distortions of observed flow
phenomena were to be expected which have eventually been processed into empirical cor -
relations derived from such scale experiments . Water carry-over between the ECC injec-
tion location and a large leak (typical for a DBA situation) was the most prominen t
parameter suspect to be dependent on test rig dimensions . Relevant hardware dimensions
involved were the downcomer annulus gap and the associated dimensions of recirculatio n
lines and the pressure vessel dimensions itself /4, 5/ .

Another scale-dependent process was the penetration of ECC water injected via the ho t
legs into the core region of KWU-designed pressurized water reactors . Experimental evi-
dence obtained from the 1 :135 scaled PKL facility indicated the urgent need to study scal-
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ing issues in this context. As a consequence the Federal Republic of Germany decided to
design, build and operate the full scale UPTF facility /6/ .

3

	

OVERVIEW ON UPTF EXPERIMENTAL GOALS

The UPTF Experimental Program sponsored by the Ministry for Research and Technology
(BMFT) is the German contribution to the trilateral 2D/3D project, and is performed withi n
international cooperation among Japan (JAERI), USA (USNRC) and the Federal Republi c
of Germany (BMFT) . UPTF is a full scale test facility of a four-loop 1300 MWe pressurized
water reactor including the reactor vessel (with downcomer, lower plenum, core simulator,
upper plenum) and four loops (with pump simulators and steam generator simulators) .
Major dimensions of the UPTF are depicted in Fig . 3.

The upper plenum including the internals (columns), the downcomer and the four con-
nected loops are represented in 1 :1 scale. The maximum pressure is limited to 2 MPa. The
steam produced in a real core and the water entrained by this steam flow are simulated by
controlled steam and water injection through the core simulator nozzles . 193 steam/wate r
injection nozzles are installed directly below the 193 dummy fuel assemblies, each consist-
ing of a 16 x 16 rod array (0 .775 m long) with the upper two grid spacers and the uppe r
end box including the upper tie plate .

The three intact loops are equipped with flow restrictors to simulate the reactor coolan t
pumps, and with steam /water separators representing the steam generators . The hot and
cold legs of the broken loop lead through steam/water separators and break valves into
the containment simulator. Breaks of variable size can be simulated in both the hot and the
cold leg . Detailed information on UPTF system characteristics is given in /7/ .

The objective of the test program is the full-scale investigation of the three-dimensiona l
single- and two-phase flow behaviour in the primary system of a PWR during the end-of-
blowdown, refill and reflood phases of a loss of coolant accident .

The experimental program involves the simulation of various types of PWR's with differen t
ECC systems including cold leg injection, hot leg injection, simultaneous hot and cold le g
injection and downcomer injection. The influence of vent valves on core cooling are als o
investigated .

Separate effect and integral tests were performed to study thermal hydraulic phenomena
in the upper plenum, across the upper core tie plate, in the downcomer and in the hot an d
cold legs of the primary system. Three basic ECC water injection modes were investigated
in UPTF :

cold leg injection delivering ECC-water via the cold leg, the downcomer and the lowe r
plenum into the core ,

hot leg injection delivering ECC-water via the hot leg, the upper plenum and throug h
the upper tie plate into the core,
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- combined injection coupling both cold and hot leg injection .

In addition, tests concerning small break LOCA problems were performed at lower pressur -
es (smaller than 2 MPa) to investigate

fluid/fluid mixing phenomena in the cold leg and the downcome r

countercurrent flow phenomena in the hot leg under reflux condenser conditions .

4

	

ISSUES RESOLVED BY UPTF DATA

An overview on the UPTF data is given in /8/ . The emphasis of the present paper is to de-
rive scaling laws based on UPTF 1 :1 scale separate effects test results for downcomer and
upper tie plate countercurrent flow and to compare multidimensional vertical flow wit h
countercurrent homogeneous vertical as well as heterogeneous horizontal and inclined
countercurrent flow conditions . Physical reasons will be presented for different scaling be-
haviour in different geometries and for different gas-liquid distributions . The objective is to
reduce the uncertainty of geometrical scaling . The present investigation is a basis to qual-
ify the overall validity of computer program simulation, and to quantify the uncertainty o f
computer program calculations for full size reactors .

Data from the UPTF program were used in evaluating phenomena which are important fo r
refill and reflood during large break LOCA :

Countercurrent flow in the downcomer (delivery) and/or bypass of ECC water (out th e
break )

- countercurrent flow through the upper tie plate (delivery to the core and/or carryove r
out the break of ECC water injected into the hot legs or directly into the upper plenum )

liquid vapour mixing with condensation (subcooled ECC water injection into cold and
hot legs, condensation in cold leg, downcomer as well as hot leg and upper plenum ;
influence on countercurrent flow in downcomer and upper tie plate)

entrainment and deentrainment in the upper plenum and hot legs in the case of col d
leg ECC water injection (important for steam binding which is detrimental to core cool -
ing) .

UPTF data within the 2D/3D project which are important for small break LOCA were ob-
tained for

- countercurrent flow in the hot leg during reflux-condenser conditions .

In order to reveal scaling dependent phenomena UPTF results are compared with results
gained from small scale test facilities . Proposals are made to quantify the scaling depen-
dences. A new flooding correlation for the limitation of steam-water countercurrent flow is
proposed in order to describe data up to reactor scale downcomer and upper tie plate .
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4 .1

	

Vertical Asymmetric Heterogeneous Countercurrent Flow in the Downcome r

and Upper Tie Plate

Objective of the downcomer and upper tie plate countercurrent flow tests in UPTF is to in-
vestigate if and how much ECC water is flowing downward in the downcomer and into th e
lower plenum as well as downward through the upper tie plate if steam generated in th e
core region is flowing to the broken cold leg and to the broken hot leg as shown in Fig . 4 .
Water downflow in UPTF was observed below those legs where ECC water was injected .
The main water downflow in UPTF is below those legs which are furthest from the broke n
legs .

The cold leg arrangement is shown in Fig . 5 . Fig . 6, taken from /9/, shows the flow condi-
tions in the downcomer projected into a plane, where the distribution of the measured sub -
cooling pertains to a test where 400 kg/s steam is injected, and 3 x 500 kg/s slightl y
subcooled ECC water are injected . The measured subcooled regions indicate water flo w
whereas saturation temperature indicates steam/droplet flow . The cold leg connections are
represented by white circles including the cold leg number. There is no water downflow
below cold leg 1, which is the closest to the broken cold leg . Water is partly flowing down
below cold legs 2 and 3, partly collecting in the upper part of the downcomer and partl y
flowing to the broken cold leg . Water downflow below cold leg 1 is observed only if th e
steam mass flow rate from the core region is lower than 100 kg/s (for the pressure rang e
used in the experiments) .

If ECC water is injected into the hot legs it may flow down through the upper plenum an d
the upper tie plate into the core region. The water downflow location in the upper plenu m
determines the downflow location through the upper tie plate . Fig. 7 shows the hot leg an d
the guide tube column arrangements in the UPTF upper plenum . Fig . 8 gives an impres-
sion of the flow conditions at the upper tie plate for a test where 3 x 400 kg/s subcoole d
ECC water (injection temperature 30°C) and 185 kg/s steam from the core region are in-
jected . The subcooling measured 10 mm below the tie plate is shown . The subcooled re-
gions are representing the ECC water downflow locations. Drag-body and
break-through-detector measurements in the tie plate show the same distribution of wate r
downflow and steam/water upflow . The water downflow area fraction of the tie plate flo w
cross section has been determined for this test to be approximately 32% . Steam an d
droplets are flowing upwards in the remaining part of the tie plate flow cross section .

The pronounced stable separated regions of water downflow and steam upflow which ar e
typical for vertical asymmetric heterogeneous countercurrent flow in the UPTF downcome r
and upper tie plate regions could not be observed in small scale facilities . Heterogeneous
distribution of gas upflow and water downflow is also developing in small scale facilities bu t
the locations of gas and liquid flows are alternating .

4 .1 .1

	

Saturated ECC Wate r

UPTF results indicate that the larger the size of a flow passage (such as the reactor vesse l
downcomer, or the core tie plate), combined with nonuniform geometric distribution of
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water inlet and flow outlet, the more multidimensional the flow field becomes . Fluids of dif-
ferent density and different direction of flow find it much easier to establish their own pre-
ferred flow paths in which the flow is predominately cocurrent rather than countercurrent.
For a prediction of the performance of the Nuclear Reactor ECC Systems it is important t o
be able to calculate the water downflow rate under certain upflow conditions for the IQW.I
downcomer and tie plate regions .

Correlations to describe the limitation of steam-water countercurrent flow, called flooding ,
are based on saturated water flow. The additional effects of condensation and eventually
water entrainment in the upflow from below the limiting location for countercurrent flow ca n
be included in the upward momentum term . This will be described later.

Two classic flooding equations are available to describe the limitation of vertical steam -
water countercurrent flow. These are the well-known Wallis-type and Kutateladze-type cor -
relations. The first one describes flooding in small scale flow channels /10/, see Table 3
(j'-and J'-correlations) . The constants in the correlations are determined by small scale ex-
periments /10, 11/ . If we look at one extreme case, namely zero liquid downwards flow, the
Wallis flooding correlation suggests an increase of gas momentum with scale of the flo w
channel . However, the flooding process is always coupled with instabilities of the gas/liqui d
interface, Fig . 9. These instabilities may restrict the upwards gas velocity which woul d
allow downwards penetration . If a critical wavelength is exceeded the wave becomes un -
stable . The unstable growing waves are desintegrated by the gas flow and the droplets ar e
carried with the gas upflow, limiting the liquid downflow . This is a very important mecha-
nism of the flooding phenomenon . The effect of instability of the gas-liquid interface is in-
cluded in the Kutateladze-type flooding correlation /12/, see Table 3 (K-correlations) . This
equation can be derived from a force balance perpendicular to the main steam and water
flow directions /16/ . The constants are determined by small scale experiments /13, 14/ .

In order to describe asymmetric heterogeneous gas/liquid countercurrent flow in the tota l
reactor scale downcomer and tie plate region it is necessary to correlate local steam veloc-
ities of the multi-dimensional flow field with the superficial steam velocity. Therefore, th e
Kutateladze-type flooding equation existing hitherto has to be extended . The flow is asym-
metric if the ECC water is injected via the hot or cold legs and the steam/water mixture i s
flowing out of one broken hot or cold leg . In UPTF downflow was observed near some o f
the injecting legs when water downflow occurred through the downcomer or the tie plate . A
new correlation has been developed by Glaeser /15, 16/ in order to describe the asymmet-
ric heterogeneous flooding behaviour observed in the UPTF facility, see Table 4 . The cor-
relation is described in /15/ and more details of the derivation and application of th e
correlation can be found in /16/. A dimensionless geometrical lateral distance between th e
legs with ECC injection and the broken leg is introduced in the gas upflow momentu m
term. This term relates the local upward gas velocity at the water downflow locations to th e
superficial gas velocity. The superficial gas velocity can be calculated from the steam mas s
flow rate. For low values of the geometric distance L the new correlation turns into th e
Kutateladze-type correlation, see Tables 3 and 4 .

If there is more than one ECC injection location, the arithmetic mean value of all distances
L between the ECC injection legs and the broken leg has to be used in the correlation .
However, only those injection locations can be considered where water can flow down -
ward . This means that the modified dimensionless gas velocity obtained by using the value
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of L for the individual injection location has to be below the onset of penetration point, se e
Table 5 . Otherwise, the respective ECC injection leg cannot be included in the arithmeti c
mean value L The experimental data can be very well described by this correlation /15 ,
16/.

The resulting lowest gas velocity for zero water penetration (onset of penetration) is show n
in Fig . 10 compared with the downcomer circumference scale . Water downflow is imposs -
ible for gas velocities above the curve. There are three different scaling regions on which
one of the already described respective flooding correlations is applicable (Tables 3 an d
4) .These are the classic Wallis- and Kutateladze-type as well as the new correlation . The
range of applicability is dependent on the dimensionless annulus circumference, which
governs the different flooding correlations. It can be seen from Fig . 10 that it is impossibl e
to extrapolate countercurrent flow correlations from small scale data below one-ninth
downcomer circumference scale (equivalent to 1/81 flow cross section scale) at a pressure
p = 400 kPa, for instance, to reactor scale . The large scale UPTF data were needed to
clarify the influence of scaling on the ECC flooding phenomenon . The new correlation has
been checked for pressures between 300 and 1200 kPa .

The applicability ranges of the three flooding correlations for the unner tie to region are
given in Fig . 11 . The dependence of the lowest gas velocity for zero water penetratio n
(onset of penetration) upon the equivalent diameter scale is similar to that of the down -
corner. The flooding correlations for the three scaling regions are listed in Tables 3 and 4 .
These are again the classic Wallis- and Kutateladze-type as well as the new correlation
using an appropriate geometrical parameter . For the tie plate, it is impossible to extrapo-
late from small scale data below one-third linear scale (at p = 400 kPa) which is equivalen t
to one-ninth flow cross section scale up to reactor scale . The new correlation has been
checked for pressures between 400 and 800 kPa.

It is obvious from Figures 10 and 11 that UPTF countercurrent flow limitation data ar e
above the small scale data. This means that a water downflow is possible at highe r
superficial steam velocities in UPTF than in small scale facilities . The superficial steam ve-
locity for which countercurrent flow is possible also increases with the increasing distanc e
between ECC injection leg and broken leg in UPTF, i .e . from ECC water injection in a le g
close to the broken leg up to ECC water injection opposite to the broken leg .

4 .1 .2 Subcooled ECC Wate r

The ECC systems in nuclear reactors are injecting subcooled water. Considering flooding
in combination with subcooled water injection is therefore important for nuclear reacto r
safety . Flooding in the case of subcooled ECC injection is also scaling dependent as in th e
case of saturated water injection . The steam upflow velocity, however, determining th e
water downflow rate may be reduced due to condensation . This effect can be well de -
scribed based on the flooding correlations developed for saturated water injection .

If subcooled ECC water is injected into the cold or hot legs and is flowing from there int o
the upper part of the downcomer or the upper plenum, respectively, the gas upflow superfi-
cial velocity in the flooding correlation has to be reduced by the condensation rate . This
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leads to a higher liquid downflow rate at the same steam flow rate from the core region ,
however, reduced steam flow in the flooding flow cross section compared with downflowin g
saturated water, Fig . 12 . The calculation procedure is well known and can also be applie d
to the new flooding correlation which is applicable to vertical asymmetric heterogeneou s
countercurrent flow /16/, Table 6 .

No effect of subcooled water injection on the flooding behaviour was observed when th e
upwards steam flow rate was higher than the onset of penetration rate and when the EC C
water was injected via the cold and hot legs of the main coolant loops. However, after the
onset of penetration condensation has to be considered . In order to determine the con-
densation superficial velocity j co, , the condensation efficiency f has to be determined
from experimental data. The UPTF experiments show that the condensation efficiency i s
dependent on the fraction of the injected ECC water flowing downward through the down-
corner or downward through the upper plenum and core region . Since water downflow is
dependent on the steam flow rate, some iterations are necessary for calculating the wate r
downflow rate for a given steam flow rate .

Condensation efficiency, as determined from UPTF data, can be represented b y

f=0.87Mî 4. /M1Ecc

The maximum condensation efficiency (0 .87) applied to reduce the steam superficial veloc-
ity in the gas upflow momentum term in the flooding correlation agrees with the measure d
condensation efficiency for the region including cold leg where water is injected, tota l
downcomer and lower plenum . The fact that the condensation is high in the upper down -
corner region, and that therefore the steam velocity is higher in the lower part of the down -
corner than in the upper part, does not appear relevant for calculating the condensation
effect in the flooding correlation .

For ECC water injection into the hot legs the total condensation efficiency is 0 .87. The total
condensation efficiency includes the region of hot legs with ECC injection and uppe r
plenum (f = 0 .66) and below the upper tie plate (f = 0 .21) . It appears that not only the con-
densation below the tie plate is determining the calculated upward steam superficial veloc-
ity through the tie plate . Condensation on the downflowing water in the upper plenum a s
well is determining the steam velocity distribution through the tie plate, to such a degree
that the total condensation efficiency in both the upper plenum and below the tie plate ha s
to be considered . It should bd noted that condensation in the upper plenum determines i f
the steam flow rate is sufficient to carry water from the upper plenum out to the broken ho t
leg .

4 .1 .2.1 Flooding in Downcomer

Figure 13 shows the new modified gas upflow correlation versus the liquid Kutateladz e
number for the downcomer. The new flooding equation developed by Glaeser /15, 16/ is a
good representation of all the UPTF data points obtained with saturated water injection .
This curve is the flooding line for a large scale downcomer . Countercurrent flow is imposs-
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ible above that line . Included in Fig . 13 is the result of UPTF test 5B representing sub -
cooled water injection .

A water downflow occurred below two of the three injection cold legs in UPTF test 5B (3 x
500 kg/s subcooled ECC water, injection temperature 30°C) . The measured water down-
flow is 970 kg/s and according to the equation given above the condensation efficiency is
calculated to 0 .56 . Applying this condensation efficiency th e

(Ko /L')'' value is reduced from 0 .0152 (Mo= = 320 kg/s ; Ko'n = 3 .41 )

to 0.0093 (M g = 120 kg/s ; Ka'" = 2 .1) ,

which results in K, = 1 .38 (M, = 970 kg/s), see Fig . 13.

The calculated water downflow is in very good agreement with the measured value . The
dimensionless superficial velocities are determined using the steam and water properties
for the measured pressure p = 520 k Pa. The average distance between ECC injectio n
legs and broken leg is calculated to L = (L 2 +L,)/2 = 6 .97 m.

A water downflow below cold legs 2 and 3 is possible for the core simulator steam injectio n
rate of test 5B . A 1000 kg/s maximum ECC water downflow is possible (2 x 500 kg/s ECC
water injection rate) due to a steam upflow rate reduction by condensation in the down -
corner region. Due to condensation and reduction of steam upflow at the water downflo w
location the water downflow is increasing very rapidly up to approximately the injecte d
water mass flow rates below these injection legs. This is called "water break through" .

Even due to condensation on subcooled water below cold legs 2 and 3 no water downflo w
below cold leg 1 is possible for a steam flow rate from the core of 320 kg/s .Downflow i s
only possible if the steam velocity is at or below the onset of penetration gas velocity give n
by

Kg 1 '2 = 2 .1 or (Kg/L")'' = 0.024, where L, = 1 .102 m .

Consequently, the steam mass flow rate from the core region should be lower than 29 0
kg/s for getting an additional ECC water downflow in front of cold leg 1 . The subcoole d
ECC water countercurrent flow behaviour in test 5B can be very well explained by th e
flooding curves derived from saturated water tests, taking into account the additional con-
densation effects .

4.1 .2 .2 Flooding in Upper Tie Plat e

Figure 14 shows the experimental saturated water data of UPTF for the upper tie plate i n
terms of the new gas upflow expression versus the liquid Kutateladze number . The agree-
ment between the correlation developed by Glaeser /15,16/ and measured values is good .
If the water downflow rates are approaching the ECC injection rates, the measured value s
are lower than the calculated values due to entrainment in the upper plenum (limited due
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to injection flow rate) . Included in Figure 14 is the result of UPTF test 12 representing sub -
cooled water injection .

Water downflow through the tie plate occurred below hot legs 1, 2 and 3 in test 12 (3 x 400
kg/s subcooled ECC water injection, temperature 30°C) . The downflow rate through the tie
plate was determined to be approximately in the range of 1200 kg/s to 1350 kg/s durin g

this part of the test. For example, the measured water downflow was M, = 1200 kg/s (ECC
water plus a fraction of steam condensed in the upper plenum), corresponding to K, '12 _
1 .54 when the pressure was p = 530 kPa at the start of downflow . According to Fig . 14,
this downflow is possible only if (Ko / L')' = 0.0038 . In order to meet this condition based
on the core simulator injection mass flow rate

Mo,= = 272 kg/s (Kg''2 = 3.08), a condensation mass flow rate M9 = 259 kg/s is necess-
ary. This corresponds to a condensation efficiency of f = 0.87 which is in good agreemen t
with the measured condensation efficiency for the total pressure vessel .

According to the injected steam flow rate water downflow is possible below hot legs 2 and
1 in test 12. Due to condensation on the downflowing ECC water, steam upflow rate is re-
duced according to the condensation potential of the water downflow so that a maximu m
water downflow of 800 kg/s (2 x 400 kg/s) below hot legs 2 and 1 is possible . The steam
velocity is already below the onset of penetration limit of hot leg 3 for this water downflow
rate . Therefore, water downflow below the hot leg 3 is also possible . Hot leg 3 is th e
closest to the broken hot leg. Again, the subcooled ECC water countercurrent flow behav-
iour can be very well explained by the flooding curves derived from saturated water tests ,
taking into account the additional condensation effects .

4 .1 .3 Steam and Entrained Water Upflow from the Core Region through the Uppe r

Tie Plate

Since onset of ECC water penetration occurs at higher steam superficial velocities in larg e
scale facilities than in small scale geometries the steam may carry a higher water droplet
mass flow rate per flow cross section, i .e . a higher entrainment rate (as will be describe d
later) . Therefore, the entrainment from below the flooding flow cross section may have a
more significant effect on the flooding behaviour in large scale than in small scale facilities .
This is a consequence of the previously described scaling effect which is observed i n
UPTF .

Liquid droplets entrained by the upward steam flow from the core region, i . e . from below
the flooding flow cross section in the tie plate cause an additional upflow momentum effec t
on countercurrent flow, /15, 16/, Table 6 and Fig . 15 . It is not known to the authors that thi s
effect has been investigated in vertical countercurrent separate effects tests prior to UPT F
tests /7/ and prior to UPTF calibration tests /14/, which were performed in the Karistein fa-
cility consisting of a single fuel assembly and a single steam/water injection nozzle simulat-
ing steam and steam/water upflow through the upper tie plate .

Fig. 16 shows the measured and calculated core simulator steam mass flow rate applie d
per fuel assembly for onset of water penetration versus the tie plate equivalent diameter
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scale . This is a dimensional representation of Fig . 11 for saturated ECC water . Also in-
cluded are UPTF experiments with subcooled ECC water injection (tests 12, 13 and 15 A) .
The steam mass flow rates injected in both the test 12 and the saturated water test (test
10 A) were not high enough to prevent an ECC water downflow through the tie plate . Thus ,
the highest measured steam flows for these two tests are lower than calculated for onset
of penetration. The onset of penetration steam velocity is extrapolated from saturated
water test 10 A data, as can be seen from Fig . 14. Two tests were performed with a
steam/water upflow through the tie plate simulating water entrainment from the core region
(tests 13 and 15 A) . Test 13 was performed with a water to steam mass flow ratio of 4 vi a
the core simulator injection nozzles and the mixture injection rate was continuously de -
creased with time . The higher upwards momentum due to entrained droplets in the upflo w
prevented a water penetration at lower steam flow rates than in the steam only upflow
case. This can be seen by comparing results of tests 13 and 12 . The measured steam
flow rate for onset of penetration in test 13 is in good agreement with that calculated in-
cluding the entrained liquid from the core region in the upflow momentum term, and wher e
K, was set to 0. The onset of penetration is calculated by the new correlation including th e
entrainment upward momentum and measured for a steam mass flow rate of 116 kg/s or a
steam mass flow rate per fuel assembly of 0 .6 kg/s at 440 kPa pressure.

Test 15 A was performed with the same water to steam ratio, however, the core simulato r
injection rates were decreased and subsequently increased continuously with time in order
to study the hysteresis effect. The upward steam (and water) flow rate to prevent an al -
ready established water downflow has to be higher than the onset of penetration valu e
during decreasing steam/water upflow rate. This results from the steam condensation on
the downflowing subcooled water below the tie plate which shows Fig . 12, in principle . The
reduced upwards liquid momentum due to ECC water downflow contributes also to the
hysteresis effect . The water injected via the core simulator nozzles (to simulate the core
entrainment) within the ECC water downflow regions are flowing downwards with the EC C
water and cannot contribute to the upward momentum . A redistribution of the upflowin g
water is much lower than for the steam upflow due to the higher inertia of the wate r
droplets . These two effects are resulting in the difference of steam mass flow rate for onse t
of water downward penetration between decreased and increased upflow in tests 13 an d
15 A. The hysteresis is important for the effectiveness of the reactor ECC systems, sinc e
ECC water penetrates into the core region prior to an increasing steam production due t o
the evaporation of this water . Thus, an increasing steam/water upflow occurs in the case o f
reactor ECC .

In test 15 A, in which the hysteresis effect was investigated, the established ECC wate r
downflow could not be prevented completely by increasing the steam flow up to 200 kg/s
and water flow up to 830 kg/s . In order to prevent water downflow the steam mass flow ha s
to be increased to compensate for the condensed steam flow rate at the downflowing sub -
cooled ECC water.

Fig . 16 shows the average reactor steam upflow during core reflood to compare with th e
lowest steam upflow necessary to prevent ECC water penetration . It is obvious that ECC
water downflow cannot be prevented on the UPTF scale, at least not in the increasin g
steam/water upflow case, even if the entrainment is relatively high (test 15 A) . The averag e
steam upflow during core reflood is much lower than the steam only upflow rate necessary
to prevent ECC water penetration from the upper plenum into the core region on UPTF
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scale (tests 10 A and 12) . On the other hand, for small scale facilities lower than one-hal f
linear scale (lower than one-fourth flow cross section scale), water penetration will be pre -
vented at typical reflood steam flow rates. This is the case for most of the experimental
facilities which served to study ECC system effectiveness in the past . The UPTF experi-
ments have shown that small scale facilities cannot simulate the representative reacto r
scale hot leg ECC penetration into the core region .

The observed scaling effects for vertical countercurrent flow through the downcomer an d
the upper tie plate were the most significant ones . Three different scaling regions have
been identified with increasing scale of the test facility . However, only one scaling region
was observed for the following steam-water distributions and geometries .

4 .2

	

Entrainment and Deentrainment in the Fuel Assembly Regio n

UPTF separate effects tests were performed to study the entrainment and deentrainment
in the fuel assembly region. These tests simulate core reflood without hot leg ECC injec-
tion, i .e . with cold leg or downcomer ECC injection. Water in the core evaporates, the pro-
duced steam flows upward to the upper plenum and entrains liquid droplets. The UPTF
tests were performed injecting steam and water via core simulator nozzles which distrib-
uted the steam and the water droplets uniformly over the flow cross section . The water
mass flow rate falling into the lower plenum was determined dependent on core simulato r
steam and water injection flow rates .

The difference to the previously described tests is the homogeneous distribution of wate r
droplets within the steam upflow compared with heterogeneous steam-water distribution .
That difference causes a different flooding dependence to describe the large scale wate r
downflow rate in the case of deentrainment in the region of the fuel assembly .

In the case of homogeneous vertical steam-water-countercurrent flow, the Kutateladze-
type equation (K-correlation) can be applied to correlate all data from small'scale up to
large UPTF scale as described in /8/ and /16/:

K' rz +mK,' n = C9

UPTF data can be described using C = 1 .64 and m = 0 .77. The superficial velocities in the
flooding correlation are calculated for the UPTF dummy fuel assembly flow cross section .

Computer programs use an average droplet diameter to calculate the interfacial area, in-
terfacial shear force and heat transfer . If the Kutateladze-type correlation describes drople t
flooding behaviour, the stable droplet diameter in the flooding location can be derive d
under the assumption that the droplets are spherical :
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The droplet diameter can be determined by the above equations to be about the size o f
the Laplace length of 2.5 mm at 0 .4 MPa pressure .

4.3

	

Countercurrent Flow In The Hot Leg During Reflux-Condenser Condition s

Reflux condensation is a cooling mode which may occur during a small break LOCA.
Steam is generated in the core and flows to the steam generator U-tubes where it is con-
densed . The secondary side of the steam generator is colder than the primary side during
this phase. The condensate flows countercurrent to the steam through the hot leg bac k
into the reactor vessel .

Countercurrent flow of steam and water during reflux condenser conditions was investi -
gated in UPTF for pressures of 0 .3 MPa and 1 .5 MPa. The condensate flow was simu-
lated by injection of saturated water into the steam generator simulator . This water is
flowing back to the upper plenum countercur rent to steam injected via the core simulato r
flowing from the upper plenum through the hot leg to the steam generator simulator as
shown in Fig. 17 . The flooding curve was measured under these conditions in the UPTF
hot leg. The flooding location is obviously in the inclined part of the hot leg to the steam
generator inlet (angle to the vertical axis = 40°) .

As described in /8/ the flooding data can be described by a Wallis-type equation for differ-
ent sizes of test facilitie s

jg *
12 + m j,= C, = C 2 (sin 40°)'µ

with m =0.7-1 .OandC,=0.61 -0.75 .

The dimensionless phase velocity j' is equivalent to a Froude number modified by the den-
sity ratio of the steam and water phase . Consequently, the countercurrent flow in horizon-
tal or inclined pipes is scaling dependent, and the scaling dependence is represented by a
Froude-number . The pipe dimensions of some small scale integral test facilities are al -
ready designed according to a Froude scaling .

The Kutateladze-type equation considering instabilities of the gas-liquid interface in hori-
zontal countercurrent flow conditions can be transferred into the Wallis-type equatio n
which is described in /16/ . This is possible for horizontal or inclined flow since the gravity
force of the waves is acting perpendicular to the main flow directions of steam and wate r
and counter the pressure difference between the bottom of the wave and the crest (Fig . 9) .
This means the Wallis correlation can also be applied for countercurrent flow characterize d
by unstable waves in horizontal oriented or inclined large pipes . Hence, there is the Walli s
correlation applicable to horizontal countercurrent flow over the whole scaling region, an d
there is no change to the Kutateladze number criterion or to the new correlation for hetero-
geneous flow in contrast to vertical countercurrent flow as described above . This was con-
firmed by these UPTF countercurrent flow experiments investigating reactor scale hot leg
reflux condenser conditions .
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Figure 18 shows the maximum steam mass flux for complete turnaround of water, i .e .
change from countercurrent to cocurrent flow dependent on the pipe diameter scaling . In-
cluded are some small scale test results /17, 18/. If the dimensions of the horizontal pipes
of small scale test facilities are designed according to flow cross section scaling instead o f
Froude scaling, lower water backflow superficial velocities may result compared with UPT F
full scale data. This shows the comparison with the steam mass flow of 2 % core decay
power scaled from 8 MPa to 0.3 MPa pressure, and assuming that only one steam gener-
ator is active . Small scale facilities below 1/3 diameter scale or 1/9 flow cross section scal e
would show that condensate cannot flow back to the reactor vessel, however, water deliv-
ery occurs in large scale.

4.4

	

Summary of Important UPTF Data

Test data of the full size UPTF are compared with small scale test data . The comparison
shows scale dependent and independent phenomena.

The most significant scaling dependence is observed for vertical asymmetrical heterogen-
eous countercurrent flow in the downcomer and upper tie plate. The flow is asymmetrical i f
the Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) water is injected via the cold or hot legs and th e
steam-water mixture is flowing out of one broken cold or hot leg . The ECC water downflow
to the core region may be limited due to high steam upflow mainly in the case of large
break loss of coolant accidents. Considerable differences have been observed if the UPT F
data are compared to the countercurrent flow behaviour extrapolated from small scale dat a
to reactor scale under these conditions . The UPTF experiments have shown that small
scale facilities cannot simulate the representative reactor scale ECC penetration into th e
core region . An increased ECC water downflow on reactor scale has been observed ver-
sus small scale behaviour.

UPTF countercurrent flow data in the case of ECC water injection via hot and cold legs
cannot be described by applying the well known Wallis-type or Kutateladze-type flooding
correlations . A new correlation is proposed for asymmetric heterogeneous countercurren t
I w in both the downcomer and the tie plate region in the case of ECC water injection .
The new correlation describes the dependence on geometrical scale and the dependenc e
on asymmetry of the up- and possible downflow by considering the distance between th e
individual legs where ECC water is injected and the broken leg .

The new correlation can describe the scaling dependent heterogeneous asymmetri c
countercurrent flow in good agreement with UPTF data including:

saturated water injection (basis for flooding correlations to investigate the geometrica l

scale effect)

- subcooled water injection (relevant for nuclear reactor ECC performance)
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upward entrainment from below the flooding flow cross section (relevant for nuclear re-

actor ECC performance; higher influence on ECC water downflow in large scale facilitie s

than in small scale).

In contrast to the significant scaling depence in vertical asymmetrical heterogeneous flow
no scale dependence was observed for homogeneous steam-water flow distribution . Thi s
is the case for entrainment and deentrainment in the core region and upper plenum if the
water is distributed approximately uniform over the flow cross section in the steam flow
from the core . The deentrainment or water downflow can be described by the classi c
Kutateladze-tyre (K-) correlation. The Kutateladze number does not contain a geometrica l
parameter of the flow channel, thus the correlation is independent of different geometrica l
sizes. This is valid up to UPTF scale .

A different scaling dependence was observed for countercurrent flow in the hot leg unde r
reflux-condenser conditions . The flow distribution of steam and water is heterogeneous .
The steam-water countercurrent flow in horizontal and inclinedpipes (inclined at the steam
generator inlet) in UPTF compared with small scale results is dependent on the Froud e
number modified by density ratio of the steam and water phase. Such a dependence can
be described by the classic Wallis-tyoe (j'-) flooding correlation over the total scaling re-
gion up to UPTF scale . This means the countercurrent flow behaviour or the backflo w
superficial velocity of water from the steam generator to the reactor vessel at differen t
steam superficial velocities is dependent on the pipe diameter .

If the phenomena are scale dependent small scale test facility simulation of refill and re -
flood processes may result in conservative data compared to the UPTF countercurrent flo w
data presented here. However, in order to reach the goal of "best estimate" predictions fo r
full size nuclear reactors and in order to reduce scale-up uncertainties these UPTF results
are important for the validation of computer codes. On the other hand "distortion effects" ,
for example, appear in experiments of small scale horizontal perforated plates or upper ti e
plates and upper end box configurations of a fuel assembly . These may have an importan t
influence on countercurrent flow data caused by slots close the flow channel wall (an d
number of holes or hole cross sections close to the flow channel walls) . Some information
on this effect can be found in /19/ . These effects, however, are no more important in larg e
scale facilities like UPTF .

5

	

CONCLUSION S

Countercurrent flow at different locations of the reactor primary coolant system has bee n
investigated in the present paper. Scale dependences are shown which are different fo r

- vertical flow with homogeneous or heterogeneous steam-water distribution, an d

- horizontal or inclined flow in pipes .
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The most significant scaling dependence is observed for vertical asymmetrical heterogen-
eous countercurrent flow in the downcomer and upper tie plate . This scaling effect is main-
ly due to a pronounced multidimensional steam-water flow in a large flow passag e
combined with nonuniform geometric distribution of water inlet and flow outlet . The local
relationship between steam upflow and water downflow will not be different between smal l
and large scale (if no wall effects are significant), however, the pressure and velocity fiel d
in the total passage is dependent on scale . A new correlation is proposed to describe th e
asymmetric heterogeneous gas-liquid countercurrent flow in the total downcomer and ti e
plate regions. The correlation reveals and quantifies the main scaling dependent para -
meters determining the countercurrent flow phenomenon .

In most cases data from small scale facilities cannot directly be transferred to full scal e
(exception: deentrainment in vertical homogeneous flow, for example) . The scaling law
must be known and experimentally proven to draw conclusions from small scale test re-
sults. The scaling laws can be derived from separate effects tests . However, many phe-
nomena interact in reactor transients, and one specific phenomenon may dominate th e
complete transient behaviour in integral test facilities . We have seen that ECC injectio n
performance cannot be simulated in a "best estimate` way in small scale facilities, and
therefore counterpart tests restricted to only small scale integral tests cannot reveal th e
"best estimate" behaviour in full size facilities . Finally some full scale data as obtained fro m
UPTF are needed.

The most promising way of scale-up is to calculate by computer codes the integral facilit y
behaviour covering the interactions of a variety of dominating phenomena with the re-
sponse of important components . This requires adequate constitutive equations proven for
the entire scale of code application . Some computer codes are using flow maps not ex-
plicitly but implicitly in their constitutive equations /20/. They are sometimes interrelate d
with the nodalisation chosen to describe facility behaviour .

A complete code validation processing scale dependent phenomena results up to the ful l
plant size is still pending . The first calculations of UPTF tests have shown that in mos t
computer codes constitutive equations hitherto have been based on informations from
small scale test facilities .

The codes were not able to predict some significant phenomena of full scale experiments ,
e .g . vertical flooding in the downcomer and upper tie plate with heterogeneous steam -
water distribution . This was also observed for codes which feature a three-dimensiona l
representation of the reactor vessel like TRAC-PF1 . The TRAC code, for example, has
difficulties to identify the compact ECC water flow out of the cold legs in the downcomer o r
out of the hot legs in the upper plenum . The higher interfacial area of calculated disperse d
flow results in higher calculated interfacial shear force . Consequently, the calculated wate r
downf low is lower than measured . Some work has already been done to improve th e
codes in this respect and some work will still go on to achieve better "best estimate" cal-
culation results.
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Nomenclature

A

	

flow cross section (m 2)
Bo

	

Bond numbe r
cp

	

specific heat at constant pressure (kJ/kgK )
d °„

	

downcomer average diameter (m )

d° 4-)''24 °

	

equivalent diameter of the tie plate flow cross section (m )

f

	

condensation efficiency (-)
Fr

	

Froude number
g

	

gravitational acceleration (m/s2 )
hp

	

enthalpy change of vaporization (kJ/kg)
superficial velocity (volume flow rate/total flow cross section) (m/s )

L

	

characteristic geometrical length (m )

M

	

mass flow rate (kg/s)
p

	

pressure (kPa)
Re

	

Reynolds numbe r
T

	

temperature (K)
a

	

volumetric vapour fraction (-)
B

	

angle between ECC injection leg and broken leg (°) or angle between vertical direc-
tion and flow channel inclination

v

	

kinematic viscosity (m 2/s )
p

	

density (kg/m')
a

	

surface tension (N/m)
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Dimensionless parameters

i: -
[ gd .(pi-Pg )] iQ

x =gorl

dimensionless superficial velocity based on equivalent

diameter

l . px
gAda(pl'P9 )] u2

dimensionless superficial velocity based on averag e~x =

x =gor l

_	 l.px
t/4[w(p i p g) ]

x =g or I

downcomer annulus circumference

dimensionless superficial velocity based on surfac e

tension (Kutateladze number)

Subscript s

cond condensation
cs

	

core simulato r
e

	

equivalen t
ECC emergency core cooling water
g

	

gas
liquid

m

	

mixture (gas/liquid)
sat

	

saturation
TP

	

tie plate
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Facility Country Owners Max. Powe r
(MWth)

Volume
Scaling

Ratio

Primary
Volume

(ms)

Pressure
(MPa)

Number o f
Loops

PMK-NVH Hungary KFKI-Budapest 2 .0 2070 0.13 16 (6)

SEMISCALE USA INEL-Idaho 2.0 1600 0.2 15 1+(3)

MIST (2x4 Loop) USA B & W 0.34 ') 840 0.56 15.5 2 hot, 4 col d

LOBI-MOD2 CEC CEC-Ispra 5 .4 700 0.6 15.5 1+(3)

UMCP (2x4 Loop) USA Univ . of Maryland 0.2 ') 500 0.6 2 .1 2 hot, 4 cold

SPES Italy SIET-Piacenca 9.0 420 0.63 20 1+1+ 1

PKL III Germany KWU 2.5') 145 2.9 4.0 1+1+1+ 1

BETHSY France CEN-Grenoble 3.0') 100 2 .88 17.2 1+1+ 1

LOFT USA INEL-Idaho 50 50 7.9 15.5 (2)+ 1

ROSA-IV Japan JAERI 10 ') 48 7.2 16 (2)+(2 )

PWR (typical) -- -- 3800 1 350 16 1+1+1+1

Table 1 : PWR Integral Loop Test Facilities and Main Characteristic s

') Scaled full power not possible

	

(number) = Lumped loops with corresponding flow capacit y



Facility Volume Elevations Flow Cross Sections

Core SSG Core SG (prim) SG (sec) Hot Legs

PMK-NVH o) 2070 1 1 (horiz.) 2070 horiz . horiz. 11 6

SEMISCALE 1600 1 1-1 .07 1700 1600, (540) n .a . 470, (125)

MIST (2x4 Loop) 620 1 1 725 820 860 290

LOBI-MOD2 700 1 1 730 730, (420) 730, (240) 250, (101 )

UMCP (2x4 Loop) 500 6.6 4 372 123 n .a. 102

SPES 420 1 1 400 420 445 122

PKL III 145 1 1 145 145 145 86

BETHSY 100 1 1 110 98 92 39

LOFT 50 2 n.a . 25 n .a . n .a . 32, (4 .5 )

ROSA-IV (LSTF) 48 1 1 43 (24) (22) 12 . 5

PWR (typical) 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1

Table 2 : Scaling Ratios "Prototype/Model" for PWR Integral Loop Test Facilitie s

o) related to WWER-440/230

	

( ) lumped loop components



Table 3: Classic Flooding Correlation s

PREVIOUS SMALL SCALE EXPERIMENTS HAV E
PROVIDED FLOODING CORRELATIONS :

For Downcomers :

J*-Correlation J r. 1/2 +0.8J 1

	

0 . 49

	

l
[P. H. Rothe, 1979]

r

	

1/ 2
0 :5. da„ tt I g lp l -po lidi

	

< 400

K-Correlation K
9
/2 . 0 .82 K11/2 . 1 .80 [C. J. Crowley, P. H. Rothe, R. O . Sam, 198 g

1/ 2
400 6 da „ Tt [91P 1_ p 0 /o]

	

and gl/3 L /v92 /3` 5400

For Upper Tie Plates :

j*-Correlation

K-Correlation

[9(p_p)/cr]
1/ 2

os d, , 10

( Karlstetn-Data )

~H 1/2 + i1* 1/2
1. 09

	

'

2Kg .0.77K :/2 = 1 .8 0

10 4 de
( PI -P9 ) / d

]

1/2
and g1/3 L/ vg2134 440 0

However) Flooding behavior is scaling dependent and abov e
correlations cannot be extrapolated to full-size reacto r
conditions



Table 4: New Flooding Correlations for Downcomer and Upper Tie Plate

NEW FLOODING CORRELATIONS FOR FULL-SCALE
CONDITIONS WERE DEVELOPED FROM UPTF DATA

• Downcomer Correlation
Own Correlation :

2/ 3K1/2
(gil)L

	

«O.OIIKi /2.0.02459

I/ 2

g 1/3L
V 2/ 3

9

r	 I
I L=0.5n douter sin 2(0.5 e

	

Ecc -BCL I

	

I
L	 J

5400 E

• Upper Tie Plate Correlation

L= de sin (0.5 e

	

ECC -BHL) 1

des (4 ATP /
nJJ
`i/ 2

L

	

l
New correlations based on classic Kutateladze-Typ e
correlation s

Own Correlation :

Kg
1/2

	

« 0 .014K II12 :0 .02 7
V2/3

J1	 9	
(gl/3L

I/ 2

L400

9 I/3 L
v2/ 3

9
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Table 5 : Consideration of Multiple ECC Water Injection Location s

Kg v.
= K /L* c

Li Kg/L i • +L 2 KgIL2•+L3 Kg/L3.

g V3 L

	

L i +L2 +L 3

L, = 0

	

if no ECC water is injected into CL, or HL, or
if K,;/L,' 2 0 .0245 for downcomer o r
if KA' 2 0 .027 for tie plate

=1,2, 3

distance between the respective cold or hot leg with EC C
water injection and the respective broken cold or hot le g

In
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Table 6 : Consideration of Condensatio n

j', J' and K correlation :

ig = L. cor. - jp, cond

Cp MI .ECC
ig. cone = f (Tsai ' TI. ECC) i; P9 A

Consideration of Entrainment

12 MgA, 1

Jo PQ
-

p A

Pm = ap9 + ( 1 -a)pi

a =	 M o / Po

M o / P9* M uIPu
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Selected Ratios of Hardware Dimensions (Prototype/Test Rig) of Various Integral Loop Tes t
Facilities
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Geodetic Elevations
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Core Flow Cross Sections
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Hot Leg Flow Cross Sections
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Fig. 2 :

	

Scale Comparison of Vertical Cross Sections of some Integral Loop Test Facilities
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Fig . 3 : UPTF Investigation and Simulation Areas



TWO METHODS USED FOR ECC IN PW R
Cold leg injectio n
into downcomer

Hot leg injection
above upper tie plate

Cooling water must flow countercurrently t o
steam generated within core
Fig . 4 : Downcomer and Upper Tie Plate Countercurrent Flow
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UPTF

Fig. 5 : ECC Water Cold Leg Injections into the Downcomer
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UPTF TEST RUN 13 1
SET DOWNCOMER CCFL PROCEDURE Al ECC-120C

Offset from DAS start 62.70 sec
Data avenged over 0.04 se e

FLUID SUBCOOLING DISTRIBUTION IN DOWNCOMER

Above

	

-2
-6 - -2

-10 - -6
Below -1 0

Fig . 6 : Downcomer Flow Distribution for ECC Water Injection into Cold Legs 1, 2 and 3 (Test 6)
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UPTF

45.

Fig . 7
: ECC Water Hot Leg Injections into the Upper Plenum above the Upper Tie Plate



Time (s) =220.00

UPTF Test 12
(Run 014)

Fluid temperature s

10 mm below tie plate

DT Teat - Tfluid (K)

DT (K) IO; -5-10 15

	

501 t

Fig . 8: Upper Tie Plate Flow Distribution for ECC Water Injection Into Hot Legs 1, 2 and 3 (test 12)
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Fig . 9 : Waviness of the gas/liquid interface in countercurrent flow
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Fig . 11 : Upper Tie Plate Flooding Correlations for Zero Penetration of Liquid for all Scale Facilities
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CONDENSATIO N

Fig . 12 : Condensation Effect on Countercurrent Flow
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DOWNCOMER (UPTF : ADC= 3.628m 2)

O ECC: CL 1,2,3 p- 360-1120 kPa UPTF Test 6
• ECC: CL 1 p- 286-498 kPa

. ECC: CL 2,3 p- 330-416 kPa UPTFTest 7
V ECC: CL 1,3 p- 398

	

kPa
Q ECC: CL 1,2,3 p- 337-414 kPa

Dimensionless Liquid Velocity K

Fig . 13: Own Flooding Correlation Derived from Saturated Water Downcomer Dat a

and Subcooled ECC Water Test 5 B

0 .0 1 .0
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UPPER TIE PLATE (UPTF: A_3.755 m2)

0 .04 -
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Fig . 14 : Own Flooding Correlation Derived from Saturated Water Upper Tie Plate Data

and Subcooled ECC Water Test 12
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ENTRAINMENT

Upwards Momentum

Jm Pm2
.

n n
v

M, tM g

Fig. 15 : Effect of Entrainment from below the Flooding Location
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UPPER TIEPLATE(ONSEli. OFPENAT1ON)
p=400 kPa

1 .5

1 .0

average reactor steam upflo w_
during core

	

reflood
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Test 13, Ivl~fvi a=4 ,
decreased upiiow,
measured an d

saturated

	

calculated
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,
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r

1

LKARLSTE!N UPTF

Tie plate equivalent diameter scal e
Fig . 16: UPTF Tie Plate Data and All Scale Correlations for Zero Liquid Penetratio n

Compared with Reactor Steam Upflow



UPTF Hot Leg

SG-Simulator

	

Upper Plenum

ECC Injection Nozzl e

Fig . 17 : Countercurrent Flow in Hot Leg during Reflux Condenser Conditions
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Water Turnaround Limit in Hot Leg (p=0.3 MPa )

- dependent on Froude- scaling (j* correlation )
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Fig .18 :Countercurrent Flow Limitation Correlation compared with Reactor Steam Mass

Flow in the Hot Leg
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Large-scale multi-dimensional phenomena
found in CCTF and SCTF experiment

Y.Murao, T.Iguchi, H.Akimoto and T.Iwamura
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute

Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki-ken, 319-11, Japan

Abstract

Thermal-hydraulic behaviors in pressure vessel during reflood phase of a PWR-LOC A
are discussed based on the results from tests with Cylindrical Core and Slab Core Tes t
Facilities, which model a 1100-MWe-class PWR with scaling ratio of about 120.

Major findings on core thermal-hydraulics are, i) much water accumulation in the uppe r
part of the core, ii) radially uniform water accumulation, and iii) fluid circulation and/or
concentration to high power bundles . These multi-dimensional phenomena cause better core
cooling in high power bundle than expected from an evaluation model for licensing based o n
one-dimensional reflood experiments . The much water accumulation is considered to b e
caused by recirculation flow by comparing with data of the FLECHT low-flooding tests .

Based on small scale reflood experiment, effect of local mass flow on heat transfe r
enhancement in a film boiling was correlated and all phenomena except the flo w
concentration effect were numerically well-simulated by using an analytical model with thi s
correlation. The flow concentration effect on core heat transfer was empirically correlated
with local power ratio.

It was observed that non-uniform fluid mixing between core flow and subcooled wate r
from hot legs for PWRs with combined-injection ECCS, which enhances the core coolability .
This is multi-dimensional phenomena. The heat transfer enhancement was also
well-simulated with the above-mentioned model.

1. Introduction

It was expected that during a reflood phase of a PWR-LOCA more excellent core coolin g
would be realized in reactor cores than in one-dimensionally simulated test sections due to
mixing or circulation of coolant in the core and reduction of steam binding due t o
deentrainment of carried water from the core . These effects are generally termed as a
multi-dimensional effect . To investigate the effect some reflood tests have been performe d
with relatively large test sections . One of famous tests is the FLECHT tests [1], [2] with
simulated cores with 100 simulated fuel rods (volumetric scaling ratio of about 1/430) and
by using the results of the tests present licensing models for reflood analysis were developed
and the model is used in WREM code [3] . However it was still wondered whether the
observed phenomena were enough representing phenomena in reactors .

In the present paper, the multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic behaviors will be discussed
based on the results of large scale reflood tests for PWRs with both the cold leg and
combined injection types of ECCS by using the Cylindrical Core Test Facility (CCTF) an d
the Slab Core Test Facility (SCTF) with scaling ratio of about 120 in volumetric scaling . The
core thermal-hydraulics coupled with system behavior in the primary loops has been
investigated by using the CCTF. The detailed multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic behavio r
with emphasis on flow in radial direction in the reactor core is investigated using the SCT F
with a full height, full radius and one-bundle-width PWR-simulated core . The core
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thermal-hydraulics will be investigated based on detailed information from more than 1600
detectors and analysis with existing one-dimensional correlations and data . To confirm the
reasonableness of our physical understing, the experimental results will be quantitativel y
compared with the results of numerical simulation by computer codes with modified model s
included the multi-dimensional effects . Finally the safety margin in the licensing analysis
code like the WREM code will be discussed .

2. Experimental

2.1 Test facility

The CCTF and SCTF were utilizes for investigating the multi-dimensional reflooding
phenomena. They are main facilities of the Large Scale Reflood Test Program which wa s
initiated in April, 1976 [4] .

1) Cylindrical core test facility (CCTF)

The CCTF [5] was designed to provide the capability to reasonably simulate the flo w
conditions in the primary system of a PWR during the refill and reflood phases of a LOCA,
and models a four-loop 1100 MWe PWR with the flow area scaling ratio of 1/21 .4. It has
a scaled pressure vessel with a full height core and four loops with passive and activ e
component simulators and containment tank . The core has about 2000 electrically heated rod s
arranged in cylindrical configuration . Each heated rod is full-size 15 x 15-array fuel ro d
simulator and has an axial power distribution with a peaking factor of 1 .4 . The core can be
electrically subdivided into three regions to achieve a desired radial power profile .

2) Slab core test facility (SCIF)

The SCTF [6] was operated to complement the results from CCTF specially in the fiel d
of the multi-dimensional thermal-hydraulic behavior in a radially wide core and uppe r
plenum. SCTF has a full height, full radius and one-bundle width of a PWR-simulated cor e
which is composed of in-line eight bundles and has downcomer, upper and lower plena and
simplified primary loop components . Only one full-height and scaled-area hot leg piping,
which connects the upper plenum and a steam water separator, is provided to simulate fou r
hot legs of a PWR. The separator is provided instead of active steam generators . One intact
loop with a pump simulator connects the separator and represents three intact loops . The
vessel side and the separator side broken cold legs are connected to respective containmen t
tanks . A core bundle has 16 x 16 heated rods including 22 non-heated rods . Each heated
rod is a full-size 15 x 15 - array fuel rod simulator . The power supplied to each bundle can
be independently controlled to achieve a desired radial power profile .

2 .2 Referred CCTF and SCTF tests

The following CCTF and SCTF tests are referred in the present study : Concerning the
simulation of PWRs with cold leg injection type ECCS, CCTF EM (Evaluation Model) test ,
CCTF base test, SCTF steep power test, SCTF flat power test and SCTF inclined power tes t
are referred. Concerning the simulation of PWRs with combined injection type ECCS, CCTF
combined injection test and SCTF combined injection test are referred .
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The CCTF EM test was performed under test conditions which were equivalent to th e
initial and the boundary conditions predicted in the safety evaluation analysis . In this test the
core radial power distribution was set steep (Maximum bundle power ratio = 1 .29) . The
CCTF base test was performed with flatter core power distribution (Maximum bundle powe r
ratio = 1 .15) than CCF EM test. The SCTF steep power test, flat power test and inclined
power test were performed under similar core inlet boundary conditions with each other . The
major difference is in the core power distribution . The maximum bundle power ratio is 1 .2,
1 .0, 1.36, respectively . The CCTF and SCTF combined injection tests are performed to stud y
the system behavior and the detailed thermal-hydraulics in the pressure vessel, respectively .

2.3 WREM code

WREM code [3] is widely used for the reactor safety analysis . The calculation with
WREM code is performed with two steps. In the first step, the system calculation is made an d
the boundary conditions at the core inlet (core bottom) are obtained . In the second step, th e
calculation for the "hot rod" (highest power fuel rod) in the core is made by using the core
inlet boundary conditions (core flooding rate, core inlet fluid temperature and core inlet
pressure) obtained in the system calculation . The peak clad temperature is calculated in thi s
step.

3 . Results and discuccion

3.1 Multi-dimensional effect for PWRs with cold leg injection type ECCS

1) Core cooling behavior found in the CCTF tests [17 ]

Figure 1 shows the comparison of the clad temperature transient between th e
measurement and the prediction with the WREM code for CCTF EM test . The comparison
is made at the location where the linear power density is the highest in the hot rod . The
pretest calculation gives much higher clad temperature than the experiment It is therefor e
confirmed that the WREM code conservatively predicts the core cooling observed in th e
CCTF.

In the post-test calculation, the boundary conditions at the core inlet were given based
on the measured values of CCTF test. It is found that no significant discrepancy can arise
from the system calculation of the WREM code . The difference in clad temperatures between
the post-test calculation and the experiment is caused only by the core thermal-hydrauli c
model in the WREM code. This indicates that the conservatism of WREM code originate s
mainly in the core calculation and that the system calculation of the WREM code itself ha s
only a small conservatism.

2) Comparison of hydraulic behavior in the CCTF and the FLECHT tests

Figure 2 shows the measured and calculated total differential pressures in the core . At the
biginning of the transient, the calculated is about half of the measured and the difference
becomes smaller and in later period the calculated becomes larger than the measured .
Therefore it was considered that the difference of hydraulic behavior in the core is one o f
reason of the better core cooling, that is, the multi-dimensional effects . In order to identify
the reason of the better core cooling in CCTF, the FLECHT test data [2], which were
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experimental data base for modeling of the WREM code, and calculational scheme of th e
WREM code were reviewed. From this effort, the following three items were identified as th e
main reasons:
i) conservatism of the FLECHT heat transfer coefficient correlation in comparison with

CCT? data,
ii) radially uniform water accumulation due to good horizontal water mixing among

subchannels, and
iii) heat transfer enhancement due to radial core power distribution.

In the WREM code, the FLECHT heat transfer coefficient correlation is used and the
influences of both radially uniform water accumulation and heat transfer enhancement due to
radial core power distribution are neglected . This results in much conservatism in the WREM
calculation .

Conservatism of the FLECHT heat transfer coefficient correlation can be attributed t o
more water accumulation in the upper part of the CCT? core than expected from the FLECHT
data, as shown in Fig3 . In the FLECHT test the averaged void fractions evaluated from th e
differential pressure of measuring sections of 0 to 0.61 meter, 0 .61 to 1 .22 meters and 1 .22
to 1 .83 meters start to decrease when the averaged void fractions of the lower section reduce
the decreasing rates and after the flow housing is totally quenched the void fractions of all
upper sections start to decrease almost simultaneouly, while in the CCT? void fractions of
all sections start to decrease simultaneously This indicates significant density difference exist s
below and above the quench front in the FLECHT tests before the quench of the flow housin g
and density difference is relatively small in the CCT? . It is considered that more water
accumulation above the quench front can be realized in the CCT? than in the forced-fee d
FLECHT reflood tests with a hot flow housing. This then leads to better core cooling in th e
CCTF. The reason of more water accumulation in the upper part of the CCTF core will be
discussed later.

In the later period, the total core differential pressure predicted with WREM code becam e
higher than the measured in the CCTF . This is explained as follows : In the prediction,the core
inlet subcooling was input and set 64K, while in the CCI? less subcooled water entered th e
core due to incomplete mixing of water in the lower plenum . Therefore, it is considered that
the predicted higher differential pressure in the core does not indicate the higher water
accumulation above the quench front .but the higher water accumulation below the quench
front introduced by a longer subcooled region.

3) Characteristics of water accumulation in the upper part of the cor e

The void fraction transients of FLECHT lower flooding test show two types of wate r
accumulation core, i.e . Type 1 and Type 2 as shown in Fig. 4 . In the FLECHT test, as shown
in Fig. 5, Type 2 appeared in the cases where the flooding rate was equal to or higher tha n
4 çm/s. This suggests that the steam-supplied drag force to the liquid is not enough t o
accelerate water to the speed of dispersed flow at high mass flow rate .

In JAERI small scale reflood test and FLECHT-SET [7] test, the flow housing was no t
heated and kept saturation temperature in order to avoid additional steam generation due t o
the heat release from the housing wall . This must be the reason why Type 2 appeared in
these tests.

As illustrated in Fig . 6, a liquid film formed on the quenched wall can capture wate r
droplets and the water can fall down to the top of froth flow or the quench front of rod
bundles . This reflux water flow increase the mass flow to be accelerated at the drople t
generation location, i.e. quench front or top of froth flow region . Except for the biginning
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of the transient, the flooding rate was evaluated to be 2cm/s in the CCTF . Even if the
flooding rate is 2 çm/s, the mass velocity become 4 çm/s in the case of 50 percent captur e
of water droplets and water accumulation type become Type 2 . Once Type 2 is established,
large water droplets or liquid slug become dominant and absorb smaller droplets in large r
water droplets or liquid slug. This assumption indicates that the capture of water droplets an d
flow path to drain the captured water down to the droplet generation location are necessar y
conditions to realize Type 2.

In a realistically simulated core, there are many types of structure without heat source,
such as tie plates above the core and control rod guide thimbles in the core . They are almost
kept at saturation temperature or they can be easily cooled down and capture water on th e
surface of the structure. The captured water can fall back to the quench front of the ro d
bundle along the outside surface of the thimbles . CCTF satisfy this condition and Type 2
appeared in the CCTF test. Accordingly we can expect that Type 2 must appear in the
reflood phase of PWRs. Therefore we can think that the appearance of liquid slug flow abov e
the quench front, that is, in post-dryout region, is the multi-dimensional effect.

Based on the JAERI small scale reflood test, the void fraction and heat transfe r
correlations , that is, Murao-Iguchi and Murao-Sugimoto correlation respectively the slug
flow in post-dryout region [8], [9] . The REFLA code including these correlations made a
good comparison between the measured and the calculated as shown in Fig .7 for the flat
radial power test in the CCTF. From the predictive capability of REFLA code, it is concluded
that the validity of the models in consideration with the slug flow for one-dimensiona l
calculation was demonstrated .

4) Radial water mixing found in the SCTF

Good radial (horizontal) water mixing among subchannels and heat transfer enhancement
due to radial core power distribution are confirmed in the full radius core of the SCTF .

The behavior of the radial water mixing in the SCTF is clearly identified from Fig .8,
where the isobar lines of 0SkPa step are indicated. Since the fluid velocity is not so high
during reflood phase, the pressure difference is almost due to static head of water
accumulation. Therefore, the narrower gaps between two adjacent contours indicate the mor e
water accumulation . The cross marks shown in the figure indicate the estimated isobar b y
using the void fraction correlation for the slug flow with assuming no radial fluid mixing .
The inclination of the estimated result is much steeper than the measured isobar. This means
that the radial water mixing over the entire core occurs and the radially uniform wate r
accumulation is realized even in the full radius of PWR core.

Since the water accumulation is one of the essential factors for the heat transfer, the
above mentioned water mixing results in the increase of the heat transfer in the high powe r
bundle, and then this heat transfer becomes closer to that in a bundle of the flat powe r
distribution under the same average power level . However, as shown in Fig . 9, the heat
transfer coefficient in high power bundle is clearly higher than that in flat radial power test .
This indicates that other factor to enhance the heat transfer exists in inclined radial power test .
In this test, the existence of the flow concentration to high power bundle is suggested beneat h
the quench front from the isobar in Fig. 8. Other nonuniform power distribution tests showe d
the similar tendency, that is, the flow concentration to the high power bundles and the hea t
transfer enhancement in the high power bundles . It is considered therefore that the heat
transfer enhancement in high power bundle in PWRs is caused by the flow concentration .
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5) Qualitative evaluation of core cooling enhancement due to radial power distribution [15 ]

In order to have a quantitative understanding of the radial power distribution effect o n
core cooling enhancement, the differences in heat transfer coefficients between the
nonuniform radial power distribution tests and the corresponding flat radial power distributio n
tests are plotted against the bundlewise radial power ratios in Fig . 10. In this figure, the
data at elevations of 1 .83m for CCTF test and 1 .905m for SCTF tests were used .

It is noted from Fig. 10 that no significant difference in this relation can be recognized
between tests while the shapes of radial power distribution are different . The elevation ranged
from 1 .905 to 2.33m was found to have also little effect on this relation .
Here, the highest clad temperature was observed at either 1 .905 or 233m. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 10, the data from SCTF and CCTF tests are well agreed with each other i n
spite of the difference in the power distribution shape and the core radial size . That is, th e
heat transfer enhancement or degradation due to the radial power distribution is governe d
mainly by the bundlewise local radial power ratio itself and less dependent on the powe r
distribution shape under the same peak power ratio of 1 .36. Also, the scale of core radius
from 1/4.6 to 1/1 has little effect on this relation .

6) Numerical simulation of radial power distribution effect cod e

In the above numerical simulation the heat transfer enhancement due to radial core powe r
distribution is not apparently considered . This phenomenon is simulated by usin g
REFLA/TRAC code (best simulation code version of J-TRAC code) [15), where th e
multi-dimensionality such as a flow concentration can be analyzed due to the thre e
dimensional scheme of the code. This simulation was performed by incorporating a new hea t
transfer correlation into the REFLA/TRAC code . The REFLA/TRAC code was developed b y
using US-developed TRAC code as a frame of the code and the reflood model of the REFL A
code in order to improve the predictability of the TRAC code for multi-dimensional refloo d
behaviors . The correlation includes the effect of fluid velocity on heat transfer coefficient .

The prediction for the SCTF steep power test was made with and without taking int o
account the fluid velocity effect. As shown in Fig. 11, the prediction without this effect is
higher than the measured clad temperature. Since the prediction without this effect has given
good agreement with the SCTF flat power test, the discrepancy A in the figure is mainly du e
to the neglect of the flow concentration effect. The prediction with the fluid velocity effect
is lower than that without this effect but it is still higher than data . Therefore, although the
model for the flow concentration effect improves the simulation accuracy slightly, mor e
improvement is necessary .

It is considered that the discrepancy B is due to the insufficient modeling of two effects ;
(1) the water flows to the quench front of the hot bundle from the adjacent bundles and (2 )
the water upflows vertically in the elevation above the quench front of the hot bundle . If th e
water flowing radially just above the quench front in the REFLAITRAC calculation flow s
only upward, the prediction with the velocity effect could give better prediction for the flow
concentration effect .

3 .2 Multi-dimensional effect for PWRs with combined injection type ECC S

1) Core cooling behavior observed in the CCTF [16]

The CCTF gives the good simulation of the entire system of PWRs . Therefore, it is
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expected that the phenomena observed in CCT? can be reasonably extraporated to PWRs .
One of multi-dimensional phenomena observed in the CCF combined injection tests is the
fluid temperature distribution in the upper plenum and the core, as shown in Fig . 12. The data
were obtained during the period when the water pool was considered to form in the uppe r
-plenum . This figure shows that the fluid mixing is not uniform between the subcooled ECC
water from hot legs and the saturated fluid flow from the core and the subcooled an d
saturated regions are forming separately in the upper plenum and the core .

In the CCT? the generated steam completely condensed in upper plenum and no wate r
was entrained from the upper plenum to the hot legs . This facilitates the water pool formatio n
in the upper plenum. If we assume the incomplete steam condensation occur, i)the surplu s
steam and the entrained water enter hot legs and the steam generators, ii)the entrained wate r
is vaporized in the steam generators and causes suppression of the core water level due t o
stronger steam binding, and iii)the suppression of steam generation in the core due to th e
suppressed core water level causes reduction of steam flow from the upper plenum to the hot
legs. Thus, the steam generation rate is controlled not to entrain the water to the hot legs an d
the upper plenum water pool formation is facilitated. In the system which does not induce
enough steam binding to suppress the core water level, this discussion is not valid . The flow
circulation mentioned below also takes the important role to sustain the water pool in cas e
of using active heated core .

2) Core cooling enhancement found in the SCT? tests [15]

The region separation to the subcooled and saturated regions were more clearly observe d
in the SCTF than in the CCT?. In addition, SCTF data showed the flow circulation in th e
pressure vessel [11] . Figure 13 shows the region separation in the core (Water downflo w
region and the two-phase upflow region) and the existence of the flow circulation in th e
pressure vessel. The numbers in the figure were obtained from various measurement, so tha t
each value is not quantitatively consistent with each other due to measurement errors.
However, the existence of a strong flow circulation is considered to be obvious .

This flow circulation is considered to have been realized as follows : Usually the water
capacity in the active heated core does not increase rapidly, since the quench front does no t
propagate fast and the steam flow entrains the water above the quench front in the two-phas e
upflow region. Hence the two-phase up-flow region does not quickly collapsed. And due to
the small thermal and momenutum diffusions in subchannels of water fall-back region, heat
and momentum in the two-phase up-flow region are not significantly transfered to the water
fall-back region, that is, only surface of boundary can be heated and deaccelerated but no t
inside of the water fall-back region and the water fall-back region does not quickl y
disappear. Thus two regions were separately established. The difference of densities in the
two regions induced flow circulation in the core and the lower and the upper plena . The
circulation flow rate is controled by the balance of differential pressure in both region . In
addition, the drained water flow rate from the core bottom to the broken cold leg nozzle vi a
downcomer is controlled by the pressure in the pressure vessel, which is governed b y
condensation in the upper plenum, should be balanced with water fall-back and up-flow rat e
in the core .

The heat transfer coefficient in the two-phase upflow region is higher than the predicte d
with Murao-Sugimoto correlation which is developed for a PWR with cold leg injection type
ECCS under rather low core flooding rate (a few cn/s) as shown in Fig. 14 . Based on the
JAERI small scale reflood tests of high flooding rate, Ohnuki extended the correlation for
wide range of local liquid velocity 10 .
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3) Difference of core cooling behaviors found in CCTF and SCTF test s

The CCTF and SCTF tests for PWRs with combined-injection ECCS showed slightl y
different core cooling behavior, that is, SCTF test showed higher core cooling . By considering
this fact and the flow map in the hot leg obtained in hot leg injection tests performed in
CCTF, it was found that there is two possible ECC water discharge models from the hot leg
to the pressure vessel, that is, stable discharge and intermittent discharge . The core coolability
was demonstrated for both discharge mode with SCTF, however, the reason of the difference
of core cooling behavior in CCTF and SCTF must be investigated .

4) Numerical prediction of core cooling

Important phenomena ilml2ùn for core cooling in PWR with combined injection ar e
(1)region separation, (2)flow circulation, and (3)heat transfer enhancement due to flow
circulation . The thermal-hydraulics in the two-phase upflow region was predicted with th e
REFLA code [12], [13], [14], [19] by incorporating the newly developed models for the abov e
(1) - (3) and assuming water fall-back flow area and drainage rate from the broken cold le g
nozzle.

Figure 15 shows the predicted and the measured clad temperatures in two-phase upflow

region. The prediction gives a good agreement with the SCTF data. The predicted core
differential pressure is also shown in Fig .14. The agreement with the data is good for later
period (>50s). For early period the agreement of differential pressure is not so good, and the n
some modification of hydrulic model is required . However the influence of the void fraction
on the core heat transfer is weak but the influence of flow circulation or velocity is strong ,
if the void fraction is relatively small . This is the reason why the good core cooling prediction
was obtained even under poor prediction of differentical pressure in early period .

4. Conclusion

The thermal hydraulic behaviors in pressure vessel during reflood phase of a
PWR-LOCA are discussed based on the test results with Cylindrical Core Test Facilit y
(CCTF) and Slab Core Test Facility (SCFE) and the analytical results . Both facilities model
a 1100-MWe-class PWR in the volumetric scaling ratio of about 1120 .

The major findings on core thermal hydraulics are i) more water accumulation in th e
upper part of the core than expected from models based on one-dimensional refloo d
experiments, li) almost radially uniform water accumulation over the entire core due to goo d
radial water communication, and iii) fluid circulation and/or fluid concentration to high powe r
bundles . These multi-dimensional phenomena cause better core cooling in high power bundl e
than expected from models based on one-dimensional reflood experiments.

The core cooling enhancement due to radial power distribution, which is induced by flo w
concentration was quantitatively evaluated and the relation between increase of heat transfe r
coefficient and radial power ratio was derived .

Difference of core cooling behavior was observed in CCTF and SCTF tests but the core
coolabily has been demonstrated for both cases, however, more investigation of reason i s
necessary .

The above mentioned phenomena were attempted to simulate numerically. All
phenomena except the effect of the flow concentration were well simulated . For better
simulation on the above phenomenon, more precise model of two-phase flow is necessary .

Observed was non-uniform fluid mixing between core two phase up-flow region and
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subcooled water fall-back region from hot legs and induced big flow circulation in the cor e
and upper and lower plena for PWR with combined-injection ECCS, which enhances the core
cooling considerably .
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Abstract

For many years the LOFT facility played a principal role in reactor safety research providing data on Pres-
surized Water Reactors (PWRs) system behaviour during postulated accidents . As any scaled integral facility
LOFT introduced some distorsions in respect to phenomena and interactions expected in large commercia l
PWRs . Therefore the LOFT tests could not be regarded as demonstration of PWR behaviour but as sourc e
of broad range of data enhancing the understanding of system response phenomena and providing importan t
thermal-hydraulic data for computer code and model assessment .

This paper provides an overview of the selected significant phenomena and interactions observed in LOF T
experiments that affected understanding of the PWR system behaviour or provided valuable lessons for mode l
development and code assessment .

LOFT experiments simulated large break LOCA, small break LOCA, anticipated transients with and withou t
scram, and some core damage and fission product release accidents . These experiments showed importance of
such phenomena as early blowdown quenches during large break LOCA, pump operation and break locatio n
effects on the coolant inventory for small breaks, natural circulation cooling during small break LOCA o r
ECC effectiveness and distribution. These experiments provided also insight into processes such as primar y
to secondary heat transfer under degraded system conditions and into accident recovery techniques suc h
as secondary feed and bleed to remove decay heat . LOFT' tests provided also valuable data on thermal -
hydraulics of fission product transport and coolant core melt interactions during reflood . Results of LOFT
experiments stimulated many separate effect tests and code model development . LOFT data as from larges t
nuclear integral test facility form internationally the most important data base for assessment of system code s
to predict nuclear power plant behaviour under accident conditions .

+ Work supported in part by NRC and OECD-LOFT Program under the DOE Contract No. DE-AC07 -
76IDO1570.
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1 Introduction

Safety of nuclear reactors can only be realistically assessed using computer codes that can capture th e
integral system behaviour over a complete spectrum of operations . Models for those codes are developed
and assessed using separate effect tests . However, for validation of these codes large scale integral syste m
tests are necessary. These tests allow one to assess the codes against data which are closest to the prototypi c
plant behaviour. Using integral test data for code assessment one can show the adequacy of the coupling of
the individual component and process models over a complete range of accident conditions .

For many years . the LOFT facility played a principal role in reactor safety research providing data on
Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) system behaviour during postulated accidents . Under the sponsorship
of the U .S . Nuclear Regulatory Commission [1] and then later under the auspices of OECD, sponsored b y
a group of ten countries [2] . forty four tests were conducted in LOFT between 1976 and 1985 . Tables 1
and 2 list all LOFT experiments. The LOFT tests were a very significant source of broad range of dat a
enhancing the understanding of system response phenomena and provided important thermal-hydraulic data
for computer code and model assessment.

LOFT was the only source of PWR integral system data with a nuclear core . LOFT cote thermal power was
50 MW, and its primary volume was about one fiftieth of typical 1200 MW(e) PWR [3]. The LOFT reactor
was equipped with typical PWR safety systems . The major drawbacks of the LOFT facility were : one of its
two loops did not have active steam generators or pumps, the elevations did not correspond to a commercia l
reactor system, and the core was shorter than typical PWR core . These LOFT design specifics introduced
some distorsions in LOFT transient response. However, distorsions are inevitable in any scaled comple x
thermal-hydraulic system and should always be considered in evaluating the test data . The applicability of a
facility for code assessment is given when the key thermal-hydraulic phenomena are controlled by the same
governing properties as in the power plant . To assure that, the scale of integral facilities should be relativel y
large to reduce effects of nonprototypical heat losses, metal mass per fluid volume and leakages . These
phenomena typically affect adversely simulated small break LOCA and long-term plant response. Also ,
particularly important is to provide for a scale (diameters) that will keep the frictional losses per volum e
similar to those in the prototype . Small scale facilities have notoriously large surface area per volum e
affecting flow regimes and flow regime transitions resulting in nonprototypic behaviour. LOFT. because o f
its scale, large volumes and large pipe diameters and also because of the nuclear core, certainly provide d
for conditions in that most of the two-phase phenomena were similar to those to be expected in commercia l
power plants. Therefore, LOFT generated the most important data for integral code assessment .

LOFT experiments simulated large break LOCA . small break LOCA, anticipated transients with and without
scram, and some core damage and fission product release accidents. These experiments indicated the im-
portance of a number of phenomena which were not shown earlier in separate effect experiments or even i n
smaller scale integral facilities experiments . To illustrate, in the following we discuss some of the most sig-
nificant findings from LOFT experiments and indicate their significance and applications . A comprehensive
review of LOFT test programs is provided in References 1 and 2 .

2 Blowdown Core Coolin g

One of the most important large scale integral test facility results were provided by the LOFT large-break
LOCA experiments [4] . These tests, conducted during the US .NRC and OECD programs. showed for first

time that there could be significant quenching of the cladding during blowdown which reduces the maximu m
peak cladding temperatures .

Two different thermal-hydraulic processes were responsible for these quenches . The first quench was as-
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sociated with fluid moving up through the core and the second quench was result of liquid falling fro m
the upper plenum onto the cote. Analyses of the tests showed that the bottom-up quench is the functio n
of the reactor coolant pump operation [4] . If the pumps are left running or if them is a long coast-down
period, enough liquid will be delivered to the reactor vessel to cool the voided core. This cooling was found
to be very efficient resulting in removal of most of the thermal energy stored in the fuel . The bottom-up
quench reduced in the LOFT test the blowdown maximum cladding temperatures by as much as 200 K an d
accelerated the final reflood quench . Figure 1 shows a typical LOFT core thermal response during OEC D
LOFT Experiment 12-02-6 . During this test a positive core flow at about 5 s was re-established resulting i n
quench of the lower two-thirds of the core by 10 s after break (Figure 1) .

In transients with disconnected reactor coolant pump flywheels or with earlier pump trip this bottom-u p
quench did not occur but there was a top down quenching that involved about one-third of the core. Wate r
from the steam generators and the pressurizer drained back early in the transient and caused this top-down
quenching of the upper part of the core .

Both quenching processes were not shown in smaller scale integral facilities or separate effect test nor wer e
they predicted using Appendix K calculation rules. These tests demonstrated that there was a larger safety
margin in the peak cladding temperature during design basis accidents, contributed to approval of analytical
best estimate methods for safety analyses (the evaluation model analyses prohibited rewet during the transitio n
from full to reflood pressures in the blowdown period) .

In reference 5, it has been identified that there are no mechanistic models available for the sudden quenchin g
during blowdown. Safety codes currently apply an empirical heat transfer coefficient, based on transitio n
to nucleate-boiling, as soon as a low-quality, high-velocity, upward core flow is predicted to occur. As
indicated in the same reference, data base is also lacking needed for the detailed analysis of the mechanisti c
processes and heat-transfer coefficients involved in quenching during blowdown . Code calculations [4] of
the LOFT experiment also indicate that this is not a very satisfactory procedure.

3 Small-Break LOCA Coolant Inventory

The major safety issue during small break LOCA is the loss of primary coolant inventory and the ability o f
the protection systems to detect this in time and to restore the water inventory. Phenomena that primarily
affect the coolant inventory vary as a function of break size . break location, and plant design parameters .
Also, because of the long time scales of such transients, operator interventions can be important factor i n
aggravating or ameliorating the accident consequences.

The TNI-2 accident showed that operation of the reactor coolant pumps could have an important effec t
on system behaviour and coolant inventory during the course of a small break LOCA accident . Critical is
the timing of the pump trip, that will affect the amount of depleted coolant, and therefore the possibilit y
of core uncovery and fuel cladding heatup. Several LOFT experiments were designed to investigate thi s
issue (1,2] . Two US .NRC cold leg break experiments have shown that continued pump operation during th e
transient results in large coolant losses than for early pump trip (Figure 2) . In the test with the early pump
trip, stratified flow regime was established in the cold leg leading to early break uncovery (the break wa s
located at the midplane of the cold leg pipe) and therefore reduction of mass loss rate through the break . The
minimum coolant inventory reached in this test was about 36% of the initial mass . However, in the test with
pumps kept running, more mass was depleted through the break . The running pumps provide to the break
region a two phase mixture which is of higher density than the fluid leaving the break in the case of trippe d
pumps . When the pumps were eventually tripped, the two phase flow through the core was interrupted an d
the core uncovery was followed by significant cladding heatup. The coolant inventory at this time was abou t
16% of the initial mass with collapsed liquid level below the core .
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Two OECD LOFT experiments addressed that same issue but for hot leg breaks. In the test with the early
pump trip, as expected, a stratified flow was formed in the hot leg soon after the pump trip. After the
break plane was uncovered. the coolant depletion was significantly reduced and eventually high pressur e
ECC injection exceeded the break mass flow rate and the primary system started to refill . The minimum
coolant inventory resulted in a level just below the loop piping elevation keeping the core well covered wit h
liquid through the transient In a transient with late pump trip, the pump operation maintained initially fairl y
homogeneous distribution of the vapor through the system but then density gradient and finally stratified
flow formed in hot leg leading to break uncovery and reduction of coolant flow loss rate . These two hot
leg break experiments showed that timing of the pump trip during a hot leg small break LOCA has only a
small effect on the minimum coolant inventory (Figure 3) and does not significantly affect the risk of core
uncovery. Formation of stratified flow in the hot legs make these transients similar .

Code analyses of the four LOFT experiments showed that the flow regime maps and the branching model s
were inadequate for proper simulation of the key phenomena responsible for coolant inventory during th e
transients. These problems were not realized based on analyses of smaller scale facility tests.

4 Reflood Effects During Severe Accident Transient

The last LOFT experiment was designed to investigate fission product transport from a severely damaged cor e
through the RCS to the environment in a interfacing systems LOCA [6] . During this experiment the primary
system was voided almost completely and the core brought to rapid heatup . The maximum measured fuel
temperatures were 2100 K (Figure 4). Postirradiation examination of the damaged fuel bundle [7] showe d
material formations consistent with temperatures in the range of 2800 K and localized regions above 300 0
K. The postirradiation examination of the bundle and examination of the recorded thermal-hydraulic dat a
resulted in a conclusion that most of the damage to the fuel occured during the reflood portion of th e
experiment and was associated with rapid temperature excursion caused by enhanced metal-water reaction .

Some of the evidence was provided by the large amount of hydrogen found in the primary system . If the
hydrogen would be produced during the initial heatup phase, a large fraction of it would escape through
the break. However. during the reflood phase the primary system was isolated and the generated hydroge n
could be captured . Also . the steam flow rates during the transient were assessed to be so low that they
allowed only generation of about 40% of the discovered hydrogen. These findings were supported with
postirradiation analyses of the bundle and examination some fuel centerline thermocouple readings an d
evaluation of temperatures measured at the upper-tie plate which showed that the peak temperatures wer e
reached during reflood. The high temperatures in the bundle were the result of the reflood water reacting
violently with remaining hot zircaloy. This exothermal reaction . releasing large amount of hydrogen (0 .8 kg ,
80% of the hydrogen generated during the test), elevated the temperatures within the bundle to a degree that
the escaping hot gases caused some melting of the upper-tie plate . At the same time, the steam flow rate s
and temperatures in the bundle were sufficient to relocate fuel pellets and melts upward to the upper tie-plate .
Assessment of the fission products releases indicated that most of the release from the fuel happened during
the reflood when the maximum fuel temperatures were reached .

The results were unexpected and stimulated intensive model development to enhance code predictive ca-
pabilities. Also, following analyses of the TMI-2 data showed that 32% of the hydrogen generated durin g
this accident could have been produced during the reflood phase . Quenching of degraded cote following
water injection is clearly important for accident management . A proper understanding of these processes i s
therefore necessary .
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5 Conclusions

Safety assessment of nuclear reactors require an understanding of the full range of the potential behaviour .
This cannot be achieved via experimentation only because of safety implications in experimental reactor s
and economic limits. Therefore, the safety assessment is conducted by computer modelling of the reacto r
behaviour under postulated accident conditions. The computer models, the codes, must be validated to assure
that they adequately reflect typical plant behaviour. Complexity of two-phase flow phenomena requires tha t
the code will be assessed not only using separate effect tests but also integral system data . LOFT, as source
of integral data provided a very important service to the nuclear reactor safety community showing th e
importance of integral testing and identifying behaviour or phenomena not shown previously in separat e
effect tests or smaller scale integral tests . The three issues discussed above are prime examples of LOF T
service. These data not only contributed to understanding of phenomena but directly had effects on licensin g
and analyses methodology.

Results of LOFT experiments stimulated many separate effect tests and code model development. LOF T
data, as from largest nuclear integral test facility, form internationally the most important data base fo r
assessment of system codes to predict nuclear power plant behaviour under accident conditions .
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Table 2 : OECD LOFT experiment program .

Experimen t
Identification

Date
Conducted Descriptio n

LP-FW-1 02/20/1983 Loss-of-feedwater, primary feed and bleed recovery procedure

LP-SB-l 06/23/1983 Hot leg SB LOCA, early pump trip

LP-SB-2 07/14/1983 Hot leg SB LOCA, delayed pump trip

LP-SB-3 03/05/1984 Cold leg SB LOCA, core uncovery, secondary feed and bleed recovery

LP-02-6 10/03/1983

procedure, accumulator injection at low-pressure differential

200% large break LOCA, US licensing case

LP-LB-1 02/03/1984 200% large-break LOCA UK, licensing case

LP-FP-1 12/19/1984 Gap fission product release, large-break LOCA, German licensing cas e

LP-FP-2 07/03/1985 Fission product release at high fuel temperatures (above 2100 K), V-sequence
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Figure 4 : The maximum measured Center Fuel Module (CFM) ther -
mocouple data at 25.4 cm (10 in .), 68 .6 cm (27 in.) and
106.7 cm (42 in.) elevations (Reference 6) .
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The benefit of doing best estimate calculations with quantified uncertainties was
acknowledged. The use of such information would be for licensing and probabilistic safet y
assessment. The objective is to quantify the uncertainty for a reactor calculation .

Four key aspects of code uncertainties quantification were reviewed in this session : the
validation matrix activity which is the first requirement when, as the first step in code
uncertainties evaluation, a systematic code assessment is developed ; the methods
themselves which are being developed for code uncertainties quantification ; the user
effects and the role of counterpart testing, specially on the scaling issue.

VALIDATION MATRIX:
It was recognized that a validation matrix agreed upon internationally for PWR and BWR
thermalhydraulics codes had been developed . A validation matrix for separate effects is
under development . The first matrix was issued nearly 5 years ago, and it was proposed
that this should be updated . In this update, data from new experimental programs and ne w
requirements from new reactor concepts would be included . It was noted that only a few
plant transients were included . Sufficient detail for code assessment from such experimen t
was judged to be difficult to obtain . The high cost of making an assessment against plant
data could also be an obstacle to the use of such data .

METHODS FOR CODE UNCERTAINTIES QUANTIFICATION:

The two British and German methods and the CSAU methodology developed by th e
USNRC were reviewed . The quantification of uncertainties is a complex task and require s
great efforts. A major development task is to make the methods less resource demanding .
The two European methods are quite similar ; one is based more on engineering judgment
and might therefore require less effort at the expense of the quality and quantity o f
information obtained . This method requires changes in the code in order to be able t o
investigate model sensitivities . The methods will be completed in a relatively near futur e
when sufficient demonstration and testing have been performed .

Common to all methods was that the phenomena must be right before quantitative
uncertainties are meaningful . Scaling and extrapolation from a small scale to full scale i s
still being discussed .

USER EFFECTS :

Considerable variations when using the same code on the same problem had been observed.
This had been caused by selecting different nodalizations, time steps and code options.
Plain input errors were also committed . In addition, engineering judgement had to be
exercised with respect to system characteristics (e .g .heat losses), components and boundary
conditions . In order to reduce such aspects, improved dialogue between experimentalist s
and analysts was recommended . The user effects should be a part of every ISP evaluation .
Other remedies are better user guide-lines, training, discipline and quality assurance. In
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some cases code improvements could help since differences occurred when the users trie d
to circumvent code deficiencies. Presenting results with different requirements o n
converged solutions can also cause differences .

COUNTERPART TESTING :

The scaling and value of counterpart testing is a controversial issue. It is the phenomena,
not the scenarios, which should be scaled . A prerequisite is that the same phenomen a
occur at both small and full scales. It is the impression that the phenomena at full scal e
are more 3D when the volume scale grows. The 1D codes have difficulty in predicting suc h
behaviour . One difficulty for comparisons . is that it is impossible to impose the same
boundary conditions at different volume scales . It is in general not possible to assess the
validity of extrapolation in a simple fashion . The span of volume scaling is in general too
large. One has to have a reliable computer code to transform findings from one scale to
another . It is considered that comparison between code calculations and separate effects
test at full scale is the only practical way of assessing code performance . Comparisons wit h
plant data are very helpful but not sufficiently challenging with respect to accidental
conditions .
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Abstract

To provide an international common basis for the assessment of thermal hydrauli c
system codes, the task was given by the CSNI Working Group 2 to the "Tas k
Group on Thermal Hydraulic System Behaviour to prepare an internationall y
agreed validation matrix. Matrices for PWRs with U-tube and once through stea m
generators as well as for BWRs, mainly based on integral tests, have bee n
worked out. In addition a matrix for separate effects tests is in preparation .

1 . INTRODUCTIO N

For the analyses of transients and loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs) in Light Water Reac-
tors (LWRs) thermal-hydraulic computer codes have been developed over the last twenty -
five years .

Starting with relative simple computer codes in the early 1970's, a continuous developmen t
of the codes has been performed with respect to a more realistic description of thermal hy-
draulic phenomena and a more detailed system representation .

At the beginning of the 1970's, codes for the analysis of large break LOCAs had been re -
quested. The codes were based on the homogeneous equilibrium model, assuming equal
velocities and temperatures of vapour and liquid phases . The next effort in code develop -
ment were directed by the demand for the simulation of transients and small leak acci-
dents . The implementation of new models allowed for the separation of vapour and liqui d
by gravity . The representation of primary and secondary side with control systems and bal -
ance of plant models were extended .

In the middle of the 1970's the development of a new generation of thermal-hydrauli c
codes were initiated to provide analytical tools for a more realistic simulation of LWR be-
haviour under transient and accident conditions . Thermal and mechanical non-equilibrium
phenomena have been taken into account . The effects of non-condensables have been
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considered . These codes allow the simulation of transients, the entire range of break sizes
as well as beyond design basis accidents including accident management procedures wit h
operator interventions.

Parallel to the development of the analytical tools a large variety of experimental program s
have been executed to improve the understanding of thermal-hydraulic phenomena, t o
study system behaviour, and to provide the required data base for code development an d
code assessment.

A very high number of separate effects tests have been performed for the developmen t
and validation of code models . While in the 1970's the experiments were conducted main-
ly at small scale test facilities, in the 1980's more attention has been directed to scaling .
For example, in 1986. the first tests at the test facility UPTF, an imitation of a four loo p
1300 MWe PWR with upper plenum, downcomer and the main coolant pipes in full scal e
reactor geometry, were performed .

The overall results of the code calculations are assessed mainly by data from integral tes t
facilities . While in the early 1970's the experiments were focused on large break issues, i n
the following, parallel to the advancement in code development, integral tests have bee n
carried out to investigate LWR system behaviour during transients, small leaks and beyon d
design basis accidents .

In addition to the results of integral tests LWR plant data of transients or accidents are
being used to assess the predictive capability of the codes .

2. CSNI VALIDATION MATRIX BASED ON INTEGRAL TEST S

Taking into account the enormous database provided by the experimental programs, th e
task was given by the CSNI Principal Working Group No . 2 (PWG 2) to formulate an inter-
nationally agreed validation matrix for the independent assessment of large thermal-hy-
draulic computer codes .

The matrix is focused mainly on integral system tests and operating data from power reac-
tors, assuming that the developmental assessment of individual models has been satisfac-
torily completed by the code developer. Separate effects tests have been added only i n
cases where suitable integral system tests could not be found to address a particular phe-
nomenon [1, 2, 3] .

2.1 Structure of the Validation Matrix

To systematize the selection of tests for code assessment, so-called "Cross Reference
Matrices" have been established in a first step . Based on these matrices well-balanced
sets of experiments have been defined in a second step .
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2.2 Cross Reference Matrice s

In the Cross Reference Matrices the important physical phenomena which are believed to
occur during the transient or LOCA, the experimental facilities suitable for reproducin g
these effects, and the test types of interest are listed . Based on the knowledge and experi-
ences of the Task Group members, the relationship s

phenomenon versus test type ,
test facility versus phenomenon, an d
test type versus test facility

have been assessed for relevance and suitability .

For PWR codes four individual matrices have been prepared, differentiating betwee n
- large breaks ,

small and intermediate breaks for PWRs with U-tube steam generators ,
- small and intermediate breaks for PWRs with once-through steam generators, and
-

	

transients.

The matrix for small and intermediate breaks in PWRs with once-through steam generator s
has been prepared to address in particular phenomena which are unique to this reacto r
type .

For BWR codes two individual matrices have been prepared, differentiating between
loss-of-coolant accidents, and
transients .

In the Figures 1 to 6 the Cross Reference Matrices, as published 1987 in the CSNI repor t
132, are shown .

The relationship phenomenon versus test type is rated at one of three levels :
simulated resp . occurring : which means that the particular phenomenon is occurring in
that kind of test (closed circle in the matrix) ,
partially simulated respectively occurring : only some aspects of the phenomenon are
occurring (open circle in the matrix) ,
not occurring (dash in the matrix) .

The relationship test facility versus phenomenon is rated at one of four levels :
- suitable for code assessment : which means that a facility is designed in such a way as

to simulate the phenomenon assumed to occur in the plant and it is sufficiently in -
strumented to reveal the phenomenon (closed circle in the matrix) ,
limited suitability : the same as above with problems due to imperfect scaling or insuffi-
cient instrumentation (open circle in the matrix) ,
expected to be suitable : definition introduced in some cases to emphasize that ne w
facilities address in particular phenomena not sufficiently covered by previous integra l
system test facilities . A conclusive comment could not be made at that time as the ma-
trix has been published (x in the matrix) .
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The relationship test type versus test facility is rated at one of three levels :
- already performed or planned: the test type is useful for code assessment purpose s

(closed circle in the matrices) ,
performed but of limited use : this kind of test has been performed in the facility, bu t
has limited usefulness for code assessment purposes, due to poor scaling or to lack o f
instrumentation (open circle in the matrices) ,

- not performed or planned (blank) .

2.3 Selection of individual tests

Based on the Cross Reference Matrices, well-balanced sets of tests were selected accord-
ing to the criteria
• each phenomenon should be addressed in test facilities of different scale ,

all test types should be included .

In all cases, attempts were made to find plant results or integral system tests to addres s
each of the phenomena of interest. Only in cases where suitable plant results or integra l
system tests could not be found have separate effects tests been selected. Where
counterpart tests or near counterpart tests were identified between two or more facilities ,
they have been included in order to address questions relating to scaling and facility de -
sign compromises.

The selection of the tests was made on the basis of personal knowledge and experience o f
the participants of the committees . Only tests already executed or planned through 1984
resp. 1985 are considered in the matrices published 1987 .

2.4 Extension of CSNI-Matrix based on Integral Test s

The CSNI Cross Reference Matrix for small and intermediate leaks in PWRs has been ex-
tended to include tests related to accident management for a non-degraded core in Fig . 7.
Accident management procedures are an additional safety concept in case of hypothetica l
failures of different safety installations in order to prevent core melt . Additional test types
have been included to address the specific phenomenological conditions related to AM . In-
cluded are the following test types:
- high pressure primary side feed and bleed

low pressure primary side feed and blee d
secondary side feed and bleed

- reactor coolant pump restart in a highly voided primary coolant syste m
- primary to secondary leak in steam generators with multiple failures .

The accumulator behaviour has been included as additional phenomenon relevant for AM
test types . Condensation and evaporation during accumulator ECC water injection at smal l
pressure differences between accumulator and primary coolant system may lead to inter-
mittent ECC water injection with low efficiency .
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2.5 Revision of CSNI Matri x

The test matrix and the selection of individual tests to be proposed for the validation of
computer codes will be revised when this will be necessary . This allows to consider new
test facilities (e . g. PACTEL), or possibly facilities to investigate new reactor concepts . I n
the future it should be considered if any changes are necessary to include special phe-
nomena of new reactor designs . New tests representing new test types conducted in avail-
able test facilities may also be considered to be added or to replace tests which wer e
already proposed but are judged to be less important for code validation compared wit h
the new tests . Priority will be given to counterpart tests when individual tests are selected
from the SPES, LSTF, BETHSY, LOBI and PKL test facilities .

3. CSNI VALIDATION MATRIX BASED ON SEPARATE EFFECTS TEST S

There are several reasons for the increased importance now placed on the comparison o f
codes with separate effects test (SET) data .

Firstly, it has been recognized that the development of individual code models often re -
quires some iteration, and that a model, however well conceived, may need refinement a s
the range of applications is widened . To establish a firm need for the modification or furthe r
development of a model it is usually necessary to compare predictions with separate ef-
fects data rather than rely on inferences from integral test comparisons .

Secondly, there is the question of uncertainties in predictions of plant behaviour. A key
issue concerning the application of best estimate codes to LOCA and transient calcula -
tions is quantitative code assessment . Quantitative code assessment is intended to allo w
predictions of nuclear power plant behaviour to be made with a well defined uncertainty .
Most schemes for achieving this qualification of uncertainty rely on assigning uncertainties
to the modelling by the code of individual phenomena, for instance by the determination o f
reasonable ranges which key model parameters can cover and still produce results con-
sistent with data. This interest has placed a new emphasis on separate effects tests abov e
that originally envisaged for model development .

The advantage of separate effects tests are
• clear boundary conditions

measurement instrumentation can be chosen to study one particular phenomeno n
reduced possibility of compensating modelling errors during validation of compute r
codes
more systematic evaluation of the accuracy of a code model across a wide range o f
conditions up to full reactor plant scal e
steady state rather than transient observations possible .

A further incentive to conduct separate effects tests in addition to those carried out in inte-
gral facilities is the difficulty encountered in scaling predictions of phenomena from integra l
test facilities (which of necessity are in some sense small scale) to plant applications .
Where a phenomenon is known to be highly scale dependent and difficult to model mecha-
nistically, there is a strong need for conducting separate effects tests at full scale . In ge-
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neral it is desirable to have a considerable overlap of data from different facilities ; success-
fully predicting data from different facilities provides some confirmation that a phenomeno n
is well understood .

The main objective in producing the SET Validation Matrix is to identify the best availabl e
sets of data for the assessment, validation and, finally, the improvement of code predic-
tions of the individual physical phenomena. While both integral test data and SET data are
appropriate for code validation and assessment, for model development and improvement
there should be a strong preference for SET data .

In total 67 thermal-hydraulic phenomena have been identified which should be addresse d
by Separate Effects Tests (Table 1), and 187 facilities have been identified as potentia l
sources (Table 2) . The test facilities differ from each other in geometrical dimensions, geo-
metrical configuration and operating capabilities or conditions. Therefore, the number of
facilities relevant to an individual phenomenon provides some indication of the range o f
parameters within which a phenomenon has been investigated and experimental data gen-
erated .

A first report "Facility and Experiment Characteristics for OECD/NEA-CSNI SET Validatio n
Matrix" [4] will be issued containing a catalogue of the separate effects test facilities carried
out within the OECD member nations . Those facilities for which sufficient information was
supplied to produce an Information Sheet are marked "x" . Only those facilities which suffi-
ciently are known to produce an Information Sheet, (113 facilities), have been considere d
further in process of selecting suitable test data . An example of an Information Sheet is
shown in Table 3 for the 1/30, 1/15 and 1/5 VESSEL CREARE test facility .

This information was collected to enable the selection of appropriate sets of test data fo r
inclusion in the SET Validation Matrix .

A second report "CSNI Separate Effect Test (SET) Matrix for Thermal-Hydraulic Code Va-
lidation" [5] is prepared which will contain the characterization of phenomena (descriptio n
of phenomena, relevance to nuclear reactor safety, measurement ability and data base ,
present state of knowledge - predictive capability), the facility cross reference matrix, the
selection of relevant parameter ranges and a list of individual recommended tests along -
side each phenomenon, in table form .

4. STORAGE OF TEST DATA OF CSNI MATRIX IN NEA DATABAN K

Data sets from reactor transient simulation tests selected for the integral test code vali-
dation matrix are to be stored in a central location . It was agreed that the NEA (OECD Nu-
clear Energy Agency) Data Bank in view of its broad experience in handling of larg e
volumes of computer data would be an appropriate place to acquire, store and redistribute
the matrix test data.

Data of 45 experiments have been received from CEC Ispra, France, Japan, Sweden,
Switzerland and the USA, which are listed in Table 4 . The remaining approximately 70 ex-
periments selected for the integral test code validation matrix, which are listed in Table 5 ,
are expected to be sent to the NEA Data Bank in the near future .
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The release and dispatch procedure of the test data are :
All requests for CCVM data are channelled through PWG2 . Authors are notified of
each request and confirm the release, before the data are dispatched . Special safe-
guards are provided to prevent that data are sent out accidentally without prior author-
ization.
Input decks for code validation are only sent out if explicitly requested . Prior autho r
confirmation must be obtained .
Requesters should state the precise dispatch format, in which they wish to receive the
material . User profiles may be generated which contain default format specifications .
A report is automatically generated and distributed with each dispatch . This report con-
tains:

request identification number
name and address of requester
rules and conditions of use (to be defined )

- writing format
file descriptions
file map

- list of included documents.

5. CONCLUSIONS

An internationally agreed validation matrix for PWR and BWR thermal-hydraulic syste m
codes has been established . The matrix, published in 1987, is based mainly on integra l
tests and provides a well balanced basis for independent code assessment . The matrix will
be updated after completion of the SET Matrix . New data of experimental programs, new
requirements with respect to additional accident sequences, and new requirements result-
ing from new reactor concepts will be taken into account .

An internationally agreed validation matrix for separate effects tests is being prepared.

6. OUTLOOK

The development of methods for the quantification of uncertainties in plant calculations is a
major task for the future [6) . This requires a determination of code uncertainties, which is
based on a systematic code validation . The CSNI-Matrices are a necessary prerequisite to
achieve such a systematic validation .
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Table 1

UST OF SET PHENOMENA

0

	

BASIC PHENOMENA

0.1

	

Evaporation due to Depressurisatio n
0.2

	

Evaporation due to Heat Input
0 .3

	

Condensation due to Pressurisatio n
0.4

	

Condensation due to Heat Remova l
0 .5

	

Interfacial Friction Vertical Flow
0.6

	

Interfacial Friction Horizontal Flo w
0.7

	

Wall to Fluid Friction
0.8

	

Pressure Drops at Geometrical Discontinuities
0.9

	

Pressure Wave Propagation

1

	

CRITICAL FLOW

1 .1

	

Breaks
1 .2

	

Valves
1 .3

	

Pipes

2

	

PHASE SEPARATIONSNERT1CAL FLO W

2.1

	

Pipes/Plena
2.2

	

Core
2.3

	

Downcomer

3

	

STRATIFICATION IN HORIZ. FLOW

3.1

	

Pipes

4

	

PHASE SEPARATION AT BRANCHE S

4.1

	

Branches

5

	

ENTRAINMENT/DEENTRAINMENT

5.1

	

Core
5.2

	

Upper Plenu m
5.3

	

Downcomer
5.4

	

SG-Tube
5.5

	

SG-Mixing Chamber (PWR)
5.6

	

Hot Leg with ECCI (PWR )

6

	

LIQUID-VAPOUR MIXING WITH CONDENSATION
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6.1

	

Core
6.2

	

Downcome r
6.3

	

Upper Plenu m
6.4

	

Lower Plenu m
6.5

	

SG-Mixing Chamber (PWR )
6.6

	

ECCI in Hot and Cold Leg (PWR)

7

	

CONDENSATION IN STRATIFIED CONDITION S

7.1

	

Pressuriser (PWR )
7.2

	

SG-Primary Side (PWR )
7.3

	

SG-Secondary Side (PWR)
7.4

	

Horizontal Pipes

8

	

SPRAY EFFECTS

8.1

	

Core (BWR)
8.2

	

Pressuriser (PWR)
8.3

	

OTSG Secondary Side (PWR)

9

	

CCF/CCFL

9.1

	

Upper Tie Plate
9.2

	

Channel Inlet Orifices (BWR )
9.3

	

Hot and Cold Leg
9.4

	

SG Tube (PWR)
9.5

	

Downcome r
9 .6

	

Surgeline (PWR )

10

	

GLOBAL MULTIDIMENSIONAL FLUID, TEMPERATURE, VOID AN D
FLOW DISTRIBUTION

10 .1

	

Upper Plenu m
10.2

	

Core
10.3 Downcomer
10.4 SG-Secondary Sid e

11

	

HEAT TRANSFE R

11 .1

	

Natural, forced convection: Core, SG, Structures
11 .2

	

Subcooled/nucleate boiling: Core, SG, Structures
11 .3

	

DNB/dryout: Core, SG, Structures
11 .4

	

Post CHF heat transfer. Core, SG, Structures
11 .5

	

Radiation : Core
11 .6

	

Condensation : SG, Structures

12

	

QUENCH FRONT PROPAGATION/REWET
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12 .1

	

Fuel Rod s
12.2 Channel Walls and Water Rods (BWR )

13

	

LOWER PLENUM FLASHING

14

	

GUIDE TUBE FLASHING (BWR)

15

	

ONE AND TWO PHASE IMPELLER-PUMP BEHAVIOU R

16

	

ONE AND TWO PHASE JET-PUMP BEHAVIOU R

17

	

SEPARATOR BEHAVIOU R

18

	

STEAM DRYER BEHAVIOU R

19

	

ACCUMULATOR BEHAVIOU R

20

	

LOOP SEAL FILLING AND CLEARANCE (PWR)

21

	

ECC BYPASS/DC PENETRATIO N

22

	

PARALLEL CHANNEL EFFECTS INSTABILITIES (BWR )

23

	

BORON MIXING AND TRANSPORT

24

	

NONCONDENSIBLE GAS EFFECT (PWR )

25

	

LOWER PLENUM ENTRAINMENT
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Table 2:

	

List of Separate Effects Test Facilities provided by

OECD Member Countrie s

Country Facility Inf o
Sheet

Canada Elbow Flooding Rig x
CWIT x

Pump s

Header Test Facility x

Finland REWET-I x

REWET-II x
VEERA x

IVO-CCFL (Air/Water) x
IVO-Therm . Mix x

IVO Loop Seal Facility (Air/Water) x

France MOBY-DICK x

SUPER MOBY-DICK x

CANON and SUPER CANON (HORIZONTAL) x
VERTICAL CANON x

TAPIOCA (VERTICAL) x

DADINE x
PERICLES RECTANGULAR x

PERICLES CYLINDRICAL x

PATRICIA GV 1 x

PATRICIA GV 2 x

ERSEC TUBE x

ERSEC ROD BUNDLE x

OMEGA TUBE x

OMEGA ROD BUNDLE x

ECTHOR LOOP SEAL AIR/WATER x

COSI x

SUPER MOBY-DICK TEE x

PIERO AIRNVATER x
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Country Facility Info
Sheet

EPOPEE

EVA x

SEROP S

BETHSY Pressurizer

SUPER MOBY-DICK HORIZONTA L

REBECA x

ECOTRA x

Germany UPTF x

HDR Vessel x

BATTELLE PWR RS 16 x

BATTELLE BWR 150396 x

Blowdown Heat Transfer RS 37 x

Heat Transfer RefillReflood RS 36

Steady State DNB Exp RS 164

Transition Boiling Inside Tube RS 370 x

Rewet RS 62/184 x

Therrnodyn . Nonequilibrium RS 77 x

LOCA Pump Behaviour RS 92

Thermalhydr. UP-BBR RS 373 x

Pressurizer-Valve RS 240, 347, 63 6

Steam/Water Discharge Flow RS 93/RS 397 x

T-Junction Test Facility (KFK) x

Italy Pressurizer (Vapore Plant), ENE A

Pressurizer Spray, TURIN x

Pressurizer Flooding, SIET x

JETI-4 Fuel Channel, SIE T

Safety Valve, SIET x

Gen 3x3 (Steam Generator), SIET x

8x8 Bundle, CISF x

FREGENE (Steam Generator), ENE A

ARAMIS (Separator), ENEA
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Country] Facility .) Info
Sheet

Jet Condensation, TURIN

Jet Condensation, ENEA

CHF, ENEA

CCFL, ENEA

FOB Blowdown, ANSALDO

GEST-SEP, SIET x

GEST-GEN 20 MW SG, SIET

PIPER (blowdown), PISA x

JF Blowdown, ENEA

Japan TPTF (Two Phase Flow Test Facility), JAERI x

Air/Water Horizontal Flow Loop,JAERI x

T-Break Test Facility, JAERI (Air/Water) x

Air/Water Rod Bundle Test Facility, JAER I

SG U-Tube Test Facility, JAERI

Single Pin Heat Transfer Test Facility, JAERI x

SRTF (Small Scale Reflood Test Facility), Toshiba x

ESTA (Eighteen Degree Sector Test Apparatus),Toshib a

ESTA-KP (KWU/PWR), Toshiba

RRTF (Refill/Reflood Test Facility), Toshiba

SHTF (Spray Heat Transfer Test Facility), Toshiba

Guide Tube CCFL Test Facility ,Toshib a

Swell Level Test, Toshiba

SCTF, JAERI x

CCTF, JAERI x

HICOF (Hitachi Core and Fuel Test Loop )

Hot Leg CCFL Rig, JAERI x

Netherland ECN-Reflood Tests (36 rod bundle) x

NEPTUNUS Pressuriser x

Sweden GO- TA BWR ECC x

MARVIKEN x
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Country Facility info
Sheet

FRIGG/FRÔJA x

120-bar Loo p

SIV

SEPA

Switzerland NEPTUN-1 Boiloff x

NEPTUN-1 and NEPTUN-ll Reflood x

PEANUT Reflood Inside Single Tube x

UK ACHILLES Reflood Loop x

THETIS Bundle x

REFLEX Tube Refloo d

Post Dryout Rig (HP, Winfrith), Tube x

TITAN/9MW Rigs x

High Pressure Rig x

Post Dryout Rig (LP, Harwell) x

Air/Water Pipeline Facilities (Large Scale )

Hot Leg (Air/Water Simulation with Offtakes) x

Horizontal CCFL Rig (Small Scale) x

Air/Water Rigs (Small Scale )

LOTUS Air/Water Annular Flow, Tube x

Single Tube Level Swell (Harwell) x

Single Tube Reflood (Harwell) x

Crossflow Two-Phase Wind Tunnel x

Loop Seal Air/Water Ri g

Hot Leg Co- and Countercurrent Flow Rig

Single Tube Reflood (Leatherhead) x

Boiler Dynamics Rig x

Valve Blowdown Test Facility x

Single Pin Reflood

Multipin Cluster Ri g

Blowdown Ri g

ECCS Condensation Rig
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Country ; Facility Info
Sheet

1/6th Scale Broken Cold Leg Nozzle Rig x

StrathClyde 1/10th Scale PWR Refil l

R 113 Vertical Forced Circulation Loop

R 113 Horizontal Forced Circulation Loo p

Vertical Flow Rig s

High Pressure Steam/Water Forced Circulation Loo p

Low Pressure Boiling Facility (Harwell) x

USA LTSF 1/6 Scale Jet Pump x

Univ. California SB . LP BWR x

THEF Post CHF Ins . Tube x

Battelle Columbus Laboratory

Wyle Lab . Marshall Steam Station T F

Miscellaneous Source s

Univ . California SB . Vert . Tub e

Univ. California B . Tube Reflood x

Univ. California Berkele y

Columbia Rod Bundle Blowdown HT x

State Univ. New York at Buffalo

State Univ. New York at Buffalo

1/15 - 1/30 VESSEL/CREARE x

1/5 DC + CL CREARE x

CDN DART Bubbly Flow Nozzles x

VERT TUBE PL/ DART Annular CCF x

TUBE + CHANNEL DART air/water x

SNTF DART BWR Spray Nozzle x

CE + MIT

J-Loop Test Fac. Westinghouse

HCNTL Univ. of Cincinnat i

Heat Transf . Loop Babcock & Wilco x

FLECHT SEASET Westinghouse x

Univ. California Los Angeles

SCTF Univ . California LA
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`Country Facility Info
Shee t

Univ . California Santa Barbara

Univ . California Berkele y

HST, SSTF, VSF/GE Spray Tests x

Four Loop Natural Circulation / SR I

U-tube SG Two-loop Test Fac . /SRI x

1/5 EPRI-CREARE Mixing Facility

EPRI-SAI Thermal Mixing Test Fac . x

1/2 Scale Test Facility / CREARE x

EPRI-Wyle Pipe Rupture Test Facilit y

TPFL/INEL Tee Critical Flow x

EPRI/SAI Carryover Large Diamete r

PHSE/PURDUE 1/2 Scale Facility

Thermal Hydr. Test Fac . / ORN L

INEL Pump Caracterisation x

Semiscale INE L

BWR-FLECHT/GE x

LEHIGH Post CHF Heat Transfer in Bundle x

MIT Pressuriser x

LS/GE Level Swell in Blowdown x

HOUSTON

Cocurrent Hor . Flow / Northwest x

ANL Power-Void Transfer Function. BWR x

Natural Circulation Boiling / ANL x

G2 Loop / Westinghous e

Air-Water TF/B .-Willamette Pum p

Univ . California Berkele y

MB-2 SG Transients / Westinghouse x

Stratified Condensing Flow / Northwest x

Critical Flow Rig / GE x

Reflux Rig / Univ . Cal . Santa Barbara x

LTSF Blowdown Quench / INEL x

LEHIGH Post CHF Vertical Tube x

Norway Halden Reactor, Reflood Tests J x



SET FACILITY No. 11 .1 3

Subject Description
SET Cross Referenc e
Matrix No.

•

	

Test Facilit y

Operaling Period

-

	

Availability

1/30, 1/15, and 1/6 VESSEt/CREARE . US A

1976 - 198 1

•

	

Objective s

•

	

Test Period

Downcomer counlercurrenl lbw, ECC waler bypass and delivery, annulus ECC how oscillations, dal waN elleds on countercurren t
flow

7

•

	

Facility Geometr y

•

	

Experimental Condition s
and Parameter Range

Dhnenslon

	

1/30 scale In mm

	

1/16 scale In mm

	

1/6 scale In mm

gap size

	

7; 13

	

18

	

38
average annulus ckcurnlerence

	

467 ; 450

	

904

	

2682
vessel ID

	

156

	

305

	

892
downcotner length

	

229

	

457

	

1372
Wad cold leg ID

	

25

	

61

	

14 7
broken cold leg ID

	

25

	

51

	

437

leas modes:

	

plenum filling
controlled and uncontrolled pressur e

pressure :

	

0.1 - 0 .46 MN, Mr hashing tests up to 0.7 MPa
water subcooing

	

0-110K

Table 3 : Example for Information Sheet



SET FACILITY
No. 11 .1312

Subject Description
SET Cross Reference
Matrix No.

•

•

Measuremen t
Instrumentatio n

Data Acquisition

water Ilowrale

	

rotarneler

	

* 1 gpm
•

	

wafer temperature

	

lank thermocouple

	

t 2' Fsteam Ibwrate

	

sill:e/manomeler

	

t 5 Xair flowrale

	

rotarnele r
•

	

water delivery liming

	

slop-watch

	

t 5 X
• upper annulus

	

pressure gauge

	

t 0.2 sec
• sealed separator

	

pressure gauge
ambient discharge separator

	

water manometer

•

•

Data Documentatio n

Data Availability

•

	

P . It Rothe, G . B . Wallis, M . W. Fanning, J. A. Block : A Preliminary Study of Annulus ECC Flow Oscillations, EPRI-NP-839,
August 197 8
C . J . Crowley, S . Wei, J. G . Murray, P. 1I . Rothe, S. A . Mc Rama : Technical Summary Attachment to ECC By-pass RTI ., Volumes 1
+ II: NUREG/CR-0885 or CREARE TN-298, July 1979
P. I1. Rothe, C . J . Crowley: Scaling of Pressure and Subcooling for Countercurrent Flow ; CREARE, Inc ., NURECVCR-0484 ,
October 197 8

• C . J. Crowley, P. f1 . Rothe, R. O . Saran: 1/5-Sate Countercurrent now Data Presentation and Discussion ; CREARE, Inc .,
NUREO/CR-2108, November 198 1

availabl e

• Use of Data Description of ECC water delivery Through the downcomer lo the case of large break loss of coolant accidents

• Special Feature s

• Correctness o f
Phenomena

• Comments Irnporlant small scale downcorner countercurrent flow lests

Table 3a: Example for Information Sheet
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Table 4:

	

Test data available in NEA Data Bank

Test Facility Test No Test Type

	

k

G-2 716 PWR SB-LOCA, U-SIG

718 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

736 PWR SB-LOCA, U-SIG

LOFT L2-3 PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G

U-5 PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G

L3-5 PWR SB-LOCA, U -S/G

L3-6 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

L3-7 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

L6-7 PWR transient (cool)

L9-3 PWR transient (LOFW)

LP-LB-1 PWR LB-LOCA, U-SI G

LP-02-6' PWR LB-LOCA, U-SIG

LP-FP-1 B PWR FP release, U-S/G

LP-FP-2 PWR FP release, U-SIG

LP-FW-1 PWR transient (LOFW)

LP-SB-1 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/ G

LP-SB-2 PWR SB-LOCA, U-SIG

LP-SB-3 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

OTIS 220100 PWR SB-LOCA, OTS G

220402 PWR SB-LOCA, OTS G

Semiscale PL-3E (long version) PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

PL-3E (short version) PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

S-06-3 (long version) PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G

S-06-3 (short version) PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G

S-IB-3 PWR 25%-LOCA, U-S/G

UT-1 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G

TLTA 6431 BWR SB-LOCA

6432 BWR SB-LOCA

' This is the OECD identification for test U-6

United States
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Country. ,.

	

' Test Facility Test No . Test Tie

European LOBI Al-04R PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G
Communities Al-06 PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/ G

A1-66 PWR LB-LOCA, U-S/G
A2-77 PWR nat . circ., U-S/G

A2-81 PWR SB-LOCA, U-S/G
B1-RiM PWR 25%-LOCA, U-S/ G

Switzerland Leibstadt STP-2001 BWR transient (LOFW)

STP-25 BWR transient (MISV)

France Patricia GV-2 6-4 .2 PWR LOCA, U-S/G

Japan TBL-2 311 BWR SB-LOCA

ROSA-III 912 BWR SB-LOCA

916 BWR 50% B-LOCA

922 BWR SB-LOCA

926 BWR LB-LOCA

952 BWR LB-LOCA
971 BWR power transient

984 BWR SB-LOCA
ROSA-IV SB-CL-18 PWR SB-LOCA

Sweden FIX-II 2032 BWR transient
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Table 5:

	

Test data to be stored in NEA Data Bank but not yet availabl e

Country Test Facility Test No. Test Type

Belgium Doel-2 SGTR PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

France Super Moby Dick 12 R 305C PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

Germany GERDA 70100 PWR-LOCA, OTSG

0900AA PWR-LOCA, OTSG

1605AA PWR-LOCA, OTSG

HDR V21 .1/21 .3 BWR-LOC A

V45 BWR-LOCA

Karistein pump test Series 1 BWR-LOCA

Series 2 BWR-LOC A

Phillipsburg Recirc Pump Test BWR Transien t

PKL ID1 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

ID18 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

ID5 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

ID6 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

PKL-I K10 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

K11 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

K9 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

UPTF - BWR-LOCA

- PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

Italy GEN 3X3 GTPU-08 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

GEST-SEP - BWR-LOC A

PIPER-I PO-SP-7 BWR-LOC A

Pzr. Flooding 106/70 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

221/70 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

SPES PWR-Transient

- PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

Japan CCTF C(1-11) Run 20 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

C(1-19) Run 38 PWR-LOCA, U-S/ G

C(1-20) Run 39 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

ROSA-Ill 919 BWR Transien t

SCTF S1-01 Run 507 PWR-LOCA, U-S/ G

S1-08 Run 514 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G
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Country Test Facility Test No . Test Typ e

TBL 108 BWR-LOCA

309 BWR-LOCA

314 BWR-LOCA

Sweden FIX-II 3025 BWR-LOCA

3061 BWR-LOCA

5052 BWR-LOCA

6261 BWR Transient

GOTA 21 BWR-LOC A

23 BWR-LOC A
Marviken CFT-22 BWR-LOC A

JIT-11 BWR-LOC A

22 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G
Switzerland NEPTUN 5007 BWR-LOC A

5050 BWR-LOCA

5052 BWR-LOCA

United States ANO1-2 Turbine Trip PWR Transien t

BCL 26502-7 PWR-LOCA, U-S/ G

29402 PWR-LOCA, U-S/ G
CREARE H195 PWR-LOCA, U-S/G

Crystal River (o .p . PORV) PWR-LOCA, U-S/G
FIST GIB1 BWR-LOCA

GPMC1 BWR Transient

GPMC3 BWR Transient

Ti OUV BWR Transient

T23C BWR Transient

4DBA1 BWR-LOCA

4PTT1 BWR Transient

6MSB1 BWR-LOCA
6SB1 BWR-LOCA

6SB2C BWR-LOCA

Ginna SGTR PWR-LOCA, U-S/ G
MIST 320201 PWR-LOCA, OTSG

330100

	

, PWR-LOCA, OTSG

Peach Bottom Turbine Trip BWR Transient
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SSTF

	

SE-1

	

BWR-LOCA

SE3-8A 343

	

BWR-LOCA

SE5-2A

	

BWR-LOCA

Test Facilit y

SRI 2

Test N

SRT-3 Run 26 BWR-LOCA

T-Junc Break PWR-LOCA, U-S/GTHL

UMCP

	

NC-2

	

PWR-LOCA, OTSG

NC-5

	

PWR-LOCA, OTSG

PWR-LOCA, OTSG
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QUANTIFICATICN OF CODE UNCERTAINTIES

H. Holmstrcan, OECD/NEA

ABSTRACT

The assessment of so-called best-estimate (BE) codes aims at
providing sufficient evidence that they can be used reliably
and accurately enough within their intended ranges of appli -
cation for realistic prediction of the behaviour of nuclear
power plants during various accident and transient condi -
tions . Until now the assessment has been essentially qualita -
tive, with only minor exceptions . Only recently there ha s
been increasing demand for quantification of the uncertain-
ties, especially in conjunction with efforts to allow use of
the BE codes (instead of the conservative "evaluation model "
EM codes) in licensing analyses, and to achieve a correspon-
ding reduction in the safety margins where considered exces-
sive .

However, quantification of code uncertainties is an extremely
complex task, and it has become evident that there will al-
ways be an element of subjective judgment involved .

This paper will focus on description and comparison of three
major methodologies developed for code uncertainty quantifi -
cation : one by AEA Technology, UK, another by GRS, Germany ,
and the third (CSAU) by USNRC, USA . The European methods are
quite similar, but differ distinctly from the American met-
hod . While sensitivity studies for production of model para -
meter uncertainties are essential in the former, and compari -
sons with experimental data serve to check the validity of
the results, comparisons of code predictions with integral
test data are central to the latter . The role of subjective
judgment is smallest in the GRS method .

1 . n

	

UCIICN

So-called best-estimate (BE) computer codes have been developed for rea-
listic prediction of the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of nuclear power
plants during various accident and transient conditions . This develop-
ment has required an enormous effort, especially between years 1975 -
1985, and the codes are currently being assessed and applied widely in
the nuclear community .

In the past, when the primary emphasis was on Large Break Loss of Coo-
lant Accidents, all the codes had many conservative features and also
the calculations were performed in a conservative way . Consequently, in
the assessment it was adequate to prove that the key results (especiall y
peak clad temperature, PCT) were always conservatively calculated .
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Later, when Small Break Loss-of-Coolant Accidents and other transient s
gained more attention, the situation changed and became more complica -
ted. Often it was not easy to determine if a feature or assumption wa s
really conservative or not . It also depended on the purpose of the ana -
lysis . Sometimes the results of a conservative calculation were so un -
realistic that they tended to confuse and mislead the analysts and the
designers . It was difficult e .g . to prepare operator guidelines . It was
also difficult to judge if one calculation or code was better than an -
other and to decide how to improve the codes .

Mainly because of these reasons it was generally understood that in th e
future the main emphasis should be on the development and assessment o f
BE codes . Quantification of the uncertainties became necessary in con -
junction with efforts to allow use of BE codes also in the licensin g
analyses in order to get more realistic predictions and achieve reduc-
tions in safety margins .

For all code assessment it is very important to identify the differen t
sources of uncertainty in code predictions of experiments and especiall y
of plant transients . Five main categories may be distinguished :

1) Specification of the problem
- If the problem has been specified incorrectly in the be -
ginning, the code may calculate irrelevant phenomena or
quantities . The intended use of the results should be the
basis for determining e .g . the scope of the problem .

2) Formulation of the conceptual model
- A code is based on a conceptual model, which already i n-

cludes selections and simplifications of real physica l
processes, e .g . the number and form of the conservatio n
equations, correlations, special models etc .

3) Formulation of the computational mode l
- A computational model consists of a code and its geometri c
model (nodalization) . A code may contain programming er -
rors, the numerical integration scheme may not be comple -
tely stable and convergent, numerical diffusion and trun -
cation errors always exist and the nodalization does no t
represent the details of the geometry .

4) Determination of the model parameter s
- Often model parameters have large margins of uncertaint y

and are "tuned" during the developmental assessment .

5) Calculation and documentation
- The major source of uncertainty associated with the calcu -

lation is the input deck . In addition to mistakes like ty -
ping errors there are uncertainties in initial and bounda -
ry conditions and selections of options (models, correla -
tions) . The "user uncertainty" can be reduced e .g . by im-
proving user guidelines . It is, of course, also important
that the final documentation is complete and correct .
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Code assessment concentrates in comparison between the results of cod e
calculations and measured experimental or actual plant transient data .
However, it should also include other type of studies of the above men -
tioned sources of uncertainty .

Traditionally code assessment has been divided into two main types :

1) Developmental assessment
2) Independent assessment

The former is performed by the developers of the code during the deve -
lopment in order to assess the separate models or parts of the code an d
to help in selecting and developing the models . Some calculations are
also done with the whole code to check if all the parts function toget -
her as intended . The latter is carried out by other (independent) user s
in order to find out if the code is reliable and accurate enough when
used as intended .

The independent assessment may include the following steps .

1) Qualitative assessment
2) Quantitative assessment
3) Extrapolation to full size plants

Qualitative assessment focuses on the overall impression of the code' s
capabilities, especially correct simulation of all the relevant pheno-
mena . Quantitative assessment aims at expressing the accuracies or un -
certainties as numbers . The third step (scaling capability) is the final
step for arriving at a quantified statement of the uncertainties asso-
ciated with predictions which full scale LWR plant accidents and tran -
sients can be predicted .

There are several problems associated with any type of assessment of th e
codes . Some of the most important ones are discussed below .

There are basic problems associated with experimental data . The CSNI
Validation Matrices contain good selections of available data, but the
entire database is still limited both in quantity and in quality . The
cross reference matrices, however, give useful indications of data whic h
are lacking (phenomena, scale) . But even if an experiment seems to be
"ideal" for investigating certain phenomena, a closer look may revea l
e .g . the insufficiency of the instrumentation, failures of instrument s
and/or too large or unknown uncertainties . Often experimental data re -
ports are incomplete (missing facility data, incomplete initial/boundar y
condition information, some out-of-date information etc . )

Another basic problem is connected to the so-called "freezing" of the
code . A code, which is undergoing continuous development, cannot be use d
reliably nor can it be assessed properly . A certain code version to be
assessed should first be "frozen" (kept unchanged) and documented . Thus ,
all users would have the same code version, and assessment results and
user experiences could be exchanged knowing that the results are inter -
related. However, during the assessment it is very likely that program -
ming errors and deficiences are detected and some models are found to be
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unsatisfactory . It has become a common practice that minor error correc -
tions or additions of user convenient features are allowed during th e
assessment, but other changes are not . If, nevertheless, serious defi -
ciences are found, completing an extensive assessment task would mean a
waste of time and resources, because a defective code, even if assessed ,
is probably useless . So the whole assessment process should be repeate d
after correcting the code . One possibility to avoid this waste is to
calculate first only a small number of best available test cases, and t o
continue only if they have been colleted satisfactorily. Another possi -
bility would be to stop the assessment work immediately after a majo r
deficiency is reported to be found .

So-called "code tuning" may also cause problems . This means that input
parameters, user options and/or nodalizations are adjusted, and even
models changed, in order to get the best possible agreement with certain
test data . This is unacceptable . If a new set of "optimum" parameters i s
defined for every new test case without sound technical justification ,
the assessors are misled . The objective of a code assessment calculation
is not to get the best possible results, but to obtain objective infor-
mation of the accuracy of the code when used according to the norma l
user guidelines .

It should be also noted that the communication channels between the code
developers and users (assessors) should be open and efficiently used in
both directions . Fast and well-documented feedback from the users is ex -
tremely important .

Finally, the following questions should be answered : HOW good is good
enough? How should the code acceptance criteria be defined? When should
code development stop if ever? If a code has been assessed qualitative-
ly, the only option to answer the first two questions is in a qualitati-
ve, subjective way based on experts' opinions . The regulatory require-
ments and realistic achievability serve as boundary conditions . The co-
des cannot be evaluated against criteria more restrictive than one's un-
derstanding of the phenomena . The criteria also depend on the applica-
tion . With the help of sensitivity studies, uncertainties can often b e
handled satisfactorily . As to the last question, it could be discussed
and answered during this meeting .

2 . QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT

Qualitative assessment, as already mentioned, focuses on the overal l
impression of the code's capabilities . The code is compared against a
wide variety of experiments, mainly integral, to check if the trends of
the data are correctly predicted . Of course the accuracy should also b e
reasonable . The comparison is based on subjective engineering judgment .
Little or no attempt is made to quantify the accuracy or uncertainty a t
this stage .

This type of assessment has been virtually the only type that has been
applied so far . The work, especially in the main code developing coun-
tries like the United States, has been extensive . Qualitative assessment
experiences have been reported to safety authorities, code developers
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and other users . The former have followed the assessment work closely t o
make sure that the codes can be relied on . The latter have learned about
the limitations of the codes and improved their skill in using them . The
code developers have continuously improved the codes based on the as -
sessment results . Licensing applications have still resorted to con -
servative assumptions and parameter sensitivity studies .

The NEA/CSNI Principal Working Group No . 2 (PWG2) (and its predecessor )
has been active in the assessment field already since 1974, when it wa s
agreed to start the so called International Standard Problem (ISP) prog-
ram, which turned out to be a success and it is still continuing .

An ISP means an experiment (or an actual transient in a nuclear power
plant), which is calculated in the participating countries with diffe -
rent computer codes /1/ . The performer of the experiment usually acts as
the host organisation . The ISPs have formed an important part of an as-
sessment effort, but they have also very effectively served other purpo -
ses, like learning how to use the codes in a better way with greater
confidence, comparing different codes, studying the effect of the user ,
improving understanding of the transients, providing information of th e
safety margins and suggesting necessary improvements to the codes .

In addition to the ISP program, the NEA/CSNI/PWG2 "Thermal-Hydraulic "
Task Group has been quite active during the recent years in rewievin g
the whole assessment process and preparing lists of required test cases .
These lists have been based on the so-called Cross Reference Matrices ,
which were first prepared to systematize the selection . Accordingly the
lists were called Validation Matrices /2/ . The matrices are being upda -
ted and supplemented on a continuous basis .

The Task Group has also formulated a recommended procedure for qualita-
tive agqPssment . It includes the following steps :

1) Establishment of the transient categories for which the code is to b e
assessed (transients-single/two-phase, small breaks, large break s-
blowdown/refill/reflood, . . . )

2) Selection of the test cases (use of the CSNI Validation Matrix )
3) Specification of transient phases, which are treated separatel y

("phenomenological window" = tine span in which the sane phenomen a
and parameters dominate )

4) Specification of important phenomena (use of the CSNI Validation
Matrix )

5) Selection of the parameters to address the important phenomena (e .g .
core quench - cladding temperatures, core fluid dynamics )

6) Calculation of the test case s
7) Comparison of the calculated and experimental data

- stable solution ?
- important phenomena simulated reasonably well ?
- phenomena coupled correctly? (compensating errors? )
- reasonable time comparisons ?
- do "threshold" phenomena require special attention? (e .g . after
dryout there is a drastic change in the cladding temperatur e

8) Sensitivity studies if needed (to investigate special problems, e .g .
effects of "threshold" phenomena)
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9) A (first) judgment on whether the code can be used in full scale LW R
analyses with sufficient confidence

If it is the intention to perform the quantitative assessment phase
afterwards, the qualitative assessment phase may include preparation s
for the quantitative phase to make sure that the results of both of the
assessment phases will be consistent . At the end of the qualitative
phase it should also be considered whether it is worth while to perform
the quantitative phase at all . For example, if the results already show
that the accuracy of the code is clearly unacceptable, there may not b e
a need to quantify this (in)accuracy .

3. 4 ANTIT1 IVE ASSESS6ENT

As stated earlier, if BE codes are to be used in licensing analyses, the
accuracy of the analyses must be known particularly well . This means a
need for quantification . Quantitative assessment aims at expressing the
accuracies and/or uncertainties as numbers . In fact, these numbers
should refer to full size plants, and not only represent the code' s
ability to calculate a selected set of experiments .

Concerning the words "accuracy" and "uncertainty" the CSNI PWG2 Tas k
Group on Codes has agreed on the following definitions (figure 1) :

- Code uncertainty band with respect to a certain output paramete r
includes the set of outcomes with probabilities larger than a
given number .

- Code accuracy is the difference between corresponding calculate d
and measured parameter values or a measure of this difference .

The Task Group has mainly considered the following three different quan-
tification mets. One has been developed by the AEA Technology, Win -
frith, one by the GRS, Munich and one by the USNRC (Code Scaling, App -
licability and Uncertainty Evaluation Method, i .e . CSAU Method) . In ad-
dition there have been proposals that aim at improvement of these met -
hods . In fact, all of these methods are incomplete (except CSAU) an d
under continuous development . They have not yet been fully tested . All
three of them are first described separately below and then compared
with each other .

3.1 1be Winfrith Method (AEA1*

In the first of the methods ("Wifrith Method", AEAWM) the aim is to
extend the current qualitative method to include some meaningful quan-
titative assessment of uncertainty . Mechanical (and expensive) applica-
tion of statistical techniques are claimed not to be justified by the
nature of the problem and the data available . The method relies heavily
on experts' judgment and experience, and attempts to use them in a logi-
cal way . It is designed to generate useful information with the minimum

of effort. The main idea is the use of parameter sensitivity studies t o
generate code uncertainty bands for the key output parameters . The choi-
ce of the model parameters (and boundary conditions) as well as the re-
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quired number of sensitivity calculations is based on experts' judgment .
Comparisons to the measured data of selected integral tests serve t o
check if the code accuracy is acceptable (uncertainty bands bracket the
data and are not so large that the results are useless) . The same proce -
dure is applied to both integral tests and plant transients . It is ar-
gued that the generated uncertainty bands for the latter are meaningfu l
if the procedure has been applied successfully for the former .

Figure 2 shows a flowchart depicting the Winfrith method . It, in fact ,
represents the whole process of code assessment from code development t o
final code applications . The first three steps are consistent with the
current practice .

There are some requirements of the code before the assessment metho d
(from step 4) should be applied, e .g . :

- Numerically stable, reliable
- Absence of non-physical discontinuitie s
- Reasonably fast-running
- All relevant physical phenomena addresse d
- Constituent models can be biased to predict the phenomena

reasonably accuratel y

The last requirement addresses the need for facilities in the BE code s
to carry out sensitivity studies . If model parameter variations are no t
possible through input data, the code will have to be modified, recom -
piled and relinked for each sensitivity study, which increases th e
amount of work and the scope for error .

As was already mentioned, uncertainty bands are derived in the same wa y
for integral experiments and plant transients . In both cases it is im-
portant to understand the transient as well as the code under scrutin y
to ensure that all important phenomena and the corresponding code model s
are identified. The next step is the choice of the model parameters t o
be varied and their "reasonable uncertainty ranges" (excluding the va-
lues, which seem to be inconsistent with reasonable certainty), which
are based on experimental data from separate effects tests . A set of va -
riant calculations (sensitivity studies) can then be carried out t o
identify reasonable bounds in chosen output variables (key parameters) .
This does not require a separate calculation for every parameter varia -
tion. Where the expected effects of several variations is in the same
direction these may be combined in a single run . The resulting boundin g
curves of the output parameters vs time may be determined most simply b y
taking the maximum and minimum of the calculated values at any time ,
though in some cases alternative approaches may be desirable .

Comparisons to the measured data of integral tests serve to check if the
method and the generated uncertainty bands are valid . If the data are
not bracketed by the bands, it means a failure of the approach and has
to be corrected in a justifiable way (e .g . correct or improve the code) .
Furthermore it is not sufficient only to bracket the data : the bands
must also be narrow enough to be useful . Blind standard problems are
especially valuable for testing the method . Only if the method has bee n
shown to be successful in the case of integral tests, can it be applied
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to plant transients with sufficient confidence .

The first feasibility study on this assessment method using the LOB I
small break LOCA test BL-02 as the test case has been performed /3/ .
The main objectives of the study were the following :

To find out the number of variant studies required
To investigate the usability and adequacy of the separate effect s
data base for determining the required model parameter uncertain -
ty ranges
To study the difficulties in performing the model parameter va -
riations in the absence of a facility to access them through
input
To check the adequacy of the experts' initial judgment on the ke y
phenomena and parameter uncertainty range s
To examine the special problems of computational model implemen -
tation and noding uncertainties
To find out the overall effort required to apply the method

A limited number of parameters was considered . Some problems were en -
countered when modifying TRAC to allow for performing the sensitivity
studies . The measured (single-valued) minimum pressure difference acros s
the core, the time of its occurrence and minimum primary inventory were
bounded by the calculated uncertainty bands, the continuos-valued core
pressure difference and primary inventory were mostly bounded, and the
time of loop seal clearance was not bounded . The general conclusion of
this so-called "pilot study" was that the method meets the basic requi-
rements for an uncertainty evaluation method, and its development shoul d
be continued, as is presently being done .

3.2 The GRS Method (GRSM)

In a second method ("GRS Method", GRSM) the aim is to reduce the amount
of experts' judgment to a practical minima. The main idea is the us e
of probability distributions to express the uncertainties in the comp u-
tational model parameters and boundary conditions, and to propagate them
through the code (performing a number of calculations) to generate pro -
bability distributions of desired output parameters . This is done in the
same way for both plant transient and integral experiment analyses .

Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the central elements of the GRSM. The mai n
steps of the method are :

1) Selection of transient category
2) Specification of phenomenological window (e .g . reflood )
3) Selection of characteristic integral experiment (IT )
4) Determination of dominant phenomena (DP) in the I T
5) Determination of models describing the DP
6) Determination of uncertain model parameters (MPs) contributing t o

the uncertainty of the prediction of the IT
7) Determination of uncertain boundary conditions (BCs) contributing t o

the uncertainty of the prediction of the IT
8) Specification of the maximum conceivable uncertainty ranges of the
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model parameters and corresponding probability distributions (based
on experts' judgment) taking into account correlations between th e
model parameters

9) Specification of the maximum conceivable uncertainty ranges of the
boundary conditions and corresponding probability distributions (ba-
sed on experts' judgment )

10) Specification of the key output parameters
11) Setting up a joint subjective probability density function (joint

pdf) for the combined range of the parameter values, and propagatio n
of the joint pdf through the model via random sampling and perfor -
ming a number of calculations of the case to generate a pdf of the
output parameters (key parameters )

12) Derivation of quantitative statements about the effect of the (in -
put) parameter uncertainties on the predictio n

13) Ranking of the parameters with respect to their contribution to th e
overall uncertainty of the prediction

14) Comparison of the predictions to the measured data to check if th e
data are bracketed by the uncertainties derived at step 7

15) Repetition of steps 1 to 14 for a number of integral experiments t o
check if the measured data are consistently bracketed by the genera -
ted uncertainties

16) Application (steps 1 to 13) of the method to plant transient s

Experts' judgment at steps 8 and 9 is based on calculations of a numbe r
of most suitable separate effects (SE) experiments (taking into accoun t
e .g . scaling effects) . Full size SE tests and real plant transients ar e
utilized as much as possible in the process . Additional uncertainties a -
re still likely to be used . As to step 11 it is argued that sufficiently
good estimates (95% confidence that they are over-estimates) of the 95 %
fractiles of the subjective probability distributions of the output pa -
rameters can be obtained with 59 runs (per experiment or plant tran -
sient), regardless of the number of (input) parameters .

Blind standard problems are considered valuable for testing the method .

The first feasibility study of this method has been carried out . The
main objectives of the study were :

- To study the difficulties in specifying the probability distri-
butions of the (model and boundary condition) parameter s

- To investigate the possibilities to account for correlations bet -
ween the parameters

- To study the difficulties in performing the model parameter
variations (as with the BM method )

- To find out the overall effort likely to be required to apply the
method

A new project has just been started in cooperation with the French CEA
to apply the method to the analysis of an OMEGA Test with the ATHLE T
code . Its objectives include further studies on the determination of th e
model parameter (MP) and boundary condition (BC) ranges and distribu -
tions, on the dependencies between the parameters and on the overall ef -
fort involved . The user effect on code results is also being addresse d
to sone extent .
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3 .3 The US[. RC Method (CSAU )

In a third method (The USNRC's CSAU Methodology) the main aim is to
combine quantitative analyses and expert opinions to arrive at a com -
puted value of the expected uncertainty in code predictions of any
specific plant transient using mainly code-data comparisons from a se-
lected set of assessment cases (integral and separate effects experi -
ments) . The whole methodology, which addresses all the aspects of code
assessment (qualitative and quantitative, scaling capability and appli -
cability to given scenarios) is called the Code Scaling, Applicabilit y
and Uncertainty (CSAU) Evaluation Methodology .

The method /4/ is being developed by the USNRC and its contractors and
consultants . Its stated objectives are :

1) To provide a technical basis for quantifying uncertainties within th e
context of the revised ECCS Acceptance Criteria,

2) To provide an auditable, traceable and practical method for combinin g
quantitative analyses and expert opinion to arrive at computed value s
of uncertainty, and

3) Provide a systematic and comprehensive approach for :
a) defining scenario phenomen a
b) evaluating code applicability
c) assessing code scale-up capabilities, and
d) quantifying code uncertainties concerned with :

- code and experiment accuracies
- code scale-up capabilities
- plant state and operating condition s

It has been concluded that in order to make the method practical, it
must be made simple and easy to use. That is why it focuses only on
important phenomena and resorts relatively much to experts' judgment .
The CSAU evaluation methodology consists of three primary elements as
shown in figure 4 .

The first element (Requirements and Code Capabilities) contains steps 1
to 6 :

1) Specification of the scenario to be analysed in order to establish
the set of parameters to be evaluated .

2) Selection of Nuclear Power Plant to further define the scenario .
3) Division of the scenario into operationally characteristic time pe-

riods (widows), if necessary, and identification and ranking of im-
portant physical processes in order to establish Process Identifica-
tion and Ranking Tables (PIRTs) appropriate to the particular tim e
periods of the scenario . These are used to select the significan t
processes for detailed examination . A so called Analytical Hierarch i-
cal Process (AHP) is one available ranking method .

4) Selection of code version, and "freezing" it in order to ensure that
changes to the code do not impact the conclusions of the assessment .

5) Provision of complete code documentation, which includes the code
manual, the user guide, the model/correlations quality evaluatio n
(MC/QE) document, and other relevant supporting documents . The MC/QE
is requested for each BE code by the NRC . It should provide detailed
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information of the closure relations as implemented in the code
(sources, data bases, accuracies, scale-up capabilities, etc . )

6) By comparing the requirements (steps 1 to 3) and the code capabili -
ties (step 5) tentative determination of the applicability of th e
code to the analysis of the scenario. Checking whether the capabi-
lities are adequate to model the important processes .

The second element (Assessment and Ranging of Parameters) contains steps
7 to 10 :

7) Establishing an Assessment Matrix for assessing the accuracy of the
code to calculate the dominant processes and phenomena identified i n
the PIRTs and to address any code inadequacies identified in step 6 .
The Matrix should contain both Separate Effects and Integral Tests
(SETs and ITs) .

8) Definition of the Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) nodalization. It should
be detailed enough to capture the important phenomena and desig n
characteristics of the NPP . The same nodalization should be used i n
performing both the NPP and the code assessment calculations .

9) Calculation of the tests in the Assessment Matrix, and determination
of the accuracy of the code calculations by quantifying the differen -
ces between the code results and the test data for bias and uncer-
tainty (deviation), taking into account the uncertainties in the e x-
perimental data . Large scale SET data should be used to evaluate th e
scale-up capabilities of the code and the accuracy to model important
phenomena, whereas IT data should be used to evaluate the overal l
code accuracy. Also the ranges of parameter variations needed fo r
sensitivity studies must be specified .

10) Determination of the effect of scale . Quantification of the diffe -
rences for the potentially scale dependent physical processes at dif -
ferent scales (bias and deviation), and (using judgment) establishing
an overall statement of the uncertainty associated with the effect o f
scale .

The third and last element (Sensitivity and Uncertainty Analyses) con-
tains steps 11 to 14 :

11) Determination of the effect of the uncertainty in the reactor state
and operating conditions at the initiation of the transient . Realis-
tic variations are determined using statistical and experimental
data, as well as analytical studies .

12) Performing NPP sensitivity studies . The individual variabilities
cast in terms of bias and distribution are input to the NPP mode l
and used (varied) to determine their effect on the most importan t
output parameters .

13) Combination of all the biases and uncertainties determined in the
above steps in a statement of total uncertainty using a justified
combination method . Additional margins should be added, if warranted
e .g . limitations in the data base . Total mean and 95% probability
values of the appropriate parameters should be produced .

14) Preparation of a statement of the total uncertainty for the code . It
may be an error band or statement of confidence about the code cal -
culation with respect to the primary safety criteria (e .g . PCT du-
ring a large break LOCA) .
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The CSAU methodology has been tested with one large break and one smal l
break LOCA case in a PWR (latter of B&W design) . During the testing the
method was, in fact, developed to its current form . Several different
approaches as to the details were explored, some of which proved fruit -
ful and some did not . The first test case concentrated on determining
the uncertainty in calculating the blowdown and reflood peak claddin g
temperatures, which are single-valued parameters . Extension to smal l
break LOCAs and other transients requires development of a method t o
evaluate the uncertainties concerned with continuous-valued (continuou s
functions of time) parameters like water inventories and mass flows .
Information on the small break LOCA test case has been very limited s o
far, but more is expected soon .

3 .4 Comparison of the Assessment Methods

The two European assessment methods outlined above are very similar . The
GRS Method differs from the Winfrith Method clearly only in its attempt
to further reduce the amount of experts' judgment needed during the pro -
cedure . In the AEAWM the choice of the model parameters and the boundar y
conditions to be varied in the sensitivity analyses is based on experts '
judgment, and the resulting uncertainty bands may be determined simply
by taking the maximum and minimum of the output parameter values at any
time (if considered appropriate) . The GRSM, instead, aims at using pro-
bability distributions wherever feasible for expressing the uncertain -
ties both in the model parameters and boundary conditions as well as in
the most important output parameters . Otherwise the differences between
the two methods are very small and may even be reduced during their
further development .

The third method (CSAU) is distinctly different compared to the others .
While sensitivity studies with parameter variations are essential in the
latter and comparisons to test data only serve to check if the generate d
uncertainty bands are valid, the code-data comparisons are central in
the CSAU Method. The determination of the uncertainties (accuracies) i n
that method is for the most important part based on direct comparison of
the measured and calculated values of the key parameters from the test s
of the selected Test Matrices .

Figure 5 shows two simplified flowcharts side by side in order to make
the comparison of the European (WM and GM) and American (CSAU) method s
easier .

3 .5 Effect of scale

Generation of uncertainty bands around the predictions of hypothetical
accidents and transients in large nuclear power plants is the final goal
of all the assessment methods . However, the codes are mainly being as -
sessed against relatively small scale experimental data . The number of
full scale (or near) test facilities is very small, all of them of sepa -
rate effects type, and the scarce plant data have only a supplementar y
role in assessment . That is why the effect of the incomplete coverage o f
the scaling range of the facilities on the final uncertainties is an im-
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portant issue in the assessment process . Scaling distortions of the fa-
cilities also have an indirect effect .

As the quantification methods are still under development, also the eva -
luation of the scaling capabilities of the codes as the final step in
the process is still under scrutiny . Only in conjunction of the testin g
of the CSAU methodology it has already been addressed in some detail .

In the CSAU Method, it is first important to note that ranking of th e
processes and phenomena is excercised throughout the process . This means
that also scaling is addressed only where it is considered to be impor -
tant . The first studies of the effect of scale and its importance ar e
based on theory and documents . Then the applicable experimental data
base is investigated to find out, how well it covers the required sca -
ling range . All the (important) phenomena are studied one by one usin g
engineering judgment . Finally, if the theoretical and experimental dat a
base is considered insufficient in scare cases, conservative assumption s
must be resorted to . Figure 6 shows a flowchart of the CSAU procedure t o
evaluate the code scale-up capability .

As to the European methods, both of them emphasize the use of larg e
scale separate effects tests . Only if the physical processes are under-
stood very well theoretically, full scale SE experiments are not requi -
red. In connection with the development of the GRS Method, the processe s
have been divided in three categories :

1) Only small scale SETs available, but effect of scale well enough
known theoretically .

2) Only small scale SETs available . Scale up capability of the cod e
not fully justified theoretically .

3) Full scale SETs available .

It is concluded that full scale tests are required in the second case,
but not in the first . In the third case it is reminded, that also smal l
scale tests must be analysed to check for the scale down capability o f
the code .

The basic approach to the scaling uncertainty issue of all the method s
seems to be similar . It is probable, that the already small difference s
will even decrease in the future, because the means to address the prob-
lem are very limited in number .

3.5 Difficulties and Problems

One basic problem in an effort to quantify the uncertainties associated
with code predictions is the lack of an ideal set of experiments to be
used in the assessment . The instrumentations of the test facilities are
not ideal nor do they perform perfectly . It is also very difficult to
quantify the effect of missing data .

Furthermore, even if the experimental data base was perfect, many prob -
lems and difficulties in applying quantification methodologies would
remain, as illustrated below .
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All of the uncertainty quantification methods include comparisons bet -
ween the calculated results and measured data, although it constitutes a
more central part in the CSAU method. If the comparison concerns conti-
nuous-valued parameters, it seems to be very difficult to develop a de-
fendable simple mathematical method to derive quantitative code accurac y
statements, which are always consistent with experts' subjective judg-
ment . For example, how to caviare quantitatively, if timing of the phe-
nomena in the test and in the calculation is different (fig . 7), or in
the case of heavy oscillations (fig. 8), or if a dryout (example of a
threshold phenomenon) occurred in the test, but not in the calculation
(although it was very close) (fig. 9) . Is it meaningful to compare pa-
rameters of a certain time period at all, if there is a substantia l
difference between the test and calculation already at the beginning of
the period (fig . 10, reflood period as an example) .

As already mentioned the uncertainty quantification methodologies are
still under development (except for CSAU?) . In every method there are
specific issues and potential problems, which, of course, are being an d
will be addressed during the development and testing phases of the met-
hods . Some of them are listed below .

Generic :

- No iIPa1 set of experiments exists (mathematical rigour requi-
res "ideal" data )

- Are all sources of uncertainty addressed? (User effect? )
- Effect of scale is difficult to quantify accurately
- Experts' judgment is being relied on
- It is difficult to test the methods
- Some input uncertainties are difficult to determine
- Application requires a large effort
- Coatinuaus valued parameters are difficult to compare (see

above )

AEAWM and GRSM :

- The codes must be modified so that the computational model pa-
rameters can be changed through input .

- It may turn out that some of the resulting uncertainty band s
are too wide or the comparison to test data is unacceptable .

AEATrdM: - Does excessive use of experts' subjective judgment prevent
production of meaningful quantitative uncertainty statements ?

- Criteria for "narrow enough" uncertainty bands must be defi -
ned .

- Number of rewired calculations determined by the expert

GRSM: - Number of assessment cases to be calculated to check if the
data are satisfactorily bracketed by the generated uncertain -
ties has not been specified . Use of the CSNI Validation Mat-
rices unclear so far .

- Method to generate the probability distributions of the model
parameters has not been defined yet .

- Selection of the parameters to be varied is unclear .
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- The sampling technique to be used in selecting parameter valu e
tuples has not been specified so far .

CSAU : - It is very difficult to validate the method fully .
- The number of calcuLations to produce meaningful results has
not been specified .

- Treatment of continuous valued parameters has not been speci -
fied so far (special problems listed above) .

- Adequacy of the method to combine the various uncertainty com-
ponents is unclear .

- It is unclear whether the matheoatical/stat ;stica i rigour of
the method is adequate .

4 . CONCLUSIONS

As stated earlier the two European Methods are quite similar . The AEAWM
relies more on experts' judgment and may require less effort, but at th e
expense of quality and quantity of the resulting information . The GRSM
provides probability distributions of the output parameters plus othe r
useful information, but the large effort involved may prevent its wide
application . The CSAU Methodology also requires a lot of effort, and, i n
the author's understanding, there are still sane limitations in its ran -
ge of application. However, it might be possible to develop all of th e
methods towards practical assessment tools, if supporting data bases and
clear detailed guidelines will be developed. It also seems worth-while
to investigate possibilities to use the information and data generated
while developing these methods for somewhat different purposes . For ex-
ample, the application and testing of the methods has probably already
revealed weaknesses and shortages in the available data base, which in -
formation could be used in the planning of future research strategies .

In the end any method will only be useful, if it can produce necessary
results (information) with a reasonable effort . The applicability of the
methods described will be determined in the near future after their de -
velopment and testing will be completed .
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ABSTRACT

Large thermalhydraulic system codes are widely used to perform safety and licensing analyses of nuclea r
power plants to optimize operational procedures and the plant design itself. Evaluation of the capabilities of
these codes are dealt by comparing the code predictions with the measured experimental data obtained fro m
various types of separate effects and integral test facilities . During these comparisons of the code results ,
there has been a continuous debate on the way how the code user influences the predicted system behaviour .
This rather subjective element might become a crucial point with respect to the quantitative evaluation of
the code uncertainties which is essential if the "best estimate codes are used for licensing procedures" .

The International Standard Problem Exercises (ISPs) proposed by the OECD-Committee for the Safety o f
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) and by IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency) and thermalhydraulic cod e
assessment activity undertaken by US .NRC under International Code Assessment and Application Progra m
(ICAP) demonstrate the large effort put in this framework by organisations all over the world . In recent years,
some attempts have been made to establish methodologies to evaluate the accuracy and the uncertainty of the
code predictions and consequently judgement on the acceptability of the codes . In none of the methodologies
the influence of the code user on the calculated results is directly accounted . In this paper, the results of
the investigations on the user effects for the thermalhydraulic transient system codes will be presented and
discussed on the basis of some case studies .
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The general findings of the investigations show that in addition to user effects, there are other reasons whic h
affect the results of the calculations and are hidden under user effects. These reasons and user effects wil l
be discussed in detail and general recommendations and conclusions will be presented to control and limi t
them.

1 INTRODUCTION

Within the frame of the large international effort on the assessment of thermal-hydraulic system codes use d
for the safety analysis of Light Water Reactors, there has been a continuous debate on the way how the cod e
user influences the predicted system behaviour. This rather subjective element might become a crucial poin t
with respect to the quantitative evaluation of the code uncertainties which is essential if the "best estimat e
codes" are used for licensing procedures.

The International Standard Problem Exercises (ISPs) proposed by the OECD-Committee for the Safety o f
Nuclear Installations (CSNI) and by IAEA (Intemational Atomic Energy Agency) and thermalhydraulic cod e
assessment activity undertaken by US.NRC under International Code Assessment and Application Progra m
(ICAP) demonstrate the large effort put in this framework by organisations all over the world . In recent
years, some attempts have been made to establish methodologies to evaluate the accuracy and the uncertaint y
of the code predictions and consequently the judgement on the acceptability of the codes . In none of the
methodologies the influence of the code user on the calculated results is directly accounted . But the user
influence on predicted results became evident in most of the recent ISPs, when different participants using
the same code version produced rather different results or. even more severe, predicted completely differen t
system behaviour. The reasons for these differences were mainly attributed to the large choices of different
options in order to select appropriate models, correlations or specific multipliers, in case of the first generatio n
codes which are not any longer the state of the art e.g. RELAP3, RELAP4, RETRAN-02, etc. The major
reasons of the necessity of options were a) to compensate for the lack of detailed modelling of complex
processes (e.g . thermal non-equilibrium effects), b) to allow the use of these codes for both conservativ e
type predictions needed for reactor licensing as well as more realistic best-estimate predictions .

In case of the new generation of advanced computer codes (e .g. TRAC. RELAPS. ATHLET. CATHARE) ,
which are strictly based on two-fluid representation of two-phase flow and "best-estimate" description of
complex flow and heat transfer conditions and reflect the state of the art, it was expected that the use r
effect will be drastically reduced. However, experience with large number of ISPs has shown the dominan t
influence of the code user on the final results and the goal of reduction of user effects has not been achieved .

In this paper, the results of the investigations on the user effects for the thermalhydraulic transient system
codes will be presented and discussed in detail on the basis of some case studies. Finally, general recom-
mendations and conclusions will be presented in order to control and limit some of the user effects, base d
on the case studies presented.

2 REASONS FOR CODE USER EFFECTS IN RELATION TO INPU T
DATA

Some of the main sources by which a code user has influence on the predicted code results arc identified an d
categorized in this Section . Only those effects will be considered which are directly related to code inpu t
data . All aspects of changing the code source (code structure, numerical scheme and models), problem s
related to the code implementation, or the influence resulting from different computer hardware will not b e
considered here as "code user effect" .
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2.1 System nodalization

All major existing LWR safety thermal-hydraulics system codes follow the concept of a "free nodalization "
which means that the code user has to build-up a detailed noding diagram which maps the whole system t o
be calculated into the frame of a one-dimensional thermal-hydraulic network . To do this, the codes offer a
number of basic elements lilce single-volumes, pipes, branches, junctions, heat structures . etc. This approach
provides not only a large flexibility with respect to different reactor designs, but also allows to predict
separate effect and integral test facilities which might deviate considerably from the full-size reactor .

As a consequence of this rather "open strategy", a large responsibility is passed to the user of the code in
order to develop an adequate nodalization scheme which makes best use of the various modules and the
prediction capabilities of the specific code . Due to the existing code limitations and to economic constraints .
the development of such a nodalization represents always a compromise between the desired degree o f
resolution and an acceptable computational effort.

It is not possible here to cover all the aspects of the development of an adequate nodalization diagram ,
however. two crucial problems will be briefly mentioned which illustrate the basic problem.

Spatial convergency

As has been quite often mis-understood, a continuous refinement of the spatial resolution (e .g . a reduction of
the cell sizes) does not automatically improve the accuracy of the prediction . There are two major reason s
for this behaviour.

(1) The large number of empirical constitutive relations used in the codes have been developed on the
basis of a fixed (in general coarse) nodalization .

(2) The numerical schemes used in the codes generally include a sufficient amount of artificial viscosit y
which is needed in order to provide stable numerical results . A reduction of the cell sizes below a
certain threshold value might result in severs non-physical instabilities .

From this it can be concluded that there exists no a priori an optimal approach for the nodalization scheme .

Mapping of multi-dimensional effects

Even in relatively small scale integral test facilities, there exist multi-dimensional effects, especially wit h
re,,pect to flow splitting and flow merging processes : e.g. for the connection of the main coolant pipe t o
the pressure vessel . The problem might become even more complicated due to the presence of additiona l
bypass flows and a large re-distribution of flow during the transient . It is left to the code user to determine
how to map these flow conditions within the frame of a one-dimensional code, using the existing element s
like branch components . multiple junction connections or cross-flow junctions.

These two examples show how the limitations in the physical modelling and the numerical method in th e
codes have to be compensated by an "engineering judgement" of the code user which at best, is based o n
results of detailed sensitivity of assessment studies . However, in many cases, due to lack of time or lack of
appropriate experimental data, the user is forced to make ad-hoc decisions .
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2.2 Code options, physical model parameter s

Even though the number of user options has been largely reduced in the advanced codes, there still exis t
various possibilities how the code user can directly influence the physical description of specific phenomena .
e.g.

- choice between engineering type models for choking or use of code implicit calculation of critica l
two-phase flow conditions ,

- flow multipliers for subcooled or saturated choked flow,

• the efficiency of separators,

- two-phase flow characteristics of main coolant pumps ,

- pressure loss coefficient for pipes, pipe connections, valves, branches etc .

Since in many cases direct measured data are not available or at least not complete, the user is left to hi s
engineering judgement to specify these parameters .

2 .3 Input parameter related to specific system characteristics

The assessment of LWR safety codes is mainly performed on the basis of experimental data coming fro m
scaled integral or separate effect test facilities. Typical for these scaled-down facilities is that specific effects .
which might be small or even negligible for the full-size reactor case, can become as important as the majo r
phenomena to be investigated. Examples are the release of strum= heat to the coolant, heat losses to th e
environment, or small bypass flows . Often, the quality of the prediction depends largely on the correc t
description of these effects which needs a very detailed repmsentation of structural material and a goo d
approximation of the local distribution of the heat losses . However, many times the importance of these
effects are largely underestimated and, consequently, wrong conclusions are drawn from results based o n
incomplete representation of a small-scale test facility .

2.4 Input parameters needed for specific system components

The general thermal-hydraulic system behaviour is described in the codes by the major code modules base d
on a one-dimensional formulation of the mass, momentum and energy equations for the separated phases .
However, for a number of system components, this approach is not adequate and consequently additional ,
mainly empirical models have to be introduced, e .g. for pumps. valves, separators, etc . In general, these
models require a large amount of additional code input data, which are often not known since they are largel y
scaling dependent. A typical example is the input data needed for the homologous curves which describ e
the pump behaviour under single- and two-phase flow conditions which in general are known only for a
few small-scale pumps. In all these cases, the code user has to extrapolate from existing data obtained fo r
different designs and scaling factors which introduces a further ambiguity to the prediction .

2 .5 Specification of initial and boundary condition s

Most of the existing codes do not provide a steady state option. In these cases pseudo-steady state run s
have to be performed using more or less artificial control systems in order to drive the code towards the
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specified initial conditions . The specification of stable initial and boundary conditions and the setting o f
related controllers require great care and detailed checking . If this is not done correctly, there exist a larg e
risk that even small imbalances in the initial data will overwrite the following transient, especially for slo w
transients and small break LOCA calculations .

2 .6 Specification of state and transport property data

The calculation of state and transport properties is usually done implicitly by the code. However, in some
cases, for example in RELAPS. the code user can define the range of reference points for property table s
and. therefore . can influence the accuracy of the prediction. This might be of importance especially in more
"difficult" regions. e.g. close to the critical point or at conditions near atmospheric pressure .

Another example is in relation to the fuel materials property data. The specification of fuel rod gap conduc-
tance (and thickness) is an important parameter, affecting core dryout and rower occurances, that must b e
selected by the user. Usually this assumption . also connected with the actual fuel bumup, is not reported as
a user assumption .

2.7 Selection of parameters determining time step sizes

All the existing codes are using automatic procedures for the selection of time step sizes in order to provide
convergency and accuracy of the prediction. Experience shows, however, that these procedures do not alway s
guarantee stable numerical results and, therefore, the user might often force the code to take very small tim e
steps in order to pass through trouble spots . In some cases, if this action is not taken, very large numerica l
errors can be introduced in the evolution of any transient scenario and are not always checked by the cod e
user.

2 .8 Code input errors

In order to prepare a complete input data deck for a large system. the code user has to provide a huge numbe r
of parameters (approximately 15 to 20 thousand values) which he has to type one by one . Even if all the
codes provided consistency checks, the probability for code input errors is relatively high and can be reduce d
only by extreme care following clear quality assurance guidelines .
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3 SELECTED TYPICAL EXAMPLES FOR IDENTIFYING USER AND
OTHER RELATED EFFECTS ON THE CODE CALCULATIONAL RE-
SULTS

In this section, the results of the investigations on the user effects for the thermal-hydraulic transient syste m
codes will be discussed on the basis of some ISP's and other assessment cases .

3 .1 ACHILLES Reloading Test (ISP-25 )

One of the transient tests from the best estimate natural reflood series of experiments (Run Al B105) wa s
selected as ISP-25. The selected transient simulates the end of the accumulator injection in a postulate d
LOCA with the nitrogen vessel representing the accumulators, which have emptied of water. venting into
the cold leg. The detailed information on ISP-25 transient and facility description can be found in [1,2] ,
together with the initial and boundary conditions . A simplified schematic representation of the main active
components of the facility is shown in Figure 1 .

Participants of ISP-25 were required to provide a pm-test prediction (blind calculation) with no prior knowl-
edge of the experimental results. In addition. all the participants except those participants from the hos t
institution were modelling the facility first time . The pm-test predictions showed a wide variation in result s
and, even when similar versions of the same code were used, a number of differences were observed wit h
hydraulics and thermal parameters . Comparisons of calculated and experimental data for two such parameter s
are shown in Figures 2 and 3 . see for example [3] . The hydraulic behaviour and heater rod temperatur e
predictions show significant variations. As examples, the range of peak clad temperature predictions is about
150 K and the range of quench times differs by a factor of two .

The comparison of the RELAPS calculations highlighted the impact of the code user effect, where large
variations in predicted behaviour were observed and as a result CSNI sponsored investigations on code user
effects based on ISP-25 calculational results [4] . The results of these investigations will be briefly discussed
in this section .

The fact that four participants in ISP-25 used the RELAP5 code did provide an opportunity to investigate so
called "user effects", the effect that the code user has on the results of a blind prediction, eventhough, it i s
accepted that the code versions were not exactly identical . The outcome of this investigation on user effects
led to identification and also differentiation of different sources of discrepancies . The general findings sho w
that in addition to code user effects, there are other reasons which affect the results of the calculations and
are hidden under user effects. These reasons are identified as : The effects due to specific characteristic s
of experimental facilities, Le . limitations as far as code assessment is concerned; limitations of the used
thermalhydraulic code to simulate certain system behaviour or phenomena; limitations due to interpretatio n
of experimental data by the code users; i .e . interpretation of experimental data base.

Few specific examples will be presented here for each of the identified reasons, as a result of the investigation s
based on ISP-25 calculationsl results .

I. The specific characteristics of experimental facilities (i .e. limitations as far as code assessment i s
concerned) :

1 . The analysis of experimental data and the calculations show that the friction loss (K) factors in th e
ACHIT	 t FS test loop were very important. Pressure drop and distribution information were not
sufficiently known to the code users in order to obtain the specific friction loss factors properly
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around the loop. This point was considered to be the most important one in the analysis of the
experiment.

2. The original intention of the test was to provide a constant pressure as a boundary condition .
However, the experimenters were not able to maintain a constant containment pressure with the
available control system, during the early phase of the transient. This has an influence on the
initial pressure distribution in the test loop and has a significant impact on the early behaviour o f
the experiment.

3. Liquid carry-over was collected at two points : Weir device at the upper plenum and steam
separator (Figure 1) . The method of steam/water separations was very specific to this test facility .
Only the combined flow was measured, as a result it was not possible to determine the ratio o f
liquid removed at the weir to that at the steam separator. The transient thermaihydraulic codes
including RELAPS have no capability to simulate this type of device at the top of the core.

4. Formation of ice at the outlet of the Nitrogen tank was not foreseen at the time the ISP-25 was
proposed and it is known that such conditions could not be handled with present codes.

5. Other limitations are typical of nearly all intergral loop experiments e.g. quench front progression
measurements (assumed to be one dimensional), minor errors in the flow rate measurements wit h
turbinemeter due to the introduction of the nitrogen into the system (mainly calibration problem) .

II. Limitations of the used thermal-hydraulic codes to simulate certain system behaviour or phenomena :
It should be clearly stated that all the thermalhydraulic codes have their own, specific limitations. Sinc e
the versions of the RELAPS code were used for these investigations, the limitations will be restricted
to this code and its applications to ISP-25 . Main limitations coming from code modelling are:

1. RELAPS was not able to deal with non-condensible gases in the system. The numerics in relation
to the treatment of non-condensibles appeared to be very poor .

2. RELAPS calculates the pressure drop on the basis of the defined geometry as input to the cod e
calculation, however, the calculated pressure drop can be quite different, if the loss coefficient s
and the details of the geometry are not properly supplied .

3. Inverted annular film boiling (IAFB) would probably have occured during the initial surge du e
to subcooled liquid reaching the quench front. RELAPS and also the other codes do not model
the main aspects of the fast forced and low pressure reflood conditions as encountered during th e
initial phases of the transient in ISP-25 .

4. There were no specific models in RELAPS to simulate the effects of the grids.
5. Ice formation, at the outlet piping of the accumulator, due to the nitrogen injection is not modelled

in RELAPS or in other system codes .
6. RELAP5 has no capability for calculating the liquid film formation and flow on wetted surfaces ,

e.g. at the top of the core and on the shroud vessel .
7. The modelling and calculations of the entrainment and de-entrainment for various geometrica l

configurations are very limited with RELAPS and also with the other system codes .

M. Limitations due to interpretation of experimental data by the code user.
The predicted scenario of each of the participants was strongly dependent on typical user choices .
e .g. consideration of pressure drop distribution . simulation of the nitrogen vessel, etc. The results of
the four RELAPS users are very different, mostly, due to the different philosophies in performing th e
calculations in order to overcome some of the code deficiencies present at the time of the calculations .
Some of the specific examples are: One of the code user. due to the deficiencies of the IBM version
of the code, was not able to use the "reflooding option" and instead the "blowdown option" wit h
corresponding heat transfer package of the code was used . Some of the code users simulated nitroge n
behaviour in the accumulator with "saturated steam" or "hydrogen" .

In addition to the user choices, interpretation of the boundary conditions by the code users has a n
important effect on the results. Some typical examples are:
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1. Functioning of the capacity vessel was misinterpreted by the code users. The pressure of th e
capacity vessel as boundary conditions was determined in the experiment by steam and nitrogen
coming into the loop. This quantity was assumed as an independent botmdary condition in th e
code calculations. It was believed that this point has an effect only during the first 30 seconds
of the transient .

2. Interpretation and use of the friction loss (K) factors which were supplied in the ISP-25 report o n
Boundary Conditions and Experimental procedure for ACHILLES Run [2) were done differentl y
by different code users. Wide variations of user choices were available as far as the use of th e
K factors at two different orifices.

3. Differences in relation to the initial conditions in various input decks depended on the fact tha t
the experimental initial conditions were not at true steady state . Therefore different procedures
were adopted to establish these conditions by various users .

4. In the experiment, most of the water passed into the steam separator and the steam passin g
through the orifice, was saturated . This situation was not considered by the code users .

3.2 LOBI Natural Circulation Test

The post-test analysis of LOBI A2-77A natural circulation test has been independently performe d
by six different users (CENG-Grenoble, CEA-Paris, GRS-Gatrhing, JRC-Ispra . DCMN-Pisa and
UKAEA-Winfrith), using five different advanced thermalhydraulic codes (CATHARE 1 V1 .3, TRAC-
PF1/MOD1, ATHLET/MOD1 .0, RELAPS/MOD1-EUR and RELAP5/MOD2 by the last two organiza -
tions) [5 and 6). The detailed information on the natural circulation test A2-77A can be found in [71 .
On the basis of these post test analysis results interaction of code users with the mentioned syste m
codes have been analyzed. The first point to be considered is the comparison of the input decks o f
different codes. At this stage, it can be identified that the most significant limitation of a current
code analysis is the lack of detailed insight on the used input parameters . All these major existing
thermal-hydraulic safety codes follow the concept of a "free nodalization" . This means that the cod e
user has to build-up a detailed noding diagram which simulates the whole system to be calculated int o
a frame of a thermal-hydraulic network.

As a consequence of this rather wide open strategy, considerable responsibility is passed to the use r
of the code in order to develop an adequate nodalization scheme which makes best use of the various
modules and the prediction capabilities of the given code . The final product is a "model" that represent s
a compromise between the user knowledge of the code performance, of the facility hardware and of th e
simulated transient scenario. In addition, the existing code capabilities and limitations and the require d
computer CPU time also play a considerable role in defining the specifications of the input model.

On the basis of the above discussion, and in order to establish a critical comparison of the nodalisation s
and specific assumptions, twenty different items related to the input decks are compared among eac h
other, as given in table I. These have been split into three main groups :

1. The elements characterizing the nodalization details (items 1 to 5 in table I) :
In relation to the number of nodes, on one hand RELAPS and ATHLET codes, with roughly 150
nodes, on the other hand the CATHARE code, with more than 300 nodes, and the TRAC code,
with 250 nodes, can be distinguished (Figure 4) .
This choice is only partially due to the user, instead the code numerical structure plays an
important role for establishing the degree of detail of the nodalization model . As an example,
RELAPS code, owing to the Courant limit. needs nodes having length larger than few tens of
centimeters, while CATHARE code does not have such a constraint . allowing a greater degree of
freedom .

In principle, the best results for a physical simulation should be given by a nodalization with a
number of nodes as large as possible, however, this is not strictly true for the current system
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codes . Otherwise, an optimal number of nodes can be recognized for each code for a give n
simulation problem . Directions for the selection of this number ate not available in any cod e
manuaL Only the user experience can achieve this parameter . considering the phenomena to
be analyzed . in line with the available resources (CPU time needed, computers . etc.) and the
goals of the study (e .g. sensitivity analyses aiming at the interpretation of physical phenomena.
licensing calculations, etc.). It should be noted that a large amount of sensitivity analyses can
bring substantial improvements of nodalization parameters : in this way coarse nodalization, with
few elements, can produce better results than fine nodalization with much larger number o f
elements .
Concerning the overall number of heat structure mesh points (item 5 in table I), the dominan t
influence of this parameter on the heat transfer mechanism must be stressed . In particular, the
heat release from structures is strongly affected by the number of meshes (Figure 5) .

2. The elements characterizing the "nodalization fidelity" to the actual geometrical data of the facility
(items 6 to 11 in table I) :
The geometrical fidelity of the nodalization and the system hardware is a specific characteristics
of a code input model that should be considered very carefully . Apart from the nodalization
detail, which is essentially a user choice, the agreement between input and actual system relate d
parameters is an objective goal to be pursued. With reference to the overall volume of a facility
that can be considered the most important parameter in this group, the following approximation s
or inadequancies affect the agreement between actual system value and code input value :

- imperfect knowledge of the system or the plant data (drawings inadequacies, etc .);
- presence of dead ends (nozzles, instrumentation lines . etc.):
- need to simulate a three dimensional configuration with a one dimensional code modules.

For these points the compromises needed to be done are based on the user knowledge an d
experiences. The experience demonstrates. for example, the acceptability of few percent error o n
the nominal value of the overall facility volume.
Another aspect of the nodalization fidelity is related to the active heat transfer areas. Le . heat
sources and sinks. In relation to this, the most important characteristics to be preserved are th e
total core area and the overall steam generator heat transfer surface . Usually, these parameters
are respected with an error less than 1% .
Two further problems, typically encountered by a system code user, arise during the developmen t
of a nodalization:

a) With reference to a PWR typical plant . the choice of the hydraulic channel numbers in th e
steam generator and in the core (for a BWR plant the same problem may occur in relation t o
the number of jet pumps and again to the number of core channel [8]) . A nodalization with
only few "pipes" can preserve the overall thermal energy balance, however cannot represent
a nonuniform flow behaviour of the various channels (e .g . nonuniform flow distribution
in the steam generator U-tubes, or in the lower plenum of reactor vessel or in the stea m
generator plena, channel to channel oscillations. etc . [8]);

b) Passive structures of the plant. The consideration of all the material structures including

vessel . piping and internal wall . as well as flanges. valves and pump casings is almos t
impossible owing to limitations of computer memory . Approximations are needed and are

usually done .

3. The elements characterizing the relation between actual hydraulics and geometry of the cod e

input model (items 12 to 20 in table I and Figures 6, 7 and 8) :

This topic refers. essentially, to local and distributed pressure drop coefficients. With reference
to the friction factor, a substantial difference among the various basic models implemented i n
the codes can be observed, e .g. the dependency of friction factor upon the Reynolds number
is not considered in the same way in all codes : for example Colebrook correlation is used in
RELAP5/MOD2 and some other special correlations are adopted by TRAC and CATHARE.
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Roughness is only accounted by the RELAP input deck, while it has no influence on calculate d
pressure drops in CATHARE and TRAC
Finally, with regard to the form loss coefficients, items 12 to 18 in table I, the following remarks
can be made:

a) there is no theoretical model suitable to calculate this parameter in the wide variety of con -
figurations encoutered in modelling a typical nuclear plant or simulator, still no relationshi p
gives the dependency of these factors upon Reynolds number and local void fraction ;

b) experimental uncertainties are often connected to this parameter, usually derived from pres-
sure drop measurements:

c) loss coefficient values have to account for the three-dimensional effects that can not be
modelled by a one-dimensional code :

d) some of the tbermaihydraulic model deficiencies can be adjusted by use of loss coefficient s
in an artificial way.

The data reported in table I give an idea of typical variation ranges associated with assumed
values of these parameters. It should be noted that "air' the above values lead to "reasonable
agreement" with experimental data at least as far as the initial steady state is concerned (Figure
9).
Each code user, depending on the code used, interprets in a subjective way the uncertaintie s
characterizing the experimental data . The rest of the steady state and transient calculations
proceed on the basis of these interpretations and assumptions . In order to give an idea of the
consequences of the choices discussed above, the calculated flow rates in intact loop during th e
whole transient are compared with the measured values in Figure 10 as a function of the overal l
residual mass of the primary side. In general. the codes used capture the basic physics of the
involved phenomena but the quantitative values of the physical variables are not satisfactory .
More in depth analyses [9] show that, apart from possible inadequacies of input decks discusse d
above. there are also some limitations of the thermalhydraulic models, e .g. flooding, stratification
in horizontal pipes, etc .

3.3 Additional ISP Calculational Cases

Some of the user effects which have been identified based on the ISP exercises performed recentl y
(ISP-22, ISP-26 and ISP-27) will be summarized and presented, as further examples, in this section .

ISP-22

This ISP was a "double blind" exercise based on a special transient in the SPES facility [10] . The
examined test. named SP-FW-02, was initiated by a loss of feedwater in the secondary side of the
steam generator in loop one .

A very broad range of results has been obtained by participants using the same code (RelapS/Mod2 )
(e.g. Figure 11) . Extensive post-test analysis and discussions at a specific workshop [11] demonstrate d
that two of the main sources of discrepancies were :

(a) approximate consideration of heat losses from primary side with main reference to their distribu-
tion: in particular small changes in the pressurizer related value (within experimental uncertain -
ties) shift the sequence of relevant events of thousands seconds, leading, possibly, to differen t
conclusions about the validity of the accident management procedure selected in the experiment ;

(b) wrong calculation of initial mass of steam generators secondary side, notwithstanding a know n
code limitation in calculating the total mass inside a boiler (such as the secondary side of a
steam generator). For the post-test analysis, this limitation could be accounted through prope r
adjustments of user selected parameters in the nodalization .
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Item (a) is a demonstration of the criticality of the interface between the code user and the definitio n

of boundary condition: the code user should fully understand the meaning and the limitations of the
boundary conditions available from the experiment . Item (b) demonstrates the need for the code user
to know in some detail the basic code limitations, and possibly, to adopt tools suitable to overcom e
these deficiencies.

The consideration, for one of the participants of both the mentioned aspects led to the comparison
between measured and calculated trends shown in Figures 12 and 13 .

ISP-26

ISP-26 was an open standard problem based on a 5% cold-leg small break LOCA experiment conducted
in the ROSA-W Large Scale Test Facility (LS 1r) [12]. Wide dispersion bands were obtained between
the calculated results of the different participants and the experimental data, especially in relation t o
the prediction of the heater rod surface temperature trends (Figure 14) .

The evaluation of data base constituted by experimental and calculated trends led to the identificatio n
of four areas connected in some way with the user, that are among those responsible for discrepancies :

1. The modeling of core and steam generator upflow side as well as the different choices for the
break flow calculation contributed to the results of the calculations significantly [13] .

2. The convergence of the solutions with respect to optimization of the noding was not assured . A
"well balanced" nodalization with a relatively fine noding in steam generators and core (as far
as practical) may produce better results than an unbalanced nodalization where . as an example . a
large number of nodes are used for the core but a coarse noding is used for steam generators .

3. The calculated results are much affected not only by physical options but also by numerica l

options, i.e ., convergence criteria and numerical scheme . These options are selected by each user
based on their own criterion. Thus, it would be desirable that the appropriate guidelines and
information are provided to users for selecting input options [13 ]

4. The dead end volumes and the fluid temperatures inside dead ends may affect the overall energy
and mass balance during the transient. These were not completely specified by experimentalists .

ISP-27

The ISP-27 was classified as a "double blind" international standard problem. It was based

on the BETHSY small-break LOCA test 9.1 .b . It consists of a 2" cold-leg break experimen t

in which high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system is assumed unavailable . It belongs to
the multiple failure transient category and is addressed to accident management studies . The

resulting transient leads to a large core uncovery and fuel heat-up requiring the implementation

of an ultimate procedure [14] .

Preliminary observations from the comparison Workshop on ISP-27 indicate that the differ-
ences between blind calculations and experimental data were mainly coming from the use r

effects. Most important of these wert :

1. Achieving me steady state and overall system balance was specially important for thi s

long transient . This point was overlooked by most of the code users.

2. Nodalization of the BETHSY system should have been established considering the an-
ticipated important phenomena during the transient . User experience has very much

influence on this aspect.

3. Considering the specific features of the break nozzle, the experimenters provided the
participants with experimental data from a separate effect test facility, using a nozzle

similar to those installed in the integral facility .
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A correct use of this data base should have produced critical flowrate values very simila r
for the various participants as a function of pressure .

Actually this was not the case due to various reasons (Figure 15), some of these are :

- errors in interpreting the supplied data base:
- judgement of low importance of this data for the overall transient evolution in a n

integral test facility;
- influence of conditions in the upstream pipe upon the calculated critical flowrate tha t

actually made useless the comparison of data calculated in the integral facility wit h
those measured in the separate effect test facility .

4 SOME SUGGESTED WAYS TO REDUCE THE USER EFFECTS

From what has been mentioned above it is quite clear that, at least for the presently existin g
codes and their limitations with respect to physical modelling and numerical techniques, ther e
is no chance to completely avoid the influence of the code user on the predicted syste m
behaviour. However, some ways how the magnitude of the user effect might be reduced ar e
indicated in the following.

4.1 User Training

As has been described above, a large responsibility is left to the code user in order to elaborat e
an adequate description of the facility and to prepare the corresponding input data . This task
can be fulfilled only if the user is fully aware of the physical modelling and the limitation s
of the codes, if he has a sufficient knowledge of the facility to be described and if he also
has a good understanding of the major phenomena expected to occur during the transient .
Therefore, user instruction and training might be the easiest way in order to improve th e
quality of the code predictions.

Unfortunately, there has been in the past a tendency to use ISPs as a type of "fast course" in
training new code users without giving importance to above mentioned aspects . The rather
poor results produced in these cases have largely contributed to the confusion on the use r
effect and the evaluation of the code capabilities .

4.2 Improved User Guidelines

There has been in the past a continuous demand for user guidances which should be based
on the results of a systematic code assessment programme . More detailed user guidelines are
certainly a way to improve the quality of code prediction and to avoid larger mistakes and ,
in this sense may also reduce the user effect However, to be more realistic, such guideline s
cannot give detailed recipes for all existing conditions and, therefore, cannot substitute for a
trained and experienced code user .

4.3 User Disciplin e

Even the best user guideline will not serve useful purpose if the code user, as often found i s
keen to invent "tricks" in order to drive the code prediction towards an experimental resul t
or towards what the user expected to achieve. This does not contest the value of sensitivity
studies which are often the only way to better understand code deficiencies . What is meant
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here is a type of "tuning" of the results by a selection of completely unrealistic input value s
for physical models related parameters or boundary conditions, or by the extensive use o f
parallel channel and cross flow junctions in order to produce some "multi-dimensional" flo w
calculation which is beyond the code's capability. The result of this "tuning" is at best a
compensation of errors which only contributes to confusion on the true prediction capability
and, therefore, on the clear identification of code deficiencies and limitations .

4.4 Quality Assurance

The preparation and testing of an input deck for a reactor or a related integral test facility
is a tedious work which requires even for a competent code user an effort of about one
man-year. A reliable input deck can only be achieved if a clear quality assurance strategy i s
followed. Often this effort is not allocated (e .g. due to lack of time, money, or competence )
and, consequently, incomplete or error-ridden decks are used . A bad habit has been also that ,
in order to save time, existing decks are shared between different users who then introduc e
only minor modifications without a complete checking of the major part of the input data an d
without an understanding for what purpose they have been developed .

4 .5 Code Improvement

For a long time perspective, the best way to reduce the user effect would be to improve the
code with respect to the physical modelling and the numerical techniques . This might be
illustrated in two examples :

- The use of numerical methods which allow an automatic mesh refinement based on actua l
local flow conditions (e.g. for the representation of tracking mixture levels or quenc h
fronts) . This would avoid the code user having to make a prejudgement on the minimum
cell or mesh size for a specific system component.

- To include multi-dimensional capabilities for those specific parts of the system wher e
these effects are dominating, even in small-scale test facilities : e .g. for the downcomer
(see for example the 2-D downcomer module in CATHARE-2), or for the upper and lowe r
plena in the pressure vessel . This would take from the user the need to make unqualifie d
judgements on the major flow conditions to be expected during the transients .

A possibly less ambitious improvement to the present codes could be the implementatio n
of an improved user interface which make use of modern graphics, window techniques an d
drop-down menus . This would not only reduce the tedious workload to elaborate code input
data sets, it would also reduce the probability for code input errors and, therefore, would
contribute to minimize the code user effect .
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5 CONCLUSIONS

Experience with some code assessment case studies and also additional ISPs have shown th e
dominant effect of the code user on the predicted system behaviour . The general findings
of the user effect investigations on some of the case studies indicate, specifically, that in
addition to user effects, there are other 'reasons which affect the results of the calculations an d
are hidden under the general title of "user effects". These additional reasons are identifie d
as: The specific characteristics of experimental facilities, i.e . limitations as far as code
assessment is concerned; limitations of the used thermal-hydraulic codes to simulate certain
system behaviour or phenomena; limitations due to interpretation of experimental data by th e
code user, i.e. interpretation of experimental data base .

On the basis of the discussions in this paper, the following conclusions and recommendation s
can be made :

- More dialogue appears to be necessary with the experimenters in the planning of cod e
assessment calculations, e.g. ISPs .

- User guidelines are not complete for the codes and the lack of sufficient and detailed
user guidelines are observed with some of the case studies .

- More extensive user instruction and training, improved user guidelines, or quality as-
surance procedures may partially reduce some of the subjective user influence on th e
calculated results.

- The discrepancies between experimental data and code predictions are due both to th e
intrinsic code limit and to the so called "user effects". There is a worthful need to
quantify the percentage of disagreement due to the poor utilization of the code and du e
to the code itself. This need especially arises for the uncertainty evaluation studies (e .g.
[15]) which do not take into account the mentioned user effects .

- A very focused investigation, based on the results of comparison calculations e .g . ISPs ,
analysing the experimental data and the results of the specific code in order to evaluate
the user effects and the related experimental aspects should be integral part of the IS P
process. This may also help to quantify the "user effects" .
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ITEM
TRAC/PF I

CEA

CATI V1 . 3

CENG

R5/M 2

DCMN

ATHLET

GRS

R5/MI-EU R

JRC

R5/M 2

UKAEA
EXP notes

1 . number of nodes 249 331 126 145 177 160 -
2. number of junctions 40 - 132 163 185 165 -
3. number of heat structures 151/64 ° 212

_
155 167 216 201 - °op . ...R..sGU

bd..

4. number of core structures 17 42 15 10 12 6 -
5. overall number of structures

mesh points
1355 848 1302 510 1036 1062 -

6. free total volume of th e
facility without PRZ (m3 )

0.527 0 .522 0.524 0.522 0.522 0 .523 0 .52 2

7 . free total volume of IL SG SS (in 3 ) 0 .869 0 .750 0.770 0.770 0.770 0 .797 0 .77 1
8 . free total volume of BL SG SS (m3 ) 0 .285 0 .260 0.259 0.258 0.257 0.270 0 .260
9 . fluid mass in PS (kg) 375 370 373 373 373 370 .05 370 .itlw..IRZbdU H

10. fluid mass in IL SO SS (kg) 353 310 392 359 228 360 359 .5
I1 . fluid mass in BL SG SS (kg) 1 18 110 144 132 77 144 .2 133 .4
12 . Kr/Kr at free core area 28/28 1 .9/0.9 35/35 27/27 2.0/2 .0 2.32/2 .3 -
13 . Kr/Kr at SG IL inlet of th e

U-tubes
9/9 0.26/0.26 20/20

_
12/12 0.36/0.36 1/0.3 -

14 . Kr/Kr at SG BL inlet of the
U-tubes

24/24 0.38/0.38 50/50 58/58 0.37/0.37 2 .05/0 .55 -

15 . Kr/Kr at PU IL inlet 0 .25/0.25 3 .6/2 .6 0 .6/0 .2 48/49 0 .06/0.02 0 .291/0 .251 -
16 . Kr/Kr at PU BL inlet 0.25/0.25 3 .6/2.6 0.3/0 .7 7 .617 .5 0.03/0.08 0 .16/0.21 - m..mry HL eda

ounectiooe to RPV

17 . EKr(EK r ) in IL 37 7 32.2(32.2) - 68 1 .85(1 .85) -
18 . E Kr(EKr ) in BL 73 64 173 .1(173.1) - - 3 .95(3 .76) -
19 . friction factor in IL HL NFF=2 ° - 0 .018 0.02 - - NA °TRAC option

20. friction factor in core region - - 0 .012 0.02 - -

	

- NA

PRZ=Pressurizer, IL=Intact Loop, BL=Broken Loop, HL=Hot Leg, CL=Cold Leg, SG=Steam Generator, SS=Secondary Side, PS=Primary System
PU=Pump, UH=Upper Head, RPV=Reactor Pressure Vessel, Kr=Forward Loss Coefficient, K r =Reverse Loss Coefficien t

Table I : Items related to the LOBI-MOD2 natural circulation test input deck s
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Figure 1 : ACHILLES rig configured for best-estimate transients
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Figure 2 : ISP-25, combined downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels . Comparison
of experimental and calculated data
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Extended Abstract

Nuclear Reactors are very large and complex systems . The capability to

define realistic plant scenarios in case of off-normal transient

conditions, largely depends upon measurements taken in relatively small

scale rigs or upon the reliability of system codes which, in turn, can be

assessed only against data taken in the same experiments .

The extrapolation of a small thermalhydraulic loop behaviour or of the

accuracy of a thermalhydraulic code to the prototype conditions ,

constitutes a fundamental problem in this area . On one hand unavoidabl e

distortions characterize the design and the operation of small facilities ,
on the other hand numerical models and code use strategy, even if qualified

from the comparison with the experimental data, cannot be retained reliable

in plant calculations too .

The objective of this paper is an attempt :

- to scale-up phenomena measured in small scale facilities ;

- to scale-up code accuracy (defined independently) .

A preliminary evaluation of various possibilities led to th e

conclusion that volume scaling is the most suitable way to extrapolat e

experimental scenarios and code accuracy .

The results obtained in relation to four different test scenarios are

discussed :
1. BWR small break LOCA counterpart tests (experiments performed in Piper -

one, Fist and Rosa-III facilities ; calculations in the same

facilities and in the Caorso BWR plant) ;

2. PWR natural circulation similar tests (experiments performed in

Semiscale, Spes, Lobi, Pkl, Bethsy, and Lstf facilities ; calculations in

Spes, Lobi, Lstf and Doel PWR plant) ;

3. PWR small break LOCA counterpart tests (experiments performed in Lobi ,

Spes, Bethsy and Lstf) ;
4. PWR loss of feedwater similar tests (experiments performed in Lobi and

Spes ; calculations in the same facilities and in Krsko PWR plant) .

In this context similar tests are experiments where similar phenomen a

occur in differently scaled facilities : test scenarios and sequence of

events are qualitatively the same . Counterpart tests are similar tests

where boundary and intial conditions have been defined, as far as possible ,

on the basis of suitable scaling criteria .

'Dispersion bands' have been obtained from the BWR small break LOCA

	i-
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activity including the experimental curves and the plant predictio n
with a nodalization having the feedback from the post-test analysis of th e
mentioned experiments . 'Average accuracy' has been defined and
extrapolated ; in the case of natural circulation in PWR, it has bee n
compared with code uncertainty obtained from sensitivity analyses .

In the case of PWR small break LOCA it was shown that unavoidabl e
differences in hardware and in boundary and initial conditions mak e
unsuccesfull the attempt to scale-up to plant situations single measure d
parameters . Furthermore, in the case of the loss of feedwater experiments ,
large influence was found of the above conditions upon the overall tes t
scenarios : in the Spes facility, delayed activation of the emergenc y
feedwater was sufficient to recover the accident ; this was not the case in
Lobi . It was difficult to judge (or to scale-up) the effectiveness of thi s
accident management procedure in real plant conditions owing to the cod e
unability to predict the measured phenomena .

Nevertheless, the need to use system codes for scaling analyses i s
confirmed from the overall activity .
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SESSION 4

SUMMAR Y

G. Santarossa

The fourth session specifically addressed the status of code application to real plan t
simulation covering three main subjects :

1 - Application of codes to accident sequences beyond design, with particular reference to
the TMI-2 accident .

2 - Code assessment and model qualification with real plant data .
3 - Application to the study of A .M. procedures .

The analysis of the TMI-2 accident was performed within CSNI by an ad hoc group, in
collaboration with the U .S . Department of Energy . It was a unique opportunity to
benchmark severe accident analysis methods against full scale, integrated facility data.
Some of the conclusions from the CSNI report on the TMI-2 analysis exercise were recalle d
to point out the progress made since then, as an overview in the first presentation .

The participants' analyses reasonably simulated the accident until the start of core heat-up ,
but were unable to simulate system response to the 2B reactor coolant pump transient .
Between the start of core heat-up and the pump transient the analysis diverged . Some
codes (e.g . SCDAP/RELAP5) predicted pressurizer drainage for base case boundar y
conditions . This represents a potentially non-conservative analysis . Sensitivity analysis
performed with RELAP showed that the presence of hydrogen, eliminating condensation ,
controls pressurizer drainage . This shows that the calculations are qualitatively correct (i f
not quantitatively correct), that sensitivity studies are essential in identifying th e
phenomena interactions that determined the progression of the TMI-2 accident .

From the presentation, and the discussion which followed, it was not possible to conclud e
that any progress had been made in the simulation capability of accident progression after
the start of core damage : a phase which implies geometric deformations, development of
hydrogen and non condensible gases, phenomena for which models have been develope d
which require experimental confirmation, including validation on separate effect tests, an d
which justify on-going experimental programmes .

The process of model qualification and code assessment against real plant data was the
subject of a survey in the second presentation .
The problems associated with the process of building a plant model were discussed ,
highlighting the importance of the data acquisition, the qualification process and th e
detailed knowledge needed of control and system performance, which, following plan t
development, has to be verified from design specifications to the results of the as-built
qualification tests .
The importance of simulating Balance Of Plant systems (BOP) was underlined . This i s
one of the reasons suggesting that a plant model structure has to be developed by sections
or by modules which have to be coupled and to be used in connection with the specific
transients to be studied .
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Some of the main conclusions :
-Comparisons with real plant transients have advantages for code assessment but also
severe limitations .

-When coupled with verified plant models, the existing codes have already demonstrate d
their capability to help understanding the interaction of plant systems an d
thermalhydraulic phenomena under real transient conditions .

-Detailed analysis of global transient measurements and decoupling of the
thermalhydraulic sections are required to obtain conclusions .

-The generalized use of data acquisition systems on the plant is very beneficial .

International exercises on plant transients, scaling groups classification and qualificatio n
matrices of plant models were recommended together with an effort to encourage an d
promote the availability of plant data from vendors and utilities .

The last presentation underlined the developments and assessment of the computer code s
under-way in Germany (ATHLET), in the perspective of use for accident management
analysis . The objectives are the use of BE models to explore accident sequences beyond
design, to investigate operating instructions and procedures to prevent core damage an d
mitigate consequences .

Calculation of accident sequences and assessment on tests simulating these sequence s
showed that model improvements are needed, for example phase separation, condensation ,
break flow evaluation. Development directions were also identified in the areas of input
diagnostics - steady state evaluation - BOP modelling and numeric solutions in order t o
shorten computing time .
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TMI-2 Analysis '

D . W. Golden

EG&G Idaho, Inc.

The accident at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TN-2) provides an opportunity to benchmark severe acciden t

analysis methods against full-scale, integrated facility data. In collaboration with the U.S . Department of

Energy (DOE), the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency established a joint task group to analyze various periods o f

the accident and benchmark the relevant severe accident codes. In this paper the author presents one result from

the mu-2 analysis exercise that may be of interest in evaluating thermal hydraulics codes .

Arguably one of the more interesting aspects of the analysis results is the predicted pressurizer leve l

response during core heatup. A brief review of the accident scenario is relevant to understanding the pressurizer

behavior and the calculations2 . Feedwater and turbine trips initiated the accident upon loss of condensate suction .

When the pilot operated relief valve (PORV) opened in response to the reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure

increase caused by the loss of heat sink it stuck open. The operators did not notice the stuck open PORV, but

noticed the full pressurizer . The operators terminated high pressure injection and initiated letdown flow . The net

loss of coolant through the PORV and letdown system caused the RCS coolant inventory to decrease to th e

point at which the RCS pumps could not be operated. By -100 min the operators had tripped all four RCS

coolant pumps, and core heat-up started at -110 min . At -140 min the operators closed the PORV block valve

terminating the loss of coolant through the PORV . However, flow through the letdown system continued. The

operators restarted the 2B RCS pump at 174 min for -1 min. The restart pumped about 30 m 3 of liquid into the

reactor vessel. RCS pressure increased rapidly during the 2B pump transien t

The above scenario is summarized in Figure 1 showing the measured primary and secondary syste m

pressures. At -30 min into the accident RCS pressure had decreased to secondary saturation pressure, an d

continued to follow the A-loop secondary pressure until about 125 min . At -125 min RCS pressure started to

increase departing from the A-loop once through steam generator (OTSG) secondary side pressure . The author

infers that energy was no longer being transported to the A loop OTSG after about 125 min . Hydrogen

generation due to cladding oxidation probably caused the loss of energy transport to the A-loop OTSG . RC S

pressure continued to increase until the end of the 2B pump transien t

The measured pressurizer level and RCS pressure for 100 to 200 min after turbine trip are shown in Figur e

2. After the last RCS pump trip the pressurizer level decreased following the decreasing RCS pressure. When

the operators closed the PORV block valve the pressurizer level stabilized at a constant leveL In the TMI-2 plant
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a U-tube surgeline as shown in Figure 3 connects the pressurizer to the hot leg . The U-tube arrangement coul d

allow the pressurizer and surgeline to act a manometer responding to the pressure differential between the hot le g

and pressurizer dome. If bot leg pressure is above the pressurizer dome pressure, then some liquid will be

retained in the pressurizer. Increasing RCS t ressu a at PORV block valve closure trapped the coolant inventory

in the pressurizer.

The TMI-2 analysis exercise participants3 found that under some conditions the severe accident analytica l

methods predicted that a severe accident might not have occurred due to pressurizer drainage after PORV bloc k

valve closure. Predicted drainage of the pressurizer cools the core delaying core heat-up . Codes such as

SCDAP/RELAPS predicted drainage depending on make-up flow rate, see Figure 4 . In effect a bifurcation in

pressurizer response is predicted . If liquid is converted to vapor (steam and/or hydrogen) in the core at a rate tha t

is greater than the condensation rate, then RCS pressure increases, and the pressurizer inventory remain s

constant or increases. In this paper the author presents a sensitivity analysis of the factors that may influence th e

calculated pressurizer level after PORV block valve closure .

The phenomena considered include hydrogen generation rates, primary to secondary heat transfer, and energy

generation in the core. The sensitivity analysis was conducted using RELAPS, thus allowing improved control

of the parameters of interest . Figure 5 shows the SCDAP/RELAPS compared to the RELAPS calculations for a

make-up flow rate (MUF) of 0 kg/s. At a MUF= 0 kg/s RELAPS predicts drainage of the pressurizer, whil e

SCDAP/RELAP5 predicts inventory hold-up in the pressurizer . The RELAPS calculation for MUF= 0 kg/s is

the base case for these sensitivity studies .

Parameter variations were generally initiated at 120 min. For the cases with hydrogen injection the injectio n

rate was assumed to be a constant at either 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, or 0.5 kg's. An injection rate of 0 .1 kg/s is about

equal to the average hydrogen generation rate for the SCDAP/RELAPS base case . Another set of variation s

removed primary to secondary heat transfer at 120 min . I considered three cases: (a) nominal estimation of heat

transfer before OTSG removal, (b) ten percent reduction in primary to secondary heat transfer before OTS G

removal, and (c) 1/3 reduction in primary to secondary heat transfer before OTSG removal .

The effect of hydrogen injection is summarized in Figure 6 . For the hydrogen injection rates of 0 .01 and

0.05 kg/s do not lead to retention of the pressurizer liquid inventory . Pressurizer liquid inventory is retained fo r

an injection rate of 0 .5 kg/s (-5 times the SCDAP/RELAP5 calculated hydrogen generation rate) . At an

injection rate of 0.1 kg/s it is not clear that inventory will or will not be retained since RELAPS aborted .
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Another comparison is to the case where 25% additional decay heat, and hydrogen to simulate claddin g

oxidation heat. The calculated pressurizer level is shown in Figure 7 for this case, 0 .1 kg/s hydrogen flow, and

the SCDAP/RELAPS base case . The calculated pressurizer level is about the same in all three cases . It may be

concluded that hydrogen generation, and oxidation energy plays a direct roll in pressurizer level response.

The author also considered the primary to secondary heat transfer rate as one of the parametric sets . All

primary to secondary heat transfer through the steam generator tubes was removed from the base case calculatio n

at 120 min . Far the parametric cases the heat transfer rate before OTSG heat transfer removal was reduced b y

10% and 33% . These calculations are summarized in Figure 8. All three calculations indicate pressurizer

drainage before 174 min. However, decreasing primary to secondary heat transfer does increase the time to the

onset of drainage.

The calculated pressurizer response is a result of the pressure difference between the hot leg and pressurize r

dome. In figures 9 and 10 the differential pressure (hot leg minus pressurizer) and pressurizer level for 0 .1 kg/s

hydrogen injection and OTSGs removed are compared . The author found that the pressurizer drained when th e

pressure differential fell below about 0.04 MPa (-6 psid) . This occurred in all cases where RCS pressure did no t

increase or could not be sustained to -174 min . For example, Figure 11 shows the calculated RCS pressure fo r

a number of cases. Only in the cases with sustained increasing RCS pressure after 140 min are associated wit h

pressurizer inventory retention .

A number of conclusions may be drawn from the predictions of pressurizer level . First the predicted

pressurizer level after PORV block valve closure is determined by thermal hydraulics as well as the calculatio n

of hydrogen generation . Second it is possible to arrive at a nonconservative prediction of pressurizer leve l

(pressurizer drainage). Although some aspects of severe accidents may not depend greatly on thermal hydraulics ,

it is the author's conclusion that predictions of severe accidents require severe accident models properly couple d

to reliable thermal hydraulics models.
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Figure 5 . Comparison of SCDAP/RELAP5 and RELAPS calculations of pressurizer level.
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Figure 7 . Calculated pressurizer response to simulated oxidation energy .

Figure 8 . Calculated pressurizer level for steam generator heat transfer variations .
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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the problems associated with building
a Nuclear Plant Model for simulation of transients . The
structure of the models and the interplay between different
sections is reviewed, followed by a discussion of the use of
plant data for assessment of the one dimensiona l
thermalhydraulic codes . Finally, the qualification process of
the models with its merits and limits is considered and
examples of international experience are presented .

1 .

	

INTRODUCTION

Thermalhydraulics knowledge is one of the pillars of the
safe operation of nuclear power plants . This knowledge is th e
result of many different research activities, (fundamentals ,
experiments in small as well as large scale test facilitie s
and code development efforts) and must finally provide th e
designer, utilities and regulatory bodies with tools (i .e .
codes) which are able to explain the phenomena and tha t
enhance the safety of the plant .

After years of development, the existing codes, (see for
instance ref . 1) are today already used over a wide range o f
applications such as : licensing, support in concept and design
of plant systems, optimization of plant procedures and
setpoints, validation of real time simulation software ,
incident analysis etc . .

To be able to make a reliable calculation of a plant, no t
only the codes but also the plant models, the use r
capabilities and specific aspects of the given transien t
should be addressed . This increases the complexity an d
uncertainties besides those inherent in the codes themselves .
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In fact, the uncertainties coming from the codes seem today
easier to bracket than those from these other sources .

In considering those additional aspects, one should b e
aware that if the reactor is not tripped during the transient ,
the interplay between the automatic actions (controls ,
limitations and protections), and the neutronic/thermalhydrau -
lic behaviour usually drive the dynamics . Even when the
reactor trips, the initial conditions of the post trip perio d
are determined by this interplay, which very often become a n
inevitable simulation problem for actual plants not present a t
the validation stages of the codes where most comparisons hav e
been made with decoupled thermalhydraulic configurations .

It is the purpose of this paper to describe the problems
met when trying to build a model to simulate an actual nuclea r
plant transient . As will be seen, most of the difficulties ar e
of a practical nature calling for engineering rather tha n
scientific approaches . User effects (ref . 2) and the code
capability to handle the expected phenomena, although very
important and closely related, will be only peripherall y
touched .

2

	

BASIC STRUCTURE OF PLANT MODELS

This section describes how a current TH code is able t o
model the different aspects of a plant transient simulation .
To make a unified treatment, only one dimensional codes wil l
be considered .

In most of the current 1D-TH codes, the code user has t o
build up a detailed noding scheme mapping the thermalhydrauli c
section to be analysed . With this nodalization approach he i s
defining an associated set of coupled equations that wil l
require initial and boundary conditions to specify the syste m
states .

This one dimensional TH-network is elaborated from a
number of basic elements like volumes, (actually triggering a
numerical algorithm for solving the two phase mass and energ y
conservation equations within the volume), functions (the same
for the momentum equations in between the volume in-out
surfaces), pines (a serial collection of volumes), valves
(special solutions for local pressure drops due to section
changes), Dumps (usually a lumped equivalence to a local
pressure gain calculated with experimentally adjusted two
phase head to flow curves, but eventually an entire
mechanistic pump model), tees (special provisions to account
for 2D effects coming out of impingement between flows a t
different angles), heat structures (numerical algorithms fo r
solving usually transverse to the flow one dimensional hea t
conduction equations with elaborated wall heat transfe r
packages and two phase flows or external environments as
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boundary conditions) and other code dependent features, lik e

separators, accumulators, pressurizers etc .

In addition, special modules handle non TH componen t
processes like the reactor kinetics or the automatic actions
of the control, limitation, protection and safeguards systems .

2 .1. Scope of the simulatio n

An entire plant simulation would require a very larg e
model to account for all coupling effects between the
Auxiliary, the Balance of Plant and the Nuclear Steam Supply
systems . As a result, the simulation is usually restricted t o
a part of the overall, and the model must draw a boundar y
around the system depending on the type of problem at hand .
However, this implies that the coupling of the isolated par t
with the rest should be represented in some way . This may be a
serious problem because "any partitioning, even with the us e
of coupling variables lagging one time step behind that allows
for time step independent simulation of both sides, may lea d
to numerical dumping and phase shift (at best, in the absenc e
of discontinuities ; with discontinuities present, time laggin g
leads to nonsense)" (ref . 1) .

The engineering approach usually tries to make th e
partitioning at points where experimental and/or operationa l
information is available, using this information as boundar y

conditions . Because this is limited to a few situations, on e
may replace the out-of-boundary system, using appropriate
assumptions, by simple relations between the couplin g

variables . A simple example is the assumption of symmetri c
"unfailed loops" behavior which allows to model one unfaile d
single loop with replicating boundary conditions for th e

others (ref . 2), or a single scaled loop representing th e
overall unfailed behavior .

This is easy to do in some frequent cases, for instance

long term scenarios with early turbine and reactor trips an d
subsequent isolation of the feedwater secondary side system .
In other cases a proper selection of the coupling variable s

can produce weak dependencies of the outside . An important
example is the assumption of sonic conditions at some poin t

downstream the turbine stages, which allows to correlate th e
turbine flow with impulse pressure and to decouple the syste m

from downstream conditions (ref . 3) .

Information about the time constants of subsystems is

particularly useful in finding the appropriate assumptions .
For instance, control systems of faster response than the tim e

scale of interest may be replaced by the assumption that th e
control programs are satisfied instantaneously, as in the cas e
of most turbine control systems .

More sophisticated techniques include the time step leve l

connection of the thermalhydraulic code with a lumped model of
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the outside (ref . 4), using either another code or specia l
component subsystems that can be handled by the code itsel f
(see section . 2 .3 .4 .) . In many cases, linearization and use o f
collective transfer functions for the outside may be an
excellent way of solving the problem at a minimum cost (ref .
5) .

A typical example of the TH section of a three loop PWR
model with the RELAP5 code is shown in fig 2 .1 . (this mode l
has been set up with Tropic (ref . 6), a RELAPS preprocessor
developed at TRACTEBEL) . This scope can be considered standar d
and limited to a) the primary coolant system, b) the
pressurizer, c) the emergency core cooling system accumulators
and d) the steam generators from the main feedwater isolatio n
valves to the turbine stop valves . The important sinks and
sources of water (letdown, charging, feedwater, safety
injection, etc.) are handled as boundary conditions . Fig
3 .2 .2 .2 shows a model with symmetric loop behavior for a
similar plant .

2 .2 . Depth of simulation .

The degree of lumping of each component model and the
nodalization scheme used to numerically solve the TH subsystem
can be optimized considerably . However, the process is
strongly dependent on the particular code and transient an d
much influenced by the purpose of the analysis that define s
the optimization criterion (from scoping calculations wher e
computer time saving is dominant to reproduction of an
occurred incident where high fidelity is required) . There are
situations where a too detailed two fluid description ma y
unstabilize the calculation or make it less reliable than a
lumped model if inadequate nodalization is used or becaus e
of lack of detailed input data (ref . 1) .

In addition to general aspects, not specific for plan t
applications (too small cell size instabilities, particula r
nodalizations implicit in the development of empirica l
constitutive relations of the code, impact of cell size o n
time step -like Courant limit violations-, critical flow an d
2D effects, large heat flux axial variations within the flui d
transport time scale, . . .) one should account for factor s
like :

i) Expected phenomena to occur during the transient (man y
transients are mild) .

ii) Coupling with the time step required for contro l
systems (particularly in the presence of
discontinuities) and reactivity-neutron flux numerics .

iii) Complex hardware configurations with multiple flow
paths that change both area and flow orientation ,
making it difficult to find equivalent ID geometries .

iv) Sensor locations that activate automatic actions and
force an increase in local detail which may however be
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worthless with too coarse neighboring nodes .

v) Stiffness due to different time scales within th e
same transient (from the reactor alive and main pumps -
off ATWS scenarios with scales dominated by reacto r
kinetics and natural convection, to reactor shutdown
modes dominated by residual heat cooling time scales
but sharp periods of protection interventions) .

Unfortunately, in many cases, ad hoc solutions ar e
inevitable. Usual techniques range from using already prove d
nodalizations for the same combination of expected phenomen a
and type of component, (which may be made systematic, see ref .
2, provided the range of values of relevant scaling paramete r
groups justify the use of experiment results) to "brute force"
repetition of the calculations with several schemes to ensur e
consistency, particularly when handling items ii) to v) .

Techniques have also been developed for specific code s
like RELAP5 . A recent approach is to optimize the grid, using
results of the steady state, taking into account the specifi c
features of the numerical scheme . More details are given i n
section 3 .3 . below .

2 .3 . Description of the mode l

2 .3 .1 The thermalhydraulic section .

This section of the model is constituted by a
one-dimensional network of volumes, junctions, heat structure s
and the like. Fig 3 .2 .2 .2 is a typical example o f
different TH subsystems of a PWR power plant .

The section is defined by the user by identifying i )
length, free volume, flow area, hydraulic diameters, energ y
loss coefficients, surface roughness, etc . for the
hydrodynamic part and ii) length, thickness, surface area an d
material composition with associated thermophysical properties
like thermal conductivity and heat capacity for the hea t
structures .

The noding and number of the heat structures depend o n
the transient (phenomena involving power generation under flow
regimes and bulk fluid temperatures leading to low or quickl y
changing heat transfer coefficients require more detail), type
of plant components (more sensible if high surface to volum e
ratios, as steam dryers and inner walls dividing flow paths at
significantly different temperatures) and material
composition, particularly high heat capacity components and/or
heterogeneous layers of different thermal properties like fuel
to cladding gaps .

2 .3 .2 The reactor section

This section of the plant model is covering the module s
used to describe the thermal power generation within the fuel,
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core coolant and core structures including fission power and
residual heat generation and its spatial deposition. It is
bounded by the modules that convert state variables int o
neutron cross sections -or reactivity- changes (heretofor e
reactor state variables) .

Some of these reactor state variables are outputs of the
thermalhydraulic section like fuel and coolant temperatures
and densities, while others are modified by control systems
either in manual mode (simulated as external boundar y
conditions) or in automatic mode (outputs of the automati c
actions section of the model, see below) like boro n
concentration or rod movements . Finally, others have a neutron
flux dependent behavior like Xe and Sm concentration or
burnout and can be considered as internal feedbacks within the
reactor section or boundary conditions .

As can be seen, throughout the reactor state variables a
strong coupling between the different sections of the model is
established. Any best-estimate attempt to fully simulate suc h
coupling poses a formidable problem, as it requires connection
with spatial kinetics codes for transients where ro d
movements, as a result of control actions, and/or coolant
density distribution changes may induce heat flux distribution
transients (altering significantly the hydrodynamic behavior )
that the code being used may not be able to predict .

It is then customary to take a decoupling approach
similar to the one discussed in section 2 .1 . In standard PW R
codes, the point kinetics model is usually available while i n
BWR ID axial reactor kinetics is common .

As in other lumped models used, a major problem (ref . 1 )
is to ensure that the lumped parameters (in this cas e
reactivity coefficients, rod, boron, Xe and the like worths ,
as well as delayed fractions) are not too time dependent nor
sensitive to the solutions of the equations, (so that the y
cannot be translated from one case to another) and that enough
care is taken to ensure consistency between the paramete r
values and implicit assumptions involved versus the
application made. It goes beyond our scope to further clarify
this point, but in many cases the uncertainties and errors o f
this part of the process unbalance the quality of an otherwis e
reasonable TH calculation .

2 .3 .3 The instrumentation and control section

This section covers :

i) The simulation of the conversion of measured process
variables into electronic signals (sensors and
transmitters) .

ii) The electronic processing devices (lead/lags, dea d
bands, hysteresis, filters, auctioneering elements ,
etc) that modulate the requirement for actuation of
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any automatic action that has been included within th e
model .

iii) The modeling of the actuators, as for instance motors
or mechanic devices that change control rods, valv e
positions or pump states, switches that align new
incoming systems for protection/safeguard purposes ,
devices that trip components, etc .

iv) The connection of the actuator outputs to the othe r
sections of the model, as valve position/geometry
changes of TH junctions, control rod positions/cross
sections or reactivity changes etc .

Commercial plants present a great variety of automati c
actions that can be grouped into regulatinq (or control )
actions that automatically run the facility, limitations that
take action in case of malfunctions without tripping th e
reactor, like turbine runbacks or rod stops, reactor trips and
safeguard actions that actuate in conjunction with trips an d
help to maintain the safety barriers as safety valves o r
emergency core cooling interventions . Fig 2 .3 .3 shows an
example of the feedwater regulation system model of a two loop
PWR plant indicating the transfer functions of some elements .

An accurate simulation of automatic actions is a must in
any plant calculation (ref . 1) . Not taking into account the
feedback effects they induce through its interplay with th e
other sections of the model may lead to completely differen t
scenarios . For instance, during a steam generator tube failure
the feedwater control system will try to reduce the feedwate r
flow to the affected steam generator in order to maintain a
programmed level . As another example, if the setpoint of th e
actuation of a protection action like a reactor trip is
reached in the plant but not in the calculation or viceversa ,
the simulation is worthless .

In general the difficulties arise from gatherin g
sufficiently detailed information of the peculiarities of th e
system, like sensor measuring principles and its range o f
applicability, saturation effects of control elements, th e
time delay they introduce, actual values of the setpoints an d
dynamic constants present in the plant at a given moment . The
large size and variety of this model section in some design s
(like KWU german plants) may be troublesome (ref . 2) . This is
alleviated by the fact that very simple approximations ar e
available in cases of too slow or very fast action as compared
with the dominant transient time scale, approximations tha t
also help to resolve the stiffness problem mentioned in 2 .2 . v
above .

In summary, sufficient knowledge of the automatic plan t
operation is a strong requirement to produce a model of
reasonable size that does not omit essential aspects .
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2 .3 .4 The special component section

When defining the scope of the model, several equipment
or components may be decided to be represented through a
lumped system of usually ordinary differential (if linear ,
maybe by transfer functions), algebraic equations or boundary
conditions instead of the TH field equations . Some codes
provide these capabilities, usually limited . A better approach
consists of coupling the TH codes with more specialized
simulators (ref . 1) .

For instance, in RELAPS, equipment components such as
containment, tanks, auxiliary, safeguard or balance of plan t
flow systems can be simulated using specific variables (calle d
control variables) by creating equation sets that the cod e
couples with the other sections . Fig 2 .3 .4 presents the high
pressure safety injection system lumped description of th e
Doel 1 two loop plant as special components . The model
simulates the four pumps feeding a common header connected t o
the primary circuit by four lines (one line per cold leg and
two lines directly in the downcomer) . The mass flow rates
calculated by this lumped model are injected into the primar y
system through a special junction which is seen as a boundar y
condition .

A proportionate balance between the different sections of
a plant model is a key factor in its quality, and the
judicious selection of lumped versus detailed models is a n
important point to care . Too detailed simulation of some
aspects combined with too rough descriptions of others tha t
may be critical, degrade the best estimate effort in the T H
side . Because the emphasis of this paper is in the two phase
aspects, we will not go deeper in this direction even if i t
can never be stressed enough .

2 .4 . States of the system .

2 .4 .1 Steady states .

The solution of the plant model set of equations with
zero time derivatives is called a steady state . There is a
minimum number of variables (degrees of freedom) that entirely
determine all steady state variables . This requires tha t
necessary and sufficient information be supplied to the plan t
model, other than the data required to describe the syste m
itself, to determine a given steady state . If less than
required information is given, there may be an infinity o f
states . If more, most codes will ignore part of the
information, in some cases without user control or else n o
state will be found . This point is often overlooked .

The situation is complicated because many codes, in orde r
to avoid solving a different equation set for steady an d
transient cases, find the steady state as the final situatio n
of a transient, called a null transient, that is triggered
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from detailed node by node initial conditions (usually no n
physical) suggested by the user . He or she imposes th e
required values of the degrees of freedom through boundary o r
initial conditions for those variables which are input to th e
code and use specific control system setpoints for those which
are outputs, as for instance the power level .

The artificiality of this computation, which i s
accelerated by setting to zero part of the derivatives (i .e .
zero heat capacities) may obscure to the user the essence o f
the final result, and force him to distinguish between initia l
conditions that are preimposed values of the degrees of
freedom and those that are merely initial guess values tha t
the code will change during the null transient . On the other
hand, the method require criteria to determine from what tim e
of the null transient the state can be considered steady and
distinguished from self-oscillating states . One should also be
aware that dead bands of control systems lead to somewha t
undefined steady states and that hysteresis may produce
different final states depending on the transient history .

In general terms, it is a delicate matter to identify th e
minimum number of degrees of freedom, particularly when
control systems are strongly involved . In fact, the setpoint s
of the regulating systems and the external environmenta l
conditions are in an ideal simulation the key variables, as it
happens in an actual facility . However, additional variable s
are required which depend on the particular case because of :

i) the partitioning of the system in defining the scope
of the simulation ,

ii) the variety of possible lumped models in the core and
special component sections ,

iii) extra degrees of freedom , often introduced ,that are
actually system rather than state parameters .

For instance, any steady state of the point kinetic s
model requires zero reactivity, and the reactivity component s
coming out of the TH, automatic and special component sections
should be compensated with external constant input signal s
(the excess reactivity) . Some but not all codes provide for
it, and the user should be aware .

By way of illustration, some rules of thumb can be give n
for defining the minimum degrees of freedom of the
thermalhydraulic section if considered isolated . These
include :

- two parameters per single phase fluid entering th e
system ; and five per two-phase fluid .

- one parameter (typically, the outlet pressure) pe r
fluid leaving the system, unless choked flow exists .

- one parameter per heat structure bounded by only on e
fluid (typically, the outer side temperature) ; and one more if
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the structure has non-zero internal power generation .

- one parameter per valve (e .g . its position) and pe r
pump (its speed) .

2 .4 .2 Self-exciting states

Due to the strong nonlinearities of the model, mainl y
those introduced from control systems (hysteresis, dead bands ,
on-off etc) but also from hydrodynamic and neutronic
processes, (like BWR plants under natural convection), ther e
is no guarantee that the permanent regime (i .e . asymptotic
time behavior) after a null or physical transient will be a
steady state . Although uncommon, self-oscillating state s
either periodic or non periodic are possible and the proble m
arises to know whether they simulate actual states of th e
plants or they are the result of purely numerica l
oscillations .

2 .4 .3 Transient state s

In most cases the initial conditions for transients are
steady state situations, and the transient states will b e
defined by supplementing the steady state with time dependent
boundary conditions in appropriate variables, in a number
totaling the degrees of freedom of the steady state ,
(eventually including constant time histories for some o f
them) . Usually, they are variables governed by condition s
outside the problem boundaries ; some are simple (like
pressures or temperatures of the fluid in the reload storage
tank) but others are complex (like the containment pressure i n

a large LOCA) . In the latter case, an iteration process with
another code may be necessary (the containment pressure
impacts the peak cladding temperatures) .

In view of the lack of detail, it may be necessary t o
optimize the response by changing additional parameters no t
influencing the steady but the transient states, lik e
discharge coefficients or relief or safety valve capacities .
However, this practice artificially increases the degrees o f
freedom and the values obtained for those coefficients may b e
transient state dependent and cannot be extrapolated .

3 . PLANT CALCULATIONS AND CODE ASSESSMENT

In this section we examine the problems involved i n
extracting full scale information from plant measurements t o
complete and verify the validation of the mathematica l
representation of two phase thermalhydraulic phenomen a
included in the TH modules of the so called best estimat e

codes .

The use of data from commercial power plants offers a
major advantage for code assessment since all distortions in
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geometry, pressure or temperature are eliminated . On the other
hand, it has been proven in some international exercises tha t
the results could be noding sensitive and that nodalizatio n
schemes may have been adapted to fit the experimental results .
Code assessment on real plants is then very useful to addres s
the nodalization issue . These advantages, however, are
strongly limited by the problems we discuss in the followin g
sections ,

3 .1. The measurement problems .

Table 3 .1 shows an example of the nature of the
parameters which are generally available on plant recorders of
a typical PWR-W plant. Many instruments are related to the
operation of auxiliary systems . Common instrumentation in tes t
rigs, like gamma densitometers local delta-p or thermocouple s
within heat structures are not available, and even for thos e
existing the range may not cover the whole transient . Also ,
the quality of the data may be rather poor as th e
instrumentation is selected more on the basis of robustnes s
and reliability than accuracy, particularly for old plants .
Finally the low recording frequency eliminates man y
instruments during a transient, particularly the neutron flu x
local instrumentation that may decalibrate. Other deficiencies
include uncertainties in exact sensor location (position ,
inclination, depth of insertion, . . .) and obscure or
unavailable to the analyst calibration sheets and procedures .

Parameter Range Units

Requested position of group 4 0-230 Step
Reference temperature 270-330 0 C
Primary pressure 0-200 ar
Required charge flow 0-100 in /h
Source range flux detector 1-6 c/ s
Control valve CC234 0-100 %
Condenser vaccuum 0-1 bar
Flow rate in heat exchanger 15 0-120 %
Control rod speed 6-72 step/min
Nuclear power 0-120 %
Averaged temperature 270-330 0 C
Steam collector pressure 0-85 bar
Current meter H7 0-100 %
CV tank level 0-100 %
Demineralised water flow 0-65 m 3 /h
Position valve between EX16 to 15 0-100 %

Table 3 .1 .
Some parameters usually available on plant recorder s

With the advances of numerical techniques in data
gathering, plant dedicated digital data acquisition system s
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can enhance considerably the data quality . Most modern units
are equipped with such standby systems triggered by a logic
signal from the plant protection system .

On the other hand, the range of TH variable values tha t
may be involved in actual transients is obviously restricte d
for safety reasons and the potential for possible checks o f
many important phenomena is rather limited .

Finally, the local nature of the sensors forces a
detailed simulation of the detector region ; in addition to the
problems mentioned in 2 .2 .iv there are other details lik e
filtering effects, voltage conversions, signal limitations ,
etc, that require detailed engineering knowledge .

3 .2. The global picture problem

Because only global measurements like flows, pressures ,
levels and a few local variables, mainly fluid temperature s
are available, and even if decoupling of the TH section i s
successful, (see below) the comparison of results may be
masked by two major reasons :

o First, the inherent stability of two phase phenomen a
tends to compensate the different components enterin g
into the global result .

o Second, in many cases a portion of the measure d
information has already been used to adjust unknown
parameters that play an important role (section 4 .4) .

Therefore, considerable analysis is required before a
particular deviation or agreement can be attributed to a
particular TH model . We detail below this point in th e
important case of pressure and level (all plants are
reasonably equipped for its measure and many automatic actions
are triggered on setpoints of these variables) .

3 .2 .1 Pressure analysi s

To better understand the aspects of the two phase flow
modeling involved in the evolution of the global syste m
pressure, we will write an overall volume balance that can b e
derived from the basic mass and energy conservation equations .
(ref . 1 and ref . 2) . The message is that pressure evolution is
the result of the accommodation by the system of the ne t
excess fluid volume during the transient, as a net effect o f
different expansion/contraction mechanisms and th e
injection/extraction of volume through the externa l
boundaries . This net volume to be accommodated is converted
into a rate of pressure change through the global isentropi c
compressibility of the system, that plays then an essentia l

role .
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With the standard notation a, v, p for void fraction ,

velocity and density, r, T, p for the vapor generation rate ,

temperature and pressure, h, h
s

for bulk and saturated

enthalpies, of a z located node of section A of a two phas e

liquid (k.l) and vapor (k.q) subsystem of total V and H volume

and height, the balance reads :

(Compressibility) *
<P>
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volumetric flow in - volumetric flow out
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+

expansion/contraction due to phase change
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+

acoustic effects due to pressure gradients
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is the interphase linear heat generation rate of the (k=i,g )
liquid and vapor phases, (similar notation for wall heat) an d
Q '' ', DISS are the volumetric heat and fluid dissipation .
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with C(z,t) = C i + Cg the local compressibility .
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The global or system pressure <p> to which this balance
is associated, is a compressibility averaged over the volum e
of the system, that allows to talk about system pressure with
no reference to any particular location, but it may not
coincide with the local value of the sensor tap (see 3 .1) .

Because of the one to two orders of magnitude difference
between the expansion and isentropic coefficients for the
vapor and liquid phases, there is a strong relation betwee n
level (see next section) and compressibility and in subsystems
like BWR vessels, steam generators and pressurizers, (i n
states with level values within the range where the vapor an d
liquid volume are of the same order) the vapor often dominate s
the behavior . Terms J, r and the compressibility are large and
the major factors influencing pressure are then the net stea m
volumetric flow together with the total vapor generation rate ,
that originate the gross portion of the volume change . The
high compressibility reduce the pressure rates . Within this
general pattern one should be aware that cancellations occu r
between these large main terms, and the G term may becom e
important (see the pressurizer example below) for hig h
pressure rates .

On the contrary, low void systems, like the primary side
of a PWR excluding the pressurizer, are dominated by the ne t
liquid volumetric flow (CVCS charging-letdown and surge lin e
flows), and the liquid expansion/contraction . These terms are
now small and the also small compressibility amplifies the
pressure rates . Again cancellation may occur between the core
expansion and SG primary side contraction. Finally, if the
pressurizer is also included in the subsystem, the surge line
flow disappears in the J component, being replaced by the
pressurizer terms, and all contributions to the balance are o f
the same order .

This balance can also be used with models involvin g
simplifying assumptions, in order to compare the same
quantities in the different cases . For instance if one phase
is assumed at saturation, the corresponding L or G term in the
balance becomes basically proportional to the C term. If two
phases are at saturation (thermal equilibrium), in addition ,
the r term reduces to a flashing component (proportional t o
the C term) plus the ratio of the external heat flux to the
latent heat typical of homogeneous models . Even these
homogeneous models essentially derived from single fluid
approaches can be formulated in this scheme because they are
equivalent to the thermal and mechanical equilibrium
assumption in two fluid theories . Once the balance is
performed, if the above relationships between components ar e
demonstrated, a good agreement of pressure calcs versus
measurements would not be enough to discriminate betwee n
different models and the assessment would be inconclusive fro m
that point of view .

As an example, in fig. 3 .2 .1 .1 .a and 3 .2 .1 .1 .b we present
results of a turbine&reactor trip secondary side pressure
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evolution of a 3 loop Spanish Westinghouse plant equipped with
a modern data acquisition system . The nodalization is included
in fig 3 .2 .2 .2 .A . The transient was analyzed with the
RELAP5/MOD2 code and then postprocessed (ref . 3, ref . 4) to
evaluate the results off-line . The acoustic effects have been
bounded as error bands and in the post calculation of the
balance terms we have assumed the emerging phase at saturation
at every node.

The figures show the major factors at each stage of the
pressure evolution dominated entirely by the in-out flow and
change of phase. Because the first is controlled by the steam
dump and relief valves, the appropriate simulation of valv e
capacities, control system and actuators response, discharg e
coefficients, etc, are then of paramount importance . Fig
3 .2 .1 .1 .a shows the RELAP and postprocessed system pressure
together with the plant records .

In fig 3 .2 .1 .1 .c . we present the components of the
overall expansion due to bulk enthalpy changes, where we hav e
split the terms associated to the interphase (internal) an d
wall (external) heat transfer, also indicating th e
cancellations between themselves .

The equivalent balance of the pressurizer decoupled from
the primary side under the same transient is shown in fi g
3 .2 .1 .2 .b . It can be seen that in this case a vapor expansio n
spike subsequently replaced by another flashing spike
partially compensates the outsurge volumetric flow . The
discrepancy observed between RELAP and its postprocessed
curve, was due to a very fine spike of the vapor generatio n
rate not sampled in the postprocessing . Further analysis
indicated a problem in the RELAP5 correlation of the
interfacial area where a factor (v 9-v1 ) Z dependence resulted

in very high r values under counter-current pressurize r
transient flow regimes, showing potential code deficiencies .

In summary, only after a detailed study one can justify a
particular deviation of pressure results or the implication s
of a good agreement on the validation of particular aspects o f
models which, as shown before, may be entirely pressure
insensitive in a given scenario . Note that the balance als o
allows to define scaling groups (ref . 5 and section 4 .4 .3) .

3 .2 .2 . Level analysi s

Although level is usually measured as a properl y
compensated pressure difference between taps at two differen t
axial locations where phase separation is expected, in th e
absence of dynamic local momentum effects it may be relate d
with the volume enclosed by the liquid phase, V 1 within A

Aresuecified subsystem, of volume V like certain regions o f
the pressurizer, SG or BWR vessel dome . For instance, the
subsystem of fig . 3 .2 .2 .2 .C is an appropriate volume for wid e
range SG level measurement in the turbine trip scenario . In
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general then

VI
Measured level= 0(vl , aj , xk )

where we distinguish time independent parameters mostly
geometrical with the symbol a i and separate the important time

dependent variable V 1 /V from others xk on which there will be

a weaker dependence (dynamic corrections) . The shape of th e
function may be dictated by geometric detector requirement s
and environmental conditions and may be strongly non linear i f
so is the axial profile of the cross section within the
definition volume V . In fig 3 .2 .2 .1 .a,b . we show an example of
the effect of dynamic corrections in a BWR/6 calculation (ref .
1) .

In order to understand the liquid volume evolution, a
volume balance can also be written, this time for each of the
phases .

dt

	

V

	

(J)
1+ (I') ~+ L - (C) 1= -((J) 9+ (I") 9+ G - (C)

v J

where the notation stands for the corresponding phasic terms
of the pressure balance and where we have omitted the acousti c
effects . The C terms show another relation between level an d
pressure . Note that once the level control system is
successful, an additional constraint between the terms
governing the pressure behavior is imposed, which is
independent of the two phase peculiarities of the different TH
models .

In fig 3 .2 .2 .3 .b we present the vapor volume balance i n
the subsystem of fig 3 .2 .2 .2 .C for the same transient of
section 3 .2 .1 . The pressure term includes the G and C term s
together . The balance suggests the following explanation o f
the reactor trip RELAP5 level transient :

Subsequent to the cut of the volumetric flow out due t o
the turbine trip, the boiler vapor generation produced a S G
dome excess steam volume, partially accommodated via th e
pressure transient and steam dump opening . The initially high
recirculation and feedwater flow entrained the steam and a two
phase non separated mixture was formed in the downcomer belo w
the feedwater nozzle . Steam dump progressively closed, and
level was temporarily recovered by steam condensation (fi g
3 .2 .2 .3 .d) in the downcomer due to the feedwater spray effect ,
until feedwater isolation and the loss of the recirculatio n
flow induced downcomer phase separation. The condensation rate
then dropped to a value (regulated by the spray effect of th e
incoming auxiliary feedwater) that the boiler vapor generatio n
was able to balance . We see in fig 3 .2 .2 .3 .c the evolution o f
the steam volume and in fig 3 .2 .2 .3 .a the good match of th e
RELAP5 final result .

d V1 (t)
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Nodalisation of different TH subsystems of a PWR plant .
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Section 5 .1 .3 presents the assessment conclusions of this
SG level analysis together with a parallel experience i n
another PWR .

Finally in fig 3 .2 .2 .4 we also give the equivalent resul t
for the pressurizer .

3 .3 . The nodalization problem .

For assessment purposes, it is very convenient to take
into account the specific numerical scheme of the code t o
optimize the nodalization . As an example, a program that run s
on a PC has been recently developed to allow the determination
of component nodalization length for RELAPS (Ref . 1) . In
short, the program is based on a characteristics analysis o f
the governing equations, and the application of the Von
Neumann local stability theorem (ref . 2) to the code semi-
implicit formulation . From this analysis stem criteria fo r
numerical stability that support the nodalization process .

Other methods provide criteria to select betwee n
different schemes . For instance, because the derivation of th e
volume balance described before is a rigorous consequence of
the field equations and independent of the subsystem and of
any particular numerical scheme, its verification with th e
numerical solution, as found by the code at the noding level ,
is a good check of the nodalization quality .

3 .4 . Decoupling two-phase flow subsystems .

We have shown that isolation of a TH subsystem may allow
to assess experimental pressure and level results . However ,
only if measured information is available about in-out
volumetric flows and the heat generation/environmenta l
conditions of the heat structures (that actually carry the
influence in pressure and level of the other sections of th e
model), the results can be made reliable . Otherwise, any
discrepancy can be due to so many factors that it may be
hopeless to obtain conclusions . With the usual type o f
instruments available, this information (except for ad-hoc
specific tests with additional instrumentation) can be
expected only at points where the system is in single phas e
and flow/temperature sensors do exist . This requirement i s
very restrictive. For instance, steam generators can be
decoupled in most scenarios, pressurizers only wit h
restrictions and BWR vessels after reactor trips .

4 . PLANT CALCULATIONS AND MODEL QUALIFICATION .

By model qualification we understand the process that
produces a model such that :

i) the parameters requiring empirical (i .e . based on
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measures) identification (ref . 1) are not sensitive t o
the transient or set of transients that were used to
identify them ,

ii) the number of such parameters is minimum and they hav e
physical meaning ,

iii) the range of scenarios that the model is able to cove r
without parameter readjusting or model changing i s
maximum and well defined, and

iv) the level of detail is proportionate to the extent of
the quality guaranteed data base and to the expected
application .

In general, the qualification procedure should conside r
four steps, namely qualification of a) the plant data base b )
the input deck c) steady state fingerprints and d) the dynamic
states .

4.1. Plant data acquisition .

The basic information is painful to obtain . Leaving asid e
confidentiality aspects, conflicting values often appear fro m
different sources like non best estimate design and safet y
analysis versus up to date as built or measured data . One
example is the primary cooling flow where several values ar e
used for different design purposes . Overall coherence i s
indeed difficult and results from cooperation of differen t
teams . Therefore a documentation system able to trace bac k
each piece of the data set is of paramount importance .

4.2. Input data qualification .

Once decisions have been made (and also documented)
concerning the problems described in section 2, a complet e
input is produced using the plant data base . It is recommende d
to be ambitious in the scope, depth, etc ., to prevent that the
peculiarities of the transient motivating the calculatio n
induce a model that will require work duplication for anothe r
transient. It is advisable that this data deck, after some
steady state fingerprint, be distributed to independen t
experts in the different model sections to prevent dat a
misunderstanding and ensure actualization .

Before running the code, global self-checking fo r
consistency is useful. For instance, comparison of the volume s
and masses for the primary system and steam generators betwee n
data used in the code and the global data available fro m
vendor documents .

4 .3 . Steady state verification .

Basically all plants have a reasonable recording o f
steady state values of variables in a number beyond the stat e
degrees of freedom and at different power levels, particularly
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those obtained during startup . This information is very
useful, if properly handled, because at least a portion of the
extra variables can be predicted by the model .

It is inevitable that some system (rather than state )
parameters like fouling and friction factors, or equivalen t
monodimensional geometries, be identified using some of th e

extra measurements. An index of the model quality is then th e
relative number of measurements that are actually predicted .

In an ideal situation one could use a reference power
level for fingerprint purposes and then through a set of nul l
transients properly controlled, predict the extra variables at
another power level without further parameter adjusting .
Difficulties may arise from lack of exact information of the
plant status, particularly the core, auxiliary and control

systems . Usually, a compromise is needed and a few parameter s
are adjusted at different power levels, the rest of the extr a

measures being predicted .

For instance, steady states predicted at different power
levels by the BNL Engineering Plant Analyzer in a BWR/6 (ref .
1) are shown in fig 4 .3 in the operating map . In this map the
locus of points corresponding to a given control rod configu-
ration is a slightly bent curve . The initial and final condi-
tions of a recirculation pump high to low speed transitio n
startup test were used to adjust form losses upstream an d
downstream the core . Changing only the recirculation flow on e
finds the simulated operation map line that has a higher slope
at the test than the measured conditions of the actua l
operation map due to Xenon non-equilibrium conditions .

4 .4 . Dynamic verification .

To a lesser extent, the comments before may be applied
for transient states although only a few additiona l
fingerprints are expected (unless the setpoints and details o f
the automatic section are not well known), typically thos e
related with systems actuated by controls, limitations an d
protections like safety and relief valve capacities and

discharge coefficients . We have already shown that, if only
global results like pressures will be compared, any adjustin g
of this kind may be inadequate and the quality can only b e
judged after a postprocessing analysis . Another important
aspect concerns the reactor state coupling parameters .

Although some measurements are made as part of the cycl e
startup, the extrapolation of these measurements to transien t
situations is very delicate and may force to identify some o f
these parameters with transient results .

4 .4 .1 Startup tests .

The process of building a model may be envisaged a s
paralleling that of the system integration phase of buildin g

the plant itself . This emphasizes the potential of the
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operational startup to obtain dynamic information, th e
convenience of qualifying the plant model by subsystems (ref .
1) and the importance of having a good data acquisition
system. In table 4 .4 .1 we sample a few of those tests for W
and GE plants, indicating the model section that can b e
qualified . It is important to realize that any identificatio n
of parameters made should check aspect 4 .i) for quality .

Although more important in the case of incidents, a good
record of operator interventions during startup tests is als o
a must .

4 .4 .2 .

	

Equipment trips and unexpected incidents .

Similarly, some frequent equipment trips that suppl y
information are given in table 4 .4 .2 .1 . for the same design s
including those which are current startup tests . They are a
good complement to those in 4 .4 .1 . For plants that trip th e
reactor as a result of main equipment loss, a lot of th e
automatic, reactor, and special components section become
inactive giving the opportunity to qualify the TH section . For
plants with idle capability these measured transients can be a
serious confirmation of the whole model, depending, as always ,
on the degree of parameter adjusting and the quality of th e
postprocessing . Although more undefined, unexpected events ma y
be a good source for phenomena in different than usual scaling
ranges . Finally in case of incidents not caused by no r
equivalent to equipment trips, operator interventions ar e
essential and difficult to ensure in its detailed sequence . In
Table 4 .4 .2 .2 . we show a qualification matrix of a PWR Plan t
(ref . 1) .

4 .4 .3 . Accidental situations .

Many important thermalhydraulic phenomena are never
expected to occur or have very low probability and resource to
scaling is inevitable . It is not within our scope to detai l
the intensive work being made today in this area . (See for
instance ref . 1, ref . 2) .

The basic idea is to associate to a given scenario in the
real plant, a scaled experiment defined through a set o f
nondimensional parameter combinations or scaling groups, suc h
that the phenomena predicted by the code to occur in the rea l
plant are in the same range for the scaled experiment .

For instance, a LOBI experiment was designed (ref . 3) to
qualify the RELAPS/MOD2 code and the Jose Cabrera plant mode l
for single tube steam generator tube ruptures . The transient
was first analysed with the plant model . All the main plant
parameters were scaled to match the steady state . Fig 4 .4 . 3
shows the predicted evolution of the pressurizer level in th e
plant and in the test facility together with the experimenta l
results .
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Plan t
Type

Plant
Condition

Tests Aspects to be qualified

PWR-W Hot Standby Measurement of RCS flow

RCS flow coast-down under pump trip

Pump model, friction factors and fora
losses in the RCS (single phase )

RCS pump power measurement Neat sources other than reactor powe r

Lou power i Rod worth measurement s
Reactivity coefficients measurements

Reactor kinetics mode l

Natural circulation tests Thersohydraullc mode l

Intermediat e
and high Power

Power reactivity coefficient Reactor-Thermohydraullcs coupling

Stems generator level control system

Pressurizer pressure and level control systems
Automatic actions : control system s

Automatic reactor control system
Reactor-Termohydraullcs-Contro l
systems coupling

Generator load steps 110% and 50% load rejection
integral model behavior excluding
protection systems

BM-CE

(BYR/6)

Open reacto r

pressure vese]

Shut-down margin and criticality Reactor kinetics mode l

Differen t

and core .
flow levels

Pressure regulato r
Recirculation control system

Feedwattr/level control systn

Automati cl actions : control and
limitation systems

Power behavior as a function of void fractio n
(System response to control rod movement and

pressure regulator changes)

Reactor-Thermohydraullcs coupling

High power and
high core flou

Reelrc

	

pumps transition free high to low speed
Integral model behavior excluding
limitation and protection systems

Table 4 .4 .1 . Sample start-up tests useful for model qualificatio n
(equipment trips not inCluded) .

Plant

	

Plant

	

I
Type

	

Condition

	

Test s
i

Aspects to be qualified

PYR-Y

	

Full povcr Turbine trip
Integral model verification

Single feedwater pump trip .

	

Turbine runback Control and Limitation systems

Loss of main feedwater , Control and Protection systems

iStart-up test s

50% power
Rod drop and reactor trip

Protection system . Reactor and Thermo-

hydraulic model s

Start-up test s

Full power
Generator trip without turbine trip Integral model serlfication

BYR-GE Full power Turbine trip Integral model verification

(BYR/6) Single feedwater pump trip. Recirculation runback Control and Limitation systems

Loss of main feedwater , Control and Protection systems

Single or double recirculation pump trip Reactor . Thermohydraullcs and Contro l

Start-up test s
Full power

Generator trip without turbine trip Integral model serif icatlon

Table 4 .4 .2 .1 . Sample equipment trip induced transients useful fo r
model qualification .
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4

	

5 6 7 8 9 10 .11 12 _11 14 1 5

a - - X - - - - - X - - - -

b X X X X - - X X - X X - -

c X - X - - X - - - - - - -

d X - X X - - - - - - - - -

e X - X X - X - - - - X - -

f - - - - X X X X - - X - -

List of systems :

1. Reactor Trip System
2. Safety Injection Syste m
3. Turbine Trip System
4. Main Feedwater Trip System
5. Auxiliary Feedwater System
6. Steam Dump Control Syste m
7. Turbine Control Syste m
8. Pressurizer Level and Pressure Control System
9. Feedwater Control Syste m
10. Average Temperature Control System
11. Secondary Relief Valves
12. Secondary Safety Valve s
13. Pressurizer Spra y
14. Primary Relief Valves
15. Primary Safety Valves

List of transients :

a. Station Blackout
b. Faulty Pressurizer Spray Valve Opening
c. Turbine Trip without Steam Dump and Secondary Relie f

Valves Available .
d. Loss of Feedwater (LOFW )
e. Turbine Trip with all Systems Availabl e
f. Turbine Power Step

TABLE 4 .4 .2 .2.

OUALFICATION MATRIX OF RELAP5/Moo2 MODEL or ASCO N .P .P.

TECNATO M
(by courtesy of Tecnatom SA), TRACTEBEL

Turbine trip Turbine trip, loss of F .M .

ATMS with loss of feedwate r

RCP locked rotor

and delayed reactor tri p

Loss of feedwater - ATW S

Shaft seizure in RCP with
delayed reactor tri p

Cold leg small break Three inch LOCA at bottom

P
of cold primary loo p

W
S .G . tube rupture

Pressuriser relief valve
opening

S.C. tube rupture (3 tubes )

Loss of reactor coolant
flow and inadverten tR

TMI-2 accident

Total loss of feedwater

depressurisation

Three Mile Island accident
scenario

Steam line break insid e
containmen t

Controlled emptying of RCS
(natural circulation )

B

W

R

_recirculation

Turbine tri p

MSIVS closing and ATWS

Recirculation pump shaf t
blockag e

Loss of feedwate r

Recirculation line smal l
break

Main steam line brea k

Isolation with ADS failur e

Trip and restart of a
pump

Table 4 .4 .3. Validation matrices for training simulators .
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This technique can also be used to establish a
qualification matrix that includes all the dynami c
verification steps here presented, and oriented toward a

specific application. In some sense this is an extension of
the code validation matrices but applied to plant mode l

verification . For instance, in table 4 .4 .3 we present example s
of qualification matrices used for validating a training

simulator (ref . 4 y ref . 5) .

4 .5. Is a single model possible for all transients ?
for all applications?

The scaling approach can also be useful to answer this
important practical question, as it may indicate to whic h
extent the verification process has included all phenomena o f

interest . However, the answer is complicated by the many
factors discussed in section 2 including nodalizatio n
dependence, boundary conditions, degree of lumping, model
section interplay, 2 and 3D problems etc, and today it seems
difficult to see how this can be done. In addition, certain
applications like design review require a specific methodology
which may be very difficult to follow with a single model .

Broadly speaking, models for events with reactor an d
turbine alive can be expected to cover up to small break
scenarios, while events with tripped reactor and turbine bu t
large breaks involved would require a different model .

For instance fig 4 .5 shows the model of the Jose Cabrera
NPP steam generator secondary side . The moisture separators
and dryers are modeled in detail and so are the liquid paths

of return to the downcomer . This model works appropriately in
a wide range of transients and certain accidents, but gives
wrong results in accidents like a double side break of the
main steam line (ref . 1) .

5 . EXAMPLES

5 .1 operating experienc e

5 .1 .1 Influence of unknown data in heat structure s

Figs . 5 .1 .1 .a and 5 .1 .1 .b show the results obtained with
RELAP5 relative to a DOEL 3 startup scram test at beginning o f
life conditions where the decay heat is particularly sensitive
to the previous operating history . They correspond to tw o
different assumptions on the exact power history (ref . 1) .

Similarly stored energy may notably contribute as a
potential source of uncertainty even for transients not

involving breaks . Fig 5 .1 .1 .c shows the impact of the use of
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two different values of gap conductance (BOL and MOL) on the
TRAC PF1 simulation of pressurizer level in a main stea m
isolation valve transient occurred in Ringhals 2 (ref . 2) .

o
o -

Figure 5 .1 .1 .c . Ringhals-2 Steam-line Isolation Valve Closure .
Pressurizer Level .

5 .1 .2 Influence of unknown control system status .

In the RELAP5 simulation of a DOEL 3 load rejection test ,
a pressurizer pressure discrepancy was found in the base cas e
calculation from 120 sec as shown in fig 5 .1 .2 .a . Lack of
indication about the status of the backup heaters and doubt s
about some pressure control lead-lag parameter value s
suggested to repeat the analysis assuming these heaters o n
between 125 and 490 sec . Fig . 5 .1 .2 .b shows a considerable
improvement in the result (ref . 1) .

5 .1 .3 Influence of a code deficiency .

Similarly, in a DOEL 4 reactor trip simulation (ref . 1) ,
an excessive decrease in SG narrow range level has bee n
observed . Through several sensitivity studies this discrepanc y
was attributed to a lack of initial mass inventory in th e
steam generator which could be related to a well know n
deficiency (ref . 2) in the RELAP version then in use of the
interphase drag model . Fig 5 .1 .3 a . shows the evolution of the
SG water level . The discrepancy between the calculated and the
measured level evolution (at the end of the transient )
vanishes when the initial mass inventory has been artificiall y
increased as shown on fig . 5 .1 .3 .b .
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The same was experienced independently (ref . 3) in the
simulation of the Vandellos 2 PWR turbine trip discussed i n
section 3 .2 . The dependence of the final SG level on th e
initial liquid volume in the boiler can be easily seen by tim e
integrating the level volume balance for the dome and boile r
separately, and accounting for the fact that at the end of th e
transient both levels should be the same because th e
recirculation is lost . Finally, the relationship of the lowe r
boiler initial liquid inventory with the interphase drag was
confirmed by comparing the axial void profiles of the stead y
states of RELAP5 MOD2 and MOD3 for the same boiler exit
qualities (fig 5 .1 .3 .c) .

5 .1 .4 Influence of appropriate model boundary closure

The turbine can be modeled in different ways depending on
the transient to be analysed or on the data available to buil d
a special subsystem. In the same exercise as described i n
5 .1 .2 a sensitivity study was carried out . In the time period
between 50 and 600 sec, the equivalent valve cross sectio n
varies from 11% to 9 .9% in the base case, while this sectio n
is kept constant at 9 .6% in the parametric study . The impact
on the pressurizer level is shown on fig 5 .1 .4 .a for the base
case and on fig 5 .1 .4 .b for the parametric case . Thi s
illustrates the importance of a good modeling of some
equipments which could be judged less important when definin g
the scope of the model .

5 .1 .5 Influence of actuators response

In the RELAPS simulation of the Doel reactor test trip
described in 5 .1 .1 . a parametric study has been carried out in
order to check the influence of the steam dump valve closin g
speed (this parameter is generally not well known) . The faster
closing in the steam dump valves assumed in this parametri c
study had a marked effect on the plant cooldown which i s
interrupted too soon . The primary temperature, (fig 5 .1 .5 .b)
drops to a minimum value which remains 1 degree C higher tha n
in the reference case (fig 5 .1 .5 .a) .

The subsequent heat-up phase starts from a higher
temperature and reaches therefore the no load referenc e
temperature nearly 1 minute sooner than measured . As a
consequence of this less important cooldown the feedwater trip
signal or low advanced cold leg temperature is not reached .

5 .1 .6 Influence of the BOP simulation

The effect of a long term stack open safety/relief valve
in a BWR was analysed with the BNL Engineering Plant Analyze r
(ref . 1) . One of the objectives was to determine whether th e
final power level would be above or below the initial one . The
analysis showed that the effect of feedwater temperatur e
cannot be ignored . If it is performed with constant
temperature (lack of operational data makes difficult t o
impose more detailed boundary conditions) the conclusions
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would be the opposite .

5 .1 .7 Influence of time step in control systems

Following is one conclusion of the TRAC PF1 analysis o f
section 5 .1 .1 :

"For this kind of fairly mild transients no problem wit h
the TH section is expected . Instead the control system
performance becomes a source of difficulty . Due to the
explicitness of the control system processing, it is clea r
that the control performance is sensitive to the calculationa l
timestep, thus becoming a limiting factor" (Fig 5 .1 .7) .

5 .2 Lessons learned from incident analysi s

As a result of the international standard problem ISP2 0
(DOEL 2 steam generator tube rupture, ref. 1) severa l
conclusions were obtained that illustrate several aspect s
presented in the previous chapters . They are reproduced here :

1 "This ISP clearly illustrates the special problem s
related to simulating transient behavior of a real powe r
plant :

limited access to precise plant data, lack of precis e
knowledge of all sources and sinks of mass and lack of hea t
signal interpretation" .

2 "Most participants succeeded in reaching an acceptabl e
simulation of the primary system parameters while for th e
steam generator parameters a large spread in the results wa s
noticed . For the RELAP code this large spread must be
attributed to the user effect since modifications were
introduced in the reference RELAPS data deck available for
this ISP (form loss factor, SG dome nodalization, capacity o r
timing of the SG relief valves)" .

3 "The largest differences between the three codes
RELAPS, CATHARE and SMABRE show up in the treatment of th e
condensation phenomena . Although large differences are
observed in the condensation and vapor generation rate s
between different codes, the resulting pressure differences i n
the primary are small, while large pressure differences ar e
found in the affected SG " .

4 "Parametric studies have shown that such code
deficiencies can be compensated by a change in th e
nodalization . This raises the question of nodalizatio n
guide-lines for the code users, based on code assessmen t
exercises" .
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6 . CONCLUSIONS .

1 The building of a plant model is an important stage
with many specific problems that require a collective effort .
This stage should be considered in its own entity and
separated from the user effects generated when using an
already built model .

2 An important source of uncertainty comes from th e
interplay between different model sections . Although two
phase problems should be considered from this perspective as
an important aspect, an appropriate balance of the differen t
sections is a key quality factor .

3 Plant calculations of transients have advantages for
code assessment but also severe limitations . Detailed analysi s
of global transient measurements and decoupling of the T H
section are required to obtain conclusions . Generalized use of
data acquisition systems is very beneficial .

4 The qualification process of a plant model is essential
and it is necessary to improve methodologies that guarante e
the quality and prevent degrading the predictive capability o f
the codes .

5 Characterization of transients in the scaling group s
domain helps the applicability of TH codes to actual plants
through comparison with selected experiments . Codes tuned to
match experiments in other scaling domains are dangerous to
use.

6 The existing codes have already demonstrated, whe n
coupled with verified models, their capability to hel p
understanding the interaction of plant systems and TH
phenomena under real transient conditions .
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DEVELOPMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF COMPUTER CODE S
FOR ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

V. Teschendorff, W . Pointner and B. Putte r

Gesellschaft fur Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH
D-8046 Garching and D-5000 Kôln, Germany

ABSTRACT

Core melting at high pressure can lead to an early containment failure . Acciden t
Management (AM) procedures have been developed to prevent such an event .
Secondary and primary bleed and feed are effective measures to prevent cor e
melt . This is demonstrated by a calculation for a total loss of feed water case wit h
AM measures on the secondary side .

Best estimate calculations are necessary to assess the effectiveness of AM proce-
dures. The thermal-hydraulic models in the codes have to be applicable and veri-
fied for the phenomena governing these special accidental sequences .

The computer code ATHLET is being developed by GRS as an advanced best -
estimate code for the simulation of leaks and transients in PWR's and BWR's . in-
cluding beyond design basis accidents . The assessment matrix for this code in-
cludes experiments relevant for the phenomena encountered in AM sequences .

Integral experiments related to AM procedures were conducted in the test facilities
PKL-III, LOBI-II, BETHSY, ROSA-IV/LSTF and others . These experiments not only
support planning and assessment of AM procedures but also revealed the phe-
nomena dominating the sequence of events . The experimental results are a valu -
able data source for code assessment .

BETHSY Test 9 .1 .b was the basis for OECD/CSNI International Standard Proble m
No. 27 . The test simulated a 2" cold leg break in a PWR without HPIS and with in-
tentional depressurization . The calculation with the code ATHLET for ISP-27 i s
presented in comparison to the test results . The results show the code's capability
to simulate the fluid-dynamic and heat transfer phenomena involved in this test .
Conclusions are drawn with respect to modelling deficiencies and further needs fo r
development and assessment.
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1

	

INTRODUCTIO N

Large thermal-hydraulic system codes have been developed and verified in several OECD
countries during the past two decades . The aim of this development has shifted during thi s
period from conservative calculations for design basis accidents to realistic analyses of
loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCA) and transients .

With the planning and implementation of accident management (AM) procedures in the ex-
isting nuclear power plants (NPP) a new field of application was opened for which th e
codes were not originally intended and for which assessment is not yet completed .

Although AM involves many more subjects besides thermal-hydraulics it can be clearl y
stated from actual practice in Germany that thermal-hydraulic codes are valuable tools t o
support planning and assessment of specific AM procedures . During these applications ,
needs for further development and assessment were identified.

2

	

ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT

The recent CSNI Specialist Meeting on Severe Accident Management Programme Devel-
opment has shown that most OECD member countries have actively started working on
severe accident management programmes /1/ . In the F . R. of Germany, investigations o f
possible AM measures were started several years ago /2/. The meaning of the term "Acci-
dent Management" is not exactly the same in all countries . Therefore, we shall use th e
definition from a recent report that was jointly prepared by IPSN and GRS /3/ here .

"Accident management" includes all measures to prevent core damage and retain the cor e
within the reactor vessel, maintain containment integrity and minimize off-site releases .

This definition includes a distinction between prevention and mitigation aspects:

(1) Prevention considers measures to avoid damage to the reactor core . Due to th e
relatively slow development from an initiating event to major core degradatio n
there is in principle the possibility for the plant personnel to identify and diagnos e
the status of the plant and to restore safety related functions, e . g . by reactivatin g
safety or operational or additional systems . These measures are considered t o
have priority over measures with mitigative character .

(2) Mitigation considers measures to control and minimize the consequences of cor e
melt sequences . If measures to maintain sufficient core cooling and decay heat re-
moval fail, core melt will start progressively. Even in this case measures to control
and minimize the consequences can be initiated . The final goal is to avoid an un-
controlled and large release of fission products into the environment . This can be
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achieved by maintaining the integrity of the containment and by limiting releas e
rates .

This paper will be confined to some aspects of thermal-hydraulic code development an d
assessment for preventive AM measures . Although numerous possibilities for interventio n
to prevent core melting have been investigated also for Boiling Water Reactors (BWR's) ,
the paper will mainly deal with Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR's) . Concerning the com-
puter codes, emphasis is given to ATHLET since most of the authors' experiences ar e
based on this code .

3

	

PREVENTIVE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT MEASURE S

In the German Risk Study, Phase B /4/, preventive accident management measures have
been analyzed and evaluated with respect to their effectiveness to prevent core melt .

The overall frequency of uncontrolled accident sequences (here : core melt) can be re-
duced by one order of magnitude (from = 2.5 x 10.5 a'' to - 2 .5 x 10' 6a'') by preventive ac-
cident management measures . It is important to mention that the more severe acciden t
sequence, the core melt at high primary system pressure, can be reduced by nearly two
orders of magnitude in frequency.

Results from analyzing plant internal accidents show that the major contributions to even t
sequences not coped with for design reasons stem from transients and loss-of-coolant vi a
small leaks. In many cases, the cause of the uncontrolled sequences is the failure o f
steam generator feeding . Thermohydraulic analyses show that these sequences initially in -
volve slow changes of the conditions prevailing in the reactor coolant circuit . Therefore it is
still possible to prevent by accident management measures a melting of the fuel even afte r
safety system failures .

The most effective AM measures to cope with this event are bleed and feed procedures ,
preferably activated for the secondary system . Apart from the measures on the secondary
side, direct interventions on the primary side are also possible in order to relieve the hig h
pressure in the reactor coolant circuit .

3 .1

	

Calculations Performed for Preventive AM Measure s

A considerable number of accident sequences were analyzed by GRS that start from dif-
ferent initiating events and include AM measures /5/, /6/ . The most important ones fo r
PWR's are :

• AM measures on the secondary side
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Total loss of feed wate r

Station black-out

• AM measures on the primary sid e

Loss of secondary heat removal

Primary leaks with loss of secondary heat removal or failure of High Pressur e

Safety Injection (HPSI )

SG-tube ruptures with failure of pressurizer sprayin g

The analyses were performed, for a large part, to evaluate the risk reduction potential o f
AM-measures in the German Risk Study /4/ . Detailed analyses for selected transients are
being performed now to support planning and assessment of specific AM procedures .

Also for German BWR's, several leaks and transient involving AM-measures were ana-
lyzed /7/, /8 /. At present, GRS is performing a probabilistic safety study for a 1300 MW, ,
BWR . Additional AM sequences are analyzed for this study .

The calculations were originally done with the code DRUFAN /9/ . Since 1989, all calcula-
tions are performed with ATHLET, using best-estimate models (see section 4 .2 below) .

3 .2

	

Calculation for Total Loss of Feed Water and Use of the Feed Water Tan k

A total loss of Steam Generator (SG)-feed is assumed, i .e . loss of main feed water an d
failure of emergency feed water . This case has a special importance. because non -
availability of feed water supply was found to be the largest contributor (almost 70%) to th e
frequency of accident sequences not coped with by safety systems, considering only plan t
internal triggering events /4/. The calculation for this transient is described below in some
detail for illustration of the phenomena and the code challenges .

Fig . 1 shows the feed water and main steam system of the plant . A detailed modelling of
the feed water system via the code input is required for a realistic simulation of the flow
during the secondary bleed and feed measure. In Fig. 2 the geodetic proportions of th e
feed water system can be seen . The feed water temperature is 453 K with a saturatio n
pressure of 1 .0 MPa between feed water tank and HP-preheater . Between the preheate r
and the steam generators the temperature is 484 K with a saturation pressure of 2 .2 MPa .
Nonretum flaps control the back flow in the system .

During the secondary bleed and feed measure a pressure profile develops along the feed
water lines . In nearly stagnating flow a phase separation is possible with steam up flow
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and water down flow, especially in the vertical pipe sections . Therefore, the effectivenes s
could be decreased by large amounts of steam in the injected feed water .

The important results of the calculation are presented in Figs . 3 and 4 . The beginning o f
the transient and time of the total loss of feed water is 0.0 s . 40 s later, the secondary wa-
ter level decrease initiates the scram of the reactor and the turbine by the reactor protec-
tion system . After closure of the steam valves the pressure on the secondary and primary
side increases but will be limited by the automatic operation of the secondary relief valves .
The pressure on the secondary side will be kept constant at a level of 7 .5 MPa. Due to the
late reactor scram the remaining secondary side water inventory is only about 52 % of th e
initial inventory . In this case the reactor coolant pumps will still be in operation and will pro -
vide good core cooling . However, the hydraulic energy of these pumps (24 MW) heats the
primary fluid and this leads to a faster decrease of the secondary side inventory . Within
1200 s after scram the secondary side of the steam generator is completely dry and the
energy transfer to the secondary side ceases .

The primary side will heat up and the pressure will be limited by the pressure control wit h
the pressurizer spray system. At approx. 2100 s the pressurizer is full of water, the pres-
surizer spray nozzle gets flooded and the pressurizer relief valve opens for pressure limita -
tion. Then mainly water is discharged. A further increase of the valve mass flow occurs a t
3000 s, when flashing begins in the upper plenum causing a large fluid flow into the pres-
surizer. Then also the second relief valve opens . For this calculation it has been assumed
that the valves were designed for such water flow conditions .

The core uncovery starts at 4300 s, according to the large discharge flow . Secondary
bleed is initiated at 60 min . . After that, the pressure on the secondary side decreases in a
short time to the saturation pressure of the preheated feed water of 2 .2 MPa. Then a firs t
flashing of preheated feed water and steam begins . The additional steam causes a dela y
of the further secondary pressure decrease, according to the limited steam valve relief ca-
pacity. Despite the flashing of steam the primary pressure is lowered . The pressurizer
valves close and the primary coolant loss ends . In this case it is assumed, that the opera -
tor opens the control- and shut-off-valves only if the pressure before the valves is lowe r
than 1 .0 MPa. Therefore, the control-valves are opened at 3800 s . The temperature of the
feed water between the control valves and the HP-preheaters is still 484 K and the pres-
sure is 2 .2 MPa . The resultant high pressure difference causes an instantaneous high flui d
flow into the steam generator and a pressure peak due to evaporation . The primary pres-
sure is lowered under 11 .0 MPa at 3000 s . The combination (ECC-criteria) of high contain -
ment pressure and low primary pressure initiates the automatic shut-off of the reacto r
coolant pumps and ends the addition of hydraulic energy to the primary coolant . Good
core cooling was provided by the running reactor coolant pumps, even when the primar y
side inventory was partially depleted . After switch-off of the reactor coolant pumps phas e
separation starts and the water gathers in the downcomer- and core region . In this case
the core is sufficiently covered with fluid and is cooled in a "reflux condenser mode" .

The delay of the decrease of the secondary pressure by the flashing of feed water an d
steam out of the feed water line section between the control valves and the feed wate r
pump shut-off valves continues . At 4500 s the secondary pressure falls below 1 .0 MPa. At
that time the shut-off valves are opened and a constant emptying of the feed water tank
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inventory into the steam generators begins, causing a nearly continuous depressurizatio n
of the primary side. The start of the injection of borated water by the HP-safety injectio n
pumps at 11 .0 MPa and by the accumulators at 2 .6 MPa is not considered in this calcula-
tion, because of sufficient core cooling even without these systems . At 7000 s the primary
pressure is below 1 .0 MPa so that at least 2 Low Pressure (LP)-safety injection pumps can
refill the primary side with borated water and then cool the primary side in a residual hea t
removal mode .

The remaining feed water inventory is 17 % of the initial inventory when the operating
range of the LP-safety injection systems is reached. In this case, a late initiation of second-
ary bleed and feed has been assumed . Normally an early initiation is desirable to limit o r
suppress coolant loss into the containment . According to the then higher primary side in-
ventory, which has to be cooled down to the temperature and pressure to switch over to
the residual heat removal system, the necessary water mass to be evaporated in th e
steam generators is higher . But even in these cases the feed water tank inventory is suffi-
cient to cool down the primary side to the operating range of LP-safety injection systems .

The collapsed water level in the reactor pressure vessel is shown in Fig . 4 . In the previous-
ly discussed base case the reactor control systems were activated . This is the normal op-
erating mode. If they are not activated the beginning of core uncovery is 400 s earlier . So a
sufficient core cooling is only possible without the use of safety injection pumps, if the sec-
ondary bleed and feed measures are initiated ca . 10 minutes earlier or the reactor coolan t
pumps are shut off by the operator at least 30 minutes after the beginning of the transient .
The transient level behavior shows clearly the important influence of the addition of hy-
draulic energy by the running reactor coolant pumps . If the secondary bleed and feed
measure is initiated after 60 minutes instead of 50 minutes (reactor control system deacti-
vated) safety injection pumps are needed to refill the core region for sufficient core cooling .
The safety injection is automatically activated by the reactor protection system .

4

	

COMPUTER CODES FOR THERMAL-HYDRAULIC S

Best-estimate system codes have been developed in several countries. In the U.S . ,
RELAP5 and TRAC have reached maturity /10/ . Quantification of uncertainties has prog-
ressed. In Europe. CATHARE and ATHLET development is continuing, and the verificatio n
process is well underway. To the authors' knowledge, however, not all problems with re-
spect to code applications, especially for beyond design basis accidents, have yet bee n
solved .

4.1

	

Challenges to the Codes for AM Application s

The rather detailed description in the previous chapter for the secondary bleed and fee d
case was given in order to exemplify the processes to be simulated . At first sight, the
thermal-hydraulic and heat transfer processes during this type of AM transients are not
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much different than those for other operational transients . There are features, however ,
that pose additional requirements for the codes.

Amount of systems :
Systems that are usually modelled by logical functions only during simpler transients ,
e.g . feed water system, need to be modelled by thermal-hydraulic objects . All possibly
intervening control and protection systems have to be modelled completely .

Detail of modelling:
Thermal-hydraulic modelling requires detailed nodalization in many cases, e .g. for fee d
water line, surge line, cross-over legs in the loops . Due to asymmetries, several loops
and several groups of SG-tubes have to be modelled .

Range of validity:
Candidate transients for AM are often developing into far off-normal ranges of therma l
conditions. Models should have a certain extrapolation capability beyond their origina l
data base. Generic models based on dimensionless parametesr might deserve more
confidence there than purely empirical correlations .

Accuracy :
For scoping investigations and parametric studies it can be convenient and economica l
to apply rather simple but fast running codes based on mass and energy balances . For
detailed assessment of actual plant procedures, however, accuracy of predictions i s
highly desirable, since the feasibility of a procedure may crucially depend on the tim e
available to prepare and actuate AM actions .

Uncertainty:
Since models will not be perfectly verified, especially for off-normal conditions, quanti-
fication of uncertainty ranges for key results (water levels, times to reach setpoints )
should be helpful .

Scope of investigations :
AM investigations, unlike design basis accidents, are not following a unique path. but
have to investigate alternatives. The codes should therefore allow for flexible change s
at restarts and should be operable in an interactive mode, e .g . in a plant analyzer .

4.2

	

The ATHLET Code

The computer program ATHLET (Analyses of THermal-hydraulics for LEaks and Tran-
sients) is being developed by GRS for the whole spectrum of leaks and transients in
PWR's an BWR's /11/ . The code is based on a five-equation system (mixture momentu m
equation with drift) and is now being extended to a full six-equation two-fluid model includ-
ing non-condensible gases . The reactor coolant system is modeled by a network of one -
dimensional components (objects), allowing for cross flow between parallel channels . The
time integration method is fully implicit .

The following features of ATHLET are of special interest for applications to small leaks an d
transients with AM measures .
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Steady-state capability :
A true steady-state, i .e . time independent solution, is calculated to establish the initia l
conditions .

Critical discharge model :
The critical two-phase flow rates for a given geometry are calculated in a pre -
processor step as function of the upstream conditions and stored for use during th e
transient run.

Full-range drift-flux model :
A model for the relative velocity between the two phases was developed . based on ex-
perimental data for counter-current flow limitation in various geometries /12/ . The mod -
el comprises options for vertical, horizontal and inclined channels .

Dynamic mixture level tracking:
In a user defined vertical stack of cells, a two phase level with bubble rise below an d
droplet entrainment above is calculated and dynamically traced across cell boundaries .

General Control Simulation Module (GCSM) :
A high level simulation language allows via input control to model protection and othe r
balance-of-plant (BOP) systems . Control circuits or even simplified fluid systems are
convenient to model this way. GCSM has a general interface for user provided exter-
nal BOP models .

Integrated Mass and Momentum Balance (IMMB) :
This simplified treatment of the mixture momentum equation (one dynamic pressure fo r
a whole loop) is a fast running option especially valuable for long transients . This tech -
nique is being extended to permit local flow reversal .

Plant Analyzer :
The code can be run in an interactive mode in the frame of an engineering plant ana-
lyzer.

Even with the 6-eq . model being available it is planned to keep the 5-eq . model as an op-
tion in order to preserve some of the features above, e .g . mixture level tracking and drift-
flux .

Assessment calculations and plant applications performed inside GRS and by externa l
partners, have shown that model improvements and enhanced robustness of the numeric s
are still necessary.

A version ATHLET-CD (Core Degradation) is being developed /13/ . The thermofluiddy-
namic module is closely coupled with modules for core melt, fission product release an d
fission product transport in the primary system .
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5

	

ASSESSMENT OF CODES FOR AM-TRANSIENTS

In 1987, OECD/NEA issued a report /14/ compiled by the Task Group on the Status an d
Assessment of Codes for Transients and ECC . It contained proposed validation matrices
for LOCA and transients, selected according to the dominating phenomena and the avail -
able test facilities. Meanwhile, the Task Group has updated the matrices and extende d
their work also to separate effects tests /15/ .

5 .1

	

AM Related Phenomena and Test Facilitie s

The matrix for PWR small breaks and transients was particularly extended by AM related
tests for a non-degraded core . Among the occurring phenomena identified there, the mos t
significant ones are :

Natural circulation including reflux condenser mode

Asymmetric loop behavior

Leak flow

Phase separation, level formation, and stratification

ECC mixing and condensatio n

Loop seal clearance

Pressurizer and surgeline thermal-hydraulic s

Non-condensible gas effects

Accumulator behavior

Besides the full scale PWR for natural circulation, 7 integral test facilities were found suit -
able for assessment of AM related procedures. The test facilities LSTF, LOBI-II, PKL-III ,
and BETHSY will be discussed in the following .

The other three, i . e . LOFT, Semiscale, and SPES, are not discussed here further. It
should be mentioned, however, that they are an active part of the assessment data bas e
for RELAP and TRAC concerning bleed and feed /16/. The International Code Assessment
and Application Program (ICAP) for RELAP5 and TRAC comprised a large number of tests
from various facilities /17/.

Although this paper concentrates on PWR's, it should be mentioned that a CSNI validatio n
matrix was set up also for BWR's . Experiments relevant for AM procedures in BWR's were .
conducted, e.g ., in the ROSA-Ill facility /18/ .
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5.2

	

Integral Tests for Code Assessment

In the following, the four major integral test facilities are briefly described and their role for
code assessment, especially for ATHLET, is outlined .

LSTF
Under the ROSA-IV program are operating two major test facilities, the Two-Phase Flo w
Test Facility (TPTF) for separate effects tests, and the Large Scale Test Facility (LSTF) for
integral system tests .

The LSTF is a full-pressure 1/48 volumetrically-scaled full-height model of a
Westinghouse-type 4-loop (3423 MW,,,) PWR . This facility has two symmetric primary loop s
each one representing two out of the four PWR loops . Each loop has an active SG consist-
ing of 141 full-size U-tubes.

Phenomena relevant for AM were investigated in numerous small-break and transient ex-
periments. Natural circulation, horizontal flow stratification and loop-seal clearance were
extensively studied/19/ .

For these investigations, it is an advantage of this facility with respect to model verificatio n
that the loop diameter (0 .207 m) is fairly large compared to other integral test facilities .

Many tests were dedicated to primary and secondary system depressurization /18/.

Phenomena important for the success of secondary or primary bleed and feed AM mea -
sures were investigated, e . g . redistribution of liquid in the loops during depressurization ,
liquid hold-up in the hot legs due to counter-current flow limitation, cyclic clearing and refill -
ing of loop seals, mixture level swell in the core and its effect on core cooling .

The RELAP5/Mod2 code was applied by JAERI and others to LSTF tests /20/ . . Based on
these experiences, some code models were modified . considering the results of separat e
effects tests .

The code changes relevant to the analysis of LSTF tests include :

use of the Bernoulli equation for single-phase liquid discharge through a sharp-
edged orifice

(2) use of the maximum-bounding critical flow model for two-phase discharge through
a sharp-edged orifice

(3) use of the break liquid entrainment models of Yonomoto & Tasaka, an d

(4) use of an interfacial drag calculation scheme in which the junction interfacial dra g
coefficient is equated to that of the adjacent upstream volume .

(1)
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With these models changed, the agreement of calculations with test data was improved .

With the CATHARE code, several LSTF tests have been analyzed for code assessment.

LSTF tests are also part of the ATHLET assessment matrix . One of the small-break LOC A
tests was chosen for CSNI-ISP-26 . Seventeen participants with 8 different codes sub-
mitted post-test calculations . The ATHLET calculations received a high ranking in the fina l
comparison report /21/ .

LQHl
The LOBI-MOD2 test facility is a scaled (1 :700) two-loop high-pressure integral system tes t
facility designed to simulate a four-loop 1300 MW., PWR during steady state and transien t
off-normal conditions .

The test program investigated small-break LOCA and transient phenomenologies with in-
clusion of recovery procedures and AM strategies . LOBI tests play an important role in th e
ATHLET assessment matrix. From the MOD2 series, the following transients with AM have
been chosen for ATHLET:

• BT-02 Loss of all feed water, primary bleed and fee d

• BT-17 Loss of all feed water, secondary bleed and feed

LOBI tests also play a role for CATHARE assessment /22/. For test BL-12, simulating a 1 %
cold leg break without availability of the HPIS, a blind prediction exercise was organized
with the four major system codes participating /23/. It was an excellent test for code asses-
sment, with many important phenomena observed including global mixture level formation s
and stratification, core dryout and thermal non-equilibrium effects from cold accumulator in-
jection . Some codes had difficulty in predicting system behavior after dryout occurred . In
this test . the primary pressure response was an important factor in controlling mixture leve l
variations which influenced break flow rate, core uncovery, decoupling of primary and sec-
ondary sides, time of accumulator injection, and loop seal clearing . To model these as-
pects reliably, the codes need to correctly predict break flow as a first priority, together wit h
vapor generation and condensation rates in the vessel riser and downcomer regions .

PKL-III is a scaled (1 : 145) integral system test facility simulating a 1300 MW,, Siemen s
PWR /24/ . The facility has four loops with active pumps . The four steam generators are
equipped with 30 U-tubes each of original size . Primary pressure is limited to 4 MPa . Core
power reaches 10% of nominal rating . With respect to AM relevant tests it is important to
note that the facility is not only equipped with the engineered safety systems includin g
ECC-systems, volume control and pressure control systems, but also with all secondar y
side systems relevant for correct simulations of the heat sink, including feed water syste m
and main steam lines.

The PKL-III test program consists of three series /25/ :
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III-A comprised 21 experiments . After characterization tests of the facility under specia l
2-phase conditions, investigations were concentrated on shut-down procedures unde r
off-normal conditions .

III-B comprised 25 experiments. Complex transients were investigated including A M
measures .

III-C is starting now . AM procedures for small breaks and SG tube breaks will be inves -
tigated . System effects for passive safety systems will be explored .

PKL tests are of high importance for ATHLET assessment, since the tests are representa-
tive for transients and procedures valid for German PWR's . The following PKL-III tests
have been included in the ATHLET assessment matrix, with possible future extensions :

• A 4 .3 Shut-down after SG tube break with 2 main coolant pumps runnin g

• B 1 .2 Loss of feed water, secondary bleed and feed

• B 2 .1 Emergency power case, shut-down procedure with 3 SG's isolate d

• B 3 .1 Shut-down procedure by natural circulation with 1 SG isolate d

BETHSI
Designed and constructed from 1983 to 1985, BETHSY test facility has started the inves-
tigation of PWR accident situations during 1987 with the two main objectives to contribut e
to verify the advanced computer code CATHARE and to validate the physical bases o f
events and states oriented emergency operating procedures.

BETHSY is designed to model a 3 loop-2775 MW,„ FRAMATOME PWR . The overall scal-
ing factor is 1 :100 while the elevations are 1 :1 and the design pressures are 17 .2 MPa and
8 MPa for the primary and the secondary coolant systems . Furthermore, BETHSY i s
equipped with all circuits and systems which can play a role during an accident or a tran-
sient /26/.

With ATHLET, two tests were calculated so far :

• 3 .4a Shut-down by natural convection, SG isolated (similar to PKL-III B3 .1 )

• 9.l b (ISP-27, presented in detail below)

More BETHSY tests will be included in the ATHLET assessment matrix .
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5.3

	

Blind calculation of the OECD International Standard Problem 2 7

ISP-27 is a blind problem, which is based on the BETHSY Test 9 .lb, performed at the Nu-
clear Research Centre in Grenoble (France) on December 19, 1989 . A total number of 28
blind calculations participated in the ISP-27. As a whole, 23 organisations from 19 coun-
tries have sent a submission for this ISP, and 9 different computer codes have been used .
GRS participated with an ATHLET blind pre-test calculation.

Short description of the BETHSY Test 9 .1b

The BETHSY Test 9 .1 b /27/ belongs to the multiple failure transient category, and is in -
volved in accident management studies : It consists in a 2" cold leg break, while high pres-
sure safety injection system (HPIS) is assumed unavailable . This transient leads to a large
core uncovery and fuel heatup . In this test the start of the ultimate procedure, the openin g
of 3 steam generator steam dumps to atmosphere, is delayed, when the maximum heate r
rod cladding temperature reaches 723 K. This action allows the primary coolant circuit to
depressurize to the accumulator injection threshold and to the LPIS actuating pressure .
The end of the test is reached, when the conditions for the actuating of the residual heat
removal system are obtained .

Simulation Model Used for the ATHLET / FLUT Calculatio n

The analysis of the BETHSY Test 9 .1b was performed with the computer codes ATHLE T
Mod 1 Cycle E and FLUT /30/. The object structure used to define the ATHLET/FLUT input
deck for the blind ISP 27 calculation is shown on Fig . 5 . The model simulates all the specif-
ic characteristics of the BETHSY facility and is arranged into 82 thermo-fluid objects wit h
304 control volumes and 226 junctions and 83 heat conductor objects with 206 heat slabs .

The model consists of a pressure vessel and a three loop representation of the BETHS Y
facility, in which each loop is connected to a separate steam generator . The pressurizer i s
connected to the hot leg of the broken loop 1 . The accumulator tanks as well as the low
pressure injection systems are connected only to the cold legs of the intact loops 2 and 3 .
The three loop representation of the BETHSY facility is necessary due to the asymmetrica l
loop seal clearing phenomena. The core region is simulated by only one hydraulic channe l
neglecting radial distribution of heater rod temperatures during the reflux-condensor mod e
core cooling .

Critical points for the modelling of the BETHSY facility are the upper part of the downcom-
er and the break configuration. A trefoil shaped device at the top of the external downcom-
er and at the connection point of the three cold legs should avoid too large flow by-passe s
between the cold legs. The simulation model considers this device, by connecting the cold
legs to the downcomer objects below and above the cold legs . The break is simulated by a
discharge valve component. The vapor and liquid pull through was determined . if the col-
lapsed level in the broken cold leg was in the range of 2 cm above and below the cente r
line of the break . The break flow data were calibrated at measured Super MOBY-DIC K
data, which were provided to the ISP participants /28/ .
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The recirculation rate in the steam generators was set to 20 to minimize the correction o f

flow loss coefficients . The pressure in each steam generator is controlled by a fill compo-
nent . All three steam generators are connected by a collector . The steam flow via the
steam dump is determined by a pressure dependent mass flow table . The asymmetric loo p
seal clearance in loop 2 should be induced by a smaller necessary pressure difference fo r
loop seal clearance. The measures are: 1 cm higher cross-over leg, 3 kg/s lower circula-
tion flow and 0.02 MPa higher secondary control pressure . This simulation was not sucess-
fui, because in loop 2 the natural circulation broke down earlier due to the measures men-
tioned above. The fluid in the loop seal cooled down faster due to the pump heat loose s
and increased the necessary pressure difference for loop seal clearance in loop 2 so far ,
that loop seal clearance occurred in the broken loop 1 .

Almost all steady state conditions were calculated inside the error band of the measure-
ments. Only the secondary mass inventories are about 5 % lower as specified for the test .

Table 1 : Sequence of Events for BETHSY Test 9 .lb

Event Time (s )
Test Calculation s

Transient initiation 0 0
Scram signal 41 36
Pressurizer empty 50 54
SI-Signal 54 5 5
- closure of turbine valve

- shutdown of feedwater pum p

Auxiliary feedwater on 82
t

84

start of pump coastdown ~

	

356 354
end of pump coastdown 971 97 2
Break uncovery 1350 150 0
Start of the first core depletion 1830 200 0
First loop seal clearing

	

j 1944 207 3
Start of seconds core uncovery 2180 209 6
Ultimate procedure initiation 2562 244 0
Accumulator injection 2961 286 5
Second loop seal clearing 3067 291 7
Maximum core temperature 3040 292 0
Total core quenched 3450 351 0

Accumulator isolation 3831 374 1

L .P .S.I intitiation 5177 540 5
End tesUcalculation 10000 7150
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Results of the blind calculatio n

Table 1 provides the measured and calculated sequence of events for the BETHSY Tes t
9 .1 b . The Figures 6 to 10 show the principle parameters (pressure . break mass flow, pres -
sure differences and core temperatures) involved in the test . The test is initiated by th e
opening of the break valve in the cold leg 1 . Due to the high mass losses during the sub -
cooled blowdown (Fig . 6) a fast depressurization (Fig. 7) takes place on the primary side at
the beginning of the transient . The scram signal occurs at 36 s (test : 41) because the pri-
mary pressure falls below 13 .1 MPa. Shortly later at 55 s (test : 54 s) the safety injectio n
(SI) signal is actuated at the primary pressure of 11 .9 MPa. However the complete unavail-
ability of the high pressure safety injection (HPSI) system is assumed. Shortly before at 5 4
s the pressurizer is empty. After 85 s saturation conditions are reached in the hot legs an d
the primary pressure (Fig. 7) is stabilized. Together with the SI signal, the shut-down of th e
feed water pumps and the closure of the turbine valve is initiated . Therefore the steam
generator pressure (Fig . 8) increases form 6 .88 MPa to 7.03 MPa, the control pressure of
the relief valves . The auxiliary feed water pumps start at 84 s (test : 82 s) to refill the steam
generator up to the level of 13 .72 m. After 550 s the condensation capacity of the auxiliar y
feed water exceeds the heat flow rate from the primary to the secondary side . The pres-
sure control valves at the steam generators are closed up to 1050 s and the secondar y
pressure falls in this time interval below 7.03 MPa. Due to the lower secondary tempera-
ture also the primary side is cooled down in this time period and also the primary pressur e
shortly decreases.

Between 354 s and 972 s (test : 356 s to 971 s) the main coolant pumps coast down . Due
to the continuous mass depletion during the saturated blowdown (Fig . 6) the natural cir-
culation breaks down at 800 s in loop 2, at 820 in loop 3 and 917 s in loop 1 . Afterward s
the core is cooled by the reflux condenser mode .

The break is uncovered (Fig . 7) at 1500 s (test: 1350 s) The break flow quickly change s
from saturated water to saturated steam .

The first core depletion (Fig . 9) and core heatup (Fig . 10) start at 2000 s (test: 1. 830 s) . A t
2073 s (test: 1944 s) the first loop seal clearing occurs incomplete in break loop 1 in the
calculation instead of loop 2 in the experiment . This leads to a short increase of the water
level in the core and to an interruption of the core heat up . The second core uncovery
starts at 2096 s (test : 2180 s) . The actuation signal for the ultimate procedure, the maxi-
mum core temperature of 723 K (Fig . 10) is reached at 2440 s (test: 2562 s) The stea m
generator dump valves are opened to depressurize the secondary and primary syste m
down to the accumulator pressure and the maximum pressure head of the LPSI pumps .
The fast pressure decrease on the primary side causes a short increase of the water leve l
in the core and a short stagnation in the core heat up .

At 2865 s (test : 2961 s) the primary pressure falls below the accumulator pressure and th e
accumulator begins to inject . Shortly later the second loop seal clearance takes place a t
2917 s (test : 3067 s) . In the calculation all three loop seals are cleared, instead of one loo p
seal clearing (loop 2) in the experiment . The loop seal clearing initiates the refill of th e
core . The maximum core temperature (Fig . 10) of 1061 K is reached at 2920 s (test :
3040s) . The calculated maximum core temperature overestimates the measured one by
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about 70 K. At 3510 s (test : 3450 s) the total core is quenched . The accumulators are iso-
lated at 3741 s (test : 3831 s) before the accumulator pressure falls below 1 .5 MPa and ni-
trogen discharge starts . The depressurization of the accumulators is isothermal .

The maximum pressure head of the LPSI system of 0 .91 MPa (Fig . 3) is reached at 5405 s
(test : 5177 s) . The refill of the whole primary system leads to large numerical oscillation s
with very small time steps. Therefore the calculation with ATHLET was stopped and the
calculation was continued with FLUT /30/ . The discharge flow rate is calculated in FLU T
with the isentropic homogeneous equilibrium model, which strongly underestimates the
break flow for subcooled upstream conditions . In addition the used injection charactenstics
for LPSI overestimates the injection rates . Therefore the conditions for the residual heat re-
moval system, pressure below 2 .5 MPa, core outlet temperature below 450 K and core
outlet subcooling larger 20 K is reached too early at 6720 s (test : 8330 s) . The analysi s
ends at 7150 s .

Discussion of the anaysis results

The comparison between the calculated and measured time points for the main event s
(Table 1) shows, that all basic phenomena are predicted well . The same is indicated by the
time history plots (Figs . 6 to 10) . These results show the capability of ATHLET to simulate
the fluid-dynamic and heat transfer phenomena involved in this test . There are still some
problems, which should be solved . A reasonable break flow rate can only be predicted, i f
the discharge model is calibrated at provided data for the used break configuration .

The loop seal clearing is determined incomplete and in the wrong loop . The reason why i t
occurs in loop 2 . is not yet understood . An improved modelling of the loop seal and the by -
pass from the downcomer to the upper head is necessary .

5 .4

	

Observations from Assessment Calculation s

From recent assessment calculations with ATHLET we learned that experiments involvin g
AM procedures require special attention from both the experimenter and the code user i n
order to make the test fully profitable for code assessment .

The initial conditions have to be exactly known and perfectly established in the code
calculation. In a recent paper for the OECD about user influences on code results /31 /
the importance of correct starting conditions was pointed out especially for long tran-
sients . The ATHLET code with its steady-state initializing capability has a potential ad -
vantage there . If the initial conditions of the test, however, are not fully steady-stat e
even with such a tool it becomes difficult to establish the true conditions .

In some experiments initial temperature differences between primary and secondar y
side were so small that the direction of heat flux was opposite in the upper and lowe r
part of the steam generator, since saturation temperature on the secondary side varie d
with elevation according to hydrostatic head . This is a situation not foreseen in the au-
tomatic initialization procedure of the code .
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Heat losses to the environment are a well known problem in all scaled test facilities . I n
long term AM transients the uncertainty in this boundary condition requires specia l
attention .

Control actions, including manual control, during the course of the test are sometime s
not easy to simulate in the post-test calculation .

6

	

CONCLUSIONS

Preventive AM measures are effective means to reduce core melt frequency . Secondary
and primary bleed and feed are most effective measures to cope with the total loss of feed
water in PWR's . Also for BWR's numerous possibilities for intervention exist .

Best-estimate thermal-hydraulic calculations with comprehensive system modelling are re-
quired for planning and assessment of AM procedures .

The data base for model qualification and code assessment consists of a considerable
number of integral system experiments and numerous separate effects tests . Experimental
investigations continue in several facilities .

Comparisons of code calculations with integral system experiments . especially in the frame
of OECD International Standard Problems, have demonstrated the codes' capabilities t o
make reasonable predictions .

Deficiencies were identified in modelling specific processes, e .g . phase separation, break
flow, and condensation, with the desired accuracy . Quantification of uncertainty is surely a
remaining task.

Practical features, like automatic input diagnostics, steady-state option, easy modelling o f
balance-of-plant systems, should be realized for user convenience .

For some codes, robustness of the numerical method and speed of calculations need im-
provement .
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E. Hicken

The session included five presentations, three covering special applications and two
surveying thermal-hydraulics during PWR Severe Accidents and relevan t
thermal-hydraulics aspects of new generation LWRs .

The analysis of possible boron dilution in PWRs and related reactivity transients showe d
that existing - and also very sophisticated - codes have to be improved to simulate these
sequences because 3-dimensional behaviour and mixing processes become dominant . If
these reactivity transients threaten fuel element integrity, provisions have to be made .

Thermalhydraulics in CANDU reactors are for the most part similar to those in LWRs .
However, some processes are different and very specific modelling is necessary . It has to
be recognized that no code used for LWR simulation has been modified for use for CANDU
reactors. For sequences with a degraded core, work by AECL is under discussion .

The thermalhydraulic system behaviour of VVER reactors is of increasing interest . In
particular their steam generator behaviour deviates remarkably from the system behaviou r
of Western type steam generators . A need for related large-scale separate effect test s
seems to be mandatory.

Proposals for new generation LWRs include more passive safety systems as well as more
natural convection processes. Very often the driving forces are small due to gravity force s
only . This results in 3-dimensional flows, low pressures, oscillations and steep gradients .
It has also to be recognized that coupling between the coolant system behaviour an d
containment behaviour for the new generation reactors is stronger compared with existin g
reactors . It has been assessed that specific separate effect and integral tests are mandator y
as well as related code improvements and validations . In addition, the numerical solution
methods have to be improved to cope with the long duration sequences .

Thermalhydraulics during sequences with a degraded core is strongly influenced b y
exothermic chemical reactions and changes in the geometry . In addition, thermalhydraulic s
is coupled with other processes, high core degradation, chemical reactions and fissio n
product behaviour. These additional effects do require additional modelling ; the
experimental basis is assessed as unsatisfactory . It has also been assessed that the global
system behaviour at least should be simulated accurately to allow an operator to take
responsible action in case of degraded core situations .

For the evaluation of experiments, more detailed modelling is necessary. It is commonly
agreed that only best-estimate methods should be used. It has been agreed too that
sequences with a degraded core cannot be simulated with the same accuracy as sequence s
with operational transients and LOCAs .

A final discussion resulted in the common agreement that work on "classical "
thermalhydraulics as well as work on severe accidents is needed. This is due to the
additional requirements of new generation LWRs and the Eastern European reactors .
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The assessment procedure developed for "classical" thermal hydraulics could also b e
applied to severe accidents . These is a urgent need for better numerical methods also
taking into account the upcoming generation of computers .
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SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING PWR SEVERE ACCIDENT S

M.REOCREUR, A. PORRACCRIA

Institut de Protection et de Sûreté Nucléaire
Département de Recherches en Sécurit é

Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache
France

ABSTRACT

The final objective of all severe accident evaluations is to obtain the magnitude of th e
potential Fission Product (F.P.) release in the environment. Consequently, severe
accident experts have focused, very often mainly, and sometimes exclusively, on F .P .
physical and chemical behaviour . In many evaluations, the thermal hydraulic transient
was calculated by very simplified models. But the situation is evolving . By carrying out
more frequent physical analyses to improve plant evaluation or to prepare experiments
(such as Phebus FP), a growing number of thermalhydraulics problems have bee n
raised and recognized as being significant for F .P .prediction .
The paper therefore reviews the main thermalhydraulic phenomena which have to b e
taken into account especially examining their influence on severe accident initiatio n
and scenario, core degradation, vessel failure and more generally RCS failure, F .P .
release, transport, deposition, revaporization . The needs for model improvement an d
for specific assessment are listed . They cover not only the description of specia l
thermalhydraulic phenomena, but also the handling of complex coupling with othe r
physical modules . Prospective research directions are proposed to answer these needs .

1. INTRODUCTION

Severe accidents (S .A.)start inPWRs from physical states very similar to those encountered
in design accidents. A loss of coolant or a loss of heat sink (for example loss of feedwater
in steam generators or loss of the residual heat removal system) may provoke a two-phase
flow inside the primary circuit, degraded core cooling with core uncovery, and the beginning
of core heat-up . This transient enters the category of S .A . (severe accident initiation) when
a failure of a reactor safety system inhibits core cooling recovery (core boil-off)/l/ . Severe
accidents are therefore in complete continuity with design accidents and the prediction o f
their occurence requires the same understanding .
When, during core heat-up, the temperatures of the rods reach about 1000°C,oxidation o f
the cladding become significant . This oxidation increases with temperature and produces
heat which should be evacuated by the coolant. The prediction of heat removal capacity
is therefore crucial as it determines the feedback between the temperature increase an d
cladding oxidation.
If no action is taken to recover heat removal from the core, the temperature and core
oxidation continue to increase (for oxidation unless sufficient steam is supplied to the core) .
Interaction between materials appears as the temperature increases and may lead to liqui d
phases. Around 1800°C,the remaining unoxidized part of the claddings starts to melt . Core
melt progresses : liquid Zircaloy dissolves some uranium oxide thus increasing the amount
of liquid phase, interaction with inconel grids occurs and if the temperature increase is not
stopped Zirconia and uranium oxide melting points are reached .
After the beginning of melting, relocation of materials inside the core becomes significant .
Two mechanisms are involved: first, the downward flow of molten material which freezes
at lower levels can then melt and freeze again, and can finally constitute a molten pool
held in position by a crust formed of solidified relocated materials ; second, the fall of solid
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debris consecutive to embrittlement of cladding by oxidation .
If no action is taken, melting spreads and relocation progresses into the lower plenum.
Depending on the thermalhydraulic state of the lower plenum, molten material may fall
into a variable quantity of water. Interaction between the corium and water occurs whic h
may lead to steam explosions . Depending on the amount of fallen corium, the corium may
freeze temporarily inside the water before melting again . In other cases, molten material
interacts immediately with the reactor pressure vessel .
If action is still not taken, the interaction between the molten corium and lower plenu m
walls provokes vessel failure, first by thermal effects but possibly also by mechanical effects .
After vessel failure, the corium falls into the containment sump where it again experience s
interaction with water (with or without steam explosion) and where it starts interactio n
with the concrete basemat .
During the whole degradation process described above and insofar as claddings is broken ,
there is emission of Fission Products (F .Ps) . First F.P. gases escape from the gap at the
cladding rupture. Then F .Ps diffuse from the uranium oxide and are emitted as gases . This
latter emission depends very much on the temperature history (values of temperature s
reached but also the time period during which they are maintained) in every point of the
core.
The emitted fission products are then transported throughout the circuit . During thei r
transport, F.Ps encounter colder zones downstream from the core and condense by forming
aerosols . It is the behaviour of these mixtures of gases and aerosols which will gover n
transport, deposition, revaporization of F.Ps and finally the amount of F.Ps which can be
released to the environment .The related phenomena are mostly conditioned by the
thermalhydraulic conditions and especially by the bulk temperatures, wall temperatures ,
temperature gradients, velocities, turbulence, heat source and heat sinks, bulk and wall
condensation . Finally the chemical forms of these F .Ps are given by the chemical reactions
which take place in the aerosols, in the gases or between aerosols, gases and walls . These
reactions depend in the same way on the thermodynamic states .

From this brief list of phenomena occurring during severe accidents, one can make th e
following observations :
-A great deal of physical phenomena occurring in a severe accident are specific to this typ e
of accident: these are core degradation with core oxidation, core melt and relocation ; F.P.
emission from the fuel pellet, aerosol formation /transport /deposition and
revaporization ; all chemical reactions determining the final chemical species .

-When severe accident studies started, many of these specific chemical and physica l
domains needed considerable efforts in order to be understood and to become predictable .
This explains why severe accident experts have focused mainly and sometimes exclusively
first on F .P .physical and chemical behaviour and second on core degradation mechanism s
(sometimes with a lower priority) . Thermalhydraulics was then often considered o f
secondary importance .

-But a brief analysis of the phenomena listed above shows very clearly that severe accident s
are characterized by strong interactions between different physical domains . No specific
category of phenomena can be ignored without a risk of completely distorting the fina l
result.

-This explains why thermalhydraulics, described very roughly in the first severe accident
codes (level of modelling corresponding to the beginning of the 70 's), has come to b e
predicted by means of the most advanced Best Estimate Thermalhydraulic Code s
(RELAPS or CATHARE for example) . Moreover, the preparation of experiments o r
attempts to improve plant evaluation have shown that even in the S .A.area, improvements
were required for these advanced thermalhydraulics codes .
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Areas such as core degradation, physical and chemical behaviour of F.Ps are obviously of
major importance in severe accidents . But it is also evident that thermalhydraulics
conditions the overall accident . The objective of this paper is therefore to review all these
thermalhydraulic aspects of S .As, to see whether they are correctly handled and where
there are unsatisfied needs, if any . In this paper we will focus mainly on the in-vessel par t
of the accident.For each of the phases described above, we will first list the thermalhydrauli c
phenomena which have to be taken into account in S .A. analysis . Then, the available
physical models and codes will be reviewed and the needs for model improvement an d
assessment discussed . Finally some future research directions will be examined.

2 . SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING ACCIDENT INITIATION

2.1 .Phenomena to be described

Sequences which may lead to severe accidents are of all types: they can be large, medium ,
or small break LOCAs as well as special transients . Often the initiating event which leads
to a severe accident situation does not change the character of the physical phenomena .
A large break with no safety injection for example, will terminate in a severe accident bu t
the phenomena which have to be predicted in the initiation phase are nothing else tha n
the usual large break phenomena encountered in design basis accident. A similar statement
can be made for several special transient cases . In all these cases, the phenomena to be
described in the initiation phase are not specific to severe accidents and have to be treated
in the same way as the prediction of a design basis accidents .

However, severe accidents in many cases are induced by the failure of auxiliary system s
which lead to a very slow evolution of the reactor coolant system (for example loss of PTR) .
The time constant of such transients are hours or even days . The physical phenomena then
show specific features which can be analysed by examining the governing parameters o f
such transients, i .e .,the circuit mass inventory and energy transport .

The mass inventory results from the balance between the injection flowrates and the brea k
flowrates :
-For the injection, the easily predictable flowrates from the safety injection pumps are
most often zero ; consequently the only injection to be predicted is that from th e
accumulators . The very slow character of the transient and particularly of the primary
pressure therefore gives a very pulsatory behaviour of the accumulators which requires
an accurate prediction of the interaction between the injected water and the primar y
circuit fluid, and accurate handling of the injection valves .

-For the break, the flowrates depends very much on upstream conditions and especiall y
on the vapour content in the flow. These conditions are a function of mass distributio n
along the circuit .

Mass inventory and distribution as well as energy transport result from the flow patter n
in the circuit (generally natural or natural-like circulation) . These flow patterns very often
show oscillatory behaviour (time periods of some seconds to minutes) . Stratification in
the circuit may produce water plugs which maintain oscillations and which may distur b
and determine the different flow paths, especially those going to the break . In these
initiation phases non-condensible gases may have been injected into the circuit (for
example nitrogen from the accumulator) and can significantly disturb energy transpor t
from the core by particularly affecting condensation phenomena.
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The safety issues for this initiation phase are obviously event timing and especially th e
beginning of the core uncovery. Timing conditions the capabilities of initiating accident
management procedures which could prevent the occurence of a severe accident and as
the physical phenomena which determine it may indicate, it can show quite large dispersion .

2 .2 .Available physical models and codes : needs for improvement and assessment

When reviewing the physical models and codes used to predict this initiation phase, a
distinction has to be made between the two categories of codes resulting from the two-tie r
approach to severe accidents /2/ .

The first approach is defined by the use of integrated codes and is based on simplified
modelling . The simplification is both topological and physical. Topologically, the circuit
is described by few volumes and in extreme cases by only one . Physically the two phase
flow models are generally thermal equilibrium models with stratification models of integra l
type (RELAP4 type) .

The second is the detailed mechanistic approach . Thermalhydraulics is described by the
best estimate advanced thermalhydraulic codes (RELAPS or CATHARE type) . Detailed
axial noding can be used to describe the topological details and all the capabilities of tw o
fluid modelling for predicting two-phase flows are put to use in order to gain by them .

The limits of the first simplified approach are inherent to the global feature of the codes :
the basic principle of these codes is to calculate the average parameters of the circui t
directly using the global balance derived from the basic principles of physics . These
calculations give undeniable results, but their limitation arises from the fact that the y
require predictions of sinks and sources of mass and energy which, especially for the sinks ,
are strongly dependent on the local parameters in their vicinity . The simplified approach
is unable to predict the necessary detailed parameter distribution which gives these loca l
values . In our case this is particularly important for a break flow when the upstream
conditions "hesitate" between liquid or steam conditions (conditions occurring significantl y
in this initiation phase when the circuit is not empty enough to obtain only steam conditions
as will be the case in the next phases) .

The detailed mechanistic approach is therefore, in principle, in a much better position t o
accurately describe this phase . However there remain difficulties and this raises needs for
improvement and assessment . Basically these difficulties are the usual ones encountered
in LOCA and transient prediction . Some specificities, however, of the physical modelling
and numerical aspects must be emphasized .

As regards the physical modelling, the break flowrate evaluation is faced with the usua l
difficulties. In a design basis accident these difficulties are somewhat attenuated by
compensating the break flowrate uncertainties by parametric sensitivities of the break siz e
which is considered as an unknown parameter.In S .A. initiation, compensation does not
work as the break is generally assumed to be on very well known piping connected to th e
primary circuit . However the resulting uncertainty can in most cases be bracketed . The
problems raised by the description of the oscillatory behaviour and of the non-condensible
gas effects are, however, more difficult . In most codes, oscillation prediction is a weak
point and non-condensible gas modelling is generally one of the more recent model s
introduced into the codes . For both aspects, there is either very little assessment, or none
at all, and it is clear that considerable progress must be made if the present resultin g
uncertainties are to be reduced .
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As regards the numerics, the long duration of the transient together with the oscillator y
behaviour, are possible sources of numerical difficulties . The first kind of difficulties
concerns the non conservation (mass and energy) problems: certain numeric defects on
mass or energy conservation which remain negligible for shorter transients, becom e
unacceptable in very long term transients due to error accumulation . Very accurate
calculations must therefore be made in order to reduce these errors . This is particularl y
difficult in the case of oscillatory flows, but it is also essential because oscillations contribut e
significantly to the loss of mass at the break, and thus to the overall mass inventory .The
second kind of difficulty is over-long computing time . Transients which last days require
codes that run much faster than in real time . This could be achieved by using simplified
topologies but this is in contradiction with the need for detailed parameter distribution s
(for example spatial mass) . This could also be achieved by special time step managemen t
in releasing the convergence criteria, but this too is in contradiction with the necessity for
accurate transient description (mass and energy conservation) . The simplified approach
of some integrated codes do not answer the question either, as they are almost the sam e
as the extremely simplified topologies of the mechanistic codes . Considerable effort shoul d
therefore be made in order to obtain more accurate and faster codes .

3 . SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING CORE BOIL OFF, CORE HEAT UP
AND CORE OXIDATION

3.1 . Phenomena to be described

In this next phase, after the onset of core uncovery, the state of the primary circuit i s
characterized by a low mass inventory . Core boil-off is followed irreversibly, if no action
is taken, by core heat-up and consequently by extensive cladding oxidation . The total mass
inventory and also mass distribution greatly affect transient evolution . The smaller the
total mass inventory, the larger the influence of mass distribution on core behaviour is . A
description of liquid capture in parts of the circuit is therefore crucial . Such captures have
been observed in experiments, for example in steam generators or in pressurizers . Energ y
transport is the second kind of phenomenon of special importance . It includes heat
generation and removal inside the core . Heat generation is not only due to residual power,
but also to oxidation reaction latent heat . Two parameters significantly govern oxidation :
wall temperature and steam starvation . Oxidation is therefore strongly dependent on the
flows in the core. For these flows, large recirculation loops /3/ may develop in the vesse l
which, together with radial and axial heterogeneities in the core, induce complex 3-D cor e
flow configurations and consequently large spatial oxidation differences . This also affects
heat transport from the core by heating all the vessel structures of the upper plenum and
upper head. Besides this 3-D behaviour in the vessel, energy transport is ensured by natura l
circulation in the loops . Here again complex multidimensional behaviour is expected an d
has been demonstrated in some experiments /4/ . Circulation loops may develop in the
hot legs with hot gas going from the vessel to the steam generator and colder gas going
back from the steam generator to the vessel . In the steam generators, gas circulation fro m
the hot plenum to the cold plenum is obtained in some steam generator U-tubes, whil e
reverse flow is established in the others . Natural circulation is, as in the preceding phase,
influenced by water plugs resulting from stratification in the lower parts of the circuits, by
oscillations, and by the effect of non-condensible gases . The latter's influence is certainl y
quite significant, firstly because their quantity is increased by hydrogen production in the
core, and secondly because their effect on any condensation which may occur in the stea m
generators is known to be considerable .
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Safety issues are numerous:
-The kinetics of mass depletion in the core and energy transport strongly influence elapse d
time before the onset of core melting .

-Temperature transients and 3-D temperature maps are directly connected to oxidation
and correlatively to hydrogen production . They also govern fission product release fro m
the fuel . Both hydrogen and F .P . release are obviously very important safety issues /5/ .

-RCS temperatures, resulting from energy transport from the core, determine RC S
capability to sustain mechanical loads . In the case of a pressurized transient, this coul d
induce mechanical failures, for example of surge lines or in a potentially more severe case ,
of steam generator U-tubes leading to the possibility of containment by-pass /6/ .

-RCS temperatures significantly determine F .P . retention, as will be discussed later.
-Operator actions should be defined during this accident phase in order to avoi d
consequences which could aggravate remaining mass and energy transport .

3 .2 . Available physical models and codes: needs for improvements and assessmen t

The simplified approach of most integrated codes makes it difficult to describe this phase
accurately (for example difficulties in describing mass distribution and energy transport )
mainly because its coarse topological description, and because the codes do not generall y
contain two-phase flow non-equilibrium modelling . Code description, at least during som e
part of the transients, may also not be conservative . In the event, for example, of water
being captured in steam generator U-tubes, simplified models take this water into accoun t
in the core . In the simplified models, the water will then participate in core cooling and
will consequently delay oxidation and hydrogen production . Whereas with detailed codes ,
due to a more realistic core liquid inventory, oxidation will take place earlier . Moreover,
if the thermalhydraulic transient allows, much later, the water captured in the stea m
generator to reach the core, it could participate in feeding oxidation in a high temperatur e
steam starved core, instead of having cooled the core as in the simplified model .

Advanced thermalhydraulic codes clearly have better capabilities . Their 1-D model may
describe overall transients in all the piping . However it is known that they have weak point s
which need better modelling and mostly better assessment, especially in counter curren t
flow limitation modelling (essential for the prediction of liquid capture in some parts o f
the circuit) . In this domain experiments are underway in order to improve the situatio n
which is also encountered in conventional breaks or transients . Description of the 3- D
behaviour of the core and of the asymmetric operation of steam generator U-tubes, ar e
also part of the potentialities of these advanced codes . However not all the codes have
transformed these potentialities in capabilities . For 3D, only TRAC code has full 3-D
capability, /7/ CATHARE will obtain it in its next version . For the asymmetric operation
of steam generator U-tubes, some attempts in experiment prediction are not full y
convincing and require at least more assessment . The problems raised by the modelling
of non-condensible gases in the codes have been discussed previously . The same statements
apply here, but with more vigour because of their effect on heat transfer by condensation .
More generally all heat transfer modelling in the codes should be completed so as to tak e
into account high temperature effects such as radiative heat, and finally should also b e
better assessed .

4.SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING CORE MELT AND CORE
RELOCATIO N

4.1 .Phenomena to be described

When significant core melt begins to occur, only a small mass of liquid water remains in
the lower part of the core and in the lower plenum . Core flow patterns are of the same
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kind as in the preceding phase except that core slumping, core freezing, remelting and
refreezing changes the boundary conditions of the flow . Partial or complete flow blockages
induce flow redistribution . In the case of pressurized transients, these redistribution s
interact in particular with the 3-D recirculation in the vessel . More generally, it has been
shown by reactor core degradation calculations with the ICARE code /8/ that the cor e
slumping scenario, crust and molten pool formation are very sensitive to flow redistributio n
following blockage formation . Thermalhydraulics and core degradation thus appear to b e
entirely coupled. An accurate multidimensional description of the core flow is therefor e
necessary in order to be able to apply the core degradation models in realistic conditions .
This is particularly crucial for solving the scaling problem. Indeed all degradation codes
are assessed on experiments with a limited number of rods, which, /9/ even if there are
radial heterogeneities, can be considered as regards thermalhydraulics as being almost
1-D. Extrapolation to the reactor case where the core diameter is nearly equal to the cor e
length therefore means considering the local behaviour (at the scale of one or a few
assemblies) and to place these local meshes side by side in an environment which is
necessarily multidimensional thermaihydraulics .

At this stage of the list of phenomena to be described, the question of the core refloodin g
capabilities must also be mentioned . The need to predict what occurs in the case of water
injection in the core due to some event or to operator action, is in fact a constant on e
throughout the transient . At an early stage this will be similar to core reflood in a LOC A
scenario . When core degradation progresses, core reflood becomes more and more difficul t
to describe with the highest complexity when the core relocates /10/ . At this time, effects
of blockages must be taken into account as well as the presence of molten material .
Complex 3-D two-phase flows and heat transfers take place which have to be evaluate d
in order to obtain the thermal and mechanical behaviour of the degraded core . The risk
of fuel coolant interaction should also be assessed . During such reflood the flows in the
RCS are certainly highly perturbed and should be accurately described because of thei r
possible action on F .P . resuspension and on the transport of the hydrogen peak provoked
by the injection of water in the core /11/ .

Safety issues during this phase specifically concern F .P. release and to a lesser degree
hydrogen production. It is clear also that core coolability and the definition of appropriat e
procedures for operators are very important safety issues . But this phase is probably even
more important in view of its consequences on the next phase, i .e ., lower head failure .
Indeed it defines the way the core may relocate in the lower head (location and amoun t
of pour rate, chemical state especially degree of oxidation) and this will entirely determin e
the lower head failure scenario (see next chapter) .

4 .2.Available physical models and codes : needs for improvement and assessment

As it can be seen, the phenomena to be described are very complex . Even for mechanistic
codes this phase is very difficult to describe . In these codes all the mechanisms could be
potentially predicted, but:
-multidimensional flow redistribution should be introduced into the codes or at leas t
assessed if it is programmed ;
-the assessment of heat transfers in a degraded geometry such as this, should be made ;
-coupling between degradation and thermalhydraulics should be improved from th e
physical and numerical aspects;
-almost everything remains to be done for the modelling of molten core reflooding .

Large areas of improvement and assessment (even sometimes of development) ar e
therefore possible in the description of system thermalhydraulics during this phase .
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5. SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING RELOCATION INTO THE LOWE R
PLENUM AND DURING LOWER HEAD FAILUR E

5.1 . Phenomena to be described

Core relocation in the lower plenum depends very much on the core slumping scenario
inside the core. The only experience we have is the TMI2 accident and the degradatio n
models inside the core are neither detailed nor assessed to sufficiently provide anythin g
but expectations . What will occur in the lower plenum is a function of :
-the amount of water remaining in the lower plenum at the time of corium relocating ,
-the corium flowrate
-the geometrical pattern of corium flo w

The amount of water remaining in the lower plenum depends on the balance between
injected water which may come through the downcomer and water evaporated at th e
surface . The mechanisms that provoke this evaporation are the conduction from structure s
in contact with the crust in the core, and radiative heat transfers from the above hot
structures . These mechanisms are clearly a function of the core degradation scenario . The
remaining amount of water will influence the capability of the water to quench the coriu m
jet.

The corium flowrate into the lower plenum depends on how the crust fails (thermal or
mechanical failure ; center or edges of the core; large, small, distributed or local failure?) .
As a result two categories of lower plenum scenario may be considered . In the first, the
corium flowrate is high enough for a significant part of liquid corium to reach the botto m
of the lower head unquenched . The corium can then directly interact with the walls an d
penetrations : the lower head failure may occur in a few minutes and water plus corium
fall into the containment cavity . In the second the corium flowrate from the core is not a s
high and quenching occurs in the lower plenum water. A crust/debris forms on the bottom
of the lower head . These debris will have to remelt before the failure of the lower head .
At the same time they will vaporize water. Lower head failure therefore occurs much late r
than in the first case . These differences in scenario also affect the chemical content of the
mixture which falls into the containment cavity and especially the amount of unoxidize d
metals .

The penetration of corium into the lower plenum water may induce fuel coolant interaction .
This interaction depends on the corium dispersal state which is clearly a result of th e
geometrical flow pattern and which may be influenced by splashing effects on the structure s
of the lower plenum . This interaction may induce a steam explosion and at least a large
steam production peak.

Safety issues mainly concern the timing of vessel failure. This timing depends on th e
thermalhydraulics of cooling and possible quenching of the falling corium jet and on th e
thermal behaviour of the fallen debris in contact with vessel walls and water pool . Fuel
coolant interaction could be also of concern mainly for the possible risks of mechanica l
failure of the structures .

5.2 .Available physical models and codes : needs for improvements and assessmen t

Very few codes are able to predict this phase /12/ . In short, the prediction of the relocation
of corium into the lower head requires the modelling of:
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-two-component (corium water), multiphase (liquid, gas and solid) thermalhydraulics ,
-at least 2D geometries for heat transfers and flows ,
-thermalhydraulics of fuel coolant interaction,
-thermal and mechanical behaviour of vessels walls in contact with corium .

Except for the last model, the requirements are mainly in the thermalhydraulics field .
Partial information is available for some individual phenomena, but their topologica l
coupling requires a great deal of development . Concerning fuel coolant interaction, som e
mechanistic models are being developed, but there remains much to be done for th e
improvement and assessment of these models .
Here again large areas of development, improvement and assessment are possible in orde r
to describe system thermalhydraulics more accurately .

6 .SYSTEMTHERMALHYDRAULICS DURING FISSION PRODUCT RELEASE

6.1 .Phenomena to be described

The initiating phenomena for the release of Fission Products are :
-fuel temperature ,
-kinetics of the temperature transient.

The phenomena which will influence F .P . release are :
-the chemical environment (for example oxidizing or reducing conditions) ,
-the fuel state (degree of irradiation, fragmentation, . . )
-control rod and structural material behaviour (acting on the physical and chemical state) .

The thermalhydraulics phenomena to be described are mainly the evolutions of flows and
temperatures inside the core . The needs are then exactly the same as those discussed fo r
predicting core boil off, core heat up, core oxidation and core relocation . Besides the needs
for describing thermalhydraulics in the circuit which are essential for obtaining the right
vessel boundary conditions, these needs include the description of 3D core flows and heat
transfers taking into account radial heterogeneity and blockage evolution due to cor e
degradation.

Safety issues are obvious . It is the initial source term which is the issue . Notwithstanding
the need for an accurate local fuel release model, the temperature map of the core and
its evolution throughout the transient is a key parameter for source term evaluation . The
flows which determine heat transfer, not only condition the temperatures but also the loca l
fluid contents (non-condensible gases, hydrogen, oxidizing or reducing chemical state)
which are essential in the process of F.P. release .

6 .2 . Available physical models and codes: needs for improvement and assessment

The same discussion as in §3 .2. and §4 .2 . applies here. In the two-tier approach, the
integrated codes with simplified models give approximative results whose accuracy
decreases significantly as the transient progresses. Detailed mechanistic codes are in a
better position and are practically indispensable; but when advanced core degradation and
relocation occur, their accuracy becomes problematical and they still need extensiv e
improvements and assessment.
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7 . SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS DURING FISSION PRODUCT TRANSPORT ,
DEPOSITION, REVAPORIZATION

7.1 .Pbenomena to be described

The accurate prediction of the behaviour of the carrying fluid is obviously a necessary
condition for describing Fission Product transport and all the related phenomena . The
parameters of the flow which are needed can be classified into three categories, takin g
note that strong interactions exist between them . These are the mass parameter s
(concentration), the mechanical parameters (gas flowrates or velocities) and the therma l
parameters (gas and wall temperatures) . Interaction between them is due to heat transfer s
(heat transfer inside the flow, heat transfer between the flow and the walls) and mass
transfers (condensation, chemical absorption for example) .

The mechanical behaviour of the mixture such as aerosol agglomeration, settling o r
impaction is mainly related to the mechanical parameters of the flow (velocities) . The
thermal behaviour such as formation of aerosols, condensation on aerosols or on walls is
related to the thermal parameters (gas and wall temperatures) . For chemical behaviour
all parameters interact more or less : the mass parameters through chemical specie s
concentration, the mechanical parameters through the residence times, the therma l
parameters through dependence of chemical reactions on temperatures. Varied coupling
occurs between the different phenomena: for example the influence of the residual heat
of the deposited aerosols on thermal behaviour or the influence of condensation on aerosol s
on the chemical reactions /13,14/ .

The thermalhydraulic phenomena that require describing are first those concerning the
circuit ; however they clearly depend on core thermalhydraulics as this provides the
boundary conditions for the circuit . The needs are the same as those discussed for the
phases of core heat-up, degradation and relocation .The phenomena include natura l
circulation in the circuit, with liquid stratification (water plugs), countercurrent flows
(water capture in some components), effect of non-condensible gases on hydraulics an d
heat transfer, 3D flows in the core, recirculations in hot legs and steam generators ,
oscillating flows, . . . .

The safety issue is both simple and important: the amount of F .Ps released in the
containment and which could participate in an eventual external release. This issue is
clearly essential in the case of containment by pass .

7.2.Available physical models and codes: needs for improvement and assessment

The same discussion as in § 3 .2 . and § 4 .2 . applies here, but must be more developed
regarding circuit behaviour aspects, as the transport, deposition, and revaporization o f
F.Ps depend directly on the thermalhydraulic parameters of the circuit, whereas for core
evolution (§3 .2, 4 .2 .) these circuit parameters only play an indirect role albeit essential .

For the available models and codes the same distinction as above has to be made between
the integrated codes and the detailed mechanistic codes. This distinction is first based on
the physical modelling level . For this level it is clear that detailed mechanistic codes even
in the version for conventional accidents can provide much more adequate detail than the
integrated codes . Secondly this distinction concerns the degree of detail of the topological
description . For integrated codes coarse meshing is always used . For mechanistic codes
and for F .P . transport evaluation, because of the extremely long computing times of the
aerosol codes, meshing is often reduced or averaging procedures are used. In this case the
evaluation of the mechanistic codes is not very different from that of the integrated codes ,
and with the corresponding amount of uncertainties .
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There is clearly a contradiction between the sophistication of aerosol codes which tak e
into account different species, different size classes, detailed physical phenomen a
(thermophoresis, diffusiophoresis, coagulation, adsorption on the walls, . . . .)ind the use of
very coarse spatial meshing required by the numerical performance. The need of
sophistication for the aerosol aspect in fact favours detailed mechanistic codes . But
progress should be made from this aspect (especially on numerics) in order to fully benefi t
from thermalhydraulics details . The coupling of thermalhydraulics and aerosols should be
also improved . Besides these first priority improvements for F .P . evaluation, the same
models improvements for thermalhydraulics as discussed earlier, should also remedy her e
unsufficient phenomena prediction . The models concerned are:
-countercurrent flow limitations
-recirculation modelling in pipes and steam generator s
-heat transfer modelling
-condensation modelling especially in the presence of non-condensible gases .

8. S.A.SYSTEM THERMALHYDRAULICS: FUTURE USE AND RESEARCH

The analysis that has been made of thermalhydraulic phenomena shows that in ever y
severe accident phase, system thermalhydraulics plays a significant role . During the
initiation phase, event timing is determined by a correct mass inventory which requires a n
accurate mass distribution evaluation . When the core starts to degrade and during all th e
following degradation phase, mass distribution and energy transport are the dominan t
thermalhydraulic phenomena which again require a detailed description of both mass
distribution in the circuit and flow behaviour inside the core . For F .P .release and transport
a good knowledge of thermalhydraulic parameters all through the primary circuit is needed.
Therefore, a detailed thermalhydraulics description is desirable throughout the whol e
severe accident . For the future, the following trends may then be expected in the use of
thermalhydraulics in S .A.and in the desirable research directions :

-First an extension of the use of advanced thermalhydraulics codes available today i s
possible and will considerably improve severe accident predictions which are made a t
present with integrated codes .

-A second step for better S .A. prediction should be the addition of improvements to th e
existing codes. To summarize the preceding chapters, improvements of interest are
numerics optimization during the initiation phase (also interesting for other non-sever e
accident situations), better physical laws for when non-condensible gases are present (als o
interesting in non-S .A. situations), better CCFL and condensation laws (also interestin g
in non-S .A. situations), better 3D core models (also of general interest), adaptation o f
heat transfer packages to high temperatures situations.

-A next step should be the modelling of degraded core reflooding for which the presen t
status is relatively poor.

-The relocation of corium in the lower plenum is a domain where much development i s
still to be made with multicomponent-multiphase flow models and fuel coolant interaction
models.

-Even if thermalhydraulics problems alone have been emphasized here due to the subjec t
of this paper, it has to be acknowledged that this is only one part of the S .A. predictio n
problem. As one part but an indispensable one, it has to be coupled with other phenomen a
and this coupling is certainly one of the greatest challenges in S .A. modelling for which
efficient solutions have to be found.
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9. CONCLUSION

Analysing severe accidents from the system thermalhydraulics view shows S .A.phenomena
in a different light from that most usually observed . The importance in severe accidents
of mass inventory, mass distribution and energy transport are thus naturally highlighted .
Prediction of these leading phenomena appears clearly as necessary in order to define cor e
degradation phenomena, the first event to make the accident enter into the severe acciden t
category ; it is also necessary for determining the thermodynamic states that govern fissio n
product behaviour (release and transport) .

Therefore, in the future areas for system thermalhydraulics investigation, the use in th e
severe accident domain of the best estimate thermalhydraulic advanced codes certainl y
appears to be very avantageous . Some improvements, of which many are not specific to
S .As,should answer questions in which we must recognize that there are to date no satisfying
answers . For some portions of the transients (reflooding and lower head behaviour for
example) development is even necessary . Contrary to what has been assumed in some S .A .
approaches there is no opposition between thermalhydraulics, as it has been defined in
the conventional accident analyses and severe accident studies . Continuity between the
two domains as already is apparent in some mechanistic approaches (identical code versio n
in non-severe and in severe accident analyses) is certainly the best way to valorize pas t
thermalhydraulics studies and to meet as satisfactorily as possible future safety needs .
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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of boric acid during natural circulatio n
together with Small Break LOCA experimental data show s
that in present-day pressurized water reactors (PWR) there
exists an inherent mechanism which can accumulate boron -
free condensate in the cold leg loop seals . During reflux/
boiler condensation, the accumulation rate is typicall y
about 1 .6 m '/min for a 1300 MWe UTSG plant . This
observation, combined with the results of analyses o f
externally caused boron dilution transients, suggests tha t
SB LOCA could become a reactivity induced accident (RIA )
initiator . The severity of the reactivity accident
potential is yet to be quantified .

1 . NATURAL CIRCULATION PHENOMENA

Inherent boron dilution can occur whenever the decay heat
is removed from the core by phase-separating natura l
circulation, that is, by reflux condensation in case o f
vertical U-tube steam generators (UTSG) and by boile r
condensation in case of horizontal or vertical once-thro-
ugh steam generators (OTSG) . These conditions lead to
boron dilution because 1) boric acid does not markedl y
dissolve into steam (see below) and 2) boron-free
condensate can accumulate in a subspace of the primar y
circuit, the loop seals (figure 1) . The exisltepce of such
a generic mechanism has been suggested l, and the
reactivity consequences have been studied 28 , without
quantifying the thermal-hydraulic prerequisites in detail .

The solubility of boric acid in steam is usually
represented in terms of distribution coefficient K ,
defined as the ratio of solubilty in vapour to
solubility in liquid . According to' the distribution
coefficient can be calculated fro m

K = ( pg/ pf ) n

	

(1 )

where p and Pf are the densities of vapour and liquid ,
respectively, and n = 0 .88 . .1 .2. The most appropriate
value over the range of interest in LWR safety analysi s
seems to lie on around the lower bound . See table 1 .
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Table 1 . Boric acid distribution coefficient K .

Temperature
394

	

450 477 533 589 616 647 (K )
121

	

177 204 260 316 343 374 (•C )
Pressure

17 47 107 151 220 (bar )2 .0

	

9 . 3

K, Ref . 4, as referred to in5
0 .150 1 .000 .025 0 .033 0 .040 0 .056 0 .095

K, Equation (1) with n-0 . 9
0 .002

	

0 .009 0 .016 0.043 0 .11 0 .20 0 .82

Processes that could enhance boron transport, such as
extensive liquid entrainment, exist but are weak enough
to allow a study assuming essentially no boron transport
with steam. The distribution of steam condensation I n
vertic

	

p1 -tubes has been measured inSemiscale ,
BETHSY and KWU/Single tube experiments' . The result
is that under saturated conditions condensation is split
1 :1 between U-tube upflow and downflow sides . The downflow
side contribution increases with steam velocitie s
exceeding thg,f cioding limit at tube inlet and with steam
superheating

A PWR WITH UTSG

}

Figure 1 . Primary geometry and condensate flows durin g
steady-state phase-separating natural circulation .

Reflux condensation is characterised by a low but positiv e
mass flow . Consequently, very little mixing between the

C
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accumulated boron-free condensate in the loop seal an d
higher-concentration liquid in the pressure vessel can be
expected . Because of the limited volume of the loop seals ,
dilution of the boron concentration can proceed rapidl y
even at small mass flows .

Experimental data for horizontal steam generators14,16 is
somewhat ambiguous at the moment . However, Rata from
REWET-III facility14 and computer simulations" suggest
that most of the condensate flows towards the cold leg .

Experimental date 1pn the behaviour of vertical U-tub e
steam generators is in general very unanimous, giving
similar sequence of various natural circulation modes and
heat transport mechanisms at variable primary inventories
(see figure 2) . (Note thattiq pressurizer is not include d
in these inventories . See' for details .) However, the
transition between different circulation modes, especially
two-phase to reflux, have been quantified to limite d
accuracy only and vary considerably from facility t o
facility . For example, the onset of fully developed reflux
circulation occurred at 80% primary inve t

	

in early PKL
experiments7 , whereas most other reportsp $2-3 indic ate
inventories around 60-70%, and BETHSY even around
50% . This discrepancy arises from geometry differences
between reference plants, scaling distortions of various
components in the facilities and perhaps from differen t
interpretations of the results . (The transition from two-
phase circulation to reflux condensation can appear as a
relatively gradual process . )

A
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-

	

-I I I
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--1Clr __
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2 . 0
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1 . 6

1 . 4

1 . 2

1 . 0

0 . 8

0 . 6

0 . 4

0 .2

0
0

INVENTOR Y

	

(i )

Figure 2 . Natural circulation mass flow rates, normalised
to the single-phase saturated flow, at varying primar y
inventory . Core powers are indicated in percentages o f
nominal .
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The effects of inclusion of the pressurizer in the plan t
analysis are two-fold . Comprising typically 10-15% of the
whole primary volume, the pressurizer can act as a larg e
water storage which either removes coolant from th e
circuit due to a leaking relief valve, for example, or
suddenly adds coolant to the circuit as the leaking valv e
is closed. Furthermore, the inventory criteria tha t
distinguish between various natural circulation modes must
be modified according to the expected behaviour of the
pressurizer (which, in turn, may be difficult to a%sess .
Consider, for example, the TMI analysis experience") .

1 .1 . Dilution rate

The dilution rate for fully developed steady state phase -
separating natural circulation can easily be calculate d
from the decay heat removal requirement . The power and
latent heat in the primary pressure give the natura l
circulation required mass flow . The measured flow split
(1 :1 in UTSG, no split in OTSG, in between in horizontal )
and total loop seal volume (liquid mass) are used t o
obtain pure liquid accumulation and boron dilution rate in
the loop seal . Two bounding cases exist : no mixing in the
loop seal (pure liquid displaces the original liquid), an d
full mixing (pure liquid replaces dilute mixture) .

In case of fully developed reflux/boiler condenser
circulation the steam mass flow qm s required to remove
the decay heat Pdec is

qm,s

	

Pdec / ( l+ph )

	

(2 )

where 1 is the latent heat and 4h core inlet subcooling ,
(now zero but kept along for later convenience) .
Condensate mass flow into RCP loop seal (accumulation
rate) depends on the flow split, or accumulating fraction ,
fa

	

qm,a - fa 'gm, s

Accumulating fractions for generic steam generato r
geometries are given in table 2 .

Table 2 . Fraction of condensate that accumulates in th e
RCP loop seals (crossover legs) .

SG type fa reference

UTSG 0 .5 6,9,10,11 (experiment )
OTSG 1 .0 17 (experiment )
Horizontal 0 .68 15

	

(calculated)

If no mixing occurs in the loop seal, pure condensat e
displaces the initial liquid at rate V p(t)

(3 )
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(4 )Vp( t ) - ( qm , a/P)• t

where saturation in the loop seal is assumed at all times .

If the loop seal is optimistically assumed completely
mixed at all times, the boron concentration decays fro m
the initial value co as

c(t) - c0 •exp( -k2 •t )

	

(5 )

The decay coefficient k2 and the corresponding
concentration half-life T1/2 are

k2

	

- qm, a/(PV )LS

T1/2 - ln2 / k2

In present-day large PWRs thermal powers are typicall y
around 3000-4000 MW, loop seal volumes 6-10 m 3 in each
loop and core coolant volumes within 15-20 m 3, implying
that even if only two or three loops (out of four )
participated in the dilution process, the diluted slug s
could still fill the whole core .

For example, for a 3500 MW UTSG plant at 2% decay powe r
(corresponding to operation between 15 . .35 minutes fro m
scram) with 20 m3 total loop seal volume and 50 ba r
reactor pressure the condensate accumulation rate is abou t
1 .64 m3/min. Consequently, if no mixing takes place in the
loop seals, 20 m3 of boron-free liquid will be generate d
in 12 minutes once the reflux condenser circulation ha s
commenced . On the other hand, if the loop seal wer e
completely mixed at all times, the concentration woul d
decay with half-life T 1/2 - 505 s = 8 .5 minutes .

The above analysis is valid for closed systems only, as it
neglects the energy removal due to breaks and leaks an d
heating from structure cooldown . These are discussed in
more detail in chapter 2 .

2 . SB LOCA CONSIDERATIONS

Small break LOCAs have been a subject of intensive stud y
since the TMI-2 incident . This chapter utilises the
r
downscaleO

, esults of (mostly recent) SB LOCA , I-pxperriiments 1 n

LOBI-MOD2 9

experimental

	

nLSTF4u-

	

and BETHSYZL
Sca

These
experiments form a background against which the relevance
of the dilution phenomenon detailed in chapter 1 can b e
assessed . In particular, this chapter identifies the
approximate break size spectrum in which inherent dilutio n
always occurs . However, since SB LOCAs result in much more
complex behaviour of the plant than the steady-stat e

(6 )

(7)
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natural circulation experiments discussed in chapter 1 ,
only generic trends are discussed . The details of the
system behaviour depend on plant geometry, break and
injection locations, ECC capacities and equipment failur e
criteria, all of which differ considerably in various
designs . Comments on the TMI-2 incident are also given
from boron dilution point of view .

2 .1 . Generic SBLOCA phenomenology

The experimental data indicates rather clearly that ther e
is a range of leak sizes where the energy removal via th e
break flow is not sufficient to remove all of the deca y
heat . This range lies within 0 .5 . .2% leak region where
percentages refer to the cold leg flow area and translat e
to about 20 . .80 cm2 in a typical large PWR with 0 .75 m ID
cold legs . Consequently, it is crucial that secondary side
is available as a heat sink, in order to remove the deca y
heat and depressurize the primary so that long-ter m
cooling can be effected .

The break mass flows, especially in case of cold leg
breaks, exceed the high pressure safety injections (HPSI )
during the early phases of SB LOCAs . As a consequence, the
primary inventory can be depleted to the point of
reflux/boiler condenser initiation before the leak and
injection mass flows stabilise. As soon as reflux/boiler
condenser circulation sets in, boron dilution begins .

Fortunately, the mass flow rate from core to the SG's ca n
be lower than in case of "fully developed" circulation
discussed in chapter 1 . This is due to 1) the colder HPSI
liquid which also participates in the core cooling and
depressurisation process and 2) the break which removes a
fraction of the energy in the primary . However, the
magnitudes of these reductions are strongly both plant -
and scenario-specific . Furthermore, they are partially
offset by the need to cool down the primary (including
structures) in addition to removing the decay heat . As the
boron dilution rate is a linear function of the power t o
be removed, one can estimate that the dilution times
double when the required secondary cooling is halved .

Experimental data from UTSG facilities and 0 .5% cold leg
breaks gives the general behaviour in roughly four phases :

Phase 1 : Depressurization to saturation. This takes
usually 5-10 minutes, during which single-phas e
discharge prevails .

Phase 2 : Two-phase natural circulation and transition to
reflux/boiler condenser mode . This takes roughl y
5-10 minutes more, depending on the actions on
secondary side .

Phase 3 : Reflux/boiler condensation, during which the
primary can be depressurized efficiently by
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secondary cooling. This phase extends up to the
accumulator injection, which usually occurs at
around 40 minutes after the break opening .
Because reflux/boiler condensation is a very
effective heat transport mechanism, the primary
pressure tends to follow the secondary pressure
closely. Boron dilution takes place during thi s
period (typical duration 20-30 minutes) .

Phase 4 : Begun by accumulator injection, condensation -
induced depressurization, primary inventory
recovery and initialization of long-term decay
heat removal via low-pressure safety injection o r
residual heat removal systems . Potential of
natural circulation restart exists .

The timings above seem to diminish almost linearly as the
break size increases . For a 2% break boron dilution coul d
still continue for at least 5-8 minutes . The dilution rat e
also decreases due to the faster depressurization .

Note that the assessment of ultimate fate of the dilut e
slugs during phase 4 is beyond the capabilities of th e
present-day system codes (RELAPS, TRAC, CATHARE and the
like) . These codes exhibit far too much numerical
diffusion to be useful for tracking of a relatively sharp
concentration gradient around the system.

2 .2 . Loop seal clearin g

An aspect not captured by the steady-state analysis o f
chapter 1 is created by loop seal clearing effects .
Experimental evidence shows that during continuous ,
uncompensated inventory loss (HPSI failure or larger, 5 %
break, for example), steam passing through the SG's ca n
blow away the liquid from the RCP loop seals . Even if thi s
did not occur, the available liquid volume in the loo p
seals would decrease due to break-induced manometric
effects (higher liquid levels at vertical sections nea r
the break) and possibly steam pull-through . This would
decrease by a factor of about 2 both the time required to
accumulate a "largest possible" plug and size of the plug .

Early loop seal clearings would practically ensure tha t
the condensate Açcumulates unmixed (this has been observed
in ROSA-IV LSTF ) and is consequently of lowest possibl e
concentration . Late loop seal clearings on the other hand
could blow the accumulated mass of boron-free water int o
the downcomer . Whether the latter is advantageous or no t
is unclear at the moment .

2 .3 . The refill phase

The problem is that eventually the primary circuit will be
gradually refilled, and during this process the two-phase
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natural circulation mode could take over again . If any
dilute slugs remain present in the primary when the two -
phase natural circulation begins, the dilute plug coul d
get into core relatively unmixed and perhaps wit h
considerable velocity . As of yet, there is littl e
experimental data to definitively support or refute thes e
considerations .

One could argue that the cold leg ECC injection mixes with
the plugs in the loop seals, eliminating them. This seem s
rather improbable as long as steam pull-through continue s
because countercurrent flow limitation in the pump
prevents the liquid fallback . Clues about the efficiency
of the injection mixing processes in a calm system can b e
obtained from experiments performed in connection to t I3
pressurized thermal shock (PTS) evaluations . Creare data
indicates that only about 17% of the ECC flow went towards
the loop seal in a stagnant system . This allows valuation
of the,loop seal mixing time constant : for a 4 m plug (in
a 8 m loop seal) and 30 kg/s ECC flow one obtain s
concentration doubling in about 9 minutes . Unfortunately ,
as the plug is less dense than ECC, large fraction of th e
plug escapes back towards the SG unmixed, forming a stably
stratified "pocket" in the SG outlet chamber and the
descending part of the loop seal .

At low pressures the primary refill proceeds quit e
rapidly, and two-phase natural circulation would tend t o
start according to figure 10aq,long as the secondary hea t
sink is available . BETHSY data (with lower plenum
refill which should give comparable results with cold le g
refill) indicates no hysteresis effects for the natura l
circulation flow rates at decreasing versus increasing
inventory, but shows that the mode transitions occur a t
slightly different times in different loops . (For hot leg
injections, considerable hysteria can be expected . )

Because the typical single- and especially two-phase
natural circulation flow rates can be quite high, in
excess of 1200 kg/s near the maximum, the dilute plugs ,
once set in motion, could proceed to the core without
becoming sufficiently borated by ECC . The most effective
mechanism that could mitigate the dilution is turbulen t
buoyancy-induced mixing that the plug experiences as i t
passes through the downcomer . The efficiency of this
mixing process depends strongly on the conditions in the
primary and plant characteristics . Preliminary analyses
suggest that the mass flow required to push the negativel y
buoyant plug down through the downcomer could under
unfavorable conditions be even less than typical single -
phase natural circulation flow . Because the core of a
negatively buoyant plume experiences little mixing, th e
risk of introducing almost boron-free liquid in the rector
core is evident . Experimental data is required to quantify
this risk conclusively .
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From the reactivity studies' point of view introduction o f
boron-free coolant into the core under low primar y
pressure and temperature is somewhat complicated . Low
pressure implies easier boiling but low temperatures imply
much higher liquid densities . These counteract each other
in terms of reactivity influence . Furthermore, as the fuel
cools down, the shutdown margin tends to decrease due t o
the Doppler effect .

2 .4 . TMI-2 incident

TMI-2 is the only case so far where inherent boro n
dilution could occur in real plant . It is known that
boiler-condenser natural circulation took place during the
mid-phase of the transient . This should have had dilutio n
as one consequence, if the analysis of chapter 1 i s
correct . The operation of one RCP at later phases coul d
then have driven a dilute plug into the core, causing
consequences beyond what was actually experienced .
Fortunately, the potential for a reactivity accident di d
not actualise . In the following it is shown that thi s
outcome is not in contradiction with the dilution
mechanism described in this paper .

According to24, the primary system transitioned to boiler -
condenser natural circulation at about 101 minutes int o
the transient when the A loop RCPs were tripped . However ,
the B loop steam generator did not participate in the
process and the natural circulation in A loop ended at 12 8
minutes . The energy removal by the leaking PORV and th e
makeup/let4gwn unbalance during that time can be estimate d
by data in and is at most 30% of the decay power . The
rest (including the depressurization that occurred) had to
be removed by natural circulation in loop A . Consequently ,
dilution could take place for 27 minutes, producing a t
least about 24 to of boron-free coolant into the loop A
loop seals . The operation of one RCP between 174 to 20 0
minutes took place in B loop . Hence, the dilute plug coul d
not have been driven to the core by the pump restart i n
TMI . Further analysis on the issue would undoubtedly prove
fruitful .

3 . REACTIVITY CONSEQUENCES

In the present-day PWR's boron is the largest contributo r
in terms of reactivity worth and exceeds clearly the
control rods at the beginning of core life . During the
operation cycle the boron concentration decreases linearly
towards zero at the end of core life . Consequently ,
flushing the core with pure liquid represents a quite
considerable reactivity insertion potential during th e
first half of the core life .

Studigg
ga

externally ppused boron dilution with smal l
plugs

	

(500 kg in') suggest severe core damage .
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Similar analyses have been perfor d assuming various plu g
sizes but higher concentrations . A semi-infinite slu g
with a drop of 750 ppm from initially 1500 ppm
concentration resulted in an excursio

n,
that breached the

RIA criteria . The main conclusion of" is that over 2/ 3
of the total reactivity yield of a propagating plug is
gained over the first 1/3 of core length (see figure 3) .
This result is relatively insensitive to the form of th e
leading edge of the plug .
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1 3

POSITION OF SLUG FRONT, NODE

Figure 3 . The reactivy insertion as function of dilute d
front axial position" . Node 0 is core bottom, node 13
core top .

However, those results are not directly applicable her e
because the analysts prescribed an inadvertent reactor
coolant pump restart and consequently obtained somewha t
higher insurge velocities than natural circulation ca n
produce (although the gap between peak two-phase mass flow
and the steady core throughput of only one RCP is small ,
especially in four-loop plants) . At smaller inflow
velocity boiling can take place in the core, reducing th e
reactivity . Consequently, the ultimate reactivity effect
depends strongly on the slug density (temperature), too .

At the time of natural circulation restart after a SB
LOCA, there could well be more than 2-3 m of pure liqui d
left in each loop in the steam generator inlet chamber and
loop seal descending part . Further analysis on the
reactivity effects of dilute slugs entering the core a t
intermediate velocities are highly desirable .

Severe core damage would ~gso result if a slug entered the
core at very low velocity" . At small velocities so-called
chimney effect arises in the core, leading to two
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consecutive power excursions . The first excursion i s
bottom-peaked and solely due to the upward propagatin g
dilute front ; the second arises as the heat liberated a t
lower part of the core is transferred to the coolant ,
causing boiling which pushes the front rapidly to the cool
upper part of the core, causing the second, even more
energetic, excursion . Thorough analysis of such events
demands at least 1-D kinetics and a hydraulic model wit h
flow reversal capability .

Fortunately, the buoyancy and turbulence induced mixin g
processes along the way from the loop seal to the core may
suffiently increase the concentration of slowly movin g
slugs to prevent disastrous outcome . As noted earlier ,
this should be experimentally verified. Recall from
chapter 2 that the analysis of dilute slug movements i s
beyond the capability of currently available system codes .

A detailed, preferably 3-D neutronics study should also be
performed as soon as the core inlet conditions are know n
with confidence .

4 . OTHER TRANSIENTS AND ACCIDENT S

In addition to the classical small break LOCAs dealt wit h
in chapter 2 there exist other transient scenarios wher e
inherent boron dilution is possible . This chapter
considers four such scenarios : a pressurizer relief or
safety valve leak, a steam generator tube rupture, a los s
of feedwater ATWS and a general severe accident scenario .
These scenarios are discussed only qualitatively here .
This list of transients should not be regarded as
exhaustive . In general, all transients and accidents
involving a period of operation under reflux/boiler
condenser operation have the potential for inherent boro n
dilution .

4 .1 . Pressurizer relief/safety valve leaks

One of the most likely candidates for inherent dilutio n
transient is a pressurizer relief/safety valve leak, which
could lead to reflux/boiler condenser circulation a t
considerably higher total primary inventory than the other
LOCAs . This is due to the relatively large volume of the
pressurizer, which would get filled with liquid sucke d
from the circuit during the early phases of valve leakage .
Of particular importance is the risk of flooding th e
primary circuit from the pressurizer as a consequence o f
leak isolation. Such an event could easily bring the
primary from reflux/boiler circulation to two-phas e
natural circulation and provide an effective mechanis m
that drives the dilute plugs into the core .
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4 .2 . Steam generator tube rupture s

Semiscale evidence18 indicates that concurrent rupture of
multiple SG tubes (break areas corresponding to 1, 5 an d
10 tubes were used) can also lead to primary inventory
depletion exceeding the reflux initiation treshold .
Similar results have been obtained also at LOBI-MOW, wit h
break area corresponding to about 3 U-tubes . The
eventual outcome of such a transient is, however, strongly
dependent on plant characteristics and operator actions .
In the absence of effective HPSI and perhaps combined with
secondary cooldown the SGTR could also lead to
accumulation of significant quantities of diluted coolant.
Should this occur, the mitigation of the accident woul d
become complicated. In this context the risk of pure water
ingress from the secondary side should also be taken int o
account, if the primary pressure is reduced below the
secondary pressure .

4 .3 . Loss of Feedwater ATWS

The loss of feedwater ATWS transients are characterised by
very high pressures in the primary . The problem is that
during the initial phases of these transients a large
quantity of primary inventory is lost through th e
pressurizer safety valves . The secondary inventory is also
lost, perhaps completely . As the reactivity feedbacks shu t
the reactor down, intense boiling takes place in the core .
If the primary inventory loss has been sufficient ,
reflux/boiler condenser circulation will remove the deca y
heat to steam generators fed with auxiliary/emergency
feedwater only . The problem is that the heat transfer fro m
the primary to the secondary may not be sufficient to cool
down the primary soon enough ; reflux/boiler condenser
circulation could take place at primary pressure near th e
nominal conditions . This implies quite considerabl e
speedup in the dilution rates, because the latent hea t
decreases rapidly in pressures over 100 bar . Furthermore ,
injective counteractions may be difficult or even
impossible because of the high pressure . Should the
primary eventually cool down sufficiently to allow
inventory recovery, the reactivity effect of the diluted
plugs would be magnified due to the absence of control
rods in the core . (A noteworthy fact for all the other
scenarios involving control rod malfunctions, too . )

4 .4 . Severe accident s

Inherent dilution can also occur during severe accidents .
Coolant loss far below the reflux/boiler initiation limi t
is a prerequisite of the core heatup stage . This allows
reflux/boiler circulation to take over as soon as heat
sink is restored even temporarily (by accident managemen t
measures such as secondary feed-and-bleed, for example) .
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This would again cause rapid dilution in the loop seals .

Although there does not seem to be an imminent risk o f
diluted slugs entering the core as long as primar y
inventory remains low, a sudden flooding cannot be rule d
out when inventory is regained, for example by accumulator
injection as a consequence of primary depressurization . If
the core geometry has not changed extensively before th e
recovery, the possibility of flooding-induced criticality
seems to be present .

5 . CONCLUSIONS

Based on experimental knowledge of natural circulatio n
phenomena as well as SB LOCAs and a very simple energ y
balance analysis it has been shown tha t

1) an inherent mechanism for boron dilution in th e
RCP loop seals exists for most transients and
accidents that involve heat removal by reflux /
boiler condensation natural circulation ;

2) under conditions which typically prevail durin g
20 to 80 cm2 SB LOCAs, the loop seal boron-fre e
coolant accumulation rate is of the order 0 .5 . . 2
m3/min, depending on the break energy removal
capacity and high-pressure ECC capacities ;

3) the duration of the dilution process unde r
typical SB LOCA conditions can exceed 20 minutes ,
depending on the operator actions taken ;

4) the minimum tot . volume of boron-free coolant i n
a is about 3 m /loop seal, even after the ECC
mixing has been accounted for .

Taken together with the high probability of natura l
circulation restart during primary refill and the result s
of earlier dilution studies one can conclude that SB LOCA ,
though mitigated according to the currently accepted
practice, leads to a significant reactivity accident risk .
The inherent dilution mechanism is in no way limited to SB
LOCA's, however, but is present whenever reflux- o r
boiler-condenser natural circulation is relied upon .
Clearly, countermeasures effective enough need to be
found .

The most obvious (and effective) countermeasure would b e
the reduction of excess reactivity compensated by boron .
This would involve e .g . extended use of fixed burnable
absorbers in the core .
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Further studies should at least

1) study the dilute plug movements and mixin g
possibilities underway to the core at velocitie s
typical to single- and two-phase natural
circulation ;

2) quantify the reactivity insertion respons e
spectrum in more detail, that is, determine the
concentrations that lead to criticality, promp t
criticality, fuel failures and fragmentation ,
including analysis beyond the first power peak .
This would include quantification of the chimney
effect that can arise in the core-downcomer
U-tube system ;

3) analyse local criticality effects to be expected
when all the loops have not participated in th e
dilution process ;

4) recognise and quantify all the transient
scenarios that possess inherent dilution
potential ;

5)

	

revise the emergency operating procedures, i f
necesary ;

	

5)

	

determine

	

the

	

effectiveness

	

of

	

the
countermeasures to be devised .

STUK is currently performing studies on these areas .
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ABSTRACT
The present paper deals with the evaluation of thermalhydrauli c

aspects retained of importance for the assessment of safety of the new
generation nuclear plants .

Following a survey of the reactor concepts proposed for th e
future, the attention will be focused toward SBWR, AP-600 and PIU S
whose characteristics, under many respects, bound the feature s
introduced in the largest part of the new reactors .

Expected relevant phenomena typical of the mentioned plants wil l
be discussed in the paper : on this basis a critical overview of the
experimental activities planned or in progress is presented and a
judgement about the suitability of available computer codes i s
formulated .

Conclusions are drawn in relation to the assessment of the new
design proposals from a thermalhydraulic point of view .

1 . INTRODUCTION
The Light Water Reactors (LWR) are considered primary nuclea r

reactors for power generation in the first half of 21st century .
Nevertheless, the safety of the systems must be continuously improve d
to cope with the increase in the capacity of the electric powe r
generated by the nuclear source in developing countries as well as i n
developed countries and to preserve the environment on the earth a t
the same time .

In this context, the public demand for improved safety and th e
utilities request for increased economic profit, also looking a t
investment cost, led the vendors to the proposal of advanced reactors .
In the domain of LWR, two main classes can be distinguished :

- evolutionary reactors (e .g . Advanced BWR, System 80' . PWR, etc) ;
- innovative reactors (e.g . Simplified BWR, Advanced PWR-600, PIUS ,

etc .) .
In the former class, the systems and the functions of the

present generation reactors have been fully optimized on the basis o f
the operational experience and the current technology .

A substantial reduction of the core melt frequency together with
a reduction of the investment cost obtained through the simplificatio n
of the whole system, constitute the strategic objective of the secon d
class of reactors . Current technology shall be used in the design tha t
will considerably shorten construction schedule . Extensive use o f
passive systems, especially for residual heat removal purposes, is

made in this category of reactors .

<- )

( . . )
<4-)
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The core melt frequency reduction can be estimated in the range
10-100 and significant improvement of economic performance eithe r
looking at the kilowatthour cost or at the investment, are foreseen i n
both classes of reactors .

From a thermalhydraulic point of view nominal and off-normal
behaviour of the advanced reactors, with main regard to the above
mentioned second class, may involve the occurrence of phenomena that
are either of low importance or not present at all in the current
generation LWR .

Following a review of the main peculiarities of the considere d
reactors, the main purpose of the present paper is to identify new
thermalhydraulic phenomena that are expected to play a role in the
operation and in the safety of advanced reactors . On this basis ,
considering an overview of the experimental activities in progress or
planned and the experience gained in the application of available
system codes to the prediction of advanced reactors transient
scenarios, the need for new experiments is evaluated and a judgemen t
is given concerning the suitability of available computer models .

2 . DESIGN FEATURES OF CONSIDERED REACTOR S
In order to evaluate the thermalhydraulic performance of new

reactors especially looking at the possible different accident
scenarios compared to the present generation reactors, two broad
investigation areas can be considered :
1) comparison of the characteristic values assumed by importan t

nominal conditions ;
2) evaluation of hardware characteristics and of the intervention

modalities of engineered safety features that affect the evolutio n
of the off-normal transients .
Relevant characteristics (investigation area Nr . 1) of presen t

generation and next generation reactor designs are summarized in Tab .

I(') . The considered thermalhydraulic parameters (e .g . items 6 to 9 ,
13, etc.) give an idea of the differences among the various concept s

and of the differences expectable during transient conditions .
In the vertical columns, reactors 1 to 6 are examples of the

present generation, reactors 7 to 9 are part of the evolutionary clas s

and the remaining ones belong to the previously defined innovative
category. It should be noted that the selection of the reactors in th e

table has been done considering the availability of data to th e

authors and the attempt to differentiate the various classes .
Review of the data shows that the majority of reported

parameters are essentially the same for the current generation
reactors and the evolutionary reactors . However in the case of the

innovative reactors some values are quite different, such as the core
linear power (parameter 13 in Tab . I), the core inlet power (obtained

An important class of future LWR has not been included in Tab .
I : the high converter reactors (both PWR and BWR) . These are

characterized by very tight lattice, by a ratio moderator ove r
fuel volume four times lower than current reactors and by a fue l

burn up of the order of 100 Gwd/ton . The design appears in a
earlier stage with respect to the others, constituting the mai n
reason for not including these reactors in the Table .
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Tab . I - Relevant characteristics of present and nev generation reactors (evolutionary and

innovative types) .

by multiplying flowrate and enthalpy) over thermal power (9), th e
thermal power density (18) . These parameters have values quite smalle r
for the innovative reactors than for the present generation reactors :
the new values apparently shift the nominal conditions in a direction

toward the increase of safety margins .
Evaluation of the engineered safety systems shows that these ar e

still very similar for the current generation reactors and the

innovative ones . However, the extensive use of passive systems i n
innovative reactors (also resulting from the desire to avoid th e

intervention of operators for extended periods - tens of hours) led t o
the need of founding the reactor safety upon the availability of larg e

heat sinks inside the containment . As a consequence, almost all th e

transients are forced, by automatic means, into low pressure long ter m

cooling processes where the interaction between the primary circui t

and the containment system becomes important .
For this reason and because the passive safety systems ar e

highly interconnected to the primary circuit with feedback
capabilities of the primary system on their performance, new acciden t

scenarios are foreseeable that must be carefully studied .
In conclusion, only innovative reactors need extensive R & D

studies before their commercialization . A detailed investigation o f
the various thermalhydraulic situations requiring specific research

plans in each of the innovative reactors is beyond the purpose of th e

paper . So only three reactors will be considered in some details :

SBWR, AP-600 and PIUS . For completness a brief description of the main

features of these reactors is given below .
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2.1 SBWR features
A sketch of the SBWR is given in Fig . 1 that includes the

primary system (up to the main isolation valves), the containment an d
most of the safety features of the plant .

Fig . 1 - Sketch of MM.

The SBWR is the result of an extensive simplification of the
existing BWR plant, the major simplification being the elimination o f
any pump to recirculate the coolant inside the vessel" i . The use of
natural circulation results in a simple system with less piping an d
less reactor vessel penetrations below top of the core .
Simplifications have been introduced at several levels in the plan t
including the conventional part and the control room . The containment
and the systems for the handling of operational transients an d
accidents, are described with some detail hereafter .

The containment is based on the principle of pressure
suppression through the condensation of primary steam or two phase
mixture in a devoted pool in the same way as current generatio n
reactors . The core position in the vessel is at lower elevation than
in present BWR increasing the margin to core uncovery .

The basic feature of the SBWR plant is the complete integratio n
of the containment and of the safety systems . In the majority of the
foreseeable accident conditions special depressurization valves (DPV )
allow the equalizations of containment and vessel pressure . This makes
possible the injection of liquid into the vessel by gravity from a
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special pool situated in the upper part of the containment (Gravit y
Driven Cooling System, GDCS) . Additionally, in case of reacto r
isolation transients, the steam produced in the core is driven
(whatever is the presure) into a heat exchanger that transfers th e
thermal power to another pool on the top of the containment . The steam
condensed in this heat exchanger flows back by gravity into th e
reactor vessel. This system is called Isolation Condenser (IC) .

Additional condensers are used to remove energy from the
containment drywell (Passive Containment Cooling Systems, PCCS) . These
condensers are located in similar pools as the IC on top of th e
containment . PCCS is equipped with special system that allows purgin g
of the noncondensable gases from the condensers into the suppressio n
pool space . The condensate from the PCCS flows by gravity into th e
GDCS pools . The PCCS as well as the IC and GDCS do not require an y
active components (e .g . pumps) . The use of these systems allows als o
for a relatively small containment .

2.2 AP-600 features
A sketch of AP-600 is given in Fig . 2 that includes the primar y

system, the containment and most of the safety features of the plant .
Even in the case of AP-600, the essential technical concep t

uderlying the design is simplification' 21 • l'l that also allows a
modular construction approach. In order to evaluate the transient
thermalhydraulic behaviour, three areas can be distinguished that ar e
different from the corresponding ones in current PWR : primary circuit ,
containment and engineered safety features .

Apart from those outlined in Tab . I, the differences in primary

Pig . 2 - Sketch of AP-600 .
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Tab . I - Relevant characteristics of present and new generation reactors (evolutionary an d
innovative types) .

by multiplying flowrate and enthalpy) over thermal power (9), th e
thermal power density (18) . These parameters have values quite smalle r
for the innovative reactors than for the present generation reactors :
the new values apparently shift the nominal conditions in a direction

toward the increase of safety margins .
Evaluation of the engineered safety systems shows that these ar e

still very similar for the current generation reactors and the

innovative ones . However, the extensive use of passive systems i n
innovative reactors (also resulting from the desire to avoid the

intervention of operators for extended periods - tens of hours) led to
the need of founding the reactor safety upon the availability of larg e
heat sinks inside the containment . As a consequence, almost all the
transients are forced, by automatic means, into low pressure long term
cooling processes where the interaction between the primary circuit
and the containment system becomes important .

For this reason and because the passive safety systems ar e
highly interconnected to the primary circuit with feedback
capabilities of the primary system on their performance, new acciden t
scenarios are foreseeable that must be carefully studied .

In conclusion, only innovative reactors need extensive R â D

studies before their commercialization . A detailed investigation o f
the various thermalhydraulic situations requiring specific research
plans in each of the innovative reactors is beyond the purpose of the

paper . So only three reactors will be considered in some details :
SBWR, AP-600 and PIUS . For completness a brief description of the mai n
features of these reactors is given below .
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2.1 SBWR features
A sketch of the SBWR is given in Fig . 1 that includes the

primary system (up to the main isolation valves), the containment an d
most of the safety features of the plant .

IC

Fig. 1 - Sketch of S9I* .

The SBWR is the result of an extensive simplification of the
existing BWR plant, the major simplification being the elimination o f
any pump to recirculate the coolant inside the vessel"' . The use of
natural circulation results in a simple system with less piping an d
less reactor vessel penetrations below top of the core.
Simplifications have been introduced at several levels in the plant
including the conventional part and the control room . The containment
and the systems for the handling of operational transients and
accidents, are described with some detail hereafter .

The containment is based on the principle of pressur e
suppression through the condensation of primary steam or two phas e
mixture in a devoted pool in the same way as current generatio n

reactors . The core position in the vessel is at lower elevation tha n
in present BWR increasing the margin to core uncovery .

The basic feature of the SBWR plant is the complete integratio n
of the containment and of the safety systems . In the majority of the
foreseeable accident conditions special depressurization valves (DPV )
allow the equalizations of containment and vessel pressure . This makes
possible the injection of liquid into the vessel by gravity from a
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special pool situated in the upper part of the containment (Gravity
Driven Cooling System, GDCS) . Additionally, in case of reactor
isolation transients, the steam produced in the core is drive n
(whatever is the presure) into a heat exchanger that transfers th e
thermal power to another pool on the top of the containment . The steam
condensed in this heat exchanger flows back by gravity into th e
reactor vessel . This system is called Isolation Condenser (IC) .

Additional condensers are used to remove energy from th e
containment drywell (Passive Containment Cooling Systems, PCCS) . These
condensers are located in similar pools as the IC on top of the
containment . PCCS is equipped with special system that allows purgin g
of the noncondensable gases from the condensers into the suppressio n
pool space . The condensate from the PCCS flows by gravity into th e
GDCS pools. The PCCS as well as the IC and GDCS do not require any
active components (e.g . pumps) . The use of these systems allows als o
for a relatively small containment .

2.2 AP-600 feature s
A sketch of AP-600 is given in Fig . 2 that includes the primary

system, the containment and most of the safety features of the plant .
Even in the case of AP-600, the essential technical concep t

uderlying the design is simplification"'""' that also allows a
modular construction approach . In order to evaluate the transient
thermalhydraulic behaviour, three areas can be distinguished that ar e
different from the corresponding ones in current PWR : primary circuit ,
containment and engineered safety features .

Apart from those outlined in Tab . I, the differences in primary

Fig . 2 - Sketch of AP-600 .
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circuit concern the elimination of the loop seals ; two canned rotor
pumps are directly connected with the outlet plena of each stea m
generator and deliver the coolant to devoted cold legs (4 cold leg s
are part of the primary loop) .

Basically the containment has the same features as the curren t
PWR . It is a full pressure steel vessel containment but, additionally
it is equipped with special Passive Containment Cooling Systems (PCCS )
that is sufficient to remove long term decay heat by cooling th e
external walls of the steel containment vessel . The cooling i s
provided by natural circulation of the around the containment shell
and by draining water from tanks located on the top of the containment
building .

The passive emergency core cooling system consists of two Cor e
Make Up Tanks (CMTs), two large accumulators and an In-containmen t
Refueling Water Storage Tank (IRWST) . The ECC water is fed through two
safety injection lines directly into the downcomer of the reactor
vessel . In case of a non-LOCA accident, core cooling is provided via
natural circulation Passive Residual Heat Removal (PRHR) system wit h
an heat exchanger submerged in the IRWST . The CMT are located above
the reactor coolant loop ; pressure balancing lines, that open in cas e
of accident, make possible the gravity injection of the borated liquid
from the tanks to the vessel . An Automatic Depressurization System
(ADS) is provided with valves connected to the pressurizer and the hot
leg, that allows reduction of the RCS pressure to the containment
pressure and therefore draining of the IRWST water into the RCS and
establishing of long term cooling .

As indicated, the coolant inventory control and the removal o f
decay heat during accidents in AP600 will be achieved by using low
head gravity draining or natural circulation . The low motivation
forces and the multiple parallel circulation paths may lead to safet y
system performance disturbances due to phenomena interactions and
equipment malfunction perturbances .

2.3 PIUS feature s
A sketch of PIUS is given in Fig . 3 from which the main features

of the designs can be recognized . The concept of PIUS is "more "
innovative if compared with the two previous designs"'•' 51 .

The primary coolant circulation system is immersed into a poo l
of cold borated water confined by a larger concrete vessel. The
primary loop is connected to the borated pool at a lower and a uppe r
elevation through so-called density locks . Within this density locks
an interface between the hot primary coolant and the cold pool wate r
is maintained via operation of the reactor coolant pumps . When the
pressure drops of the flowing coolant inside the steel vessel equal
the gravity head of the cold liquid in the concrete vessel, there i s
no flow from the large borated pool to the primary circuit . However ,
if a pressure balance disturbance should occur due to void formatio n
in the core or reactor coolant pump speed drop, cold borated water

from the pool will penetrate the primary system through the lowe r

density lock leading to reactor shutdown . A natural circulation and
core cooling will be established with water flowing through the lowe r
density lock into the core, then rising through the core and the rise r
and exiting the primary circuit at the top of the riser through the
upper density lock into the pool .
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Pig . 3 - Schematic diagram of PIUS-type reactor.

Special natural circulation loops are active to keep cooled th e
borated water pool and are effective to remove the decay heat .

It should be noted that the safety of PIUS does not depend on
specific engineered safety systems but is ensured by features typica l
of the design itself .

3 . EXPECTED RELEVANT NEW PHENOMENA
Thermalhydraulic phenomena relevant to the evolutionary type

nuclear plant can be considered the same as those valid for th e
current generation reactors . A suitable review of applicable phenomen a
can be found in CSNI reports 132' 61 and 161" 1 and in NRC repor t
1230' 81 . For completness the list is reported in Tab . II . Limited
specific research activity in this area appears necessary, if on e
excludes new domains like Accident Management and special topics lik e
instability in boiling channels where the interest is common to th e
present generation reactors .

In the case of innovative reactors the foreseeable relevan t
thermalhydraulic phenomena can be grouped into two categories' 91 :
a) phenomena that are relevant also to the present generatio n

reactors ;
b) new kinds of phenomena and/or scenarios .

For the category a) the same consideration apply as for th e
evolutionary reactors and the phenomena of concern are therefore wel l
documented in References /6/ through /8/ . However, it has to be noted
that significance of various phenomena may be different for th e
innovative reactors . Nevertheless, it is believed that the data base,
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Fig . 3 - Schematic diagram of FIDS-type reactor.

Special natural circulation loops are active to keep cooled th e
borated water pool and are effective to remove the decay heat .

It should be noted that the safety of PIUS does not depend o n
specific engineered safety systems but is ensured by features typica l
of the design itself .

3 . EXPECTED RELEVANT NEW PHENOMENA
Thermalhydraulic phenomena relevant to the evolutionary typ e

nuclear plant can be considered the same as those valid for th e
current generation reactors . A suitable review of applicable phenomena
can be found in CSNI reports 132 /6' and 161"1 and in NRC report
1230 1 ' 1 . For completness the list is reported in Tab . II. Limited
specific research activity in this area appears necessary, if on e
excludes new domains like Accident Management and special topics lik e
instability in boiling channels where the interest is common to the
present generation reactors .

In the case of innovative reactors the foreseeable relevan t
thermalhydraulic phenomena can be grouped into two categories' 91 :
a) phenomena that are relevant also to the present generation

reactors ;
b) new kinds of phenomena and/or scenarios .

For the category a) the same consideration apply as for the
evolutionary reactors and the phenomena of concern are therefore wel l
documented in References /6/ through /8/ . However, it has to be noted
that significance of various phenomena may be different for th e
innovative reactors . Nevertheless, it is believed that the data base,
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understanding and modelling capabilities acquired for the current
reactors are adequate for phenomena in category a) .

Phenomena of the category b) can be subdivided into thre e
classes :
bl) phenomena related to the containment processes and interaction s

with the reactor coolant system
b2) low pressure phenomena
b3) phenomena related specifically to new components, systems o r

reactor configurations .
In current generation reactors the thermalhydraulic behaviour o f

the containment system and of the primary system are studied
separately. This is not any more possible in most of the nev design
concepts; suitable tools must be developed to predict the performanc e
of the integrated system .

A peculiarity common to almost all the innovative reactors i s
the presence of devices that depressurize the primary loop essentiall y
to allow the exploitation of large ammount of liquid at atmospheri c
pressure and to minimize the risk of high pressure core melt : in this
case the phenomena may be similar (or the same) as those reported fo r
present generation reactors (Tab . II) but the range of parameters and
the safety relevance can be much different .

Finally, the presence of new systems or components and som e
geometric peculiarities of innovative reactors require the evaluatio n
of additional scenarios and phenomena .

A list of identified phenomena belonging to subclasses bl, b2
and b3 is given in Tab . III ; comments related to few of these are
reported below .
Behaviour of large pools of liquid (item 1 in Tab . III )

Large pools may have a very wide spectrum of geometric
configurations . Heat transfer in one very limited zone in terms of
volume (e.g . by condensing steam or by isolation condenser) does no t
imply homogeneous or nearly homogeneous temperature in the pool .
Three-dimensional convection flows may develop affecting the heat
transfer process . Liquid drain from relatively small openings ma y
cause rotation of the fluid and entrainment of the gas phase (vorte x
formation) .
Tracking of non-condensables (item 2 in Tab . III )

The non-condensable gases play much more important role i n
safety evaluation of the innovative reactors than for the current
generation reactors, particularly because of the coupling of th e
containment with primary system. Flow of the non-condensables within
the containment and potential stratification and separation of steam ,
may be an important factor to consider since it may affect hea t
transfer within the containment and out of the containment . Also ,
within the primary system the nitrogen transport from accumulators may
affect the coolant distribution and pressure response to the degre e
that gravity driven safety injection may be impacted .

Non-condensable gases are also an important factor in efficienc y
of isolation condensers and the condensing heat exchangers .
Thermofluiddynamics 	 and	 pressure	 drops	 in	 various	 geometrical
configurations (item 5 in Tab . III )

Owing to the lack of pumping power the circulation among the
various zones of the system constituted by primary circuit and
containment depends upon relatively small driving forces . The presence
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of obstacles like bends, valves, etc ., that have no relevance when
pumps are running, can be important for the evolution of th e
phenomena . Various mechanisms of phase separation at very smal l
Reynold number may interfere with the establishment of flowrates .
Natural Circulation (item 6 in Tab . III )

Natural circulation is a complex phenomenon depending upon some
other phenomena mentioned in Tab . III . The interaction between
multiple parallel flow paths may be critical especially in lon g
lasting transients .
Gravity driven reflood (item 8 in Tab . III )

Reflood has been widely considered in safety studies related to
the present generation reactors . Additional aspects of interest in the
innovative reactors are the presence of feedback between the velocity
of the quench front, the pressure rise due to vaporization (at the
quench front) and the condensation of steam possibly in the same tan k
supplying liquid for reflood .
Behaviour of density locks (item 10 in Tab . III )

The stability of the interface of the density locks, especially
when two density locks are present, appears a critical aspect ;
possible long term variations of static head in the pool (e .g. due to
stratification or heating) may change the interface position in each
density lock and the stability characteristics .
Behaviour of check valves (item 11 in Tab . III )

Check valves connect the primary circuit with very large volumes
through large pipes . Conditions in the piping with check valves ma y
arise that cause rapid condensation on one side resulting in slam
close of the valve . The small driving forces may not reopen the valves
again. The failure to open may prevent the coolant to flow into th e
primary circuit; the failure to close may cause fast draining of
primary circuit ; opening and closure cycles cause critical
oscillations in the flow rates .

4 . OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL Ail1V1TJLS IN PROGRES S
Experimental activities carried out, in progress or planned for

the three considered reactor types have been reviewed . Few results
available from the literature are summarized in the following thre e

sections . Only preliminary conclusions can be drawn about the
consistency between the researches objectives and the relevant
phenomena listed in Tab . III .

4 .1 SBWR experimental activitie s
Examples of experimental activities related to SBWR are

documented in refs . /10/ to /15/ .
Toshiba activitie s

The main purpose of the facility constructed and operated by
Toshiba is the real time simulation of long term transient occurrin g

in the SBWR" ° 1 ' I"I . The test rig (sketch in Fig . 4) has a volume
scaling ratio of 1/400, a height scaling ratio of 1/1, operatin g
pressure of around 0 .3 MPa .

These tests were designed to evaluate the condensation hea t
transfer in the PCCS condensers in presence of non-condensables . Also
these tests provided data on non-condensable purging . The PCCS
condensers are connected to the containment drywell and during stea m
release to the drywell (due to steam line break or action of the
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Fig . 4 - Flowaheet of IC-Toshiba test facility .

automatic depressurization system) steam and containment nitrogen
flows into the condensers . Presence of noncondensable gas reduce s
significantly efficiency of the condensers . The design calls for a
purging system that removes the nitrogen from the condenser to the
suppression pool .

The degradation of the heat transfer coefficient as a functio n
of nitrogen concentration is shown in Fig . 5 . Local and overall values
of heat transfer coefficients are considered : the differences between
the two increase when nitrogen concentration increases and is
connected with the larger area needed for the condensation . In the
same figure, the prediction obtained by the Sparrow model " °' is als o
reported . As a main result, it was found that IC had sufficient hea t
removal capacity even in presence of nitrogen and that the degradatio n
in heat transfer coefficient for forced condensation was much milde r
than the values foreseen for stagnant condensation .

A wide data base has been measured in the above facility i n
relation to the overall system response in case of an accident . The
process is as follows in case of a steam line break: the steam coming
from the vessel directly reaches the drywell where it mixes with
nitrogen . The steam-nitrogen mixture reaches the IC where steam i s
condensed (going back to the vessel) and nitrogen causes pressur e
increase up to clear special vent lines connecting IC with the
suppression pool . At this time nitrogen vents to the suppression pool
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Fig . 5 - Heat transfer degradation coefficient measured in Toshiba facility as a ftmction of
nitrogen partial presage.

chamber increasing again the heat removal capability of the IC .
Suppression pool and drywell are also connected by direct nitrogen
vent lines and by vacuum breakers .

Vent submergence of nitrogen vent lines is such to maintain th e
flow from drywell to IC to suppression pool up to limit values of
nitrogen concentration ; vacum breakers opening cause direct flow from
suppression pool to drywell . Experimental data related to the
operation of the whole system essentially confirm the adequacy of th e
nitrogen venting mechanism/"/ and suggest that there is the
possibility to optimize the system response by varying the relative
submergences inside the suppression pool of the lines connecting thi s
zone with IC and with the drywell .
Activities at PSI and SIET

Construction of a large facility (1/24) to evaluate the SBWR
containment behavior is planned at PSI" 2/ . This facility will provide
for scaled suppression pool, drywell, and IC and PCCS condenser s
pools . Interactions between individual compartments of the containmen t
and phenomena such as steam noncondensable stratification will be
studied additionally to the PCCS performance . Also aerosol pool
scrubbing phenomena will be investigated .

Two isolation condensers are now in the final stage o f
construction at SIET/ "/, one at low pressure for testing the passive
containment cooling and the other one at high pressure for measurin g
the heat removal capability from the primary circuit. The available
power is up to 20 MW and design pressure is 10 MPa for the facilit y
simulating primary circuit behaviour .
Use of PIPER-ONE facility

Piper-one simulates a BWR-6 with volume and height scaling
ratios of 1/2200 and 1/1 respectively and is installed at DCMN of
University of Pisa . The electrical power supplied to the core rods is ,
roughly 25% of the ideally scaled value and is sufficient to simulat e
long lasting transients with scram .

The facility has been modified two times with the introduction
of the Gravity Driven Cooling System GDCS / "/ and the IC" 3/

,

respectively . In both cases the vessel configuration remained the sam e
simulating the BWR-6; so the experimental data can be used for the
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evaluation of the qualitative performance of the two aaaea system s
(and obviously for code validation purposes) .

Three experiments were performed in the GDCS configuration (Fig .
6) and demonstrated a huge influence of the boundary conditions and of
pressure drops upon the involved phenomena : in test PO-SD-6A (brea k
and GDCS pool connected to the atmosphere) the pressure rise at the
quench front prevented core reflood (Fig . 7) ; in test PO-SD-6C (break
discharging into GDCS pool), GDCS was effective in quenching the cor e
(Fig . . 8) .

w

int

v
A

S

mxsre...

	X

AI-

Fig . 6 - Sketch of PIPER-ONE (GDCS configuration) .

In the IC configuration" '' a pipe was added at the top of the
main vessel carrying the steam into a heat exchanger placed inside a
pool at atmospheric pressure . The bottom line of the heat exchange r
primary side was connected with the lower plenum of the facility.
Tests have been performed by varying the core power (up to 15% of
the decay value) and system pressure (up to 5 MPa) . The evaluation of
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Fig. 7 - Rod surface temperature trends and care power during PIPER-ONE GDCS experiment (pool a t
atmospheric pressure) .
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Fig . 8 - Rod surface temperature trends and core per during PIPER-ORE GDCS experiment (pool
connected with break line) .

experimental data is in progress . As a preliminary result, strong
temperature stratification was observed inside the IC pool, where th e
heat exchanger was purposely put in the upper part . The pool wa s
boiling at the top with temperatures as low as 293 K in the bottom .

4 .2 AP-600 experimental activities
Westinghouse conducts a comprehensive testing program tha t

covers all the new passive safety features . Only limited information
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about this program was published in the open literature . References
/16/ and /17/ provide some overview of planned and performed AP60 0
testing activities .

A prototypic representation of a complete passive residual heat
removal (PRHR) loop (Fig . 9) has been in operation by
Westinghouse" 6' . A series of tests at different temperatures i n
single phase flow demonstrated the suitability of the component in

transferring to the IRWST adequate amount of thermal power. Typical
data of heat removed per tube as a function of tube flow rate are
shown in Fig. 10 ; the parameter on the right is the entrance
temperature of primary fluid . As expected, higher primary flui d
temperature and higher mass flow rates result in higher heat transfer .
Another area of interest in the research deals with the problem o f
stratification and natural convection inside the pool . Roughly, 40 K
have been found as the maximum temperature difference inside the poo l
with the largest part of the fluid volume at boiling conditions .
Installation of a special baffle inside the pool and the prope r
position of the heat exchanger led to the optimization of the poo l
heat sink capacity .

Plans for modifying the Spes facility available at SIET (PWR
simulator with 1/427 volume and power scaling factor) have bee n
defined into detail" ' 1 . The new facility (called Spes-2) wil l

simulate AP-600, with a volume scaling ratio given by 1/395 . Now,
design calculations have been performed to compute the predicte d
scenarios in AP-600 and in Spes-2 . This led to a modification of

volume scaling ratio of the core make-up tanks to better reproduce the

predicted plant behaviour .
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Fig . 9 - Sketch of Westinghouse PRF test facility .
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Roa-lqysec

10 - Westinghouse PER Heat Exchanger Test : Heat Transfer Versus PER Tube Flow (Per Tub e
Basis ; Saturated Tank Conditions) .

4 .3 PIUS experimental activities
The PIUS concept apparently contains more innovation with

respect to the previous reactors; so more researches can be expected .
Example of experiment related to PIUS can be found in refs . /18/ to

/21/ .
Two facilities have been constructed in Sweden and in Japan and

are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively . These have essentially the
same objectives of demonstrating the possibility of the reacto r

concept and to validate computer models .
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Pig. 12 - Sketch of the PIUS facility available in Japan.

The reactor simulator in the Atle loop has the same height a s
the reactor in the real plant ; the overall volume scale is 1/308 . The
Japanese simulator" is a low pressure scaled loop and comprises th e
various zones of the plant . Several transient scenarios have been
measured in both test rigs .

Typical transient data from Atle are shown in Figs . 13 and 14 .
Following a loss of heat sink, hot water arrives in the downcomer of
the facility causing temperature increase in the core region (Fig .
13) . The presence of hot water affects the pressure balance causing a
net inflow into the core from the cold water tank through the lowe r
density lock. The inflow of cold (borated) water is intermittent unti l
the pump controller restores the interface in the lower density lock .
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Fig . 13 - AILE rig : water temperature in the reactor carte after a partial loss of heat sink .
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Fig. 14 - ATLI rig : water flow through the lower density lock following a partial loss of boat sia l
(the flowmeter shows the absolute value of the flow) .

A similar loss of feedwater transient was considered in the
Japanese facility'2O' assuming a different control of the primary
circulation pumps . Relevant results are shown in Figs . 15 and 16 . In
this case the hot water inlet in primary circuit is balanced by th e
pump velocity increase up to the limit velocity (50 Hz) when pump tri p
occurs (after 2000 s in Fig . 15) . This causes stable flow of col d
water into the main loop through the lower density lock .
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Fig . 15 - Japanese rig : system response in case of loss of feedwater.

The experimental research by Pind and Fredell' 21 ' was focused on
the evaluation of the transport processes in a single density lock .
Mechanisms identified were the boron mixing and diffusion at molecula r
level and the instability of the interface caused by natural
convection flow in the cold pool . The first problem makes necessary a
boron purification loop in the PIUS ; the second problem confirmed the
occurrence of "sloshing" oscillations, requiring full scale testing .
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Pig . 16 - Japanese rig : system response in cava of loss of feedwater .

5 . SUITABILITY OF CO MUTER CODES IN APPLICATIONS TO INNOVATIV E
REACTORS
A large number of calculations have been performed with LW R

system codes (RelapS Trac, Cathare, Thyde) and with speciall y
developed codes (e .g. Rigel, Trip, Fumo, etc .) .

Examples of analyses documented in the literature can be foun d
in refs . /22/ to /27/ related to the first group of codes and in refs .
/28/ to /30/ related to the second group . Additional code applications
can also be found in the previously listed references .

5 .1 AP-600 calculations
System codes are widely used at University of Pisa (e .g .

/31/,/32/) ; Relap5/mod2 code deficiences have been found in th e
application to transient analysis in both SBWR and AP-600 plants .
Relevant results from the application to large break and interfacing
LOCA (ILOCA) analyses related to the last reactor are given below/ 2'' .
Position of sparger in the IRWS T

The reference ILOCA calculation (Fig . 17) was performed assuming
that the sparger of the depressuration system in the IRWST pool i s
located near the top of the volume occupied by the liquid . In this
case only partial condensation of the steam discharged from th e
primary system is observed ; the remaining part of the steam
contributes to the pressurization of the pool volume, allowing the
drainage of the liquid from the pool towards the core. A second
calculation was carried out assuming that the sparger is located in
the bottom of the pool . In this case, a nearly complete steam
condensation prevents the pool liquid from discharging and leads t o
extended core dryout (Fig . 18) .
Effect of liquid temperature in the poo l

Again with reference to the ILOCA in the AP-600 plant, while the
reference calculation was done assuming an initial temperature of the
liquid in the Core Make up Tanks equal to 373 K (to prevent the stop
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Fig . 18 - AP-600 interfacing LOG simulation: predicted trends of rod surface temperature
(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study results) .

of the calculation owing to numerical problems), a second calculatio n
was run considering a lower (323 K) liquid temperature in the Core
Make up Tanks . In this case the condensation in the connection zone
between the CMTs lines and the vessel creates a steam upward flow in
the lines that prevents liquid drainage and causes dryout early in the
transient (Fig . 19) .
Effect of nodalization of the CMT discharge lines

The line connecting the CMT to the vessel presents a complex
layout in the vertical plane . Different approaches in modelling the
line result in quite different predictions of CMT discharge . The CMT
levels in the reference case for LBLOCA, are compared with thos e
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Fig . 19 - AP-600 interfacing LOCA simulation: predicted trends of rod surface taseratu e
(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study results) .

obtained in the sensitivity study in Fig . 20(+) . In the reference case
the fairly coarse nodalization of the discharge lines modifies th e
pressure drop situation in the plant causing flow from the cold leg to
one of the CMT, that does not experience any level decrease despit e
the liquid delivery to the vessel . The nearly constant level situatio n
in one tank prevents the activation of the depressurization system .
The more detailed nodalization used in the sensitivity calculatio n
allows the complete discharge of both CMTs .
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Fig . 20 - AP-600 large break LOCA simulation : predicted trends of liquid level in the Clo s

(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study) .

The steps observable in the curves for the reference case occu r
when the level crosses the volume boundary and constitute a
nodalization effect .
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GDCS
POOL

RPV

Pig . 4 - Plowsbeet of IC-Toshiba test facility .

automatic depressurization system) steam and containment nitrogen
flows into the condensers . Presence of noncondensable gas reduce s
significantly efficiency of the condensers . The design calls for a
purging system that removes the nitrogen from the condenser to the
suppression pool .

The degradation of the heat transfer coefficient as a function
of nitrogen concentration is shown in Fig . S. Local and overall values
of heat transfer coefficients are considered: the differences between
the two increase when nitrogen concentration increases and is
connected with the larger area needed for the condensation. In the
same figure, the prediction obtained by the Sparrow model " °I is also
reported . As a main result, it was found that IC had sufficient heat
removal capacity even in presence of nitrogen and that the degradatio n
in heat transfer coefficient for forced condensation was much milde r
than the values foreseen for stagnant condensation .

A wide data base has been measured in the above facility i n
relation to the overall system response in case of an accident . The
process is as follows in case of a steam line break : the steam coming
from the vessel directly reaches the drywall where it mixes with
nitrogen . The steam-nitrogen mixture reaches the IC where steam is
condensed (going back to the vessel) and nitrogen causes pressur e
increase up to clear special vent lines connecting IC with th e
suppression pool. At this time nitrogen vents to the suppression pool
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evaluation of the qualitative periurmdi1Le u Like Lwu duuou

(and obviously for code validation purposes) .
Three experiments were performed in the GDCS configuration (Fig .

6) and demonstrated a huge influence of the boundary conditions and of

pressure drops upon the involved phenomena : in test PO-SD-6A (break
and GDCS pool connected to the atmosphere) the pressure rise at the

quench front prevented core reflood (Fig . 7) ; in test PO-SD-6C (break

discharging into GDCS pool), GDCS was effective in quenching the cor e

(Fig .. 8) .
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Fig . 6 - Sketch of PIPER-0U (COGS configuration) .

In the IC configuration" 5y a pipe was added at the top of the
main vessel carrying the steam into a heat exchanger placed inside a

pool at atmospheric pressure . The bottom line of the heat exchanger

primary side was connected with the lower plenum of the facility .
Tests have been performed by varying the core power (up to 15% o f

the decay value) and system pressure (up to 5 MPa) . The evaluation of
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Fig. 8 - Rod surface temperature treads and core power during FIPER-ONE GODS experiment (poo l
connected with break line) .

experimental data is in progress . As a preliminary result, stron g
temperature stratification was observed inside the IC pool, where th e
heat exchanger was purposely put in the upper part . The pool was
boiling at the top with temperatures as low as 293 K in the bottom .

4 .2 AP-600 experimental activities
Westinghouse conducts a comprehensive testing program tha t

covers all the new passive safety features. Only limited information
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about this program was published in the open literature . References
/16/ and /17/ provide some overview of planned and performed AP60 0
testing activities .

A prototypic representation of a complete passive residual hea t

removal (PRHR) loop (Fig . 9) has been in operation b y
Westinghouse" 161 . A series of tests at different temperatures i n
single phase flow demonstrated the suitability of the component i n
transferring to the IRWST adequate amount of thermal power . Typical
data of heat removed per tube as a function of tube flow rate ar e

shown in Fig. 10 ; the parameter on the right is the entrance
temperature of primary fluid . As expected, higher primary flui d
temperature and higher mass flow rates result in higher heat transfer .
Another area of interest in the research deals with the problem o f
stratification and natural convection inside the pool . Roughly. 40 L
have been found as the maximum temperature difference inside the poo l
with the largest part of the fluid volume at boiling conditions .
Installation of a special baffle inside the pool and the prope r
position of the heat exchanger led to the optimization of the poo l
heat sink capacity .

Plans for modifying the Spes facility available at STET (PWR
simulator with 1/427 volume and power scaling factor) have bee n
defined into detail'"' . The new facility (called Spes-2) wil l
simulate AP-600, with a volume scaling ratio given by 1/395. Now ,

design calculations have been performed to compute the predicted
scenarios in AP-600 and in Spes-2 . This led to a modification o f
volume scaling ratio of the core make-up tanks to better reproduce the
predicted plant behaviour .

Fig . 9 - Sketch of Wastis,hoaae PER test facility .
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Fig . 10 - Westinghouse Pat Heat smbanger Test : Heat Transfer Versus PBHB Tube now (Per Tube

Basis ; Saturated Tank Conditions) .

4 .3 PIUS experimental activities
The PIUS concept apparently contains more innovation with

respect to the previous reactors ; so more researches can be expected.

Example of experiment related to PIUS can be found in refs . /18/ to

/21/ .
Two facilities have been constructed in Sweden and in Japan an d

are shown in Figs . 11 and 12, respectively . These have essentially the

same objectives of demonstrating the possibility of the reacto r

concept and to validate computer models .
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Pig . 12 - Staub of the PIUS facility available in Japan .

The reactor simulator in the Atle loop has the same height a s
the reactor in the real plant ; the overall volume scale is 1/308 . The
Japanese si.mulatorl19' is a low pressure scaled loop and comprises the

various zones of the plant . Several transient scenarios have been
measured in both test rigs .

Typical transient data from Atle are shown in Figs . 13 and 14 .
Following a loss of heat sink, hot water arrives in the downcomer of
the facility causing temperature increase in the core region (Fig .
13) . The presence of hot water affects the pressure balance causing a
net inflow into the core from the cold water tank through the lower

density lock . The inflow of cold (borated) water is intermittent unti l

the pump controller restores the interface in the lower density lock .
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Fig . 14 - AILE rig : water flow through the lover density lock following a partial loss of heat sink
(the flowmeter shows the absolute value of the flow) .

A similar loss of feedwater transient was considered in th e
Japanese facility'2O' assuming a different control of the primary
circulation pumps . Relevant results are shown in Figs . 15 and 16 . In
this case the hot water inlet in primary circuit is balanced by th e
pump velocity increase up to the limit velocity (50 Hz) when pump tri p
occurs (after 2000 s in Fig . 15) . This causes stable flow of cold
water into the main loop through the lower density lock .
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Fig . 15 - lapnree rig : system raepemee in case of loss of floodwater.

The experimental research by Pind and Fredell' 21' was focused on
the evaluation of the transport processes in a single density lock .
Mechanisms identified were the boron mixing and diffusion at molecula r
level and the instability of the interface caused by natura l
convection flow in the cold pool . The first problem makes necessary a
boron purification loop in the PIUS ; the second problem confirmed the
occurrence of "sloshing" oscillations, requiring full scale testing .
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Fig. 16 - Japanese rig: system response in casa of loss of feedwter .

5 . SUITABILITY OF COMPUTER CODES IN APPLICATIONS TO INNOVATIVE
REACTORS
A large number of calculations have been performed with LWR

system codes (RelapS Trac, Cathare, Thyde) and with specially
developed codes (e .g . Rigel, Trip, Fumo, etc .) .

Examples of analyses documented in the literature can be foun d

in refs. /22/ to /27/ related to the first group of codes and in refs .

/28/ to /30/ related to the second group . Additional code applications

can also be found in the previously listed references .

5 .1 AP-600 calculations
System codes are widely used at University of Pisa (e .g .

/31/,/32/) ; Relap5/mod2 code deficiences have been found in th e
application to transient analysis in both SBWR and AP-600 plants .
Relevant results from the application to large break and interfacin g
LOCA (ILOCA) analyses related to the last reactor are given below/Z'' .
Position of sparger in the IRWST

The reference ILOCA calculation (Fig . 17) was performed assuming
that the sparger of the depressuration system in the IRWST pool i s

located near the top of the volume occupied by the liquid . In this

case only partial condensation of the steam discharged from th e

primary system is observed ; the remaining part of the steam

contributes to the pressurization of the pool volume, allowing th e

drainage of the liquid from the pool towards the core . A second

calculation was carried out assuming that the sparger is located in

the bottom of the pool . In this case, a nearly complete steam
condensation prevents the pool liquid from discharging and leads to

extended core dryout (Fig . 18) .
Effect of liquid temperature in the pool

Again with reference to the ILOCA in the AP-600 plant, while th e

reference calculation was done assuming an initial temperature of th e
liquid in the Core Make up Tanks equal to 373 K (to prevent the stop

70
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Fig . 18 - AP-600 interfacing LOCA simulation : predicted trends of rod surface temperatur e
(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study results) .

of the calculation owing to numerical problems), a second calculatio n
was run considering a lower (323 K) liquid temperature in the Core
Make up Tanks . In this case the condensation in the connection zon e
between the CMTs lines and the vessel creates a steam upward flow i n
the lines that prevents liquid drainage and causes dryout early in th e
transient (Fig . 19) .
Effect of nodalization of the CMT discharge lines

The line connecting the CMT to the vessel presents a comple x
layout in the vertical plane. Different approaches in modelling the
line result in quite different predictions of CMT discharge. The CMT
levels in the reference case for LBLOCA, are compared with thos e
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Fig . 19 - AP-600 interfacing LOG simulation: predicted treads of rod surface temperature

(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study results) .

obtained in the sensitivity study in Fig. 20c+' . In the reference case
the fairly coarse nodalization of the discharge lines modifies th e
pressure drop situation in the plant causing flow from the cold leg to
one of the CMT, that does not experience any level decrease despite
the liquid delivery to the vessel. The nearly constant level situatio n
in one tank prevents the activation of the depressurization system.
The more detailed nodalization used in the sensitivity calculatio n
allows the complete discharge of both CMT's .
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Fig. 20 - AP-600 large break LOG simulation: predicted treads of liquid level in the OIQs

(comparison between reference calculation and sensitivity study) .

The steps observable in the curves for the reference case occu r
when the level crosses the volume boundary and constitute a
nodalization effect .
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5.2 Specific deficiencies of codes
Deficiencies and capabilities of system codes are widely

discussed by the international community . Findings relevant to the new
generation reactors are discussed hereafter ; these are the direct
outcome of the experience acquired in the use of RelapS/mod2, but ca n
be extended to other advanced system codes .

In connection with the use of codes in predicting transien t
scenarios in the innovative reactors, essentially, two phases in the
event time sequences can be distinguished :
a) primary system presure greater than about 0 .5 MPa ;
b) subsequent period including a tight interaction between the

primary loop and the containment system and the long term
behaviour of the passive safety systems .
The physical situations foreseeable in the first period ar e

characterized by parameter ranges for which a very wide data base
(experiments and code calculations) already exists . However, this data
base does not cover all of the new design features . Some of those wil l
operate in ranges for which models were not developed or properly
assessed . Example of such are the CMTs in the AP600 design . The large
thermal gradient in the CMTs causes very high condensation rate . One
can expect that during CMT draining a layer of saturated liquid will
form over the subcooled water significantly reducing the condensation .
Model for such thermal stratification does exist in present codes .
Code capabilities and limits can be retained the same as applicabl e
for the present generation reactors and will not be discussed
furtherly in this paper .

On the other hand, most of the phenomena foreseeable in the
phase b) should be considered outside the qualification boundary of
the codes . Some of them are also outside the validity limits of th e
correlations and of the numerical structure of the codes .

For a systematic evaluation of the codes limits an d
capabilities, all the phenomena listed in Tab. III should be
considered in the assessment process . Such results are not availabl e
for the time being, and only few generic aspects are emphasized below .

List of deficiencie s
1. At pressure close to the atmospheric value, very larg e

oscillations may occur in the physical quantities . In some cases
this is the results of the applied numerical scheme and o f
discontinuities of the functions simulating the water properties

with main concern to the derivatives . As a consequence of this ,
very small time steps must be used (this is not pratical for lon g
lasting transients) and frequent interruption of the calculatio n

may occur .

2. The simulation of the fluid behaviour downstream of a critica l
section (supercritical flows) is not allowed in any geometri c

situation . Steam superheating may be important in the condensatio n

process inside pools .

3. The transition between critical flow model and the ordinar y
differential equation model to calculate flowrate leads t o

oscillations in the calculation .
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4. The possible occurrence of multiple critical sections in a comple x
piping appears to be outside the prediction capabilities .

5. The stratification of temperatures in pools or tanks is not well

calculated by the present system codes : even the natural
convection circulations establishing when a heat source and sin k

are . present are not calculated . This may result in wrong

prediction of gravity head, and errors in mass flowrates and hea t

exchange coefficients .

6. The natural circulation occurring in several parallel loops (the
common element to almost all of these being the reactor core)

largely depends upon local loss coefficients in complex three -

dimensional geometries . These have much more importance when
pumping power is lacking and must be supplied as input by the

user . Integral system data will be required to asses th e
capability of the codes to predict the natural circulation in

complex systems .

7. The capability to track non-condensable gases in the whole

spectrum of foreseeable conditions of temperature, velocity an d

gas fraction does not appear adequate . Especially the steam-gas
separation process is not considered .

8. The evaluation of both direct (e .g. at ECC port, inside larg e

pools, etc .) and indirect condensation (e .g . inside IC tubes) doe s

not appear adequate, particulary in presence of noncondensabl e

gases .

9. The zero dimensional neutronic kinetics is not suitable fo r
simulating 3D behaviour of large cores (this important limitation
also applies for current reactors) .

10. The codes numerical solution scheme appears not adequate to handl e
transients lasting several hours .

As a consequence, especially of items 5, 6 and 8 the codes ar e

not able to simulate the integrate behaviour of primary system and

containment .

6 . CONCLUSIONS
An overview has been given in this paper of relevan t

thermalhydraulic aspect applicable to the new generation reactors . The

thermalhydraulics of evolutionary reactors do not imply the occurrenc e

of new accident scenarios compared to current generation reactors . The
same conclusion does not apply to the innovative reactors .

SBWR, AP-600 and PIUS have been specifically considere d
summarizing some results of experimental studies and of cod e

applications . The main outcomes are the classification of a series of

phenomena important for the evaluation of transient performance of the
mentioned reactors and the identification of specific code limits .

Relevant differences between scenarios in current and innovativ e

type of reactors can be addebted to two facts :
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evolution of the largest part of scenarios at low pressure (near
the atmospheric value) in the innovative reactors ;
tight interaction between primary system and containment and the
passive safety systems also implying the occurrence of severa l
parallel natural circulation loops each one including (possibly )
pools where direct steam condensation takes place and the transport
of large amounts of non-condensible gas .

The comparison between the foreseeable new plant phenomena and
the objectives of the documented experimental researches, demonstrat e
that some critical issues have been considered, but the spectrum o f
potentially interesting thermalhydraulic aspects is far larger tha n
the number of phenomena taken into account. Furthermore the available
data base must be considered still preliminary and not fully
exploited. New researches can be planned on this basis .

The application of currently available system codes to off -
normal conditions typical of the innovative reactors allowed t o
distinguish two periods that are separated by a pressure boundary se t
at about 0 .5 MPa: when the primary system pressure is above that
value, the code suitability and applicability is essentially the sam e
as in current generation codes ; at pressure below that value, the
occurrence of new phenomena and intrinsic code limitations (of low
interest for current reactors) prevent, in the general case, th e
possibility of a reliable simulation of plant scenarios . A list of 1 0
specific areas in the codes that need improvement has been produced .

Finally innovative reactors contain technological features tha t
are common to the present generation reactors . From a thermalhydraulic
point of view, PIUS is characterized by the largest innovation : the
safety is not dependent upon added external circuits or components

but is intrinsic to the reactor concept . As such it requires larger

investigation to prove its suitability .
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ABSTRACT

The thermalhydraulic analysis requirements for the safety and licensing of th e
CANDO' reactor are outlined. The unique features of the CANDU design are first
described, and the specialized analysis requirements for the reactor are identified .
Thermalhydraulic codes used to perform the analysis are presented and the
experimental test programs used to validate the codes are described . The paper
concludes with future plans for the experimental test programs, code development ,
and code validation .

1 . INTRODUCTIO N

The development of methods for CANDU safety analysis has proceeded in parallel with ,
and independently from the development of safety analysis methods for light-wate r
reactors . The unique CANDU design with horizontal pressure tubes and a heavy wate r
moderator has required the development of corresponding unique analysis methods an d
computerized simulation models . Although these models have elements in common wit h
those used in light-water reactor analysis, specialized code development has been needed .
This development has focused on analysis related to horizontal flow regimes in paralle l
piping channels and on modelling aspects related to demonstrating the effectiveness of
the moderator system as an inherent heat sink . The complete accident analysis code suit e
includes models for reactor physics, thermalhydraulics, fuel, fuel channels, containmen t
and, finally, dispersion and dose .

The validation of these CANDU analysis tools has required a supporting experimental pro -
gram. Reactor safety and licensing needs have advanced our understanding of thermal-
hydraulics, fuel channel behaviour in accidents, hydrogen generation and combustion an d
the behaviour of radioactive materials in containment . Experimental facilities have bee n
established in parallel with the development of analytic methods . The periodic updating of
safety reports by licensees provides the vehicle for incorporating advances in analytic an d
experimental information into the safety analysis .

This paper provides an overview of the analysis methodology, with an emphasis on th e
thermalhydraulic aspects of the safety analysis . A brief description of the CANDU reacto r
design is presented to put the analysis in context.

CANDU (CANada Deuterium Uranium) ie a registered trademark of AECL .
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2 . CANDU REACTOR

Figure 1 shows a simplified schematic of the major process systems common to all CAN D U
designs.

2 .1 MODERATOR SYSTEM

A noted feature of the CANDU reactor is the large horizontal cylindrical calandria vessel
containing heavy water which serves as the neutron moderator . Several hundred Zircaloy
tubes, called calandria tubes, are arranged within and parallel to the cylindrical shell .
They are fastened with leak-tight joints to tubesheets at the ends of the calandria . The
heavy water moderator is operated at essentially atmospheric pressure and th e
temperature is maintained well below the boiling temperature of water at the operatin g
pressure .

2.2 REACTOR HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM AND FUEL CHANNEL S

The reactor heat transport system is arranged in either one or two figure-of-eight loops in
which large-diameter piping connects major components, such as the steam generators
and pumps, to the reactor header pipes. Approximately 100 distributed, small-diamete r
feeder pipes are connected from these large-diameter headers to the end fittings of the
horizontal fuel channels. The end fittings are special components designed t o
accommodate orypower refuelling . Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of a typical two -
loop CANDU heat transport system design .

The fuel channel assemblies consist of Zr-2 .5% Nb alloy pressure tubes connected by
rolled joints to the body of the end fittings at either end of the reactor . The pressure
tubes are contained within thin-wall Zircaloy calandria tubes, and the annulus between the
two tubes contains slowly circulating carbon dioxide gas, which helps to insulate the hot
pressure tube from the cold moderator fluid surrounding the calandria tube . The two
tubes are separated by a series of coiled Zircaloy springs, called garter springs, placed at
a number of locations along the pressure tube .

Each pressure tube contains either 12 or 13 fuel bundles, depending on the reacto r
design . These fuel bundles Isee Figure 3) are approximately 0 .5 m long and contain 28 or
37 fuel elements configured in arrays of concentric rings of elements welded to the en d
plates . The fuel elements are made of sintered pellets of natural uranium dioxid e
contained with thin-walled Zircaloy sheathing tubes designed to collapse onto the pellet s
at operating pressures. As mentioned earlier, a unique feature of CANDU reactors is on -
power fuelling, where irradiated bundles are discharged at one end of a channel and ne w
bundles are inserted at the other end .

2 .3 SAFETY SYSTEMS

Safety systems include the reactor shutdown systems, the emergency core cooling syste m
and the containment .
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2.3 .1 Shutdown Systems

Two independent reactor shutdown systems are provided . Additional negative reactivit y
can enter the reactor core through tubes installed into the reactor from the top and side s
(see Figure 4) . Shutdown System 1 employs a large number of distributed shut-off ro d
units that can be driven rapidly from above into the core by spring-assisted gravity action .
Shutdown System 2 relies on the gas-driven injection of heavy water containing a
dissolved absorber ('poison') into the moderator .

2.3 .2 Emergency Core Cooling and Containment System s

CANDO reactors, in common with other reactors, are fitted with emergency core coolin g
systems and containment systems . The emergency cooling systems are designed to
operate over the complete range of postulated loss-of-coolant accidents, and can operat e
at high and low pressures .

Containment systems fitted to CAN DU reactors vary from multi-unit systems with wate r
spray and vacuum building pressure suppression to single-unit systems that rely on th e
reinforced concrete containment vessel without pressure suppression .

3 . CANDU SAFETY ANALYSI S

The purpose of the safety analysis is to demonstrate that the risk to the public from the
operation of the reactor is acceptably low . Canadian utilities operate within a set o f
regulations established by the Canadian Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB) . The
utilities submit their analyses and operational practices to the AECB for review . The
submissions provide details of the design and safety assessments, which the AEC B
reviews before granting an operating licence . The AECB criteria is for the safety analysis
to demonstrate that prescribed limits will not be exceeded following a reactor accident .

3 .1 SAFETY DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

The Canadian nuclear safety philosophy, which is similar to that adopted in othe r
countries, is based upon the principle of 'defence-in-depth .' This is established b y
designing, constructing and operating nuclear power plants in a manner such tha t
radioactive materials are contained within a succession of physical barriers . To assure
acceptably high levels of safety, the CANDU design employs physical and functiona l
separation between process and safety systems and, to the greatest extent achievable ,
diversity and independence between systems.

Reliability objectives are accomplished by providing independent diversified system s
(either safety systems or combinations of process and safety systems) to fulfill each o f
the safety functions . Every safety system and certain important process systems ar e
provided with redundancy in the active components . Safety systems are also designed to
be readily testable during operation to demonstrate an unavailability of less than 10 ,. It
is also standard practice to assess the expected frequency of each postulated initiatin g
event and the probability of impairment of the safety functions required to cope with it .
The purpose of these probabilistic safety assessments is to verify that the expected
frequency of an accident with large releases of radioactivity is acceptably low .
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3.2 ACCIDENT ANALYSIS PHILOSOPH Y

The objective of accident analysis is to demonstrate that the plant design will limit radio-
activity releases to levels at or below those prescribed by regulators that are designed t o
protect the public . The analysis considers two categories of events :

1. single failures, i .e., the failure of a process system requiring actuation of one o r
more of the safety systems, and

2. dual failures, i .e ., the failure of a process system combined with the unavailability or
impairment of any one of the safety systems.

A loss-of-coolant accident and a loss of reactor control are typical single failures, while a
loss-of-coolant accident combined with the unavailability of the emergency core coolin g
system is an example of a dual failure .

The set of single- and dual-failure accidents analyzed for a typical CANDU generating statio n
is listed in the accident analysis matrix in Table 1 .

The separation of process and safety functions through separate systems is intended t o
ensure independent functioning of safety systems should a process system fail . Protection
against common events is achieved via the two-group concept . Process and safety system s
are separated into two groups, each of which can provide the three fundamental reacto r
safety functions (shutdown, fuel cooling and plant monitoring) separately and independently .

3 .3 CANDU ACCIDENT ANALYSIS

The major features of the CANDU system that affect accident analyses include :

a reactor pressure boundary that consists of many small-diameter horizontal thin -
wall pressure tubes,

a separate low-pressure and low-temperature heavy water moderator with its ow n
circulation and cooling system, and

on-power fuelling with a consequent need to open reactor channels and transfe r
fuel during operation .

These features imply the consideration of horizontal-flow thermalhydraulics and fuellin g
machine operation in accident analyses . The nature of the materials used to build the reacto r
and their geometric arrangement results in an increase in reactivity and power as a result o f
void formation following the initiation of loss of coolant . This inherent feature has resulte d
in a design that incorporates two independent quick-acting shutdown systems . Safety analy-
ses must take into account the initiation time of these systems during the power increas e
resulting from steam formation in the core following a loss-of-coolant accident .

The moderator system provides an inherent heat sink that can be counted on to remov e
decay heat if the emergency cooling system is unavailable .
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3.3 .1 Lou-of-Coolant Analysi s

The analysis of the consequences of loss-of-coolant accidents in a CANDU heat transport
system forms a major part of accident analysis, which involves an interactive approach based
on the following analysis disciplines :

▪ reactor physics (neutron kinetics),

• heat transport system thermalhydraulics ,

▪ fuel response ,
▪ fuel channel response (pressure tubes and calandria tubes) ,

moderator response,
containment thermalhydraulics ,
radionuclide behaviour, and
atmospheric dispersion and public dose.

Sections 4 and 5 describe the activities associated with model development and validation i n
detail .

4 . ANALYSIS CODES

This section focuses on the codes used to analyse the CANDU primary (and secondary) heat
transport systems . To date, a significant portion of the thermalhydraulic analysis has bee n
performed by homogeneous EVET (liquid and vapour flows have equal temperature and velo-
city) codes supplemented by correlations to account for slip effects in horizontal pipes an d
drift effects in vertical pipes . Two such codes are SOPHT [11 and FIREBIRD 12) . These
codes have been used to analyse flow conditions consistent with the homogeneous assump-
tion . In areas where non-equilibrium effects are expected to dominate (e .g ., low flows) ,
specialized codes are used or a bounding analysis is performed .

During the last few years, an increasing portion of this analysis has been performed by two -
fluid codes (liquid and vapour phases may have different velocities, temperatures an d
pressures) . CATHENA and TUF are two two-fluid one-dimensional (1-D) codes currently
being used for the thermalhydraulic safety analysis of the CANDU in Canada .

Under low-flow conditions in the horizontal CANDU fuel channel, thermalhydraulic condition s
in the cross section of the channel will vary . The 3-D code, ASSERT, has been developed t o
predict the sub-channel flows (between the fuel pins) for these conditions under both norma l
and postulated accident conditions.

4.1 CATHENA

CATHENA, developed by AECL Research, has evolved with the objective of providing a hig h
degree of flexibility in modelling thermalhydraulic systems. Although developed primarily fo r
the analysis of CANDU nuclear reactors, the code has been successfully applied in the
analysis and design of experimental test programs . CATHENA is also being used in support
of the design, safety and licensing of research reactors developed by AECL (e .g ., MAPLE-

X10 (3)) .

The CATHENA code uses a non-equilibrium, two-fluid thermalhydraulic model to describ e
fluid flow. Conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy are solved for eac h
phase (liquid and vapour), resulting in a 6-equation model . Also, up to four noncondensible
gases may be represented as part of the vapour phase, yielding a 7- to 10-equation model .
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Interphase mass, momentum and energy transfer are flow-regime-dependent, and are cal-
culated using constitutive relationships obtained from the literature or are derived fro m
single-effects experiments.

The numerical solution technique used to solve the conservation equations is a staggered-
mesh, semi-implicit, finite-difference method. The dependent variables defining the state of a
node or cell are pressure, void fraction, and phase enthalpies . If noncondensible pastes) are
present, the noncondensible fractions are also dependent variables . For connections be-
tween nodes (called links), the dependent variables are the velocities of the gas and liquid
phases. Conservation of mass is achieved using a truncation error correction technique
similar to that used in RELAP5/MOD2 141 .

A one-step finite-difference numerical solution scheme has been adopted that is not transit -
time-limited . The resulting set of equations is not reduced to a pressure- or flow-field
approach . A time-step controller implemented in CATHENA automatically selects the next
time step at each finite-difference time step . This is accomplished by monitoring changes i n
the dependent variables, the selected derived variables, and the truncation error . If the
maximum change is below a prescribed value, the time step is increased ; if the change is
above a maximum prescribed value, it is decreased . The user may alter the default selection
criteria through input data and thus check the temporal convergence of a given simulation .

Heat transfer from metal surfaces is handled by an extensive wall-heat-transfer package. A
set of flow-regime-dependent constitutive relations specifies the energy transfer between the
fluid and the pipe wall and/or the fuel element surfaces . A variational finite-element method
is used to model the heat transfer by conduction within the piping and fuel in the radia l
direction, and the heat transfer can also be modelled in the circumferential direction . The
radiative heat transfer and the zirconium/steam reaction rates can also be calculated . The
ability to calculate the heat transfer from individual groups of pins in a fuel bundle subjecte d
to stratified flow is built into this package . Under these conditions, the top pins in a bundle
are exposed to steam, while the bottom pins are exposed to liquid .

Component models that describe the behaviour of pumps, valves, pressurizers, steam sepa-
rators, and discharge through breaks are available to complete the idealizations of the reacto r
systems . As well, reactor control systems may be described through the input data .
Reference 5 provides a more complete description of the CATHENA code, and References 6
and 7 describe the validation process .

4 .2 TUF

The TUF code 181 is the best-estimate thermalhydraulic system code developed for safet y
analyses of CANDU reactors operated by Ontario Hydro . It contains modelling of networ k
thermalhydraulics, heat conduction, neutron kinetics, special components and reactor contro l
systems. The objective of TUF is to provide a two-fluid tool that will enhance the capability
of Ontario Hydro to analyze postulated reactor accidents and to assist in reactor design an d
operation .

Both one- and two-fluid thermalhydraulic models are included in the code . The conservatio n
equations for the mixture and one particular phase (either vapour or liquid) are solved in th e
TUF two-fluid model. Consequently, the physics involved in the differences between one -
and two-fluid results can be identified .

An additional set of differential equations is used in the two-fluid model to describe the rela-
tionships between phase velocities and temperatures, and additional constitutive correlations
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are required for the interfacial transfers . The latter correlations are flow-regime-dependen t
and appropriate flow regime maps have been incorporated in the code . Interfacial area
concentration plays a predominant role in interfacial mass, momentum and energy transfers .
The entrained bubbles in the slug and stratified flow regimes and entrained droplets in the
annular and separated flow regimes have been considered in the calculation of interfacia l
area . The pressure-field approach is used in TUF to solve the thermalhydraulic equations
whereby a simple two-step method, a combination of an explicit and an implicit formula, i s
used . It has proven to be the simplest and most efficient numerical technique for the one -
and two-fluid models .

The thermal non-equilibrium model uses three components in the interphase mass and energy
transfers . A boiling parameter is introduced in the pressure transient term . This paramete r
controls the pressure wave propagation velocity, and hence the critical flow rate . In the non-
homogeneous momentum model, the covariant or flow distribution, virtual mass force an d
interfacial pressure terms play the most significant role in thermalhydraulics (for example, i n
flow regime transition and flooding) .

TUF assessment and testing has generally proceeded in two stages : developmental assess-
ment and plant testing . The developmental assessment involves fundamental physics o f
governing equations, analytical comparisons, separated effects and system responses . The
commissioning tests and plant measurements during abnormal operational conditions provid e
data for the full-scale assessment of the TUF code .

A pressurizer insurge experiment was conducted at the Nuclear Power Demonstration Reacto r
in 1985 by Ontario Hydro 19), and is presented as an example of the assessment of the TUF
code. The volume of the pressurizer vessel is 5 .66 m' . The upper level is 3 .9 m and the
vessel diameter is 1 .27 m. The initial fluid temperature is 280°C . The case of an insurg e
experiment (No. 11) was simulated where the insurge liquid temperature is 155°C and the
insurge flow rate starts at time 35 s and stops at time 150 s .

Three different thermal models (adiabatic, equilibrium and non-equilibrium) were applied. In
the thermal non-equilibrium model, the interfacial heat transfer coefficient for the liquid phas e
was calculated to be about 0.25 to 0.35 kW/(mZ°C), which agrees with other' investigations .
Figure 5 compares the TUF simulation and the experimental data for the pressure transient .
The agreement is excellent for the thermal non-equilibrium model, but a large pressure drop i s
predicted by the thermal equilibrium EVET model .

4 .3 ASSERT

The ASSERT subchannel code [101 was developed to calculate the flow and phase distribu-
tion within the subchannels of CANDU bundles, which are horizontal . Unlike conventional
subchannel codes such as COBRA 111], which are designed primarily to model flow in vertica l
fuel bundles and use a homogenous mixture model of two-phase flow, ASSERT uses a drift -
flux model . This permits the phases to have unequal velocities, and includes gravity terms t o
make it possible to analyze separation tendencies that may occur in horizontal flow . Paralle l
phenomenological investigation is required to ensure that the computer code incorporates the
mechanisms necessary to simulate experimentally observed trends . The ASSERT
development program, therefore, contains a number of coordinated experimental an d
analytical projects, each providing information essential for the central project . An example
of this process is described in Reference 12.

The numerical solution over the bundle cross-section at each axial position is split into tw o
parts. The first solves the energy and state equations, using block iteration to calculate the
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mixture and phasic enthalpies for all subchannels, with current flow estimates used as para -
meters. Once the inner iteration on the energy equation solution converges, the second part
calculates flows and pressure gradients at that axial position . This is done by direct matrix
solution of the cross-flow equations, from which it is possible to calculate the axial flows an d
pressure gradients. The channel is successively swept from the inlet to the exit unti l
convergence is achieved.

The current numerical method in the production version of ASSERT is restricted to positiv e
axial flows. An improved algorithm based on pressure-velocity methods has been imple-
mented in the development version and has been used successfully for recirculating flows .

5 . EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Experimental test programs have been undertaken to improve our understanding of relevant
thermalhydraulic phenomena in the CANDU and to generate a data base to validate analysis
codes . Most programs are currently performed under the direction of the CANDU Owners
Group (COG) . The overall program is structured in three parts:

1. fundamental experiments ,
2. component experiments, an d
3. integral experiments .

The present discussion is limited to the validation of the 1-D codes; Reference 12 describe s
the ASSERT validation in detail .

5 .2 SINGLE-EFFECTS EXPERIMENTS

Single-effects experiments focus on the requirement to understand basic two-phase flo w
phenomena . Examples include flow regimes and their resulting constitutive relations [13) ,
and countercurrent flow flooding phenomena [141 . Generally, these experiments are used in
the initial stages of the code validation process .

5 .3 COMPONENT EXPERIMENTS

Component experiments are designed to investigate the thermalhydraulic phenomena occur -
ring in components of the CANDU heat-transport systems under upset or loss-of-coolan t
conditions . Programs have been put in place to characterize the following CANDU
components in the primary and secondary heat transport systems :

▪ feeder/channel assembly,
▪ header ,
• steam generator (blowdownl ,

pump, and

• CANDU end-fitting .

it is beyond the scope of this paper to describe all these programs, and only selected ke y
programs are summarized .
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5 .3 .1 Cold-Water Injection Test (CWIT) Facilit y

The CWIT facility (151, located at Stern Laboratories Inc ., Canada, is a full-scale simulation
of a CANDU channel-feeder system . Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the test facility ,
which consists of two parallel horizontal channels, two headers, inlet and outlet feeders, two
break simulation devices, a blowdown tank, a water injection system, and various measure -
ment and control systems.

Each test channel assembly contains a 6-m electrically heated 37-element fuel string to simu-
late CANDU fuel at decay power levels . Each test channel assembly is housed in a CANDU -
typical pressure tube . End-fining flow simulators are installed at both ends of the channe l
and are connected to headers located either 5 or 10 m above the channel by sections of
vertical and horizontal feeder piping .

Experiments performed in this facility investigate the CANDU-type feeder and channel re -
filling and rewetting processes under the emergency coolant injection conditions in a postu-
lated loss-of-coolant accident . As well, fuel cooling in the absence of forced flow is studied .

An example of results obtained from this facility is presented in Figure 7 . For this experi-
ment, the objective was to investigate the refilling behaviour of the emergency coolan t
injection system in the hot (superheated) feeder system . The quench and refill times a t
various locations can be determined from the thermocouples mounted on the the oute r
surfaces of the feeder piping (refilling is considered to occur when the feeder surfac e
temperature drops below the saturation temperature) . Figure 7 shows one location . The
quench 'front' can be inferred from a number of these measurements along the feede r
length .

5 .3 .2 Large-Scale Header (LASH) Facility

The LASH Facility [161 (see Figure 8) is also located at Stem Laboratories . The test facility
consists of an inlet and outlet horizontal header connected by 30 feeders . The inlet and
outset headers are CANDU-typical in diameter, but are half-length with an internal diameter.

of 0 .325 m and a length of 4 .2 m . Vertical turrets are attached to each end of each header ,
and may be supplied by a two-phase mixture of steam and water . The feeders consist o f
vertical and horizontal sections of of 50-mm I .D . pipe connected to nozzles distributed alon g
the length of the headers in six groups of feeder banks . Each bank has five feeders - two
feeders are attached at 90°, two at 45°, and one downward-oriented, as shown in Figure 8 .

The objective of conducting tests in this facility is to provide data that contribute to a n
improved understanding of two-phase flow phenomena - phase separation in particular -
that may occur in CANDU-reactor-type headers under upset or accident conditions .

Figure 9 shows an example of results obtained from this facility [171 . In this experiment, a
constant water injection flow of 45 kg/s was mixed with a steam flow and directed into on e
turret of the inlet header . The steam flow was gradually increased, reducing the level in th e
header . Figure 9 shows that steam enters Feeder 5 (see void fraction), even though th e
water level is still above the feeder inlet level (0 .50) . This phenomenon has been called
"steam pull-through .'
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5 .4 INTEGRAL EXPERIMENTS

RD-14M [181 is the fourth generation of integrated loops in a progression from a relativel y
small-sized to a scaled (vertical) full-elevation simulation of the CANDU system . The facilities
were built to improve our understanding of the transient behaviour of a CANDU-reactor-
typical heat transport system, and to provide a data base to validate computer codes .

Figure 10 shows a simplified schematic of the RD-14M facility . The facility is a pressurized -
water loop, arranged in the basic figure-of-eight geometry of a CANDU pressurized hea t
transport system, with heated sections representing the reactor core divided into five paralle l
channels in each pass . The vertical layout of the heated sections, headers, steam generators
and pumps provides a full-elevation representation of a typical reactor .

The RD-14M loop simulates the heat generation from the reactor with ten 6-m-long, 1 .1-MW
horizontal heated sections (HS5 through HS14) connected to end-fitting simulators . The
heated sections are divided into two groups of five parallel channels (HS5 through HS9 an d
HSI 0 through HS14) representing two passes through a reactor core . Each individual chan-
nel contains seven electrically heated fuel-element simulators (FES) . The vertical distance
between the highest and the lowest heated section in each pass is about 6 m . This
corresponds to the full range of elevation differences of fuel channels in a reactor . The
remaining three heated sections are centrally located. The heated sections are connected to
flow distribution manifolds, or headers (HD5 to HD8), by feeder pipes having a typical reac-
tor geometry. The primary-side pressure in the heated sections and headers is controlled b y
a pressurizer/surge tank (TK1) using a 100-kW electric heater (HR1) . Two high-head
centrifugal pumps (P7 and P2) are used to deliver flow rates of the order of 27 Us. These
pumps are capable of simulating, through the use of a ramp generator, the rundown profile of
typical reactor pumps following a pump trip caused by a loss of power .

Heat is removed from the primary circuit through two recirculating U-tube-type stea m
generators or boilers (B01 and B02) complete with internal pre-heaters and steam separa-
tors . Individual tube diameters and the heat and mass fluxes in the RD-14M boilers maintain
an approximate 1 :1 scaling with CANDU steam generators, resulting in similar primary- an d
secondary-side pressure and temperature conditions . Steam generated in the secondary, or
shell, side of the boilers is condensed using a cold-water spray in the jet condenser (CD1 )
and returned as feed water to the boilers. The jet condenser system is used to control th e
secondary-side pressure at the desired level . The secondary-side pressure can also b e
reduced linearly using this control system to simulate secondary-side depressurization .

The RD-14M emergency coolant injection system can be operated in several modes repre-
sentative of the various emergency coolant injection configurations found in CAND U
reactors . High-pressure injection can be achieved either from a nitrogen-pressurized tan k
(TK2) or by using a high-pressure pump (P14) . Low-pressure injection from distilled wate r
tanks is obtained using a low-pressure pump (P8) . The emergency coolant injection system i s
connected to all four headers.

Breaks may be simulated using an orifice plate placed immediately upstream of a fast-acting ,
50 .8-mm (nominal), remote-control ball valve (MV8) connected to either an inlet or outle t
header . Coolant ejected from the loop is transported into the atmosphere through a 508-mm
(nominal) blowdown line.

The loop is instrumented extensively with gamma-ray densitometers for fluid density measure -
ments, differential and gauge pressure transducers, thermocouples and resistanc e
temperature detectors . Turbine flowmeters are used to measure single-phase volumetric flow
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rates within the loop and the emergency coolant flow rate from the high-pressure accumulato r

emergency coolant injection system . Vortex-shedding flowmeters are used to measure th e
flow of emergency coolant injection coolant into the headers from the high-pressure-pumpe d
emergency coolant injection system .

Experiments performed in our integral facilities include : 1) partial inventory two-phas e
thermosiphoning tests, 2) secondary side depressurization tests on a medium scale stea m
generator, 3) small- and large-break loss-of-coolant accident simulations, 4) loss-of-flo w
simulations, and 5) two-phase flow stability tests .

Figure 11 shows the variation in the maximum FES sheath temperature in RD-14M with th e
break size . As shown, a 30-mm break was found to be the 'critical' size . This test series i s
described in more detail in Reference 19 .

6 . FUTURE DIRECTION S

6.1 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM S

Future experimental work will largely focus on improving our understanding of the interactio n
of multiple parallel heated channels under upset conditions . This is, of course, related to the
blowdown and refill thermalhydraulics of full-size flow headers connecting the feeders.

An increasing emphasis is currently being placed on refining the instrumentation for our tes t

facilities . An Instrument Development Program has been recently implemented to provid e
instrumentation not currently available commercially . For example, conductivity probes ar e
being developed to accurately measure the level in the RD-14M headers . As well, neutron-
scattering tomography is being evaluated to measure the void and void distribution in th e
heated channels of RD-14M and the CWIT facility .

To facilitate easy access to experimental data, a program has been initiated to develop a full y
relational data base of thermalhydraulic data obtained from our experimental programs . Soft-
ware is being developed to display the information in a number of formats, including a n
'animated' replay of the experiment, to aid the analyst in interpreting the experimental data .

6 .2 CODE DEVELOPMEN T

Future code development will also focus on accurately predicting the behaviour of th e
CANDU header/feeder system under loss-of-coolant accident conditions . A multi-dimensional

representation of the header will be required . At the same time, the computational efficienc y
of the codes will have to increase to handle the large number of parallel channels that must

be modelled . Constitutive relations will continue to be refined . An example is the condensa -

tion process when cold water is injected into a steam-filled header .

The codes will be validated using new experimental data as it becomes available.
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MODERATOR (020)

Figure 1: Typical CANDU Major Features
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Figure 2: Typical CANDU Heat Transport System
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Figure 4: Typical CANDU Shutdown System Arrangement
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Figure 5 : TUF Simulation of NPD Pressurizer Insurge Experiment
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Figure 8: Schematic of the LASH Experimental Facility
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Abstract
Since 1984 the thermal-hydraulic code ATHLET has been also applied for the analyse s
of LOCA and transients in WER plants . The specific design of these plants especially
of the steam generator design requires a specific modelling of the phenomena which
may occur under LOCA and transient conditions in these plants . Differences in de-
sign compared to the design of western reactors have been briefly listed . Specifi c
phenomena occuring under small leak accidents are shortly described . The consid-
eration of the simulation of the boiler-condensor mode illustrates the modelling re-
quirements for a code which may be applied to the prediction of such a
thermal-hydraulic behaviour. Facing the lack of experimental data, the reliability of
the simulation has been discussed by means of plausibility studies based on th e
momentum balance for steam and water .

Introduction
The pressurized water reactors of Soviet design differ significantly from those o f
western design. E .g., these differences concern the course of the main coolant pipes
of the primary circuit, the steam generator, the main coolant pumps and the contro l
of main steam relief valves . Among these differences the design of the steam gener-
ator with horizontal U-shaped tubes can be considered as the most important differ-
ence to western design . On the secondary side of this steam generator a natura l
steam separation has been utilized.

Due to these differences specific phenomena occur under LOCA conditions . There-
fore, the description of the thermal hydraulic behaviour with a code requires an ade-
quate modelling of the specific phenomena involved .
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Since 1984 the ATHLET code has been also applied for the analyses of LOCA and
transients of WER plants. The current version of the code ATHLET is applicable for
the blowdown phase of large break LOCA, for the whole spectrum of intermediate and
small break LOCA including steam generator (SG) tube rupture, and transients.

The current state of ATHLET simulation for steam generator behaviour under boiler-
condensor-mode will be pointed out . The results of the ATI-LET analysis will be dis-
cussed considering the momentum balances for steam and water .

Differences in Design

The WER reactors differ significantly in design compared to reactors of western de -
sign . The following list provides a brief comparison between 1/VER-440, WER-1000 ,
and the KWU-reactor of type Convoi-1300 .

Item Dimension WER-440/230 WER-1000/320 Convoi-1300

Thermal Power MW 1375 3000 376 5
Power Density
in Core

kW/I 84 111 93

Net Electrical Output MW 440 950 1286
Operating Pressur e
on Primary Side

MPa 12.5 15.7 15. 8

Operating Pressure
on Secondary Side

MPa 4.7 6.3 6.4

Number of Loops - 6 4 4
Turbines per Reactor - 2 1 1
Power Related Water
Volume

	

on

	

Primary
Side

m'/GW„, 173 108 99

Power Related Water
Mass on

	

Secondary
Side at Full-Power

Mg/GW„, 144 53 47

Steam Generator
(U-Tube)

- horizontal horizontal vertica l

Steam Generato r
Tube-Diameter

mm 16 x 1 .4 16 x 1 .5 22 x 1 .2 3

ECCS Injectio n
Location

- Cold Leg Upper Plenu m
Downcomer
Hot Leg
Cold Leg

Hot Le g
Cold Leg

Reactor Pressure
Vessel H	 /D	

- 3 .62 2 .84 2.18

Type of Fuel Assem-
blies

- hexagona l
(canned)

hexagona l
(not canned)

squared
(not canned)

Besides these differences the course of elevation of the hot leg of the WER-440 nea r
to the steam generator has been lowered relative to the hot leg outlet elevation at th e
pressure vessel . This geometrical detail may lead under LOCA condition to the phe-
nomenon "hot leg sealing" (see fig .1) . Contrary to WER-440 the WER-1000 and
Convoi-1300 do not contain such lowered main coolant pipes on hot leg side .
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The steam generator of the VVER-reactdrs is equipped with horizontal U-tubes . These
U-shaped tubes are mounted between vertical inlet and outlet collectors . The hot an d
cold collectors are positioned in a short distance relative to the horizontal extension s
of the U-tubes . A nonuniform heat transfer inducing a nonuniform massflow distrib-
ution on secondary side results from that .

Specific Phenomena
The differences in design cause under small leak LOCA conditions specific phenom-
ena. Due to the continous loss of primary inventory the single phase natural circu-
lation will be replaced by the two-phase natural circulation and finally turns to th e
boiler-condensor mode . Reflux-condensor mode cannot be expected because th e
lowered course of the elevation of the hot leg of the VVER-440 prevents the backflo w
of condensate from hot leg to the pressure vessel . The condensate may accumulat e
within the hot leg and probably seals the hot leg . The heat transfer to secondary sid e
may cease and primary pressure increase . Such phenomenon has been observed i n
the Hungarian small-scale integral test facility PMK-NVH /BAN-89/ .

The heat transfer from primary to secondary side takes place in horizontal U-tubes .
The primary coolant enters from hot leg side into the vertical hot collector, distribute s
over the horizontal U-tubes, reaches the vertical cold collector and leaves the stea m
generator downward flowing into cold leg . In principle, the U-tubes are very slightl y
inclined to ensure draining of the tubes for eventual repair works during refuelling .
However, it cannot be positively excluded that there could also be an undesired de-
viation of the U-tube from this orientation . In case of a downward deviation, accu-
mulation of condensate and finally plugging may occur .

The secondary side of the horizontal steam generator is characterized by the natura l
steam separation . The vertical flow on the SG secondary side crosses the horizontal
U -tubes. The heat transfer under normal operational conditions concentrates on a
region of the U-tubes which is placed around the hot collector . The mixture level o n
secondary side reaches its maximum there . As a consequence of the heat transfer
distribution rotational flow superposes the vertical upflow and enhances the hea t
transfer efficiency of the steam generator . Therefore, the effectiveness of the stea m
generator depends on the power load .

Under a postulated small leak LOCA the depressurization of the primary loop lead s
to an accumulation of steam in the vertical hot collector first . The development of a
mixture level within the collector uncovers the upper part of the horizontal U-tub e
cluster entrance . A formation of a mixture level on the cold collector may result . Du e
to this mixture level formation the steam generator reduces in its effective hea t
transfer area.

Under LOCA conditions the mixture level height on secondary side may fall below th e
upper bound of the U-tube cluster . The upper part of the U-tube cluster ceases t o
transfer heat from primary to secondary side . The condensation of steam in the up-
per part of U-tube cluster ends and steam may accumulate. The heat transfer area
of the steam generator reduces. Therefore, it can be expected that the secondary sid e
mixture level controls the position of the mixture level in collectors on primary side.

These list of phenomena mentioned above is not complete but illustrates that LOC A
thermal-hydraulics require specific modelling in a code to describe properly th e
LOCA processes.

International Efforts on Horizontal Steam Generator
Modelling
An International Seminar was organised in March 1991 in Lappeenranta, Finland, fo r
experts in thermal hydraulic modelling of horizontal steam generators /LAP-91/ . The
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objectives of the seminar were to colléct existing information and experience fro m
different countries in the field of modelling and experimental aspects of the horizonta l
steam generators in WER-reactors and to discuss, what kind of experimental data i s
still required for ensuring verification of the applied computer codes .

As a practical outcome of the seminar, it was agreed that a common calculationa l
exercise should be organized. For this purpose, the designer and manufacturer of th e
VVER steam generators, OKB Gidropress, volunteered to provide initial and boundary
conditions of measured two-phase circulations in the secondary side of the bot h
WER-440 and VVER-1000 steam generators. Imatran Voima Oy of Finland engaged t o
act as a coordinating organisation . The initial data has now been distributed to par-
ticipating organisations in Russia, Germany, Hungary, Czechoslovakia, France an d
Finland . The applied computer codes include RELAP5/MOD 2 and 3, ATHLET an d
CATHARE.

Along the heat transfer tubes there are large variations of flow conditions across the
tube bundle in the secondary side. This means that it is not practical to define or
measure average secondary side flow conditions along the tube length . Therefore
OKB Gidropress propose that a calculation should be performed for a local circulatio n
circuit in a certain cross-section of the tube bundle . For this purpose, Gidropress
provided experimental water flow rate and void fraction data from the steam genera -
tors under nominal conditions . Apparently, the calculations should be still done fo r
the whole shell side volume, since the conditions of one cross-section cannot b e
defined separately in distinction from the overall flow and heat transfer conditions o n
the tube and shell side.

The next seminar has been planned to take place in September 1992 for comparin g
calculational results.

ATHLET Modelling of a WER reactor syste m

The ATHLET code simulates the thermal-hydraulics of a reactor system by a networ k
of control volumes and junctions (lumped parameter technique) /STE-89/ . This simu-
lation technique is supported by basic models like heat conductor and heat transfer
models or mixture level model . The technique ensures a high flexibility in the cod e
application .

The technique provides a one-dimensional representation of a reactor primary sys-
tem. A limited multi-dimensional capability is achieved by parallel one-dimensiona l
lumped parameter control volumes with cross connections between correspondin g
control volumes .

Recently the plant component and control models have become available in the
ATHLET code for WER-reactors . Among others these models provide simulations of :

• Main steam valve s

• Safety relief valves

• Reactor power contro l

• Part load

• Reactor scram

• Turbine under normal conditio n

• Turbine trip

• Pressurizer with spray valv e

• Pump coast down
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The verification of these models are based on ATHLET calculations of plant commis-
sioning tests for the Greifswald Unit 1 .

The VVER specific LOCA phenomena require a specific modelling or optimization o f
code models. Several phenomena have been separately analyzed . E.g ., the pheno-
menological analysis of the boiler-condensor-mode with special attention to th e
steam generator behaviour has been chosen in order to illustrate the modelling ef-
forts necessary for the WER-reactor representation .

However, this optimization is lacking VVER-specific experimental investigations in a
reactor typical scale qualifying the representation of the VVER reactor system .
Therefore, the modelling and optimization process is still considered to be in pro-
gress.

Phenomenological Analysis of the Boiler-Condensor-Mode
with ATHLET
Under a postulated small leak LOCA including station blackout the depressurizatio n
of primary loop leads to the sequence of heat removal mode starting with singl e
phase natural circulation, followed by two-phase natural circulation and finally due t o
continuing loss of coolant inventory the.boiler-condensor mode establishes.

Due to the station blackout the main steam valves are closed and secondary fee d
water is not available . The steam generator relief valves of the WER-440 open a t
about 5 MPa and provide the necessary heat release from steam generators .

In the boiler-condensor-mode on primary side the steam flows from the pressur e
vessel through the hot leg toward the steam generator . The steam condenses withi n
the horizontal steam generator U-tubes and flows as condensate either to the hot
collector or to the cold collector depending on the pressure distribution within thes e
U -tubes.

Thus, the boiler-condensor-mode comprises the following thermal-hydraulic proc-
esses :

• stratified flow within U-tube cluster s

• film flow within the outlet collector of steam generato r

• formation of a sharp mixture level on secondary sid e

• heat transfer from primary side to secondary sid e

• condensation process on primary sid e

• evaporation process on secondary side

One loop including hot leg, hot collector, steam generator U-tubes, cold collector an d
cold leg has been modelled with the ATHLET code in order to phenomenologicall y
analyze these thermal-hydraulic processes (see figure 2 : Nodalization Scheme) . For
that analysis the U-tube cluster of the steam generator has been split into three sub-
clusters of equal size but at different elevations. Top height, medium height and
bottom height are distinguished. Each subcluster of U-tubes is modelled with 5 con-
trol volumes. Therefore, 1845 U-tubes are considered in each subcluster . The 3 x 5
control volumes are modelled with identical flow area . In the real steam generato r
the U-tubes are not uniformly distributed over the vertical height . The inlet and outlet
conditions of each U-tube subcluster is provided by control volumes of equal siz e
representing the corresponding volumes of the cold collector and hot collector .

This modelling of the steam generator intentionally avoids asymmetries in the simu-
lation of the mass flow distribution among the subclusters, and the calculated results
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do not reflect a real steam generator behaviour, but it allows to isolate the mech-
anisms which provoke an asymmetrical flow distribution over the U-tube cluster .

A decay heat of about 25MW corresponding to 15kg/s steam production in the cor e
region at 5 .OMPa and distributed over six loops has been assumed in the ATHLE T
calculations. That is, the considered steam generator receives 2 .5kg/s steam in th e
hot collector. Depending on the pressure difference between primary and secondar y
side imposed on both sides by pressure boundaries, the steam partly or totally con -
denses within the U-tubes.

The ATHLET calculation using this symmetrical modelling reveals a condensate flo w
within the subcluster at lowest position toward the hot collector . The figure 3 illus-
trates the steady state situation with backward flow in the lower U-tube cluster . The
upper U-tube clusters (top height and medium height) show steady state forward flow .

According to the ATHLET calculations this flow depends on the condensation rate
produced within the steam generator . Figure 4 "Percentage of Condensate Flow t o
Hot Leg versus Percentage of Condensed Steam Flow" summarizes the ATHLET cal-
culations with the presented steam generator model . If the total condensation rate
exceeds a value of about 25% backward . flow may be initiated . The ATHLET calcu-
lations suggest a maximum of 32% condensate flow from horizontal U-tube to the ho t
leg .

Discussion of Calculated Results

The backward flow of condensate occurs because the pressure distribution in the
cold collector caused by a downward film flow provokes a slight pressure increas e
at the U-tube outlet relative to the U-tube inlet at the lower U-tube position . The rea-
son for this is that the condensate film in the cold collector is not freely falling into the
cold leg. Wall friction and interfacial friction limit the velocity of the falling water film .
According to the drift-flux model for vertical pipes the downward flow of water re -
aches a value of about lm/s only while the steam flow merely stagnates .

Adequate steam generator experiments to verify the code predictions for the flow an d
pressure distributions are not available at present . Thus, the reliability of the calcu-
lated results has to be seen in conjunction with considerations on momentum bal-
ances in the cold collector .

Momentum Balance for Steam and Water Fil m

The consideration of the momentum balance for both the water film and steam phas e
provides a better understanding of the mechanisms which provoke the backward flo w
of condensate in the lower U-tubes . Considering a steady state downward flow of th e
water film in the cold collector the momentum balance for that film is :

TwPwdz+T;P;dz-gpL a L Adz+dpaL A = 0

The sign convention shown in figure 5 has been used for equation (1) . If the forces
are related to the gravitational force of film g p i aL A dz = GL , the equation (1) can be
expressed as :

X~ + x2 + X3 = 1

	

(2)

The ratios x are defined as :

TwPwdz=x~ GL

; P . dz x2 GL
dpa L A=x3 GL

gpaL A dz GL

Neglecting the wall friction force of the steam the momentum balance of the stea m
phase using the sign convention of figure 5 gives:

(1)
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-si Pi dz-gpvavAdz+dpavA=0

	

(3)

Relating the forces of equation (3) to the gravitational of the water film G L one gets :

av PV

	

a v
x2 -•-

aLP1
+x3 a1

_
0

Equation (4) makes use of the relations :

si Pi dz=x2 G L

= avPv
g pv av A dz G L al

. PL
a l/

dpavA=x3GL a L

The equations (2) and (4) provide an equation system with 3 unknowns which can be
solved If one further relation between the forces is known . Defining the relationship
between the wall shear force sw P. dz and the interfacial shear force s; P; dz to be the
ratio a :

(4)

T i Pi dz
s=

r PK,dz
(5)

one gets an expression for the pressure gradient depending on this ratio a as :

dp

-

= a a L PL + (1 + a) av pv
g

	

( 6)dz

	

(1 + a) av + a a1

If the interfacial shear force becomes zero (a =0) the pressure gradient matches the
gravitational force of vapour :

dp

dz-=g Pv

If the ratio is equal to one (a = 1), that is, both frictional forces are equal, for voi d
fractions near to one eqution (6) approximately gives :

dp

	

Pm + Pv
dz 2

wit h
Piu =avPv+ aLPL

Depending on the void fraction a, the pressure gradient significantly exceeds the
pressure gradient for stagnant steam g pr.

According to this simple analysis the downward flowing water film produces due t o
the non-zero interfacial shear force a pressure increase which exceeds the hydros-
tatic pressure of steam. Concerning the situation in the cold collector of steam gen-
erator this increase of pressure at lower positions of the collector forces the stea m
to flow from the cold collector into the U-tubes .

In order to quantify the ratio a the analysis of Wallis for annular flow MAL-69/ basing
on the correlation scheme given by Martinelli leads to :

Ti Pi

	

s r dp 1

	

(7 )
F;= A -av

	

dz v

According to the definition of the Martinelli parameter Xa the ratio of forces a follow s
to :

FW = s
Aw 0LL dz

L
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dp
4 dz2 OV	

4 an -=	
L

[ z Jv
r;P;dz

i--+
a = rwPw

	

voz
	 = a

In case of high void fractions a, near to 1 the ratio a approaches 1 .

An alternative approach for the estimation of the ratio of frictional forces at the wate r
film a is to evaluate both the tension at the wall rw and the interfacial tension r; by:

f

	

PL
VL2 (8)riv= w

	

2

and

Pv ( Vv - VL)2
(9)f;

2

The Fanning friction factor for the wall shear can be determined by Colebrook corre-
lation mentioned in /TRU-68/ depending on the pipe roughness (roughness of stee l
surface is assumed with 0.1mm and 0.01mm) and hydraulic diameter. The hydrauli c
diameter for the water film DL to be used in the Reynolds number is given by
DL =DaL.

Wallis /WAL-69/ suggests to determine the Fanning friction factor for the steam/water
interface in dependence of the water fraction aL according to :
f• = 0.005[1 + 75aL]

	

(10)

This interfacial Fanning friction factor of (10) significantly differs from those of Bhara-
than . Bharathan /BHA-78/ observed a dependence of this factor on both film thicknes s
and hydraulic diameter .

f;=f,,{b, D)

	

(11 )

For the pressure of 5MPa, collector diameter of 0.8m, condensate mass flow rate of
2 .5kg/s and stagnant steam flow, the ratio of frictional forces at the water film a ha s
been plotted in figure 6 versus the film thickness.

The results show that the effect of roughness of steel on this ratio can be neglected ,
but the effect of the interfacial Fanning friction factor f, on this ratio is essential . Usin g
Wallis' correlation (10) the ratio of forces is about 0.03 whereas the more sophisti-
cated correlation of Bharathan provides values of about 2.0, which are close to th e
result of equation (7) . Therefore, the determination of pressure distribution in a
steam generator collector still requires an experimental investigation in a geometri c
scale close to 1 :1 in order to reduce the uncertainties involved .

Conclusion

The VVER reactors differ in design compared to reactors of western design . The WER
design, especially the design of the horizontal steam generator, provokes under
LOCA conditions specific phenomena which require a specific modelling in a ther-
mal-hydraulic code. Because experimental data in a realistic scale simulating e .g. the
steam generator behaviour are not available the verification of code models for th e
application to WER reactors has to be reduced on phenomenological studies .

As an example of such phenomenological analyses, the study of the flow phenome-
non under boiler-condensor-mode has been performed . This study reveals a con-
densate flow phenomenon in steam generator U-tubes depending on the flow forces



in the cold collector. According to an ATHLET code prediction assuming a ratio of
frictional forces of approximately one, about 1/3 of the total condensate of the stea m
generator will flow towards the hot collector . Therefore, the possibility of sealing th e
WER hot leg due to this condensate flow has to be taken into consideration in a n
analysis of the boiler-condensor-mode as long as no further experimental investi-
gations on the flow forces are available .

Nomenclature

A

	

m = Cross-sectional are a

a Ratio of frictional force s

D m

m

Diameter of pip e

Hydraulic diameter of water fil m

dp

Dr

	

m Hydraulic diameter of steam core in pip e

Pressure gradient
dz

N/rn'

Pressure gradient ,1d

	

`

	

N/m'

liquid only flowin g

dz r

	

N/m' Pressure gradient,
steam only flowin g

AP '

Ti
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Dimensionsless pressure gradient

dz

	

m Differential Length

F,, Wall frictional force per fluid volume

F;

	

N/m' Interfacial force per fliud volume

GL

	

N Gravitational force of fil m

g

	

m/s' Acceleration due to gravity

P,

	

m Perimeter at film/steam
interface

p w

	

m Perimeter at film/wal l
interface

x Multiple of th e
gravitational force FL

x. Martinelli paramete r

a, Water volume fractio n

ar Void fractio n

Of Martinelli parameter for water

0E Martinelli parameter for steam

PL

	

k9/m' Density of water

Pr

	

k9/m' Density of stea m

Interfacial tension
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N/mz

	

Tension at wall
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